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RF/VIDEO MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS
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Frequency Range

38.9Á1l Iz to 860M1Iz, continuously adjustable vta a geared -down vernier

Frequency Reat'ing

TV Bands

Function:
it/ Monitor

NORMAL:

Panorama:

1

A

...+ -1

picture only
to I horizontal magnification of picture

2

.

Adjustable expansion of

Measurement:

20 to 40dB. Static measurement of received signal. Scale calibrated in dBuV (at top
of picture tube) to rots value of signal level.

DC/AC Voltmeter

5to50V.

Measurement

20 to 130dBuV in ten 10dE attenuation steps for all bands. -60 to 130dBuV in nine
10dB steps for I.F.

Measurement
{

i.\

a

portion of the spectrum around the tuned frequency.

Indication:

ANALOGUE: brightness stripe against calibrated scale superimposed on picture tube.
The stripe length is proportional to the sync peak of the video signal.

Video Output:

BNC connector.

DC Output:

+12V/50mA maximum. Power supply source for boosters and conveners.

TV Receiver:

Tunes in and displays CCIR system

Additional

(1) Video input 750. (2) 12V input for external car battery. (3) Output connector for

Features:

PRICE:

`rW,

Panoramic display of the frequency spectrum within the selected bánd and of tuning
marker.

Analogue

Range:

r

111

'

ZOOM

Panorama Expansion

1

(tF;,

- 4 digit counter with 1001011 resolution
FM Band - 5 digit counter with 10Khz resolution
Reading Accuracy: reference Xtal +/- I digit

picture + line sync pulse (with chromaburst if TV signal is coded
for colour

1

O

--

-

.1 F.P7i 1u NiS
FIELD Si R1:N(."t H NIF,TER/SPF.('TRL'N1 .ANALYZER
LIN AOl1

I

Vpp maximum on 750.

I

TV signals. Other standards upon request.

stereo earphones.

£ 1344.00

nett, excluding V.A.T. and Carriage

UNAOHM EP742
FIELD STRENGTH METER/SPE('TRUMM ANALYZER
Specification as EP741 + Synthesized Tuning 99 channels. Programme Storage.
(EP815 Satellite Convener can be added as illustrated)

£ 1498.00

PRICE

nett, excluding V.A.T. and Carriage

UNAOHM EP815
T.V. SATELLITE CON ERTER
Frequency Range of 9.50Ml lz to 1750MI Iz. Frequency is continuously adjustable through
Input Signal:
control.

a

geared -down

Frequency Reading: Throughout the frequency niter of the associated field strength meter.
Input Signal Level:

From 20 to 100dBuV in two ranges -20 to 70 and 70 to 100.

Power Source:

Available at BNC input connectors
maximum external.

Saints

Indication:

as

follows: 15V DC/0.5A internal or 25V DC

Continuity, overload and short circuit conditionsof power circuit are all shown by LED
lights

Demodulation:

FM for PAL and SECAM coding. Switching to MAC system is provided together with
room for an optional MAC decoder.

\udia Subcarrier:

5.5M1

PRICE:

£536.20 nett. excluding V.A.T. and Carriage

1z

107.51411z continuously adjustable. Provision for an automatic frequency control.

UNAOHM EH 1000

TELETEXT AND VIDEO ANALYZER

q

t

I

Function:

Eye Pattern: display of RF and video-frequency teletext signals by means
of eye
pattern diagrams both in linear representation and lissajous figures (0 and X). Line
selection: display of video signals and line by line selection. Measurement of
modulation depth. Teletext: monitoring of teletext pages.

RF Input:

Frequency Range: 45 to 860Mí lz. Frequency synthesis, 99 channel recall facility.
501:11z resolution, 30 channel digital memory. Level: 40 to I2OdttuV:
attenuator
continuously adjustable. Indication of the minimum level for a correct operation of
the instruments. Impedance: 750. Connector type: BNC.

Video Frequency

Input:

Minimum Voltage: I Vpp. Impedance: 750 or 10K0 in case of
Connector type: BNC

Teletext Input:

Voltage: I Vpp/750.

Teletext Clock

Voltage: I Vpp/7512. Measurement: Aperture of eye pattern; linear or Lissajous
figures, selectable. Indication: directly on the picture tube. A calibrated scale
shows percentage of eye pattern apenure. Error: the instrument introduces an
error
of less than or equal to 5% with video input and 209E with RF input. litter on regen'd
clock: less than or equal to 25ns. Line selector: Selection of any TV line between the
2nd and the 625th scanning cycle by means of a 3 digit thumbwheel switch.

Oscilloscope:

VERTICAL CI IANNEL: Sensitivity: 0.5 to 2Vpp/cm. Frequency Response: DC to
10MIIz. Rise time: pre & overshoot less than or equal to 2%. Input Coupling:
AC.

Input:

TAYLOR BROS (OLDHAM) LTD.
VISA

through -signal.

Input Impedance: 75015OpF.
TIME BASE: Sweep Range: 20 to IOms (1.1/2 frames): 32: 64/192us (I/2: I:
Linearity: +/-3%. I lorizontal Width: 10 divisions; x5 magnification.

BISLEY STREET WORKS, LEE STREET,
OLDHAM, ENGLAND. OL8 EE
I

TEL: 061-652-3221 TELEX: 669911 FAX: 061 626 1736

a

PR ICE:

£ 1670.20 nett,

excluding V.A.T. and Carnage

3
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EXPERIMENTAL MAC
DECODER

I

510
Philips. I essey and Nordic VLSI are now
using their first silicon in an experimental
decoder hoard.

MOTION THROUGH THE
ETHER

ONE BOARD, TWO BUSES

437

516

Does the ether exist and, if so. does it move
at 400km/s?

Boards with hoth STE and VME ports can
integrate cheap out -hoards without
compromise to performance.

VALVE MICROCHIPS

SILICON FILES

520

443

Using the "silicon disk.'

mix of high vacuum and microelectronics
promises a new class of device from an old
technology.

A

PIONEERS
521

1.

SPHERICAL AERIAL
SYSTEMS

Gauss. ''a cold, queer fel low.' and \Veber.
unaffected and outgoing, presented an

unlikely partnership with enduring result.

456
Spherical RF lenses built up from onion like layers of polystyrene can focus a
number of microwave beams

DUAL -OUTPUT PSU

simultaneously.

Variable twin -rail supply

INSIDE S -VHS
466

524

-

The new update to VI -IS almost promises
off -air picture quality from a traditionally
mediocre video medium.

APPLICATIONS 460
BOOK REVIEWS 478

CIRCUIT IDEAS 471
LETTERS 514

SHANNON, CODING AND
SPREAD SPECTRUM

NEW PRODUCT CLASSIFIED 463

475

RESEARCH NOTES 440

In the last part of his series I. C Walters
describes soft decision coding for error

ON THE HOUSE 470

correction.

RF COMMENTARY 528
UPD 1TE 448. 452

ANALOGUE ACTION

480
We offer a new forum for those ideas.

devices and applications \rhich remain

intractably analogue.

Z80 BASED REAL-TIME
CONTROL
482
blicros don't have to twiddle their thumbs
waiting for slow peripherals: co -routines
mean productive multitasking.
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IN DEPTH
Asic technology, once the preserve of high
volume, big company engineering has
adapted itself to low volume applications.
We examine the new twists to the
technology which have made this possible
in eleven separate articles.

Mixing analogue and digital. The driving
force behind asic technology is increased
system integration. This can't ignore ana489
logue functions.
The £8000 asic. Provided that you have
access to a PC, you could be designing your
492
own chips.
Non-volatile digilin. Electrically erasable
proms can now be combined with both
digital and linear functions on the same
493
chipThe standard cell approach. Libraries of
definitions make life much easier for the
494
design engineer.

Channelled gate arrays. Asic turnaround
time poses a real problem: it can take weeks
to find out if a device works. Actel claims to
494
have the answer.
Working in asics. What personal and professional qualities should an asic engineer
498
possess?
DIY PLD. Programmable logic devices
probably present the easiest and cheapest
entry into asic design. In the first part of a
short series Brian Frost provides a lucid
499
"how to" guide to PLD.
Flexible entry into asic. Training is an
essential element in successful design. It
should be tailored to the client's level of
503
expertise.
Ten steps to asic. Hints and tips in a guide
504
for potential users.
is
now
an
asic
without
fear.
There
Asic
process for almost every conceivable
tradeoff between development cost and
505
delivery volume.
Gateway to semi -custom. Before jumping
in with both feet, John McNally of Philips
suggests a few questions that prospective
507
users should ask themselves.

June issue on sale 18th May
Designing low noise audio front ends. The first

display, are not always well understood. \Ve offer a

stage of an audio amplification system must
always he a compromise between noise performance and headroom made more difficult by the

technical programmers' guide for all the major
display modes. A task fit for lercules.

low voltage. low impedance characteristics of
modern transducers. We examine the matching
of semiconductor device parameters to this
demanding application.
The PC graphics maze. Recent market research
indicates that IBM architecture accounts for
some 90 per cent of professional personal computer usage. Despite being commonplace the
mechanisms for the various types of screen

I

Alpha torque forces. There are still mysteries
contained in the outwardly simple passage of an
electric current. Why should a copper conductor
shatter rather vaporize when subjected to a
The mostly unmass've pulse current?
documented magnetic force responsible for the
phenomenon has applications in propulsion,
drilling and in the manufacture of magnetic guns
claims author Dr Peter Craneau.
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FOR FULL DETAILS

With over 125 leading Exhibitors Leetronex '89 has, once
again, all the elements needed to maintain its position as the
North's leading Electronics Exhibition.... so: whether you're
buying, selling, contracting, manufacturing, using or
researching; it's certainly going to be the one Exhibition where
you'll be absolutely positive of making the right contacts!

AND

COMPLIMENTARY TICKETS
CONTACT
LEETRONEX '89 INFOLINE

t

L

0532 332021

27th 28th 29th JUNE 1989
g

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS EXHIBITION CENTRE
ORGANISED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL 8 ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS LEEDS LS2 9JT TELEPHONE' 0532 332021 CONTACT. DENNIS BROWN
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TEKTRONIX
TEKTRONIX
TEKTRONIX
TEKTRONIX

222 10Mhz digital storage. New

.

£1.250
£250
£750

T922 15MHz dual -trace
T7603 60MHz system. New
£2.250
2465 300MHz dual -trace
HP 1740A 100MHz dual -trace Dual timebase
PHILIPS PM3256 75MHz ruggedrsed portable
PHILIPS PM3263 100MHz up -controlled dual timebase
GOULD 0S255 15MHz dual -trace (med persistence)
GOULD 0S3000A 40MHz dual-trace dual timebase

power meter 0.25W 250 vtrz
TF 1245/ 1246 0 -Meter and oscillator
TF2015/2171 UHF AM/FM signal generator with
synchroniser
TF2162 MF attenuator 0.1 db in 0 db steps
TF2300A as above with deviation to 5KHz fsd
TF2300B modulation meter as above
TF2356 level oscillator 20MHz
TF2501 power meter 0 3W fsd DC-1GHz
TF2600 mdhvoltmeter AF 1mV-300V fsd
TF2600B video voltmeter I mV -300V fsd
TF2604 electronic multi-meter
TF2807A PCM multiplex tester
2828A/2829 digital simulator/analyser
2833 digital in -line monitor
TF2908 blanking 8 sync mixer
6460 RF power meter
646016420 power meter/microwave head
TF893A audio power meter m W- t 0 W fsd
TF2213A XV cd display
TF2015 AM/FM sig gen 10.520MHz
2092C noise receiver. many filters available
2091/2092A noise gen/receiver 8 filters
6600A/6646 sweeper 8-12 4GHz
2018 synthesized signal generator 80kHz-520MHz
6056B signal source 2-4GHz
TF 1313A 0 1% universal LCR bridge
TF2011 FM signal generator 130.180MHz
TF2012 FM signal generator 400.520MHz
2438 (303J) 520MHz universal counter -timer
TF2303 modulation meter
2019 synthesized signal generator 0 08-1040MHz
TF2700 RCL component bridge
TF2163S UHF attenuator 0-142db
TF2905/8 sine squared pulse and bar generator
TF2370 spectrum analyser t OMHz 75 ohm
-

11-2V1

rYl-

1

1

1

1

1

1

CA It II

HEWLETT PACKARD

.i',r

f300

r`
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£750
£100
£350
£450
£400

£150
£75
£175
£150
£400
£ 1.500

£275
£250
£350

f495
£75
£100
C595

£500
£750
£750
£2.250
£850
£250
C195

£195
£500
£325
£2.500
£250
£325
£450
f3 500

!^i

s.,

i.ltl

.-L

Y

C

i
£195

1122A power unit for let probes

11602B transistor fixture
8007B pulse generator
8733A pin modulator

£395
£495
£250
£250
£275
£295
£750
£950
£175
£250
£295
£250
£250
£ 1.000
£1,000
£500
£325
£450
£2.250

400r mirvoltmeter

TEST & MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT
£250
AVO 8151 LCR universal bridge
AVO RM 160/3 megohmmeter
£ 150
£291
LYONS PG73N Bipolar pulse generator
mHz-2mHz
function
gen.
C95í)
PHILIPS PM1590
synth.
£495
PHILIPS PM8235 multipomt pec recorder
A.G
programmer
M2
Maestro
£250
STOLTZ
prom
£150
RACAL 9102 DC -1 GHz 30W power meter
RACAL 9083 2 -tone signal source
£300
RACAL 9084 104MHz synthesized sig. gen GPIB
£1,50)
WAVETEK 1503 sweeper 450.950MHz
£450
WAYNE KERR B642 Auto Balance bridge
£295
VALRADIO inverters 24V DC -230V AC Iron
£75
RHODE 8 SCHWARZ kW 50 ohm load N -types
£250
noise
8
KJAER
4428
dose
-meter
£295
BRUEL
RIKADENKI 3 pen chart recorder
£450
£1.750
SCHLUMBERGER SRTG-GA63 selective call test set
£353
TEKTRONIX 7D12M/2 KC/converter plug-in
TEK 2901 time -mark gen
£250
TEKTRONIX 178 IC fixture £250
Tek' 606 XV monitor £250
TEXSCAN W 8713 0.950 sweep generator
£950
TEXSCAN 9900 300Mhz sweeper/display
£350
PHILIPS PM2554 AF milli volt meters
£125
PHILIPS PM5165 LF sweep generator 0.1Hz-1MHz
£325
PHILIPS PM5324 RF generator 0 1-110MHz AM/FM
£453
£750
PHILIPS PM8043 XVI Plotter A4
PHILIPS P01667 High -res 120MHz counter (LP £582)
£195
PHILIPS PM8220 single pen chart recorder
£195
LEADER signal generator LSG216 0 1-30MHz 8 75-115MHz
£600
AM/FM
BRUEL 8 KJAER 3347 Real time 1/3 Octave analyser (2t30
requency analyser r 4710 display unit)
C950
£100
LYONS PG71 pulse generator
1

£75
£500

V
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1c~

YEARS
£650
£650
£650
£150
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REI'IV

36 EASTCOTE LANE, S HARROW. MIDDLESEX
TEL: 01-422 3593. FAX: 01-49_3 4009
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RALFE ELECTRONICS
HA28DB

OSCILLOSCOPES
.

III

1

ALL OUR EQUIPMENT IS SOLD IN EXCELLENT. FULLY
FUNCTIONAL CONDITION AND GUARANTEED FOR 90 DAYS.
MAIL ORDERS AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOMED. PLEASE
TELEPHONE FOR CARRIAGE QUOTE. ALL INSTRUMENTS ARE
AVAILABLE EX -STOCK AS AT COPY DATE. GOOD QUALITY TEST
EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED FOR STOCK. PRICES QUOTED
ARE SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL VAT.

529A Logic comparator
10529A/10526T Logic troubleshooter
331A distortion meter
334A distortion meter
3400A mdhvoltmeter
382A(P) P -band attenuator 0-50db
415E swr meter
431 B8C'478A microwave power meters from
6516A power supplies 0-3KV 6mA
70468(07) 2 -pen XV plotter high-speed
8018A101) serial data generator
5011T logic troubleshooting kit complete
400FL mV -meter
3438A digital multimeler HPIB
8165A function 1 MHz-50MHz
435A/8481 A RF power meter 8 head
(Other heads available)
3581A AF wave analyser
2871G thermal graphics printer
3575A gain/phase meter Hz-13Mhz
432A/478A microwave RF power meter
8553B 110MHz spectrum analyser plug-in
7563A log voltmeterlamplifier

£750

£1250
£250
£1,250
£375
£950
£250

1

ADDITIONAL EX -STOCK T & M KIT
£45
VARIACS (Claude Lyons) 0-270V. 20A £100 15A £75 8A
£250
GOULD DSA600 digital synthesizer analyser
£1,750
TEKTRONIX 521 TV Vectorscope
£2.500
NEUTRIK TP401 audio test set
£2.500
PM5534 standard pattern generator
PM5545 PAL 625 colour encoder
£ 1.000
£250
PM6302 RCL component bridge
£50
PM2120 universal switches for syst 21
PM5580 IF modulators. Systems B. G 8 M
£1,000
PM5597 TV VHF modulators Rack o15 System G'
£1.000
£225
FLUKE 8060A digital multi-meter
£250
THURLBY LA160B logic analyser
ELECTROVISUALS TV waveform monitor and vectorscope
£950
EV4010/EV4020 19 rackmounting 3U
ROHDE 8 SCHWARZ SWOF Ill wdeoskop C/w sideband adaptor

SCHLUMBERGER 401 OA 'stabdock mobile radio test set
SCHLUMBERGER 4021 stabdock' mobile radio test set

POA
£1.500
£1.750
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The integration of a million transistors into a single chip microprocessor represents
a technological milestone by any definition of the cliche. Yet it was just nine years
ago that a semiconductor designer named Got don Moore got up before an IEEE
solid state circuits conference in San Francisco and stated quite categorically that he
couldn't begin to imagine a use for a million transistors on a chip except in the building of
a memory device.
This designer had wider responsibilities. -le was at the time chairman of Intel and still
is to this day. And the company with a million transistor micro? Intel. naturally.
The same company invented the single chip microprocessor concept back in 1971. a
brilliant piece of general purpose eccentricity connected with the development of a digital
alarm clock. Those involved instantly appreciated that the four bit device with itsALC.
control logic, and the most min:mal of register sets could do a lot more than make clocks
tick. The 4004 microprocessor, with a few bits of program memory, was a indeed a
microcosm of period mainframe computers. It was only later that the pretentious started
to add expressions such as "Harvard architecture" and "classic von Neumann processors"
to this wonderful new way of thinking.
Intel rapidly followed up with microprocessors of greater complexity: the 4040 and the
8 -hit 8080 series. It does the original microprocessor design teams much credit when one
considers that most, if not all of the original 8 -bit designs are still in production
somewhere in the world.
Other manufacturers responded rapidly with effective. if not better micro families: Z80
from Zilog, 6800 series from Motorola and the 6500 from Rockwell were all very
successful. Enterprising companies took to the micro concept creating a personal
computer market along the way. One should note that the traditional computer industry
regarded microprocessors with interest and personal computers with absolute scorn.
IBM was no exception. Apple. the most successful of the personal computer
entrepreneurs. was in business at least four years before Big Blue gave birth to its first.
The progeny was powered by an 8 -hit 8088 Intel processor of none too spectacular
I

performance.
The IBM badge gave respectability to the PC business and an enduring meal ticket to
Intel. It is interesting to speculate on what the semiconductor industry would now look
like if IBM had used either the Zilog 16 -bit Z8000 or the Motorola 16 -bit 68000 as it very
nearly did. The PC business would certainly have taken a different shape. Software would
generally have been written in 16 -bit code and double byte data would have been the rule
rather than the exception. Programs would have been faster and more powerful while the
PC world would have have moved considerably beyond horrible MicroSoft operating
systems and the equally limiting IBM graphics standards.
The real world is an interesting place. The indifferent IBM PC architecture currently
accounts for around 90 per cent of business personal computer sales, the indisputably
better Apple Mac based on the 6800 micro has eight percent while the remaining two
percent are unlikely to become three percent.
IBM has already declared its interest in Intel's million transistor beast, a processor
aimed at Unix -alike operating systems. Even taking into account the amazing bells and
whistles which the processor incorporates and the astonishing performance in
comparison to existing Intel products, the device represents an architecture as old as the
computer industry itself. A wonderful piece of technology, most certainly, but the IBM
connection could well impose a straitjacket on the new generation of personal super
computers. The computer industry could benefit by experimenting with distributed
architectures such as super parallel processor, distributed memory. neural networks or
whatever.
It seems short-sighted to endorse an essentially elderly architecture without
considering the options in full.
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DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT FOR IBM PC (AND COMPATIBLES) USERS
CROSS ASSEMBLERS

(E)EPROM PROGRAMMER

The METAi development system supports over 50 processors
including all the common ones
complete range of RELOCATABLE ASSEMBLERS, which have
INCLUDE, MACROs and CONDITIONAL ASSEMBLY facilities.
An editing environment with dual -windows and automatic erroneous line
search
Universal LINKER, LIBRARY and MAKEFILE features
A source level DEBUGGER
On-line HELP facility
A complete range of DISASSEMBLERS with code labelling
An EPROM Emulator which emulates 2716 to 27512 EPROMS
Object code in several formats compatible with the Model 18 EPROM
PROGRAMMER
Comprehensive User Manual
A

PRICE LIST (excluding VAT)

(?

®

twain

Lion

-_

Over 80 (E)EPROM and MICRO -CONTROLLER types...
250610ms
2 250650ms
3 251610ms
4 251650ms

18

I

19

20
21

271284
27256
27256210
27512
27513
87CI4

35 8741

a

36 8742

52 637055
53 63705Z

37 8041'

69 GR27513
70 27011

54 63701Y

71

38 8042'

55 75P54 P64

72

27010

27C101
5 2532/10ms
METAi-01 Assembler, Linker, Loader, Editor, Manual and Interface Card £395
22
39 8048'
56 EMULATOR 2716
73 2701023
6 2532/50ms
23
40 8049'
57 EMULATOR 2732
74 2701001
METAi-01 As METAi-01 but including Disassembler
£695
7 2564110ms
24 87256
41 8050
58 EMULATOR 2764
75 27C010
METAi-03 As METAi-02 but including EPROM Emulator
8 2564/50ns
£995
25 87C257
42 8751
59 EMULATOR 27128
76 27C301
9 2758
43 8752/21V
26 8755
Also the following upgrades
60 EMULATOR 27256
77 270100
10 2716
44 87051
27 8755A
61 EMULATOR 27512
78 27C1000
METAi-11 Extra EPROM Emulator
£325
II 2732
28 8355'
45 87C51FN8752
62 2816A
79 571001
12 2732A/1oms
METAi-12 Extra Interface Card for multiple users, includes Manual
46 8744
29 8748
63 2817A
£245
80 27C1024
13 2732650ms
8745
30
47
8051'
64 28644
81 27210
METAi-13 Disassembler to upgrade METAi-0t to METAi-02
£395
14 2764/50ms
31 8750
48 8052'
65 GR2764
82 27C102
PROCODE Single Processor Version (please state which processor)
15 2764
49 8044'
£195
32 874811
66 GR27128
83 571024
16 2764A
33 874911
50 637018
67 GR27256
XA48 8048/41 Cross assembler
17 27128
34 875011
£99.50
51 637018
68 GR27512
«read only
New devrce's eontrnually being introduced
Compatible with Intel assembler
E512 EPROM EMULATOR 2716 to 27512
£149.80
. at a price to suit any budget!
Use in conjunction with the Model 18 Programmer
THE MODEL 18 PROM PROGRAMMER
All I Mblt EPROMS. Greenwich Instruments Emulators. 27C pans and EEPROMs now programmable)
UV10 EPROM ERASER with Timer
£93.50
Upgradable for future types
Designed manufactured and supported in the UK
PS41 PRINTER SWITCH 4 to 1, serial or parallel, all 25 wires
Comprehensive User Manual
Micro.coniroliers require low cost socket adapter
£29.80
Supports our new EPROM
Still only

PAL PROGRAMMER
PLD-1100
all
programs
commonly available 20 and 24 pin
PALS as well as the new EEPROM
based second generation GALs. It
can read, test and program both
bipolar and CMOS PALs, GALs,
PEELs, PLDs and EPLDs.
PLD1100
£795+ VAT
The

EPLD PROGRAMMER
The PLDS01 EPLD Development
system programs Lattic and Altera
GALs 16V8, 20V8, EP310, EP320
and EP600. Software to run on IBM
PCs and compatibles is included in
the price.
PLDS01

£495+VAT

Write or telephone for further details:
UNIT 2. PARK ROAD CENTRE,
-MALMESBURY, WILTSHIRE, ENGLAND SNI6 OBX.
TELEPHONE: 0666 825146
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COMMUNICATIONS
INTERCOMS
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DMMS
ETC.
GENERATORS

SPEAKERS

PIRS
SIRENS
DOORPHONES
STROBES

FANS
*TOOLS

CABLS

R LAYS

FREE!

ETC.

*ACCESSORIES
AMPLIFIERS
Tt VIDEO
VIE
a AUDIO
SECURITY

ACCESS RI

CB RADIO

.-.....rres
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r

Instruments/Security'':
Computer '
General Catalogue

o®

-7ware24
0323Road

'ALSO AT Audio Electronics 301 Edgware Road W2 01-724 3564
SALES OFFICE 01-2581831 Telex 298102 Fax 01-724 0322
19

111111.1111.1W
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ON REPLY CARD

Stereo Disc Amplifier 3 and 5 " Moving Coil Preamplifier "
10 Outlet Distribution Amplifier 4 a Stereo Microphone
Amplifier
Peak Programme Meters, Drive Circuits,
Illuminated Twin Box and Rack Units * Stereo and
Ambisonics Coder ' Stereo Variable Emphasis Limiter 3
Advanced Active Aerial 4kHz
40MHz " Broadcast and
Communications Receiver 2150kHz 30MHz

-

Please state Trade/Education or
Retail/mail order Send 123/4"x9"'
(A4) SAE £ 1.50 each or 2.00 for both

HEnRYZ lidg,®
Tel°

ENTER

11.110

Mono version, box types and 5Hz fixed shift boards also
available.

ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUES WITH
RETAIL DISCOUNT
VOUCHERS

404

436

ir/M1(101%

Rack mounting frequency shifter for howl reduction in
public address and sound reinforcement.

ETC.

HUGE STOCKS
111

:

9

PANELS

COMNENIS
ALSO
11

1

I

AMPLIFIER

M CS

PRICE LIST (excluding VAT)

CB RADIO

*SECURITY

ADDRESSS

1

STEREO
STABILIZER 5

ELECTRONICS FOR TRADE, INDUSTRY,
TION AND RETAIL
EXPORT, ED
*INSIRUMENIS
II SNTERS
SCOPES

£189.95
VAT

MOPP0pt 8 EPROM PROGRAMMER MODEL 18 (includes Comprehensive Manual)
[189.95
MOP0019 8755 FAMILY SOCKET ADAPTER (Adapter 1)
029.95
MOP0020 8748 FAMILY SOCKET ADAPTER (Adapter 2)
049.95
MOP0021 8751 FAIRLY SOCKET ADAPTER (Adapter 3)
039.95
MOP0022 32 Pin EPROMS (Adapter 10)
C75.00
MOP0023 40 Pin EPROMS (Adapter n
075.00
SW/PD PROMDRIVER SOFTWARE PACKAGE (Please state MSDOS or CP/M.80
and give full details of computer type. disc size and format)
039.95
V24/PC RS232C LEAD for IBM PC. XT and compatibles and Amstrad
014.95
V24/AT RS232C LEAD for IBM AT and compatibles
C14.95
V24 BBC RS232C LEAD for BBC
.
C14.95
Please add £5 plus VAT to all orders to cover postage, packing and insurance during dispatch within the UK.
Overnight delivery can be arranged at íl4 plus VAT (C18 for Northern Ireland and Isle of Man. C20 to, Scottish
Highlands and Islands and Scilly Isles). Telephone ACCESSorders welcome
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ÍHEfIRY*5-1
--

Emulator as 2716 to 27512 EPROM
Automatic Data Rate selling 300.19200 Baud
Fast interactive algorithms automat catty selected as appropriate
Two independent commun,catwns protocols Ovil in Use with
- any host computer with RS232 pen and terminal emulator
our PROMDRIVER Advanced Features User Interface Packpge available for all MS-DOS and PC-0OS
computers
NEW FAST COMMs - Mlv PRO/As programmed in about 2 2 mils Limited versan also available for CP M
computers

1
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-

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD.
The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh,
Surrey GU6 7BG
Telephone: 0483 275997
ENTER
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Motion through the ether
Using a novel interferometer, the author claims to have
demonstrated the existence of the ether and to have disproved the
principle of Relativity.
E.W. SILVERTOOTH
his article presents an account
a new electronic device that
has proved conclusively that our
motion at speeds of some 400
km/s or so in space can he
measured in the confines of a
laboratory. The experiment proves that
there is an ether and disproves the principle

navigational applications, showed that if a
light ray travels one way around a circuit,
and its travel time is compared with that of a
light ray going the other way around the
circuit. the rotation of the apparatus is
detectable by optical interferometry. I-lere
the result is just as if there is an ether and the
speed of light is referred to that ether.

of Relativity.

Readers will have great difficulty finding a
hook on Relativity that even discusses the
Sagnac experiment or the later experiment
by Michelson and Gale that detected the

of

It does so because it measures the speed at
which the laboratory is moving in a fixed

direction in space. and that means that
something is flowing through the laboratory
at that speed. That something is the ether.
The famous Michelson-Morley experiment failed to detect our translational motion through the ether. It did not establish
that the speed of light was refereed to the
observer moving with the apparatus. \That it
did was to prove that the average velocity of
light for a round trip between a beam splitter
and a mirror was independent of motion
through space. The author supposed that the
one-way speed of light. or more specifically

Earth's rotation.
In the modern version of the Sagnac
experiment a single laser divides its light
rays and sends them around a loop in
opposite directions. but the resulting standing waves are not locked to the mirror
surfaces as they are in the Michelson-Morley
experiment.
It was my assumption that the different
wavelengths presented by rays moving in
opposite directions along that path would
allow a detector to sense a modulation or
displacement of the standing wave system
along the common ray path. The secret \vas
to move the detector or the optical system
along a linear path, rather than rotate the
optical apparatus, as in the Sagnac experi-

its wavelength, did depend upon that motion. but in a way that satisfied the exact null
condit ion of the Michelson-Morley result.
However. the Sagnac experiment, as
embodied in the ring laser gyros now used in

L

Beam

splitter

85

PS

oser

k

M2

BS2

Mirror

O)
Photocathode

®/

D

(4r-

PZM I

Detector

Piezo- electric
actuator

-ID.

BS3

PZM2

from a HeNe laser is divided
into two portions which then pass through
Di in opposite directions. By this means a
standing wave is set up in the region of D1.
Piezo actuators PZM1 and PZM2 are fed
from a common AC source at a frequency
of a few hundred hertz. A part of the beam
impinging upon the beam splitter BS2
passes through and feeds the conventional
Michelson interferometer PZM2, BS3 M4,
and detector D2. In operation D1 and M4, on
Fig.1. Beam
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common mount, are moved to get a
maximum signal from D2. Then phase shifter PS is rotated to get a maximum
signal from Di, and in the same phase as
D2. The assembly D1M4 is then moved a
distance _5 such that the signals from Di
and D2 are again at a maximum, but now
180° out of phase with respect to each
other. Note that the round trip path BS3M4
is independent of v, the velocity of our
motion through space.
a

THE ETHER CHALLENGE
The progress and welfare of our modern
society depends upon scientific advancement on a global scale. In this sense 'global'
has not only a geographical meaning. There
is a need for global thinking over the whole
scientific spectrum. The developing world
that was once colonized has become independent, but a new kind of empire domination has crept into our society. It pervades
the world of science, a world that has
become progressively larger but less responsive to change. It is that world which
infuences the governmental funding and
academic research that is expected to create new technology.
There are techniques of savage conquest
in ` this academic life amongst the ivory
towers. These are very effective in dis-

couraging independent scientific initiative,
particularly in the countries that command
high research funding.
'Suppress, ignore and ridicule" are the
weapons that are used to block the insurgent
sc'entist seeking a 'hearing for his own
theories and even his experimental discoveries. The only existence allowed in
scientific society is one which is subservient
to 'accepted doctrines.
The imperialists dominating the field that
matters to those interested in electronic
coimunication serve under the flag of Ein-stein. For many, this service is mere lip
service because Relativity does not affect
what they are doing on a daily basis. Nevertheless, the hordes involved ín the Einstein
array follow that flag blindly, even though
their quest has no apparent destiny. Whatever they accomplish is viewed in exactly
the same way by all those observing their
efforts. That is in accord with the principle of
Relativity; all physical laws are seen to be the
same In any frame of reference. There is no
room for dissent or anomalous observation.
Powerful missiles ire hurled into space
ur_der the control of navigators that use
charts drawn up in four-dimensional spacetime. They serve for satellite communication
and position location. Errors do occur that
would not occur in three-dimensional space
independent of time, but a blind eye allows
these to pass without notice, because those
who control these activities cannot challenge that Einstein 'flag'.
Ten years ago Dr Louis Essen, famous for
his pioneer research on the caesium clock
and the measurement of time and the speed
of light, wrote an article in Wireless World
that spoke of the suppression of the truths
concerning Einstein's theory'. He was not
following any other flag than the flag of truth.
Scientists should know only that flag and
c.nduct their research with an open mind. If
serious argument óf a dissident nature
stands in the way. that is a basis for parley
rather than a vanquishing attack.
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The Sagnac Effect
monochromatic light beam impinges upon
beam splitter. The transmitted beam proceeds anticlockwise round the closed path
and returns to the vicinity of the source. The
reflected beam proceeds clockwise and
rejoins the first beam to establish a fringe
pattern. If the assembly rotates at an angular
velocity w the fringe pattern shifts an
amount S as shown in the equation. A is the
A

a

area enclosed by the paths, v is the tangential velocity along the line element L, and v is
the frequency of the source. The fringe shift
is independent of the shape of the area or of
the centre of rotation. It is further seen that S,
the difference in the number of wavelengths
in the two paths is independent of r, and
hence the equation holds when L is in pure
translation. ti may be written as

A,= A2.

A,#A2. When the dotted curve is jittered in phase with
respect to the solid curve, it is seen that there is a phase reversal between (a) and
(b) in the vicinity of C and C'. (The intensities add.)

Fig.2. In (a)

A,

In (b)

kci

A,

When this is solved simultaneously with the
equation for one leg of the Michelson-Morley

experiment

ment. A little analysis showed that such
effects would exhibit a linear first -order
dependence on v/c and that the detector
would need to scan through a distance that
was inversely proportional to v/c in order to
cycle through a sequence of that standing
wave pattern.
This was exactly what I found when the
experiment was performed.

THE STANDING -WAVE SENSOR
The one -beam interferometer or standing
wave sensor consists of a photomultiplier

tube comprising two optically flat windows.
a semitransparent photocathode of
50nm thickness deposited on the inner
surface of one window. The tube also contains a six -stage annular dynode assembly
such that a collimated laser beam can pass
through the tube.
In the application described in reference
the beam was reflected hack on itself by a
mirror to set up standing waves. The performance of the wave sensor was tested by

with

1

incorporating

a

tiltahle phase -shifter be-

tween the sensor and the mirror. This
provided an adjustable displacement of the
standing wave relative to the sensor.
The object of the test was to measure the
effective thickness of the photosensitive
surface, to estimate the precision available
from the sensor for making measurements
on standing waves.
Signal-to-noise ratio for the photocathode
when positioned at an antinode compared
with that at a node was measured as approximately 20 000 to 1. This was shown to
correspond to detection of photoelectrons in
the 50nm thickness of the photocathode,
which assured us that position measurement within a standing wave could he made
to within 1% of the laser wavelength.
Three such wave sensors were fabricated
at Syracuse, New York, by the General
Electric Company of the USA from standard
parts of image orthicons. For this experiment, the sensor was connected as shown in
the arrangement of Fig. 1.
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If we write the wavelength of light moving
one way as Al and the wavelength of light
moving the opposite way as A2, then
(A,

-

where A is the nominal wavelength of the
laser output and
is the displacement
distance that was measured as corresponding to a phase reversal in the standing wave
oscillations. In a typical measurement as
defined in the equation above was 0.025cm
at its minimum: and since the nominal laser
wavelength A was 0.63µm, and the
wavelengths depending upon the spatial
orientation were Al = A(l+v/c) and
A2=A(I -v/c), it is clear that the maximum
value of v is given by 2v/c = (0.0000631/
(0.025) = 0.00252.
Since c is 300 000km/s this gives v as
378km/s on the day when this particular test
was performed. I'he axis of the photo detector making the linear scan through the
standing wave was directed towards the
constellation Leo when this maximum value
of y was registered. Six hours before and
after this event the displacement of the
detector revealed no phase changes. meaning that the photodetector was then being
displaced perpendicular to its motion relative to the ether.
The experiment has been repeated in a
variety of configurations over the past several years. Values of .1 measured have all
ranged within ±5% of the cited value. The
micrometer is graduated in increments of
0.0025 millimetres. I lowever. a micrometer
drive is too coarse to set the interferometer
on a fringe peak. This is accomplished by
means of a third piezo actuator supplied
from a DC source through a ten -turn potentiometer which provides conveniently the
finesse for setting on a fringe peak.
Since the author first disclosed this
discovery23 there has been a great deal of
effort by a number of individuals in different
countries, including USA. \Vest Germany.
UK. Italy, France and Austria, all aimed at
theorizing as to why the experiment works
or why it should not work'.

L_ L_2L
A,

A2-

A

we have the values for Al and A2 as given in
the text A, and A2 are, of course, the
wavelengths in the reciprocal directions
along the path L The Sagnac effect is well
known and proven: nearly all long haul
airliners and modern submarines navigate
with laser gyros based on G. Sagnac's discovery (1913).
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The author. however, declines in this
article to go into the mathematical argument that underlies the theory involved.
simply because that itself becomes a topic of
debate and it tends to detract from the basic
experimental fact that appears in the
measurement.

Further reading
1. E.W. Silvertooth and S.F. Jacobs. Applied
Opt ics. vol .22. 1274. 1983.
2. E.W. Silvertooth. Nature. vol. 322.5911. 1986.
3. E.W. Silvertooth. Speculations in Science and
Technolr
111.3. 1987.
4. B.A. r. anning, Physics Essays vol. I No4. 1988.
5. E.W. Silvertooth. Letters. Electronics & Wireless Ilbrld. June 1988 p.542.
6. L. Essen. Electronics and Wireless tt'orld.
February 1988. p.126.
7. L. Essen, Wireless I Vorld. October 1978, p.44.
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UNBEATABLE PRICES
N
GROUP
GREAT OFFERS ON TRIED AND
TESTED USED EQUIPMENT
NETWORK/SCALAR ANALYSERS

COMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS
Compaq 386 Deskpro, with 40Mb Hard Disc
Epson LO 1000, Printer
Hewlett Packard 75858, AO Plotter
Hewlett Packard 9826A, 128 Kb RAM, HPIB
IBM PC -XT, Twin Floppy, Monitor, Keyboard
NEC 7710, Printer, RS232

ifi
_iii

£2,850
£ 625
£4,500
£2,250
£ 395

£

250

DATA COMMUNICATIONS

r

Atlantic Research Comstate ll, Protocol Analyser
£6,500
Hewlett Packard 4951C, Protocol Analyser
£2,800
Wandel 8 Goltermann PFI, Bit Error Rate Tester
£2,250
Tektronix 1503, TDR to 50,000 feet
£2,950
Hewlett Packard 37708, Telephone Line Analyser
£3,250

s
«

..,te.

FREQUENCY COUNTERS

f

Marconi 2438, Counter, DC-520MHz
Marconi 2440, Microwave Counter,
10Hz-20GHz
Philips PM6654, Systems Counter,
Racal 9921, Counter, 10Hz-3GHz
I

1.

£

595

650

£4,950
£21,500
£2,250
£2,750
£1,750

LOGIC ANALYSERS
Hewlett Packard 1630D, 43 -Channel,
100MHz, with Disc Drive
Hewlett Packard 1630G, 65-Chanell 100MHz
Philips PM3543, 24 -Channel, with 35MHz Scope
Tektronix 1240 72 -Channel 100MHz

£2,750

f

950

f 950

£ 350
£ 950
£ 195

£2,950
£ 450

».1

:

£

375

£1,950
650
£ 450

f

£4,950
£7,500
£1,950

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS

f

950
£ 495
£1,500
£ 350

XY CHART RECORDERS
£1,150

f

950

£2,500
£1,350

-3 months).

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ALL EQUIPMENT EX-STOCK.
#tt tt

50
f
£1,200
100

£

Hewlett Packard 3561A, DC 10GkHz, FFTHEWL HPIB
£6,950
Hewlett Packard 3585A, 20Hz-40MHz, HPIB
£11,500
£17,500
Hewlett Packard 8569A, 10MHz-22GHz, HP/B
Racal 9702, 100kHz-1GHz
£3,950
POA
Hewlett Packard 141T, Mainframe and Plug -ins

Philips PM8237, 30 -Channel
Yokogawa 3033-13, A3 Single Channel
Yokogawa 3061-31, 9-Channel, Roll orZ-Fold
Yokogawa 3088, 30 -Channels

All prices advertised are exclusive of carriage and VAT.
Warranty period 12 months on all equipment (except computers MDS

FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION
TELEPHONE

695

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
Marconi 2955 Radio Test Set, 0.4-1000MHz
Marconi 2958, As Above with TACS Adaptor
Solartron 4021, Radio Test Set,
10kHz-512MHz

Marconi 2917, Data Selector
Philips PM5519 Pattern Generator
Tektronix 1411C-03, Test Signal Generator
Tektronix 1424, XY Display for PALIMSC

METERS
AWA A248, Wow & Flutter Meter
Bruel & Kjaer 2513, Vibration Meter
Fluke 8050A, Bench DMM
Hewlett Packard, 8901A, Modulation Meter
Solartron 7150, Bench DMM, GPIB

f

£2,750
£3,500

PROM PROGRAMMERS

TELEVISION TEST

£2,200

£4,950

POWER METERS

Hewlett Packard 86408, 20Hz-1024MHz,

Hewlett Packard 8673B, Synthesised,
10MHz-26.5GHz, HPIB
Marconi 2022, 10kHz-1GHz, Synthesised,
Philips PM5193S, Function Generator,
50MHz, Synthesised, IEEE
Wandel & Goltermann PS30, Level
Generator, 50Hz-1.62MHz

£5,000
£1,950

f 650
f 950

Gould 4020/22, 10MHz, 2 -Channel DSO's
Hitachi V-1070, 100MHz, 2 -Channel
Philips PM3055, 50MHz, 2-Channel
Tektronix 2465. 300MHz, 4 -Channel
Tektronix 2430, 150MHz, 2 -Channel, DSO, IEEE

Bird 4410A, RF Thruline Wattmeter
Hewlett Packard 438A, 100kHz-26,58Hz,
Dual Channel
Marconi 6950, 30kHz-26.50Hz
Marconi 893B, 20Hz-35kHz

GENERATORS
PLL, Reverse Power Protection

OSCILLOSCOPES

Stag PP16, Universal EPROM Programmer
Stag ZL30, Logic Programmer
Data I/O 29A-16, Universal Programmer

£2,250
£1,850

5GHz

Hewlett Packard 8505A , Network Analyser,
500kHz-1.5GHz
Hewlett Packard 8748A, S -Parameter Test Set
Hewlett Packard 8754A, Network Analyser,
4MHz-1.3GHz

LONDON
0753 580000
MANCHESTER 061-973 6251
ABERDEEN
0224 899522

-
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RESEARCH NOTES
All quiet on the superconductor front?
With all the media hype (not of course from
Quadrant -louse) it's scarcely surprising
that most of us are thoroughly muddleheaded on what's happening in the rather
esoteric world of high temperature superconductivity. Cone it seems are the almost
daily claims to have found that holy grail, the
room -temperature superconductor. But silence also seems to reign when it conies to
everyday practical applications of the ceramic superconductors we've had around now
for almost two years. Nowhere do we see the
lossless motors. generators and transmission lines that everyone was suggesting were
just around the corner. Indeed, looking at
the world of practical superconductivity, the
main workhorse materials are still the low temperature metallic superconductors such
as niobium -tin that have been around for
I

decades.

Taking an objective look at the overall
scene, it's perhaps not surprising that things
have gone rather quiet. Two years after the
splitting of the atom or the invention of the
laser, things were similarly quiet. as if the
froth needed to settle before it was possible
to assess the value of the pint!

In the case of high temperature superconductivity the dissipating froth has now revealed a number of steadily maturing areas
of research such as the discovery of new
classes of materials, the formulation of a
theoretical framework and progress in

realistic practical applications.
On the applications front, three main
problems have beset the present generation
of high temperature superconductors. Being
ceramic materials, they can't easily he
formed into flexible conductors of the sort
that might replace copper wire. Tapes and
wires produced by researchers in institutes
like the Argonne National Laboratory in the
USA are very brittle and only mildly flexible.
The other major problems are that the
new generation of materials lose their properties in the presence of large currents or
large magnetic fields, thus minimizing their
usefulness for the very sorts of applications
that had all the visionaries excited. Thus
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Superconducting wire sample made by Roger Poeppel, seen here, and colleagues at the
Argonne National Laboratory in the US. Left: Superconducting YBa2Cu307_8 ceramic
samples suitable for microwave resonators (Plessey Research Caswell Ltd).
existing materials are limited either to
around 5kAcm_2 or tesla or both, putting
them beyond the reach of currently envisaged uses such as motors and transmission lines. So why all the excitement if
conventional materials such as niobium -tin
can carry l M:\cm-2 and co -exist with fields
of more than 5T? The answer is simply a
matter of temperature: cooling a material to
4K is roughly 2000 times more expensive
than cooling it to 77K.
Of the few practical applications that are
emerging for today's high temperature superconductors, Squids are, if anything.
more fascinating than lossless motors or
maglev trains. Superconducting quantum
interference devices, to give them their full
title, consist of Josephson junctions inserted
into loops of superconducting wire. They are
1

by far the most sensitive devices yet devised

for measuring magnetic fields and electric
currents. A typical Squid can measure 10-18
amperes (a few electrons per second!) or a
magnetic field 10 times smaller than the
Earth's field. And far from being useless
laboratory curiosities, they're now being
used for everything from mineral prospecting to medical diagnosis in which they can
detect the faint magnetic signals associated
with the electrical activity of the human
heart and brain.
Other practical applications of high
temperature superconductors that are beginning to emerge are high -Q microwave
resonator cavities, miniature antennas (see
Research Notes last month), radiation detectors and chip interconnects.
On the materials front research has also
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Why is the ocean floor
visible from space?
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Despite the high level of research activity in high -temperature superconductors,
applications in motors and transmission lines remain tantalisingly beyond their reach.
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Sintered superconducting coil made at the Argonne National Laboratory.
settled down to a less frenetic but nonetheless exciting pace. Most of the work still
concentrates on the so-called rare earth
cuprates materials in which one or more
rare earth elements such as yttrium or
cerium is combined with copper. oxygen and
assorted other elements such as thallium
and barium. The material exhibiting the
highest transition temperature so far (Tr =
125K) has the approximate chemical composition TI2 Cat Ba2 Cu3 0,.
Of more importance to basic research,
however, have been two recent announcements, one of a high temperature material
that appears to superconduct using elecand one that
rather than holes
trons
substitutes nickel for copper. The first of
these (Nature Vol. 337 No 6205) describes
Japanese work using a material of the composition Ln2_,Ce,Cu04_,, where Ln is one of
the lanthanides (rare earths). Like earlier
materials it can be thought of as an insulator
to which a dopant is added to supply or
remove electrons. It isn't a record -breaker in

-

-
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terms of superconductive transition temperature, but it does create a new basis for the
construction of fundamental theories.
The second piece of progress. the use of
nickel instead of copper, is reported (Science
10 February. 1989) by a Polish team working
at Purdue University in the USA. This ceramic, of composition La2_,Sr,Ni04, is the
first copper -less superconductor to be discovered with a transition temperature above
40K. Again, by extending the range of elements, this work should help to narrow
down the numerous competing theories of
high temperature superconductivity and
give theorists one more ingredient to work
with. 'Ingredient', incidentally, isn't just a
casual use of language: when asked about
formulation of some of the new materials.
one researcher observed, "The properties of
puff -pastry are determined not only by the
ratio of flour to butter but by the proper
formulation of the layers" - a reference to
the extreme difficulty of producing consistent results.

Having visited numerous Soviet research
institutes I'm in no doubt as to the high
quality of much of the work currently being
undertaken in the USSR. Yet, in spite of that,
I'm still often left wondering how clearly the
Russian publicity machine can distinguish
fact from fantasy.
We're still waiting for example to see
concrete evidence of a laser -amplified television tube (see E&WWJune 1988 page 622).
Ditto element 110, etc. etc. So with a mild
degree of scepticism I present the latest
Soviet answer to a frequently -observed cosmonautical phenomenon: the fact that the
ocean floor can sometimes be seen from
space when the depth of water would normally absorb all light.
A team of Moscow physicists, Valerian
Tatarski, Yuri Kravtsov, and Alexander
Vinogradov is reported by the Novosti Press
Agency to have developed a theory that
confounds the normally -observed phenomenon that as waves propagate they are
also scattered. Thus we're all taught that
sound, light, radio and other waves bounce
off the inhomogeneities that exist in all
media. Obstacles are present everywhere,
because the ideal medium does not exist. In
the atmosphere, for example, turbulence
causes poor seeing for astronomers.
Now the Russians claims that quite the
opposite may occur under certain conditions. The average intensity of the wave
reflected back and running into in be
they say
homogeneities again can
several times that of waves propagating in a
homogenous medium. To put it differently,
inhomogeneities may sometimes intensify
the signal, instead of weakening it.
Other Soviet researchers, Alexander Gurvich and Sergei Kashkarov, now claim to
have proved this theory experimentally and
their effort has, moreover, been rewarded by
inclusion in the USSR State Register of
Discoveries. Gurvich and Kashkarov explain
that"occasional inhomogeneities, inevitably
occurring in any medium, chaotically alter
the wave speed and the wave, going forward
and back, passes through the same in homogeneities, which act as lenses, now
dissipating, now focussing it." They claim to
have proved the universality of such behaviour which goes, they say, for all waves
no matter what their physical nature
electomagnetíc, acoustic, seismic, etc.
As for the practical applications of this
discovery, the Russians point out that it will
he possible to eliminate errors arising from
misinterpretation of remote sensing data.
Such as the position of military installations,

-

-

-

-

perhaps?
Research Notes is written by John Wilson of
the BBC World Service science unit.
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RESEARCH NOTES
Unsuspected lighting
hazards
Protecting electronic equipment against

lightning surges is a long-established art,
especially in situation.: where the vulnerahle
components are connected to aerial systems
or transmission lines. But it seems that
lightning still has a few tricks up its sleeve to

Y-

powerful electrical storm produced this
spectacular discharge at the Space Shuttle
complex only hours before the launch of
STS -8 (August 30,1983). Picture by NASA.
A

defeat even the hest engineered system. and

nowhere more so than high in the atmosphere.
For those of us brought up on the notion
that the greatest danger arises when you
poke an earthed structure skywards into a
black cloud. it's instinctively hard to understand why aircraft and spacecraft are so often
struck. especially when there's no thunderstorm in progress. Yet the incidence and
severity of strikes on flying objects are much
greater than hitherto suspected. according
to a team of US scientists working on how to
safeguard future space shuttle missions.
Philip Krider and his group from the
University of Arizona in Tucson have been
firing small rockets into electrified clouds to
try and understand the conditions under
which discharges are initiated. They have
also been measuring the characteristics of
the discharges with a view to designing
better protective systems for spacecraft that
have to survive them. Already there have
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been cases of space missions wholly or
partially lost as a result of attracting light-

may still present

a

sizeable impedance to the

rising edge of a fast pulse. As a result, says
Krider. there's a distinct possibility that the
tip of a lightning rod will simply shower
sparks in all directions. (Your columnist has
seen a case where a lightning discharge
jumped off a well -earthed conductor
through one metre of air. preferring an
alternative earth route".)
Back in the air, however. Dr Krider and
his team are still working on why lightning
discharges can he triggered so easily by
spacecraft. Given a better understanding of
the conditions in which this can occur. it
will he much easier to make safety decisions.
especially when it conies to launching future
space shuttle missions. But the real lesson
from all this is that critical electronic sys-

ning strikes from a benign -looking sky.
Dr Krider's studies have revealed some
alarming statistics. hitherto unsuspected.
First of these is the fact that discharge pulse
rise time can reach a staggering 400kjVµs.
about 20 times greater than is allowed for in
conventional lightning arrestors. Even with
ground -based installations. Dr Krider believes that many arrestors work far too
slowly to provide adequate protection
against some of the super -fast pulses he's
encountered in practice.
One further consequence of these highspeed pulses is that the inherent selfinductance of lightning conductors prevents
them from acting like the earthed devices
they're meant to he. So even if a conductor
can handle a steady current of say 400kÁ. it

tems must he protected to a far greater
degree that has ever been done hitherto.

A million degrees of resistance
Any schoolboy

(or girl) knows that the
resistance of a conductor varies with
temperature. Thus the variation of a standard platinum element forms the basis of the
well-known platinum resistance thermometer. Most of us don't, though, have much
experience of what goes on beyond the
3000°C or so of an incandescent tungsten
lamp filament where the resistance is about
an order of magnitude greater than its cold

factor had always precluded accurate refractive index measurements at ultra -high
temperatures, but in this latest work it was
effectively eliminated by the use of ultra short laser pulses.
After performing the necessary calculations and eliminating a variety of other
possible -sources of error, the AT&T and
Lawrence Livermore scientists believe they
now have reliable figures for the DC resistivity of aluminium over a range of temperateam from AT&T Bell tures up to 106K. In practice, it rises steadily

value.
\Vhen, therefore, a
and the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratories published a paper (l'hys. Rev.
Lett. 61 2364) entitled `Resistivity of a
Simple Metal from Room Temperature to
10"K', even physicists were persuaded that it
was a typographical error. But no. the team
had indeed tracked the resistivity of aluminium all the way to a million Kelvin. Not, I
hasten to add with a heat -proof Avo, or even
a flame -resistant Wheatstone bridge.
The actual experiment consisted of firing
extremely short (0.5ps) pulses of laser light
on to aluminium films coated on a glass
substrate. The pulses, with an energy of 7m1,
focussed on a target area of only 10-5cm2,
created an incident intensity of around
10 ' 5\Vcm-z.
To calculate the effect on resistance of the
temperature rise caused by this enormous
blast of energy, the physicists used an indirect approach based on a well-known
relationship between refractive index and
resistance. What they were actually looking
for was an upward shift in the spectrum of
the laser light as it was scattered from the
million -degree aluminium plasma. This
modulation due to the changing refractive
index then had to be carefully distinguished
from Doppler shift due to the sudden expansion of the target. Previously this Doppler

to around 4.6x 105K where its value
(200µi1cm is around a hundred times the

cold value. Then the value drops by about
20% as the temperature rises further to
106K.

This latter downturn is, say the team,
consistent with the behaviour of a high
temperature plasma, though the upward
part of the curve is not quite in agreement
with the classical picture of resistivity being
proportional to temperature. This discrepancy is explained on the basis of the atomic
lattice temperature being less than that of
the electron gas.
All this is extremely fascinating. but at
first sight of little practical value. Yet the
very parentage of this work gives a useful
clue to its most probable application in the
search for sustainable nuclear fusion. The
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory is
one of the world's foremost institutes working on the two essential pre -requisites:
ultra -high temperatures and huge pressures. flow materials behave under these
extraordinary conditions is therefore of vital
importance.

'
e&

Lightning Strike, John Wilson. Electronics
Wireless 1Vorld, October 1984 p.44.
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RETURN OF THE
VAC

'

M VAL

Researchers at GEC are leading the way in the creation of whole
families of new microelectronic devices based on a technology
that electronics had almost forgotten.
ROSEMARY A. LEE
Until the 1950s, all active electronic

functions were performed by the
vacuum valve. In general, these were
made up of metal electrodes suspended in a
vacuum sealed glass envelope. Their sizes
varied. hut even the Nuvistor, one of the
latest valves to he brought out in a metal
ceramic envelope, had a volume of more
than one cubic centimetre. It was not surprising therefore that when solid state devices were invented. one of their main
attractions was their small size. As the
technology developed, individual elements
became smaller and smaller. until complete
circuits could be designed on a single piece
of silicon. This exciting development resulted in the gradual displacement of
vacuum valves in receivers and low -power
electronic systems. In high power transmitters vacuum valves continue to survive; and
thermionic emitters are still used where a
free source of electronics is required as in
cathode-ray tubes. In addition, the high
impedance of valves led to the production of
high quality hi-fi and radio systems, and
indeed many audio enthusiasts still insist on
their superior performance.
Semiconductor devices are poorly equipped to survive certain environments and
there is a need for devices which can work at
high temperatures, withstand high voltage
pulses and have the potential to provide high
frequency operation. Vacuum valves offer
such properties. Ironically. it is the semiconductor fabrication technology which has
been developed over the past few years which
now offers the opportunity of producing
vacuum valves as small as transistors.
ELECTRON EMISSION
The operation of any vacuum valve depends
on obtaining electrons from the cathode
surface and attracting them to a positively biased electrode known as the anode. The old
type of valve operated with a thermionic
cathode which was heated to give the electrons sufficient energy to surmount the
surface barrier. escape into the vacuum and
he attracted to the anode by a positive
potential. The cathode was coated with an
oxide layer to reduce the work -function and
thus the energy required for an electron to
escape (and it was heated to over 1000°C).
An alternative means of obtaining an
electron discharge in vacuum is with field
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emission. This relies on a very high electric
field being applied to a cold cathode which
has the effect of thinning the surface barrier
and making it triangular in shape. Electrons
then have a finite probability of tunnelling
through the barrier and being attracted to
the anode (Fig. 1). Field emission is quite
well characterized by the Fowler-Nordheim
relation:
J=aF2exp (-(34)'"/F}
where J = current density, 4) = work
function and
F = surface field.
Current density increases with increasing
electric field and a reduction in work function. Electric fields of the order 109V/m are
necessary before an observable current may
be obtained; this is equivalent to 1000V
across 1µm (1x10 -"m). Since most solid
dielectrics can withstand little more than
108V/m, clever lithographic techniques are
used to construct devices which enhance the
electric field around the emitting area only.

-Fermi level

-

Metal

work function

Vacuum
DISTANCE

Fig.la: thermionic emission. At high
temperatures electrons are excited above
the Fermi level and some gain sufficient
energy to surmount the surface barrier
and escape into the vacuum. Emission is
increased by increasing the temperature
or decreasing the work function.

APPLICATIONS
There are many potential applications of
vacuum microelectronics, but they all centre on the properties of field emitting devices. For example, raising the temperature
of such a device will result in simply increasing its efficiency for in addition to tunnelling electrons, the process will he combined

-Fermi

level

-

proportion of thermionically-excited
electrons escaping from the cathode surface.

with

a

Technology can therefore be directed towards producing sensors and controllers in
environments which are subjected to quite
harsh temperature fluctuations such as
those in horeholes. oil wells, nuclear reactors and jet engines.
For many years a great deal of effort has
been directed towards finding a cold electron
source to replace the thermionic cathode in
such devices as cathode ray tubes, travelling
wave tubes and microwave power amplifiers
since this would he beneficial in terms of
operating power and heat dissipation. Most
of these efforts have been disappointing,
through short lifetimes and erratic emission. Only recently has our fabrication technology allowed dimensionally accurate reproduction of sub -micron structures. and it
has brought totally new opportunities in the
control of cold emission.
There has been a growing concern over
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Metal

Vacuum
DISTANCE

Fig.lb: field emission. At high electric
fields the surface barrier is distorted to a
triangular shape. This allows electrons to
tunnel through the barrier. Emission is
increased by increasing the electric field
or decreasing the work function.
the malfunctioning of electronic components in space and defence systems when
exposed to both ionizing and electromagnetic radiation. Semiconductor devices rely on
the excitation of minority carriers for their
operation. When exposed to ionizing radiation, they are bombarded by both neutral
and charged particles, which cause fluctuations in current leading to failure of the
device. The result may be transient upset or
permanent damage. Vacuum valves are far
more immune to such environments since
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transit time of less than ps can be expected.
In any protection device which operates
by short-circuiting the delicate components.
it is necessary that the initiation takes place
before the transient pulse causes the damage. Current surge arrestors exploit a discharge in an ionized gas which for certain
applications does not operate rapidly
enough. The combined properties of speed
and survivability in hostile environments
lead to the applications of very fast protection devices in communication systems.
high -integrity logic elements and radiation hard integrated circuits.
Since this same technology can also he
applied to the realization of large area,
full -colour, high brightness flat panel displays, a separate section of this article will he
dedicated to this subject.
1

I

I
I

1

+100 volts

I

Metal/Si tips

I

Ilt

\I

Metal gate film

JT--1

Fig.2. A typical field -emitting device con-

micron

metal or silicon substrate, with a
number of small sharp tipped structures
about 1-2pm high and 10µm apart These
have tip radii of about 5Onm and are
separated from an integral grid by 1-2pm
of silicon dioxide. The structure is operated by applying a positive voltage of
100-200V to the metal grid, which creates

a high electric field around each of the
emitting tips from which electrons are
emitted. These can be collected either on
the grid itself of by an external anode held
in close promixity to the tips. At SRI
International, Menlo Park, structures such
as these have given currents of 100pA/tip
leading to current densities of 100A/cm2
and lifetimes of over 60 000 hours.

the source of electrons is that of either a
metal or highly -doped silicon cathode.
Vacuum valves work at much higher
voltages than semiconductors which makes
them far less sensitive to the large voltage
pulses experienced, for example, during a
lightning strike. The limitation is the current carrying capability of the electrodes
themselves. In addition, the speed of a

semiconductor device is basically limited by
the time taken for an electron to travel from
the source to the drain which in itself is
limited by the number of collisions within
the lattice of the solid. Vacuum valves,
however, operate by electrons passing from
cathode to anode within a vacuum and their
passage is therefore unimpaired by molecular collisions. With dimensions of lµm

sists of

a

ELECTRON SOURCES
Most research programs in this field are
concentrating on cold cathodes to take
advantage of the small device size, instant
start, low power consumption and high

current densities which in turn will lead to

high operating frequencies and fast
switching.
Until last year, however, there was a major
research programme at Los Alamos which
produced miniature thermionic electronic
components. This technique used thin-film
deposition and photolithographic techni-

Fig.3. Silicon, niobium and gold emitters. These and the other photographs were produced
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partially etched wedge-shaped emitter,10pm long.
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at the GEC Hirst Research Centre.

2pm high silicon emitter with 30nm tip radius.
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Array of gold emitters 2pm high.
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Niobium emitter 1.7pm high.
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cathodes in both metals and semiconductors
(Fig. 3). The latter have been incorporated

ques to produce integrated structures consisting of a grid and an oxide -coated cathode
on one substrate, with an anode on a
separate substrate directly opposite.
A different approach has been reported by
the Philips Research Centre in Eindhoven
which has exploited the strong internal
electric field in a semiconductor with a
reverse -biased p -n junction. A preliminary
investigation was undertaken on various

cathode geometries, but efforts were finally
concentrated on a design which produced
high current densities when the lµm diameter emitter was about lOnm below the
surface and parallel to it. In 1987 these
cathodes were producing I500A/cm2 with
1.5'lí, efficiency'.
\Vhen a p -n junction is reverse -biased a
very strong field is created in the depletion
region. Electrons coming from the highly
doped p -region are therefore accelerated and
gain energy. Although much of this energy is
lost in collisions with other electrons or
optical phonons. a percentage of electrons
have sufficient energy to surmount the
potential harrier at the surface and escape
into the vacuum. To improve the efficiency
of the device, the work function is reduced
by covering the surface with a monolayer of
caesium. The complete structure consists of
the p -n junction, as described, with an
overlying gate above it separated by silicon
dioxide. Such structures have already been
incorporated into small cathode ray tubes to
give clear, bright and well defined black and
white and colour pictures.
The major area of interest in other groups
is in lithographically defined sharp -tipped
structures, which are incorporated into a
diode configuration, and make use of a grid
about I µm away to create a very high field
around the tip, which will then emit electrons. The typical structure is shown in Fig.
2, and is made up of small cathodes 1-2p.m
in height. with sub -micron (--50nm) emitting tips. These are separated from a metal
grid 0.5p.m thick hy a layer of silicon dioxide.
A number of techniques may be used to
produce such structures and these include
the anisotropic etching of silicon, etching of
a unidirectionally solidified eutectic system
and the use of deposition techniques and UV
or electron beam lithography.
The well -established team at SRI International in !Menlo Park. California, USA, has
published details of both fabrication procedures and the electrical characterization of
field emission structures. To construct the
diodes. they deposit on a substrate material
first silicon dioxide and then molybdenum.
Electron beam lithography is used to define
the grid holes and the silicon dioxide removed down to the substrate. The next
process is to evaporate aluminium at an
angle whilst rotating the sample, which has
the effect of reducing the diameter of the
grid hole. This is followed by molybdenum
deposition perpendicular to the substrate.
and a lift-off procedure to remove the aluminium and excess molybdenum'. This produces very fine -tipped conical cathodes between each grid hole. At gate voltages in the
region of 120V. current densities of over
100A/cm2 have been obtained and lifetimes
of over 60 000 hours.
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into a triode configuration consisting of an
interdigitated anode/grid structure, using
the 2µm -high miniature cathodes with sub micron emitting tips and attaining packing
densities of up to 2.5x 10'tips/cm2. The
procedure exploits standard semiconductor
fabrication technology on four -inch silicon
wafers; and one method by which the silicon
structures are produced is depicted in Fig.4.
A thin layer of silicon dioxide is thermally
grown on a wafer of single crystal silicon,
and patterned using standard UV lithography and etching techniques to form small
pads of Si02 (1-2µm square). A wet anisotropic etch then attacks the different planes of
silicon at different rates which results in the
formation of pyramidal shaped structures
which may be sharpened in a number of
different ways. Dielectric deposition and
planarization is then followed by metallization and the definition of gate electrodes.
The final process step is the cavitating etch
to remove dielectric from around the emitting tips. Each 2mm chip is mounted in a 16
pin dual -in -line ceramic package using a
gold/silver eutectic and tested within a
vacuum system capable of attaining 10-"

r -z

Hf etch

Anisotropic
etching of Si
Oxide deposition
& metallization

Metal
Si 02

i

UV
m,,,m.:

,mm,m

,,,N

Mask

Resist

Lithographic
definition of
anode & grid

Metal
Si 02

Grid
Completed

device

Fig.4: Processing sequence for the fabrication of silicon field emitting diodes.

DEVELOPMENTS AT GEC
GEC Hirst Research Centre is undertaking

a

research programme to investigate electron
emission from novel structures with the
long-term aim of producing a new range of
micron -sized vacuum electronic devices.
The programme began as a small feasibility
study in July 1986 and has grown rapidly
over the past two years because of the
encouraging results obtained and the increasing need for such devices. GEC's is now
the largest team in Britain.
The programme consists of two projects
running in parallel. The first concentrates
on using lithographic definition of electrodes to create the high fields necessary for
field emission, while the other is a longer -

term programme to examine the fundamentals of electron emission in greater
depth, with particular reference to noise.
stability and reproducibility. In addition.
methods are being explored whereby electrons are emitted from planar, chemically modified surfaces, at electric fields some two
orders of magnitude less than those conventionally associated with field emission. Preliminary results3 have already shown that a
cathode covered with a thin layer of organic
film will produce emission sites at 10'V/m.
Research is being undertaken to clarify the
mechanisms involved in such a process.
Significant progress has been made within Hirst Research Centre in developing a
method of fabricating field emitting diodes
suitable for a manufacturing process. A
variety of wet and dry etch techniques have
been perfected to form micron -sized
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torr.
Preliminary results are ery encouraging.
with true diode characteristics observed
(Fig. 5) and currents of up to 104 obtained
at 200-300V grid voltages from 80 n -type
silicon emitters. Work is progressing rapidly
towards the incorporation of metal emitters
with the hope of attaining still higher current densities. Results from the SRI International programme show a realistic longterm aim of 100µA/tip or 100A/cm2 at
operating voltages of 100-200V.
Considerable electrode damage may be
a switch -on process during the
initiation of electron emission but this can
be much reduced by surface cleanliness. To
study the effects of surface contamination,
an ultra -high vacuum system with surface
science facilities is being used (Fig. 6). It is
important to clean the cathode surface
caused by

thoroughly before making electrical
measurements and this is achieved using
fast atom bombardment and sample heating.
Since monolayers of contaminants will form
quite rapidly over the cathode surface the
residual gases are analysed by a mass spectrometer and the chemical integrity of the
surface is monitored by Auger analysis. An
electron microscope with 200nm resolution
is used to observe the device during and after
operation, for detecting defects; this accelerates design optimization. The system itself
can be evacuated to 10-11 torr and filled with
a variety of gases so that operation under
different environments may he examined. It
has already been demonstrated that stable
emission may be obtained at atmospheric
pressure in inert gases.
It is important to remember that these
devices have electrode separation of about
1µm. which is much smaller than the
electron mean free path at 10-5 torr. This is
of utmost importance when final packaging
of devices is undertaken, since evacuation to
10-11 torr would be impossible in packaged
isolated devices.
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Part of
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10 x8 array of emitters at 10µm pitch with an Al/Si integral grid.

FLAT -PANEL DISPLAYS
Cathode-ray tube technology is 86 years old.
It allows inexpensive black and white and
colour display screens of varying sizes; but
for many years there has been a demand for
less bulky and portable flat panel displays
having lower power consumption, improved
contrast, brightness and full -colour definition. The three main contenders for replacing the CRT are the liquid crystal, gas plasma
and electroluminescent displays. The liquid
crystal displays (LCD) rely on the properties
of aligned molecules which turn in an
electric field. In the simplest form the liquid
is held in a thin cell between two polarizers.
In the off state, light is reflected, but in the
on state an applied voltage realignment
allows light to be absorbed by one of the
polarizers. The LCD fulfils the requirements
for size, weight and low operating power,
and 14 -inch diagonal displays have been
successfully made with 960x 1284 pixels.
The main problems associated with LCDs are
those of poor yield and high manufacturing
costs when large screens are considered.
Nevertheless they have already captured
over half the total market for flat panel
displays.
Gas plasma displays (GPD) rely on gas
excitation between two electrodes which
cause light to be emitted. Although there is
no need for backlighting, the required power
is still greater than that of LCDs. Substantial
progress has been made, however, and while
existing displays are confined to 16 levels of
grey, there is a promise of 15 -inch full colour screens having 256 000 pixels.
I -however, previous attempts
to make full
colour displays have had mixed success.
Electroluminescent displays (EL) use
phosphors which emit light in the presence
of an AC field. These give better contrast and
broader viewing angles than other flat panel
displays, and require less power than both
CRTs and GPDs. These lightweight, compact
displays are stated to be more reliable than
CRTs with predicted lifetimes of 40 000
hours, though this has not yet been confirmed. In addition they are reliable in
hostile environments, and are therefore important in military applications.
At present EL displays are quite expensive,
four times the cost of an equivalent -size CRT
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Pyramids at2pm pitch in a grid channel.

silicon emitter incorporated
diode configuration (above), and its
corresponding electrical characteristics.
Fig.5:

into

n -type

a

display. hut this is expected to drop to 50%
by 1990. Displays of 12 x 14 inches have been
made, with 640 x400 pixels. The low level of
brightness and the lack of a full -colour
screen are the main disadvantages; and
while good colours have been achieved with
both red and green phosphors, it is difficult
to produce bright blue emission. Both EL
and CPU have the disadvantage of a lack of
full colour. Furthermore they use expensive
high -voltage devices.

FIELD -EMISSION FLAT PANELS

100

100

300

VOLTS

I/V plot for 10 x 8 emitting diode.

Fig.6. Ultra -high vacuum system for surface and electrical characterization.
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Field -emission flat panel displays have the
advantages of high brightness, good contrast, low power consumption and full colour. In addition they are expected to be
reliable in hostile environments. With each
tip giving 101.LA, a 10x 10 array provides
sufficient current for one pixel. The large
number of emitters in one pixel tends towards a uniformity in emission and the
fabrication is suitable for large areas of
individually -addressable pixels. Cathodes
gm,
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COMPONENT
Ultra high vacuum
Auger analysis
Fast atom bombardment

Heating
Heating. cooling (-150°C to 950°C)
High voltage lead-throughs
Electron microscope (200nm resolution)
Mass spectrometer

Manipulator
Large cold trap

.

FUNCTION
6x 10 "torr, clean environment

Surface chemical analysis
Sample clean
Atom implantation
Sample clean
Variable temperature characterization

Electrical connections
Sample observation
E -beam irradiation
Residual gas analysis
Outgassing detector
End point detector

x,y.z linear displacement
1 and 2 rotation

For vacuum integrity
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have been shown to operate well in vacuums

10' tort- and since the average electron
mean free path is greater than the electrode
separations. the life expectancy is long since
the cathodes will not be plagued by erosion
from ion back-homhardment. The team at
SRI has already produced a full -colour display using this technology on a five -inch
silicon wafer baseplateI with three colour
elements and 114 244 individually addressed pixels.
The screen is coated with indium tin oxide
and patterned with strips of colour phosphor. each 60µm wide. The cathodes with
integral grid are separated from the screen
by small pillars about 751.tm high which
allows a voltage of up to 1000V to be applied.
Each 25011m pixel is addressed by contacting
the cathodes from a molybdenum hackplate
175µm wide in one direction, and the three
40µm gate electrodes orthogonal to this.
The matrix is operated by sequentially
addressing one line at a time in the horizontal direction while simultaneously driving
all the gate lines in the vertical direction.
Very high brightness has been achieved with
green phosphors at 200V, but so far the red
and blue phosphors require 500V. Dimensions are therefore quite critical in terms of
voltage for optimum brightness without
precipitating the onset of vacuum breakdown. The whole plate is vacuum sealed after
baking at 125' C for 12 hours which achieves
a pressure of 10 11 torr. If emissive flat
panels are to take a significant fraction of the
market this relatively late starter looks very
promising. and while many major assembly
and processing problems have been overcome. there are many technical issues to be
addressed before a useful display is placed in
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Reproducibility. stability and noise level are
amongst the problems associated with field
emitting devices. Solutions must he found
before we shout "eureka" and sail forward
into production. Expectations are high.
however, as we look forward to the understanding and control of electron emission
emerging from our research programmes.
The First International Conference on
Vacuum Microelectronics was held in 11'illiamsburg last year, with over 200 attending
from France. Holland. Japan. Russia, USA
and UK. Britain is hosting the Second
Conference in Bath in July and is already
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Research profile NPL
MARTIN ECCLES

For the National Physical Laboratory, keeping ahead of industry in areas so diverse as
determining references for the country's
ever -advancing measurement needs and
providing new standards for testing in the
information -technology field is an enormous
task. As a result the way the NPL at Teddington works has been gradually changing over
the past few years.
In the early days, the laboratory was full of
boffins creating mechanical, electrical and
electronic devices that were at the forefront
of technology. Although there are still a
lucky few who get their hands on a soldering

iron at NPL, increasingly the work of scientists there involves creating ideas for tools
and instruments to be implemented by outside specialist organizations.
Looked at in cold financial terms, this
situation is sensible. Just to build a tool like
the ultrasound beam calibrator outlined
here would require at least C and Forth
programmers, 68000 -processor hardware
and software engineers, an ECL designer
and ultrasonics expert. And what do you do
with these specialists when the project is
finished?
But don't get the impression that NPL is
just a site of offices full of paper scientists.
Round every corner you'll find superconductors, lasers, cryogenic installations and computers
an exciting experience for any
engineer.
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order to characterize wide bandwidth
instruments such as sampling oscilloscopes,
transient digitizers and transmission lines,

causes a non-linear effect in the crystal that
allows the pulse width to be measured

pulses with fast well-defined rise times are
needed.
Here, an argon -ion laser pumping a dye
laser produces light pulses of around 1ps.
These pulses feed a fast photodiode, resulting in an electrical pulse of sound lOps that
is suitable for calibrating oscilloscopes capable of around 25ps rise time.
Width of the lOps electrical pulse is
measured to a resolution of 1ps using a
lithium tantalate crystal with a 50í2 transmission line upon it As the pulse travels
down the transmission line its electrical field

effect).

In

.

optically using birefringence (Pockles
Growth in the fibre -optical equipment
market is running at about 20-30%. Another
area of high activity in the Division of
Electrical Science is in optical -fibre
measurement NPL has facilitates for band width measurement in multimode fibres to
over 1.5GHz at both 850nm and 1300nm.
An increasing proportion of resources will
be applied to anticipating new measurement
problems like those in heterodyne and
wavelength -multiplexed systems, and novel
types of fibres and devices.

Accurate measurement ensures the safe and effective use of ultrasound in medicine. The NPL ultrasound beam calibrator shown here is a
multi -element piezoelectric polymer hydrophone connected to a fast
data -acquisition and microcomputer -based presentation system.
Both the ultrasonic beam profile and the captured acoustic pressure
waveform for any selected hydrophone element are presented in real
time, as are peak acoustic pressure and the pulse repetition rate. Other
important parameters such as pulse, temporal and spatial average
quantities are presented typically within three seconds.
In the UK, there are no regulations' regarding power output from
medical ultrasound imagers. Until recently, this was not a problem
since technology did not allow high -power transducers to be produced.
Now though the power of ultrasound imagers has increased to such
an extent that a scanner for Doppler blood-flow measurement can
produce the same output as an ultrasound diathermy unit

In essence, the National Physical Laboratory
functions as the standards laboratory for the
UK, being one of the research establish-

ments of the Department of Trade and
Industry: it operates the base of physical
metrology needed by any industrial economy. The NPL is the originator and steward
of the National Measurement System, using
national standards and those of our trading
partners and undertaking the required research and international comparison. The
laboratory provides calibration, laboratory
accreditation and consultancy services
throughout industry.

There's little point in having a highly accurate standard resistor of an ohm if its value
cannot be accurately translated into higher
values. Using a superconducting transformer, this computer-automated apparatus
allows resistors with a ratio of 10:1 to be
compared very accurately.
Supercooled by liquid helium in the vessel
on the left the 10:1 ratio superconducting
transformer works at DC. Combined with a
squid
a superconducting quantum -interference device acting as a null detector,
this lead -based -foil transformer forms a
highly accurate cryogenic current comparator.

-

-
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There are indications that the ohm standard
used for the past fifty years is decreasing at
about 75n1! per year. Left alone, the standard ohm actually an average value of five
would be a short
one -ohm standards
circuit in about 13 million years. Periodically
though the ohm standards are corrected
using a calculable capacitor and a series of
complex AC and DC bridges.
Very soon, the standard ohm will probably
be derived from references of 6453.212 and
12906.4f1. These rather strange values are
those produced by a recently -discovered
effect called quantized Hall resistance.
Hall resistance in certain semiconducting
devices has quantized values that depend on
only two fundamental physical constants
electron charge and Planck's constant Work
is underway to determine whether or not
these values can become the basis of a
quantum standard of resistance similar to
that of the Josephson superconductivity
effect used for the direct -voltage standard
since 1973.

-

-

-

This electron -spectroscopy equipment designed for material surface analysis is one of
the tools available to NPL's Soldering Science and Technology Club. On the CRT display
you can see a minute grid used for calibrating the equipment's electron microscope.
As researcher Colin Lea points out the
laboratory's services to the UK PCB assembly industry are much more active than
those relating to the country's semiconductor manufacturing industry. This highlights
the fact that the country's forte is in circuit board assembly rather than is production.
One recent problem researched at NPL is
that of PCB 'outgassing' which, during wave
soldering, causes tiny bubbles resulting in
unsoldered areas of PCB. These areas are of
particular concern since they have to be
manually checked and repaired at the end of
the production line.
Since these pits often contain oxides and
other contaminants, the post-production

soldering temperature has to be high. Added
to that disadvantage is the fact that manual
soldering is expensive and difficult to control, resulting in decreased circuit reliability.
These bubbles cost money.
Soldering is not the only area of PCB
manufacture that NPL's Division of Materials
Applications gets involved with. Judging by
current Government murmurings. there are
likely to be drastic changes in the way that
circuit boards are cleaned after soldering.
Currently, chloro-fluorocarbons provide
the best solution; but, being unfriendly to the
ozone layer, they are likely to be replaced.
Trichlorethane is an obvious replacement
since it doesn't yet fall under the category of
but it could. Provided
an ozone damager
that the problems of removing residues can

trI1
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1

0
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be solved, high pressure water jets could
provide an answer. When looking into cleaners, NPL's Division of Material Applications
has to take into account such eventualities.

1

1
í

1

II

masks and wafers, film thickness and wafer
flatness. NPL works on standards for all of
these measurements.
Equipment shown here makes use of a
standard mask produced at NPL for microscope calibration. On the standard mask
part of the Alvey project are calibrated
lines of various thicknesses down to 1µm.
At the left-hand side of the monitor display
is a waveform relating to the light -versus dark portion of the microscope image to the
right of it This waveform has sloping sides;
the real edge of the microscope image lies
somewhere on that slope.
Image shearing is commonly used to
determine exactly where the real image
edge occurs. Two identical waveforms representing the same light or dark area are slid
alongside each other until any peak or valley
between them disappears; at this point, the
waveform edges cross at 50% intensity.
In combination with an accurately calibrated standard, image shearing provides a
sensitive method of edge location with a
repeatability of 0.01µm.

-

integrated -circuit manufacture, there is
increasing demand for higher accuracy in
measuring sizes and positions of features on
In
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[UPDATE
Intel's biggest by far
Intel's designers were given

a

budget of "a

million transistors" to work with when they
began engineering on the 80860 general
purpose processor. Their efforts have resulted in the world's most powerful microprocessor capable of churning over at least
120 million instructions every second. The
device has already received a degree of
endorsement by IBM, a matter of profound
significance to the computer industry.
Every figure associated with the device is
superlative. It can load four 32 -hit registers
simultaneously within a single clock cycle
producing an internal bus bandwidth of
1Gbyte/second. The external bus can receive
and transmit 64 -bit words at a 20MHz word
rate while remaining compatible with the
80386 -based microchannel bus structure.
The risc based integer core that's the part
of the processor which normally handles
standard computing functions such as string
comparison, database operations, etc. will
process 40Mips. This is around eight times
as fast as an 80386 running at 25M I Iz.
The integer performance is all the more
surprising if one considers the separate
floating point facilities which run in parallel.
These comprise a full 32 -bit floating point
unit which runs in conjunction with a full
64 -bit adder. Both structures can he made to

-

80 million operations per second in this
mode. For instance, this would allow shading operations at 50 000 triangles per second
in 3-1) graphics applications. The performance amounts to 86 000 dhrystones/second
compared with around 17 000 dhrystones/
second attainable with a 386/387 combina-

run concurrently using a double instruction
fetch/clock. The FPU section can notch up
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intention of "creating

a

standard

architecture" which will

be based on Unix. It

has announced a jointly

with AT&T, Olivetti

and Prime Computer the development of an
operating system based on Unix V release 4.0
for multiuser systems. This will open up a

dirbose

fir

-

15mm on a side the
caches work much faster than the off -chip
variety because the signals don't have to
leave the chip. Buffering and I/O nearly
always involves substantial speed penalties.
A device like this is nothing without
software. The company has declared its

o
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tion. Intel reckons that the 80860 will
provide double the performance of a Mips
Computers Ií3000 risc chip set, the most
powerful currently available.
The graphics facilities are augmented by
an integral decoder which will execute an
extra 15 instructions dedicated to 3-1) re plots directly within the FPU section. And
don't forget that none of this greatly affects
the integer processor which can be performing other tasks at the same time.
Unlike any other Intel processor, this one
includes on -chip instruction and data caches
which, although relatively small in comparison to standard multi -chip systems, substantially improve loop execution speeds.
Accounting for some 30 per cent of chip area

Graphics unit
Merge reg

wide variety of minicomputer applications in
the power workstation market.
The first 80860 applications are likely to
be hung on the back of 386 -based systems as
specialized accelerators, for instance 3-D
modelling. The sharing of data types, page
tables and bus structure with the 386 will
make this relatively easy. Intel will eventually produce specialist hardware to allow multiple 80860 devices to operate within parallel
processing systems.
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FUPDATE
ISSCC report
FRANK OGI)EN
The International Solid State Circuits Conference. organized by the IEEE, which took
place in New York in rehruary proved quite
conclusively that the semiconductor industry can find uses for a million transistors on a
chip for more than just memory, despite the
predictions made just a few years ago. The

Specialist processors can be built for
out-and-out speed over the few instructions
which they are required to process. Plessey's
1024 point ITT processor works at a rate of
200Mips allowing a complete 1R transform
in less than 100µs. The processing rate takes
on even more astonishing proportions when
devices are connected in parallel. Six devices
connected in this manner will compute the
1024 point transform at 40M Iz sample rate.
To put this performance into perspective.
Plessey quotes an equivalent process time of
1ms for a high-end general I)SP chip and a
figure of 250µs as applied to building block

Intel 80860 (dealt with elsewhere in this
issue) with its promise of a single chip
supercomputer stole the show. But there
were plenty of laudable offerings from other
manufacturers presented in a lower profile.

PKOCI:SSORS

solutions.
The memory architecture within the ITT

The Intel design offers a peak processing
performance of 33 Vax Mips within its risc
processor core handling integer instructions. An experimental DlPIt architecture
from the mini -maker DEC can execute an
integer 32 -bit instruction every 20ns. notching up a peak performance of 50Nlips from
around 300 000 transistors. Like the Intel
part. DEC's architecture relies heavily on
internal cache for both instructions and data
to keep up the processing rate. The internal
data bus bandwidth of the DEC chip can
reach 400Mbyte/s. The equivalent value for
the 80860 is IGhvte/s. mainly due to the
on -chip floating point facilities.
The cacheing system recognises the data
snarl-ups which occur when the main processor core has to go off -chip to fetch either
instructions or data. On -chip cache provision will become the hallmark of next generation processors. Intel's successor to the
386, the 486, is said to run DOS applications
at three times the speed of the existing part
largely through the use of on -chip cache and

processor allows data to be loaded and
dumped concurrently while a transform is
being executed. Since the memory bandwidth requirement for the Radix-4 algorithm used in the device is half that required
by the more usual Radix -2 algo, it becomes
possible to spend more time on memory
transfers than the 40íI Iz internal clock rate
I

suggests,

BICNIOS
It is widely acknowledged that silicon bipolar
transistors have higher transconductance.

better tracking and greater output drive
capability than their fet counterparts. Cmos
technology offers lower power consumption
and higher density than bipolar. \ combination of the two would appear to deliver the
best of both worlds. I lowever. mixing the
two technologies forces some undesirable
compromises, particularly in the extra
masks required for the manufacturing pro-

floating point facilities.

cesses.
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"the voltage sensitivity of bipolar ECI. has
prevented its integration on to large cmos
chips with their variable and spiky power
rails but the IC manufacturers now appear to
have effected an interesting marriage. By
using a fet strapped as a constant current
source in the collector of a bipolar current
amplifier/switch. most of the advantages of
ECI, can be realised without the voltage
sensitivity. This is the essence of the bicmos
process. .\ Hitachi experimental 32 -hit microprocessor with 521 000 fets and just 8000
bipolar transistors located at strategic nodes
such as I/O and clock lines has shown itself
capable of running at 70M1-Izclock rate. The
silicon has been written with 1µm design
rules and dissipates just over two watts at full
speed.

STATIC ItAM
Operating speed has always been the principal benchmark for static memory. now he coming so important for fast cache applications in risc processors. The speed and power
of bicmos readily lends itself to dense memory designed to operate at the highest
possible speed. Hitachi gave details of a
512Khit static ram which could address any
of its locations in just 5ns representing an
effective gate propagation delay of just
150ps. This memory was made with a triple level polysilicon process on 0.81.1m geometry. The bipolar devices used in the driver and
skew -critical placements returned frr values
of IGHz.
A second paper from the same company
detailed an ECUcmos I6Kbit memory with a
quoted access time of 3.5ns, the device being
written in 0.51,1m rules. It makes one wonder
1
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Above: An experimental GaAsfet operational amplifier
with a unity gain bandwidth of 10GHz. The Electrical
arrangement is shown on the opposite page.
Right: Silicon still has much to offer. This divider chip
from Siemens will accept an input clock of 15GHz.
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if GaAs technology will ever make it to the
hig time when hulk silicon can be pushed to
these limits.
The highest static ram densities demonstrated at this year's conference were built
into one megabit parts typically returning an
access time in the 8ns region. Hitachi. Texas
and Toshiba were the sponsoring companies.

DYNAMIC RAM

Bipolar npn
AICu

Pmos
TiW

Buried

Bicmos comprises both bipolar and cmos devices on the same chip to provide the best
combination of power and speed. Devices cost more to make. The drawing shows a
Signetics bicmos structure.

Dynamic ram technology is generally
accepted as the driving force behind the
semiconductor industry's process development. The d -ram sessions are regarded with
great importance and are always well
attended. The dynamic ram session was
dominated by the Anamartic paper which
gave details of the industry's first workable
waferscale serial memory (see last month's
issue page 4131. Providing 2O0Mbit. 20µs
worst case access to anywhere on the wafer.
it has an ingenious system of redundancy
which will make use of even partially functioning individual 1Mbit ram dice. Papers on
devices at the IliMhit level concentrated on
the problems of manufacturing test without
adding much of material interest to potential users. However. power dissipation and
rail voltages have more significance.
The use of dynamic rams in battery -based
equipment was tackled in a paper from
Ilitachi. The company proposed a I6Mbit
device running from a 1.5V power rail.
Naturally such a low operating voltage poses
all sorts of problems in maintaining logic
level thresholds within the chip. It also
results in a low amount of stored charge
making the device susceptible to soft errors
caused by alpha particle strikes originating
in the packaging material. Even so, eight of
these devices arranged as a I 6Mbyte memory
hank will operate. Hitachi says. for a total of
500 hours from eight 2Ah dry batteries.
The 1.5V d -ram may or may not turn out
to he a practical device. Either way, it seems
likely that the standard operating voltage of
16P1hit and beyond memory devices will he
reduced to 3.3V in a hid to keep down
potential gradients in the shrunk device
elements. Mitsubishi published a paper on
such a part which could return an access
time of 60ns.

NON-VOLATILE MEMORY
System designers look to semiconductor
non-volatile memory to provide a replacement for mechanical hard drives. The wafer
scale memory outlined earlier seems like a
contender until the power gets removed.
Electrically erasable non-volatile devices
provide readability, re -write and. in the case
of Intel and Seeq's "flash" technology. one
shot device erase.
Intel discussed a lMhit device with a
access time of 9Ons. an active power consumption of 40m\V and just 201J\V in standby. The company reports a durability of 1115
write/erase cycles. The finite limit to the
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Circuit diagram of the Hughes 10GHz operational amplifier.
number of limes which a memory location
can he re -written results in eventual deteriorat,on in the storage transistor tunnel
oxide where trapped charge is injected to
decide the cell logic level. This applies to all
current eprom technologies though.
A similar IMhit device from Seeq exhibited a 120ns access time.

designed by an M research team show an f,
of over 40G1 1z. Arranging individual cells as
flip-flop structures has demonstrated a toggle rate of 7.5G Hz. But as fast as its devices
are. GaAs technology never seems to result
substantially in commercial LSI and the
same is probably true for gate arrays made
using the material.
I I

MISCELLANEOUS
GATE \BRAYS
Big gate arrays are certainly the driving edge
of asic technology. There can be few bigger
than the experimental 1.4 million transistor
array from Hitachi which offers a potentia of
130 0011 gate equivalents together with
38Kbit of static ram. The O.8p.m production
process results in 350ps propagation delay
per gate and an access time of 4ns for the
static ram section. Programmability of scch
a large array is another question. The company says that several designs have demons isat ion 4010 50 percent.
t rated a gate ut
The fastest experimental gate arrays are
once again those fabricated in GaAs technology. The individual heterojunction bipolar
transistors which make up the modest array
i I

The same fate will probably befall a GaAs
operational amplifier device presented at the
amplifier sessions. The mesfet technology
provides a unity gain bandwidth of l0GI Iz
with approximately 40dB of gain available at
500MI Iz. Produced by a research team from
Hughes. individual transistors are constructed with 0.2µm gate lengths.
A l5G1lz divider chip emphasised the
:,peed potential of standard silicon proces.,ing. Looking for all the world like a standard ECL input stage, the Siemens bipolar
device consumed a mere 250m\\' to implement the divide-hv-I6 function. A relatively
cheap component such as this is likely to
make direct synthesised microwave systems
much more accessible.

[UPDATE
Picture enhancement

Portable satellite phone

on a chip

The satellite phone link shown here mounted on a yacht was developed by British
Telecom to provide the ultimate in cordless telephones for people who want to be
seriously distanced from civilization.
Making use of Inmarsat, the terminal uses a small, omnidirectional aerial which
requires no pointing or set-up.

C-mos asic chip house LSI Logic has produced a single chip processor which provides
one of the main ingredients of a picture
enhancement process.
The device is a DSP which puts the
histogram/Hough Transform to work. It
plots a histogram of grey level occurrences
within a frame of an image. The L64250 will
work on pixel array sizes of up to 4096 x
4096 at data rates of 20MHz. The calculated
histogram can tell a computer where to
expand the contrast range within a low
contrast image.
The Hough transfarm section implements
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algorithm which can determine edge
location. The image is divided into parallel
lines which are projected on to a point
defined by the slope and the Y-axis intercept
of the line. The presence of an edge in the
image coincident with one of these lines will
result in a high value for that point.
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Flat TV glass plant

1

l..-.-1.-1.1

requires a surface smoothness of the glass
substrate comparable to a silicon wafer. The
low alkali haria-horosilicate glass is produced directly from a melt in large sheet
areas. The company uses both laser and
ultrasound techniques to confirm the
smoothness of 0.2µm.

statement of confidence about the

optimistic future for flat screen television,
Corning Class is to invest $40 million in a
substrate glass plant in Shizuoka, Japan.
The ultra -flat product must be able to
accommodate up to one million transistors
formed on a polysilicon-on-glass layer. This

Optical phone line

,

This is the first part of an optical telephone cable connecting Windermere to Coniston
and all places between. It is being installed by British Telecom at a cost of £1 million.
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Hot sensor
Philips has designed a capacitive transducer
designed to measure the running clearances
between engine casing and turbine blade tips
in aero engines. The company says that the
device will work at up to 600°C under the
highly stressed conditions found in this type
of appl icat ion.

Top DOS processor
Although at the time of writing the official
Intel announcement has yet to he made,
more details have emerged about the successor to the 80386 chip, the 80486. It is
projected to run at least three times faster
than a 386 and will incorporate both instruction and data caches using one million
transistors.
The device will he totally code compatible
with 386 hut it won't carry an on -chip
floating point unit: this will be made available as a separate chip along the lines of an
80387. The cache facilities on the 486 are
expected to account for at least half the chip
area al lowing very fast DOS operat ions.
There are persistent rumours that Sincis working on a high performance risc processor set which effectively
emulates 80386 instructions. This would
allow the building of IBM compatible
architecture with improved performance
over Intel -based versions. Sir Clive Sinclair
told Electronics & Wireless World 1Ve are
working on all sorts of things which I am not
able to talk about. -
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ThcArchcr Z80 bC
-

The SDS ARCHER The Z80 based single board
computer chosen by professionals and OEM users.
Top quality board with 4 parallel and 2 serial ports,
counter -timers, power -fail interrupt, watchdog timer,
EPROM & battery backed RAM.
OPTIONS: on board power supply, smart case,
ROMable BASIC, Debug Monitor, wide range of I/O &
memory extension cards.

*
*
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bowman 68000
Thc
The SDS BOWMAN - The 68000

C

based single board
for
high
speed
applications.
computer
advanced
Extended double Eurocard with 2 parallel & 2 serial
ports, battery backed CMOS RAM, EPROM, 2 counter timers, watchdog timer, powerfail interrupt, & an
optional zero wait state half megabyte D -RAM.
Extended width versions with on board power supply
and case.

*

*
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Shcrwood Data Systeni Ltd
Unit 6, York Way, Cressex Industrial Estate, high Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3PY. Tel: (0494) 464264
EN'I ER 32 ON REPLY CART)

A NEW SERIES OF QUALITY

MEMORIES
EPROM

-

SRAM

-

DRAM

-

EEPROM

27256 - 27512 -4116 -4164

-

2716

-

2732

-

2764 - 27128

HAND-HELD MULTIMETERS

-

-41256.2114.6116 -6264-CMOS

198.9

AND LOW POWER

from

MICROPROCESSORS
NEC

-

INTEL

-

198.9

Ar_

retailing between £6 to £40 plus VAT

MOTOROLA AMD

8085-68000-Z80A-80186.8086

Semiconductor
Sensors
Ferrite Cores
Optoelectronics
Semiconductors
Thermistors
Integrated
Circuits
Potentiometers
LEDs

Series includes an AUTORANGE and

Connectors
Suppression
Switches.

DIGITAL models plus

a

two HEAVY-DUTY

POCKET SIZE and

a

SOLID-STATE ANALOGUE model.

Lowest prices worldwide for memories, digital, linear IC's.
Send for complete components catalogue

UK-£1.50. Export-£2.50

LAKkAAAm

For details of these and our full range contact:

PVS ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

HAHrmotulectronics

M3 4BQ
Phone ;,6.-531 738E e r6r

4° '' Hrs Telex 666486 Fax 061 t.:2 6534
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eron House.
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The concept of the spherical
Luneherg lens has been with us
for decades. hut has seen only
limited practical application. In
the late 1950s and early 1960s the
concept received considerable attention because of its capability of supporting multiple
beams and covering a very large scan region.
which can
The advent of phased arrays
rapidly scan many beams and cover a requickly dulled
latively large scan region
the interest in the spherical lens. However.
in the light of present-day military communications needs, there is renewed interest in the lens.
Rapid communication of accurate information between military' ground. sea, air.
and satellite stations is essential. Military
communications links involve a large numher of frequency hands and targets can he
present in a vast array of geometries. For
these reasons. multiple object tracking and
communication through a shared aperture
over a broad range of frequencies and a
hemisphere of angular coverage are desired.
Phased arrays cannot do this because they
can he made to operate at only one or two
frequencies. lowever, a spherical Luneherg
lens with several different feeds can accomplish the task: such a system concept for
naval application is shown in Fig.l .

-

-

\

'

Luneherg
dielectric
value of
the exact
variation of dielectric constant with the
radius from lens cent re being given by
.

Er

..

';¡.--z_._-

1

r
r")

r

where r is the radius from the lens centre,
is the outer radius of the lens and er is the
dielectric constant (or relative permittivity)
of the lens. Such a lens will perfectly focus a
plane wave to a point on its surface, the
result being comparable to the focusing of a
perfect parabolic dish. In fact. an entire
family of the lenses exists in which the radius
of the local point can be chosen arbitrarily to
be inside or outside the lens. As the maximum inner dielectric constant decreases.
the focal radius increases. This is illustrated
by the trivial case of a lens of entirely unity
dielectric constant. whose focal radius is
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LUNEI3ERG LENS
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In principle, the ideal spherical
lens is fairly straightforward. The
constant of the lens varies from a
at the outside to 2 in the center
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LUNEBERG
LENS REVIVAL
The needs of military communications have brought
renewed interest in the spherical microwave lens
MARK A. MITCI IELL and JOHN R. SAN[)FOR[)

infinite.
The concept of

a

multiple -beam antenna

of the ideal Luneberg lens is known. Instead.
a number of concentric shells of constant
permittivity give a quantized approximation
plane wave incident on the lens from any to the. ideal lens. The number of shells
direction will he focused precisely to a point determines the bandwidth of the lens. with a
on the opposite side of the lens. Many greater number of shells providing a larger
different signals can therefore be received range of operating frequencies although.
(or conversely transmitted) through the lens since there is a small reflection loss at each
at once by simply placing numerous feeds dielectric interface, more shells are not
opposite the respective signal sources. In necessarily better. A number of test lenses
principle. the ideal lens works equally well at have been constructed and analysed. the
all frequencies. hut of course in practice largest of which is 120 cm in diameter and is
there are limitations on the usable frequency shown under test in Fig.2. It consists of 15
concentric shells of constant permittivity.
bandwidth.
No method of fabrication which will pro- each shell being approximately 4 cm thick.
duce the continuous permittivity variation and performs adequately over a frequency
based on the Luneherg lens is also fairly
simple. A spherical lens presents the same
focusing aperture for all directions, so that a

456

range from 2 to 20GI-Iz. A single hemisphere
of the lens is shown in Fig. 3. in which the
individual dielectric shells can be seen.

COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY
number of advances in technology since
the early 1960's have made an antenna
system based on a large spherical Luneherg
lens more feasible. The most notable are
improved polystyrene expansion capabilities. the advent of microstrip arrays. development of mechanical robotic arms. and
the emergence of sophisticated numerical
computers. The exact role of each component technology on the overall system will
A
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Fig.2. Spherical antenna under
test at Georgia Tech.
i

ny

Fig3. Half
shells.

-`.s'Z
48§._

Fig.1. The spherical antenna
enables propagation in many
directions simultaneously.

tlif2r.1

Y

Luneberg lens, showing the

a

,,--.

Fig.4. Path of a ray through the lens. Layer

construction is practical alternative to
coitinuously varying density of material.

he examined in detail.

When quantized Luneberg lenses were

initially studied some thirty years ago. no
method for analysing their performance
theoretically was available. it is now a relatively simple task to predict the gain and
,far -field radiation pattern of quantized
lenses using numerical analysis. First.
geometric optics (ray tracing) is used to
determine the field in the aperture of the
lens/feed system. Rays are traced from the
feed through the lens. taking into account
the refraction and reflection at each dielectric interface. to an aperture plane opposite
the feed. An example of a ray traced through
a small lens is shown in Fig.4. The far -field
radiation at any angle may he computed
from the resulting aperture field by means of
the Fourier transform. When circular polarization and a circularly symmetric feed are
used, circular symmetry exists for the feed/
lens system. In this case the aperture field
will he circularly symmetric as well, and the
1-lankel transform (see box) may he used to
compute the far -field pattern, saving considerable computation. Fig.S shows a comparison of measured and computed radiation
patterns for the aforementioned 120 cm
diameter test lens.
The dielectric material (or materials) used
to construct a quantized Luneberg lens must
have a low loss tangent (typically <0.01) to
avoid excessive ohmic losses in the lens and
variability in dielectric constant to provide
the necessary discrete shells. Polystyrene is
typically used because of its low loss tangent
(about 0.0043) and dielectric constant in

May 1989
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solid form of 2.54. Dielectric constant generally varies with density. and raw polystyrene
in bead Corm may be expanded to different
densities to yield dielectric constants from
near unity to two. The exact variation of
dielectric constant with density is not
known. but it can he approximated by two
empiracal formulae.

d

Er

Er

-

I

=

,.
Erll

+ dll(Ern-

1)

where Er is the dielectric constant at density
d. and Ern is the dielectric constant at solid
density dl1. Deasured results from expanded

0
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fun enal
". n,nye
No

rcosu, y = rsina. and p = gcos(t, s = gsin(i. Also
from this. r2 = x2 + y2 and q2 = p2 + sz. so that f(x.y)
can be written f(r). The element of area dxdy in the
two-dimensional plane transforms to rdrdu (see
Fig.1) and the first of the two-dimensional FT
expressions looks like

The Fourier Transform is very well known by circuit
and communications engineers. It turns up in
transformations from the time domain to the
frequency domain, and vice -versa.
Not quite so well known is the fact that taking the
transform of the spacial distribution of the field
across a dimension in an aperture aerial yields the
angular pattern of the distant radiation field. Two
such FTs relate according to

F(0)=

f

¡x
J

f(x)e '"'dx

As

2r.

.I

fx f f(x.y)e
x

f(x.Y)r

4a

a

1°"O5t"

")rdrdx

o

f

'0

2-rr

e

larva( ")du]rdr

F(q)=J rf(r)Ja(gr)dr

0

o

definite integral, the symbol under the
integral sign doesn't matter. It is often termed a
"dummy variable".
Now, in

a

put

u-(t=t)

because a and (i are orthogonal (i.e. not functions
of each other). Therefore the integral, written now
as F(q), is.

.rldpds

2a

F(q)=

For the special case when the distribution is
circularly symmetrical. which is true for many
aerials. the variation with angle is constant Transforming the Cartesians to polar coordinates; x =

f
e
'of(r)[ f 0

4"°:"d11]rdr

small four- to twelve -element array can feed
the lens from radii slightly different from the
focal radius with little loss in performance.
In particular, an X -band microstrip patch array of twelve elements was used to feed a
small test lens (approximately twelve
wavelengths in diameter). and the gain
varied by less than one decibel over the range
of feed radii from 6.8 to 8.3 wavelengths. The
element phase settings are varied with the
radius in order to optimize gain. \ micro strip array of this type can be made quite
thin. easily allowing room for three separate
feeds within the range of usable feed radii.
Fig.6 shows how the far -field radiation
pattern of a lens with a feed one wavelength
away from its focal radius is improved by the
use of a defocused array feed.

lens.
A number of small feeds supported by
independent robotic arms produces the desired antenna system. interference between
arms being avoided by using thin feeds at
slighly varying radii or by computer control
of the robotic arms. Theoretical and experimental investigation has shown that a

f(r)=

f gF(q)J°(gr)dq
o

These are the zero -order Hankel Transforms.
arising when the circular symmetry is present
Therefore they are likely to appear in the geometry
of symmetrical aerial and optical problems. Finally, corresponding to all the Bessel functions J,,. a
whole series of Hankel transforms exist for the
higher orders.

I

The standard integral for the zero -order Bessel
function J° (qr) appears in the square brackets'

polystyrene samples agreed well with a
compromise between the two formulae:
namely. a weighted average using 60% of the
linear approximation and 40% of the exponent ial approximat ion.
A set of hemispherical moulds is used to
form the individual shells of the lens.
Expanded -polystyrene heads are packed between the appropriate male and female
moulds in a steam -heated pressure chamber. After a designated amount of time in the
chamber, the high temperature and pressure bond the beads together to form a
hemisphere shell. Pairs of these shells are
fitted together for form a complete spherical

with

as its "mate".

du =d8

")dxdy

x

f F(P.$)e't"
_-i.

o

f(r)[

Aerials are often distributed in two dimensions.
Other similar distributions include optical components such as lenses. and TV pictures. FTs can be
extended to cover two-dimensional distributions:
F(p.$)=

2-rr

I

F(tt)e'

a+gr

f(r) is independent of angle. this equals

'd0
f(x)

f f(r)e

c

REMAINING QUESTIONS
There rennin some questions about the
applicahilily of spherical Luneherg lens

Reference
1. 'Joules Watt' Bessel and his Functions E
p1101. November 1987.

30

WW,

antennas to a wide range of communication
tasks. the most critical being the mass of the
lens. 'I'he outer shells of the lens have about
the same density as a polystyrene cup or ice
chest. and are therefore relatively light.
Towards the centre of the lens. however. the
shells' density increases, as does the weight.
As a point of reference. the 120 cm diameter
prototype lens has a mass of about 230 kg
fairly heavy, but still probably manageable.
Unfortunately, mass varies with the cube of
the diameter, so a large communication lens
of 240 cm diameter would have about eight
times the mass or 1840 kg. It will he
necessary, therefore, to find a lighter
alternative to the polystyrene used to construct the prototype lens. Some possibilities
in this area are already being explored.
If a suitable lightweight dielectric material can he found, it is conceivable that the
lens might find its way into many other
communication roles. \ single lens antenna
could, for instance. he used to communicate
via many different satellites at once. This is a
particularly appealing possibility, since the
many feeds would be stational'\' eliminating interference problems and could all he
located exactly at the focal radius.

-

-

Array
feed

&

-
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Fig.6. With the feed one wavelength away from the focus, an array gives an improvement

over a single feed.
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low-cost .PC based logic analysis from .Thurlby
Now you can use your IBM-PC or compatible computer as the
basis of a sophisticated logic analyser system.
141- IC

LIIOt 1.41

w^/1X..112

-
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..

-
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LA -PC Link is an interface package which links your computer
with the low-cost Thurlby LA -160 logic analyser to provide facilities
normally associated with only the most expensive analysers.
Sophisticated data state listings
Up to 32 words per screen in multiple data formats.
Scrolling by line, page or word, plus random page access.
Rapid screen compare facility. Full repetitive word search.
High resolution timing diagrams
Sixteen channels of 64, 256 or 1024 samples per screen.
Instantaneous pan and zoom. Moveable channel positions.
Dual cursors with automatic time difference measurement.
16 or 32 channels, clock rates to 20MHz
Operates with all versions of the LA -160 with or without LE -32.
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Comprehensive data annotation
Each data and control input can be allocated a user -defined label.
Data files are datetime stamped and can be fully annotated.

t

I

f

Full disk storage facilities
Data files can be saved to disk and recalled for comparison.
Data includes the analyser's set-up conditions and all annotation.

_

f

,

1

ji

Versatile printing facilities

State listings and timing diagrams with annotation can be printed.
Colour or mono display; keyboard or mouse control
Colour, monochrome or text -only modes suit any display adaptor.
Parts of the programme can be controlled by a mouse if required.
Terminal mode for uP disassemblers
Acts as a terminal for use with Thurlby uP disassembler ROMs.

1

1

III Thurlbyl

eP

Thurlby Electronics Ltd
New Road, St. Ives, Cambs.
PE17 4BG Tel: 10430) 63570

designed and built in Britain

If you already have an LA -160 logic analyser the LA -PC Link interface package costs just £125. If you don't, an LA -160 with LA -PC
Link costs from £520.
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ELECTRONIITUBES!VALVES
RIF. AND MICROWAVE COMPONENTS
PRODUCT RANGE
==

CRT's .
CAMERA TUBES'
COAXIAL ISOLATORS &
CIRCULATORS
DIODES
IGNITRONS
'
IMAGE INTENSIFIERS
INTEGRATED CCTS
KLYSTRONS
MAGNETRONS
MICROWAVE TUBES
NOISE GENERATORS
OSCILLATORS
PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBES
PLANAR TRIODES
:

ACRIAN
AMPEREX

R.F. CAPACITORS
R.F. TRANSISTORS

RECEIVING TUBES
RECTIFIERSSIUCONCONTROLLED
RECTIFIERS SPARK GAP TUBES
TR/PRE TR TUBES
TETRODES
==
THYRATRONS
TRANSMITTING TUBES
TRIODES
TUBE ACCESSORIES
WAVE GUIDE
CIRCULATORS

MAIN MANUFACTURERS

EEV : '
EIMAC

`

-

í

=

g

GENERAL ELECTRIC
MACHLETT
MOTOROLA
-

_

MULk.ARD 51
NATIONAL =;

PHIUPS
RCA
SIEMENS
SYLVANIA
THOMSON
=

-

-_

For more information on any type of Electronic Tubes/
aPower Transistors:

RAEDEK ELECTRONICS

1

BANNERLEY ROAD, GARRETT3GREEN, BIRMINGHAM B33 OSL
Tel 021-784 8655. Telex: 333500CROSAL G.
Fax: 021-789 7128
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FORTH INSTRUMENTATION
COMPUTER

4

`

....................

17T

..

TDS
9090

powerful control computer based on the new Hitachi
6303Y and high level language Forth. 100mm x 72mm.
30K bytes RAM. 16K dictionary RAM PROM. 256 bytes
EEPROM. 16K Forth. You can attach 64 key keyboard.
LCD and PC bus peripherals. Built in are interrupts.
multitasking. time of day clock. watchdog timer, full
screen editor and symbolic assembler. 32 parallel and two
serial ports. Single power supply and low power 3mA
operational mode.
A

1

off £194.95 including manual and non-volatile RAM.

NSA

Triangle Digital Services Ltd
100a Wood Street, London E17 3HX
Telephone 01-520 0442 Telex 262284 (quote M0775)
ENTER 7 ON REPLY CARD

Fax 01-509 3263
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PLICATIONS S
32bit processor for
peripherals

DP8419
DRAM

controller

Address bus

One application suggested for the new
NS32CC16 32hit peripheral processor is an

NMC27C256
64K byte
eprom

instrumentation oscilloscope. According to
the device's brochure, the CC16 is ideal for
video displays in instruments since it can
function both as a CPU and a graphics
controller, eliminating the need for separate

RAS/CAS

24

256K byte
DRAM

devices.
In this proposal, the 32801 floating-point
unit provides the support needed by the
CC16 to perform FFTs for spectrum analy-

Video output

NS32[616

Video

Printer/

sis. mathematical functions, digital -cursor
control, extrema and smoothing. Being de-

signed for high-speed intelligent image processing in facsimile machines, laser printers, etc., the CC16 lends itself to the vector
graphics processing that would be required
in an instrumentation oscilloscope. According to National, Dataquest predicts that by
1993 there will he twice as many 32hit
processors used in office -equipment
peripherals as there will he office computers.
A number of applications are outlined in
the brochure. More detailed application
notes, including software, are given in
NS32CC16 Technical Design Handbook.
They include line/circle drawing routines.
an introduction to Bresenham's line algorithm and image rotation.

control

16

display
processor

-

Voltage measurements

Data
bus
ADC1225

Sample

Flash

buffer
static rams

converter

Analogue

inputs
probes

Trigger and

NS32081

state
logic

Floating

point
processor
NS 16450

RS -232

to host system

UART

Instrumentation scope

National Semiconductor. 301 I larpur Centre. Horne Lane. Bedford MK40 1 TR. 0234
270027.

Rt
Input

Output

6k19

R2

C1

6k19
R4

fo

1.11

2x RC

C3

6n8

6n 8

CI. C2=C3=C4=C
R11

Rt=R2=4.76R
R11' 4.32R
R3 to R10=R

5k62
9

460

1k3

10S 1k3

Third octave filter
Quad op -amps save board space, reduce
inventory and assembly operations, and have
inherent tracking of the four amplifiers.
Even so. in some applications their use is
prohibited because of crosstalk and poor
matching between each amplifier.
An outline of a new Bifet quad op -amp
with local crosstalk is given in volume 22 of
Analog Dialogue from Analog Devices. The
AD713, a quad 711, has .had its crosstalk
minimized by careful design as the graph
shows. Matching is also good; input offset
voltage, drift and bias current are matched
to within 0.8mV. 25µV/°C and 25pA respec-

tively.
Having a THD figure of 0.0003% and a
slew rate of at least 16V/µs, the 713 is ideal
for audio applications. In this circuit a
gyrator is used to produce a Va -octave
bandpass filter such as is used in audio
spectrum analysers.
The filter can handle a 7.07V RMS signal

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD
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.APPLICATIONS S
DC converter with

B= 20mA/ DIV

C=20V/ DIV

mej
._~11115~
MrUMrOMMN
NIEME
M-a `s

Precise floating measurements and transducer measurementsat high common -mode
voltages require very low leakage to ground.

M

HORIZ=

Magnetic transformers normally provide
galvanic isolation in these applications but
acoustic transformers are simpler and can
provide higher isolation, as in this circuit
producing 10V at a few milliamps with 20kV
isolation. According to Linear Technology's
Application Note 29, insulation resistance of
the piezo-electric transformer is 10120 and
its primary -to-secondary capacitance is between 1 and 2pF.

2ys/ D.V

Driving the piezó-electric transformer which may be considered as a high -Q resonator is covered in the circuit's discussion.
There are around 30 other circuits in note
20, which is entitled "Some thoughts on DC
to DC converters".

-

20kV isolation
A=10V/ DIV

J

Linear Technology, 111 Windmill Road.
Sunbury, Middlesex TW16 7EF. Tel: 0932
765688.

If you are interested in piezo-electric

transformers you should see Research Notes on
page 752 ofthe August issue. Ed.

Electromagnetic
scattering
calculations
One of a number of application notes sent to
us recently on the Intel iPSC supercomputer

*1%

metal film resistor
piezoceramic transformers
available from Channel Industries
Inc. Santa Barbaro Ca.

B

.

Piezoce amic

-1-

15V

transfo mer
C

11

Secondary

1N41410y

ó

2

out

3
n

10V

11

LT1020
FB

11T
1M5I1001)

GND

Floating

output

500k'

9

factor and pass -band flatness.

Other items discussed in Analog Dialogue
include an 8bit 200 megasample/s flash
converter, a four -channel video multiplexer
and an 18bit audio d -to -a converter.
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Intel Scientific Computers, Pipers
Swindon.
696000.

OV

with a THD of less than 0.002% from 20Hz to
20kHz. Performance meets ANSI Class II
specifications for roll -off smoothness, shape

outlines the calculation of electromagnetic
scattering. Professor Don Wilton and his
team at Houston University has developed a
Fortran program for calculating electromagnetic scattering and radar cross section
of objects of arbitrary shape in three dimensions.
The program finds approximate solutions
to Maxwell's equations using a finite element
applied to the electric -field integral equation.
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FIRST QUALITY SECOND USER

EQUIPMENT
Canton
Canton-,

Caron

y4

APLAB
Guide Price £
TIS 115/230/500 Converter, 500VA capacity
550
CENTRONICS
353 180 CPS Line printer

195

FLUKE 9000A -Z80 Z80 POD for 9010A

250

HEWLETT-PACKARD
4951A-001 Protocol analyser
16300 Logic analyser
16500A Logic analyser mainframe
16510A 80 channel card
16515A 16 channel, 1 GHz card
16521A 48 channel pattern gen. card
8901B/001 Audio analyser
8620C Sweeper mainframe
86290B Sweeper plug-in
5386A 3 GHz counter, HPIB
8970B With option H18, noise figure meter
to 1800 MHz

Ir r
¢e,

-,«y
,

Ca

Guide Price £

MARCONI
TF893B Power meter

495

ROHDE AND SCHWARZ
NAP Power meter with Z3 probe

to 1 GHt
SOLARTRON
3530D Data logger
353018 Solid state card

1400

3600
250

1500

SUN 360 Workstation, 14" colour,

4500
3900
2650
5750
3300
6900
1500
4000
1450

4Mb mem

5500

2-6 Queens Road. Teddingson. M,ddx TW I OLR Tel: 01-943 4477
Fax: 01-977 9232 Telex: 938120 (Carlec G)

11400

your Carston Stock
Guide Up -to -Date?
If not Phone 01-943 4477
Is

Carston Electronics Limited
I

«T
r

.

.

rir
HEWLETT-PACKARD 8350A Systems
Various configs available on request

TEKTRONIC
577
Curve tracer

£4500

--

PHILIPS PM3295 Scope £2900

ENTER 31 ON REPLY CARD

SMALL SELECTION ONLY LISTED
Latest bulk Government release

-

Cossor Oscilloscope

CDU150(CT531/3) £150 only. Solid state general purpose bandwidth
High brightness display
Dual Channel
DC to 35MHZ at 5MV/Cm
(8-10cm) full delayed time base with gated mode - risetime IONS
Beam finder
Calibrator 1KHZ squarewave
illuminated graticule
power 100 120V 200V 250 volts AC size W 26CM 14CM deep
WT 12.5 KG
carrying handle, colour blue, protection cover front
probe
containing polarized viewer and camera adaptor plate
(1) - mains lead. Tested in fair condition with operating instructions

-

-

-

£ 150.00.

-

-

-

-

-

-

probe -

Few available No protective cover but mains lead + 1
£125. Tektronix 475 200Mc/s Oscilloscopes tested from £500 less
attachments to £650 c/w manual etc. Telequipment D755 50Mc/s
£250. Marconi TF2002AS
Tested c/w manual
Oscilloscopes
AM -FM Signal Generator - 10Kc/s to 72Mc/s. £85 tested probe kit
AM -FM Signal Generator - I OKc/s-88Mc/s.
£ 15. Marconi TF2002B
£100 Tested to £150 as new with manual. Marconi TF2008 AM -FM
OKc/s-510Mc/s-from £450 Tested
Signal Generator - Also Sweeper
to £550 as new with manual. Don 10 Telephone Cable 1/2 mile canvas
containers or wooden drum new from £20 - Army Whip Aerials screw
Test
type F sections and bases large qty available now P.O.R.
Equipment we hold a large stock of modern and old equipment. RF and
AF Signal Generators - Spectrum Analysers Counters Power
Supplies - Oscilloscopes Chart Recorders all speeds single to
Racal Modern Encryption
XY Plotters A4 A3
multipen
Equipment-Racal Modern Morse Readers and Senders-Clark Air
Operated Heavy Duty Masts P.O.R. All items are bought direct from H
M Government being surplus equipment price is ex -works. S.A.E. for
enquiries. Phone for appointment for demonstration of any items, also
availability or price change V.A.T. and carriage extra.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

One of the largest stockists and
distributors of electronic valves, tubes
and semiconductors in this country.

-

-

-

LANGREX
SUPPLIES LTD

".s.i.

RING US FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS WHICH MAY BE IN STOCK

-

-

-

-

Over 5 million items in stock covering more
than 6,000 different types, including CRT's,
camera tubes, diodes, ignitrons, image
intensifiers, IC's, klystrons, magnetrons,
microwave devices, opto electronics,
photomultipliers, receiving tubes, rectifiers,
tetrodes, thryatons, transistors, transmitting
tubes, triodes, vidicons.
All from major UK & USA manufacturers.
Obsolete items a speciality. Quotations by
return. Telephone/telex or fax despatch
within 24 hours on stock items. Accounts to
approved customers. Mail order service
available.

EXPORT TRADE AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD

JOHNS RADIO, WHITEHALL WORKS,

84 WHITEHALL ROAD EAST, BIRKENSHAW,
BRADFORD B11112ER. TEL NO.

(0274) 684007.

-

-

FAX:

-

1

651160

SOCKETS,
WANTED: REDUNDANT TEST EQUIPMENT VALVES PLUGS
SYNCHROS ETC. RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT

ENTER 230N REPLY CARD
462

Mayo Road, Croydon, Surrey CR0 2QP.
Tel: 01-684 1166
Telex: 946708
Fax: 01-684 3056
ENTER
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Power semiconductors

AcTWE
ASIC

replacements for DG508A and 509A
devices, but with reduced leakage currents
and faster switching. Siliconix Ltd 063530905

Cmos asic family. CMOS-5V is a new range
of asics which is compatible with the CMOS5.5A family and is suitable for use where low
gate counts and high I/O requirements are
combined. Toggle frequency is 100MHz.
NEC Electronics (UK) Ltd 0908-691133

Microwave devices
Directional coupler. The WR28 10dB
coupler offers better than 50dB directivity
over the waveguide band of 26.5 to 40GHz.
Model 22134-10 is suitable for use in
reflectometer measuring systems. Flann
Microwave Instruments Ltd 0208-77777

Ato-D and D -to -A converters
Analogue I/O port The AD7669 analogue
b 0 port combines an eight -bit A -to -D
converter and two eight -bit D -to -A
converters. The on -chip A -to -D converter
provides a maximum conversion time of 2µs
to ±2LSB. Analog Devices 0932-232222

Optical devices
High -power optical ICs. Pilkirgton Guided
Wave Optics introduces a range of high power circuits based on lithium niobate.

10 bit flash converter. The Comlinear
CLC920 is a 10 bit, high-speed A -to -D
converter with full flash architecture. It is a
bipolar device with a 25Msample/s
throughput, but dissipates only 3.65W.
SINAD is 58dB for an input of MHz at
2OM sample/s. Integral linearity is within
I LSB and dynamic range is over 55dB.
Anglia Microwaves Ltd 0277-630000

Single -mode waveguide chips which can
handle over 500mW have beendeveloped.
Configurations include travelling -wave
modulators, low -drive -voltage devices for
500MHz operation, beam splitlers,
polarizers and others. Barr anc Stroud Ltd

1

041.954 9605

diodes. The Philips CQY90A
high -intensity IR GaAs diode is designed for
remote control. Radiant power is 21 mW and
the half angle of intensity is 60'. Peak
wavelength is 940nm at 50mA. Gothic
Crellon 0734.788878

Eight -bit A -to -D converters. ML2252 and
2259 are additions to the Microlinear range
of SAR A -to -D converters, which have a
6.61.'s conversion rate (including sample and
hold), enabling them to digitize a 50kHz. OV

Infrared emitter. The OD -148W is

extremely small emission-area IR diode
operating at 880nm. The led has a minimum
output power of 8mW at 880nm and a
spectral bandwidth of 80nm. lase and fall
times are around 500ns. Hero Electronics
Ltd 0525-405015

to 5V sine wave with 47dB s:n ratio. No
separate crystal is needed. Ambar Cascom
Ltd 0296-434141

Quad sample -and -hold amplif ier. The
AD684 quad sample -and -hold amplifier
samples at rates near 100ksample/s with
true 12 bit performance. Each channel has a
maximum acquisition time of 600ns to within
0.1% and µs to within 0.01% for a 10V step.
Analog Devices Ltd 0932-253320

1550nm emitters. Telecom introduces its
1550nm range of surface emitting leds in
T046, ST and SMA packages. Power output is
into 62.5/125µm GI fibe. Rise and
fall times are l Ons and spectral width is
100nm. Hero Electronics Ltd 0525-405015

200

1

Cmos timer. The Samsung KS555 cmos
timer provides a higher performance than
the standard 555. Improvements are on
80µA supply current; 2-18V supply voltage:
20pA threshold trigger and reset current;
500kHz operation: and no need for crowbar
protection for the supply. Kord Distribution

Carbon dioxide lasers. Two RF-excited
waveguide lasers. LGK8000 and LGK8100,
provide continuous output power of 5W and
25W respectively. Both have abeam purity
of better than 95% and a beam diameter of
less than 2mm at the exit point. Siemens Ltd

0276.685741

0932-752323

Switching regulators. The

PSR and NSR

Programmable logic arrays

families provide non -isolated positive and
negative outputs of 5, 12, 15, 24 and 36VDC
at currents of 3A to 8A (12A for 5V types). An
external voltage or resistor will control
output voltage over the range 0 to 108% of
nominal. Melcher Ltd 0425-474752

Erasable PLD. Altera Corporation has
introduced the largest erasable
programmable logic device, the EPM5128.
built with the Altera MAX architecture. It is
fabricated in 0.8µm cmos technology and
has 128 macrocells, replacing over 50 TTL
chips or up to 20 low -density PL Ds.
Propagation delay is 3Ons. Ambar Cascom
Ltd 0296.434141

Analogue multiplexers. The DG408 and
DG409 offer an on resistance of 4012, with a
maximum of 100!2. They are direct
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performance. It can be considered as a
mosfet output stage with gain. Output swing
is 180Vpk-pk with ± 100V supply.
Microelectronics Technology Ltd
084468781

Passive components
Surface -mount potentiometers. The 3203
is a stable cermet

device in a 3mm package.
power dissipation of 50mW at 70°C
and withstands element voltages of up to
15V. The device survives all kinds of
It has a

soldering and washing, including the dual
wave immersion process. BICC-CfTEC 0793487301

High -current filter inductors. IHM-2
inductors cover the I µH, current rating is
17.8A and resistance is 5m! 1, while at
15 000H. the figures are 0.26A and 21.911.
Tolerance is 10%. Dale-ACI Components Ltd
04427-72391

Electrolytic chip capacitors. With

1

1

1

I

I

I

1

1

Power mosfet modules. Siemens has
introduced a range of parallel -connected,
multi -chip mosfet power modules for
applications that need low switching times
and simple drive circuits. All devices in the
Simopac range will switch efficiently at
frequencies over 200kHz. Siemens Ltd
0932-752323

20kA can be sustained. The filters give
I00dB performance from 100kHz when
tested in a 5012 system at full current. EEV

0245-493493

Transient protection.

TPU 11 is a fast,

bulkhead -mounted unit for use in 5011
coaxial line. It is intended for EMP
application and is fitted with female type N
coaxial connectors at each end. EEV 0245-

493493

Ferrite mains filters.

A range of current
compensated chokes, the CU 15/d3 and
CU20/d3 families, are small, high
permeability ferrite chokes based on U15
and U20 cores with currents up to 2.5A.
Philips Components Ltd
-

-

Temperature and process monitor.

Direct -current shunts. Guildline
Instruments Ltd have a series of current
shunts which have low self -heating, low
temperature coefficient. low, thermalEMFs
and better than 10 e.o.m. long-term stability.
The 9230 series comes in the three models
with values of 0.111.0.01 11 and 0.00111.
Lyons Instruments Ltd 0992-467161

Hardware

Miniature RF inductors. Two ranges of
miniature axial RF inductors have val.ies of
0.1 µH to 1000µH The EC -24 and EC -36
devices have current ratings of 60-I I50mA.
Tolerances of plus or minus 5%. 10% and 20%
are produced Magna Frequency
Management Ltd 0223-892015

Chip filters. A range of surface -mount filters
provides a method of suppressing EMI at
source it digital circuits. The NFM41 R chip
filters are 4.5 by 1.6 by 1.0mm, have a
voltage rating of 100V DC and have values in
the range 22 to 22 000pF. Murata
Electron cs (UK) Ltd 0252-522111

Displays
Rex

indicator with an analogue output
option for connection to a computer or other
equipment for data acquisition. It can also be
used as a thermocouple signal converter.
Two alarms may be incorporated TC Ltd
0895.52222
AF -4 is an

Brushless DC fan. The 125DH fan is a 48v
unit, which is 120mm square by 38mm deep
and is available in both ball and sleeve
bearing versions. It delivers 48 litres of air
per second. Accoustic noise level for the
sleeve -bearing version is 46dBA at full
output. Etn Fans 0403-814646

Instrumentation
Spectrum analyser.

A range of spectrum
analyserscombine an overall level accuracy
of I dB with a displayed range of 120dB. The
R3261/3361 instruments are available for
frequency ranges of 9kHz-2.6GHz and 9kHz3.6GHz, the 3361 versions also
incorporating a tracking generator. Centre frequency resolution is I Hz. Advantest UK
Ltd 01.336 1606

Microwave sweepers. Two microwave

earlier resin -moulded filters for 455kHz
applications. They are four and six -element
units with minimum stop -band atten,iations
from 25dB to 35dB and 35dB to 55dB
Murata Electronics Ltd 0252-523232

sweep generators from Boonton are claimed
to have the highest spectral purity in
instruments of their type. Models 20900 and
2100 cover 2 to 20GHz and provide full
range sweeps, sweeps from entered Fl to F2
and symmetrical sweeps about a given
frequency. Aspen Electronics Ltd 01-868

Chip resistors. The CRG series of thick -film

1311

Miniature circular connectors. A range of
connectors by Amphenol feature relable
contact at low voltage and current, low and
constant resistance and long life. The range
includes screw -locking and split -shell
versions. Celdis 0734-585171

CMOS DECODE LOGIC

give greater power output. Nighthawk

maximum dimensions of 7 3 by 6.6 by
6.3mm, the AL CHIP -MV ser es of aluminium
capacitors is available in values from 0.1 to
220µF over the voltage range 4-50V.
Tolerance is 20% at 20 C and 120Hz. EEC
Electronics Ltd 0628.810727

Connectors and cabling
I

sine -wave output and is available in freestanding or rack -mounted form with ratings
of 300VA to 10kVA. Units can be paralleled to

PASSIVE EQUIPMENT

resistors by Neohm is available with
resistance tolerance of 1% in the range 109
to 3.3M12. Element voltage is 200V
maximum and temperature coefficient is
either 100 or 200 p.p.m/°C Surtech
Interconnection Ltd 0256-51221,2 3

.

UPS combines 85% efficiency with a clean

Electronics Ltd 0799-40881

power booster. The APEX PB50
power bocster can form the cutout stage of a
composite amplifier, the drive amplifier
being selected by the user to ootimizemput

Miniature ceramic filters. CFUM and
CFWM are miniaturized versions of Kurata s

Go

\

S10
$

an

Uninterruptible power supply. The Vestale

M ostet

-

IR -emitting

Linear integrated circuits

100A. 100V fet module. Two high -current
power mosfets by Ixys are available in
TO -238. A I00A, 100V, 0.01311 deviceand a
64A. 200V. 0 03311 type provide the highest
current ratings now obtainab e says Kudos
Thame. Kudos Thame Ltd 0734-351010

-

Surge and transient probe. For accurate
monitoring of high-voltage transients up to
6kV, the PK 1001 D has low EMI sensitivity,
needs no earth at the probe tip and no

compensation adjustment. Eaton Ltd 0734794717

Digital multimeter. Series 50 multimeters
a full sealed, separately enclosed
battery and fuse compartment, which is
accessible only when test leads are
detached. Features include resolution up to
5000 counts and an LCD bargraph display.
ITT Instruments 0753-824131
have

Digital temperature meter. The LABCAL

Circuit protection
Hybrid mains protection. The TPU9980

A2
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series provides both primary transient
protection and RFI filtering in the sane
enclosure. A maximum pulse input current of

is

based on a 16 bit microprocessor and is
digitally configured for Pt 100 sensors and all
major thermocouples. Cold -junction
compensation is incorporated. Resolution is
0.017 for thermocouples. Labfacility Ltd
01-943 5331

463

device available which can operate in the
conventional mode and in the synchronous
mode. It is compatible with ECL devices.
Siemens Ltd 0932-752323

r:....
:

Task oriented processors
Single chip for DSP. The PDSP16488 is a
high-speed, two-dimensional convolver for

cr. teSC

71~
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arewe

®

image and digital processing. The chip is
claimed to provide the highest pixel rate
available. The multipliers can produce 64
valid results in a single input pixel period,
providinga computational rate of more than
10' operations per second. Plessey
Semiconductors 0793-36251
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Video compression/expansion
processor. The AM95C71 isacmos
prdcessor which compresses and expands
binary image data using the international
standard CCITT Group 3 and 4 algorithms. It
provides the means of reducing the amount
of data stored in memory or transmitted on a
network and expanding it when necessary.
Rapid Silicon 0494-442266

Programmable controller. TPC8500
offers up to 64 r0 lines or a mixture with up
to 16 analogue 10. Other features include
32K of user memory. 16K of data memory in
a multi -tasking format with full maths and
real-time clock. The controller comprises a
processor module which is fitted with a
range of associated I/O cards. Tempatron
Ltd 0734-596161
I

O

O

A

Vibration sensors. Trolex has the GP series
of sensors, which are particularly suitable for
monitoring machine vibration in the range 5
to 10kHz, with a linearity of better than 1%.
The sensors can detect accelerations from 0

to 7g R.M

Communications testers. The
Componedex Fakerscopeis an active and
passive RS232 tester/analyser. offering
synchronous and asynchronous operation. It
has a four -line by 20 character LCD with a
to -state breakout box for data review and
provides terminal emulation. STC Instrument
Services Ltd 0279-641641

250MHz probes. Two spring -contact
probes allow board testing in bed -of -nails
fixtures at spacings of 50mils. P6515 and
P6517 possess Mt! and 4pF input and 509
output impedance. Tektronix UK Ltd 062846000
1

Power supplies
Universal -input SMPS. A 50W switched
mode power supply accepts any input
voltage between 85 and 264V AC without
any adjustment and works down to zero load
with no loss of output regulation. The
Computer Products Power Conversion Ltd
XL50.7601 provides +5V at 7A. + 12V at
2.5A and -12V at 0.7A Amplicon
Electronics Ltd 0273.608331
Single -output SMPS. Todd Products

SC

series of switchers have output power
ratings of 150W and output current ratings of
up to 100A. Voltages are 5V. 12V. 24V. 28V
and 48V, each being adjustable. Amplicon
Electronics Ltd 0273-608331

Power supplies. The STK series of cased.
switched -mode supplies are rated from IOW
to 100W and, with inputs of 85V AC to 264V
AC or 240V DC. provide single. dual or triple
outputs in combinations of 5V. 12V,15V and
24V Calex Electronics Ltd 0525-373178
DC -DC converters. A 5W DC -DC converter
range, the PT 4900 series by Powertrade
GmbH, has a 2 I input voltage range and is
packaged in the standard 51 by 51 by 9.6mm
module. Units are available with 9-18V.
18-36V and 36-72V inputs: each range has
three single-output and two dual -output
versions. Gresham Powerdyne Ltd 0722-

413080

Radio communications

switching matrices. Two switching
matrices from K and L Microwage handle
signals from zero to 18GHz. Model 110 is in
RF

Transducers and sensors

Iby18,1by6.Iby12or1by21

rs

configurations. with isolation of better than
60dB and insertion loss of 0.5dB Model 120
is a 10 by 10 matrix. Aspen Electronics Ltd
01-868 1311

III

464

Trolex Ltd 061-4831435

Data communications

products
Smart modem chip. Rockwell's R96MFX

IC

can transmit half duplex at up to 9600bit/s. It
is intended for Groups 2 and 3 fax machines.
The chip conforms to V.29, V.27ter. T.30.
V.21 Ch2. T.4 and 7.3 standards. It uses only
0.5W Abacus Electronics Ltd 0635-36222

Protocol converter. A high-speed parallel/

Switches and relays
Surface -mount switch. Series 224 SMD is
for surface mounting. its lower half being
mounted on the PCB. either manually or
automatically, and the whole board cleaned
in the normal way. The top half is then
snapped into place without the need for
tools or worry about orientation. ITW

Switches 0705-694971

Local cell. Accuracy of the JP range of cells
is better than 0.07%. with a repeatability of
0.05%. Output is I 50mV at an excitation of
5V. The cells measure p to 2000 pounds in
eight calibrated ranges and withstand 50%
overload. Dimensions are 39.7mm(H) by
28.6mm(W) by 18.2mm. Conirol

Transducers 0234.217704

serial, parallel protocol converter with an
internal 8K or 32K buffer supports all
common data rates and serial interface
protocols from 300 to 38 000 baud and
offers data rates of 40 000byte/s on its
parallel interface. Ringdale Peripherals
0903.213131

Mass storage devices
SCSI disc controller. The CL-SH250 made
by Cirrus Logic is a VLSI component
providing the functions needed to build a
SCSI winchester controller. It contains an

COMPUTER

advanced winchester disc formatter, a dual port buffer memory manager and hardware
support including 48mA open -drain drivers
for the Small Computer Systems Interface.
Amega Electronics Ltd 0256-843166

General microprocessors

Interfaces

16 bit ralu. From Logic Devices is a 16 bit
register -file ALU. which has pin and software
compatibility with the Am29C101. The
L29C101 uses cmos technology to provide a
35ns clock period (28Mips) and a supply
current requirement of 60mA at IOMHz.
Abacus Electronics Ltd 0635-36222

Data acquisition front end. AD 1362
combines an input multiplexer, differential
amplifier, sample/hold amplifier, output
buffer and control logic in a 32 pin dil
package. Users can select either sixteen
single -ended input channels o eight
differential ones. Analog Devices 0932-

232222

Microcontroller.

The Siemens

80515/

80535 is fabricated in n -channel, silicon -gate
MYMOS and is a stand-alone single-chip
device based on SAB8041 architecture. It
incorporates eight analogue/digital
channels. ITT Multicomponents Ltd 0753824212
Z84C00 CPU. The Zilog Z84C00 is a pin
compatible version of the Z8400 CPU.
Operating at 4.6 or 8 MHz. it needs only
151.1.A for operation and less than 10µA on
standby. Microlog Ltd 04862 29551
-

products
High -power termination. KDI/Triangle
OON is a 0 to 800MHz convection -cooled
termination rated at 100W. It can handle up
to 150W when force -cooled at 100CFM from
-55 C to + 25°C. Maximum VSWR is 1.3:1
up to 800MHz. Anglia Microwaves Ltd 0277630000

Low -profile sounder. The AT -124 sounder
4.5mm in height, wave solderable and PCB
mounted. Sound pressure level at 30cm is
88dBA at 60kHz with a current consumption
of 2.5mA. Alan Butcher Components 0258840011

S.

Microcomputer with LDC driver.

The

eight -bit MC68HCO5L6 has an on -chip LCD
driver and has an on -chip oscillator. CPU.
6Kbyte of rom. 176byte of ram, a
synchronous serial peripheral interface, a 16
bit timer and an audio tone generator.
Motorola Ltd

Disc drive sub -system. The Legend data

-

storage sub -system combines the reliability
of winchester with the flexibility of a
removable cartridge. The SQ500 allows
users to remove data for more secure
storage. and a formatted capacity of
44Mbyte permits large independent data
bases in shared systems. HTEC Ltd 0703-

581555

Memory chips
Static rams. Three standard -cell static rams
n 2µm double-metal cmos are available as
separate cell elements from AMS.
Configured as 128 by four bits (RA47085).
512 by four bits (RA49325) and I K by four
bits (RA80645), the devices need 4.5V to
5.5V. providing a cycle time of 26.3ns or
46ns with I pF load. Austria Micro Systeme
International Ltd 0793-37852

2Mbit cmos static ram. The

WS-256K8120 from White Technology rs Claimed to be
the first in a 32 pin dip. It operates on 5V and
is hermetically sealed. All control logic,
decoding and I/O circuitry is in the one
package. Bowmar Instrument Ltd 0932851341

High-speed static ram. Siemens type GxB
100474A has a 1K by 4 organization and a
3.5ns access time. It is claimed to be the only

Hard card. The 8450 hard card for the IBM
PC/XT/AT and compatibles provides
40Mbyte of expansion memory. It takes the
form of a 3.5 inch hard disc on a card. Ideal
Hardware Ltd 01-390 3090
SCSI and floppy controller. FSC1 is a
multiple disc controller module which can
control up to seven SCSI devices and up to
four floppy discs. It offers a versatile
interface between the VMEbus and a variety
of disc drives. The single -height Eurocard
includes on -board 64Kbyte ram and
MC68540 DMA controller. Syntel
Microsystems Ltd 0484-535101/2/3

Disc drive testers. The telematic range of
Microtest floppy disc drive testers for the
repair, calibration and diagnosis of all types
of drive is used in conjunction with a
standard PC or compatible. TAP Systems Ltd
0276-685761
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ARE SO

ARE REVIEWS BIASED?

WHY NOT FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF
Electronics & Wireless World is looking for people who are prepared to undertake
software and hardware reviews on a freelance basis. We're not interested word
processors, spreadsheets and database. Our readers can get that sort of information
from a million different places. We want to examine industrial and technical products
aimed at the professional market. For instance PCB CAD, modelling, circuit analysis,
board level products, etc.
Like you, we want to see unbiased reviews in our pages so you will have to show us
your credentials. You will also need access to testbed equipment suitable for the task.
Naturally you must be able to communicate the results of your work in jargon free
English. In return, we will give you money. Not a lot but some. The fame and glory
comes free.

If any of this appeals, then I would like to discuss the possibilities with you. Please
contact Frank Ogden, Editor, on 01-661 3128. I shall then be able to give you an
unbiased assessment of your potential as an E&WW reviewer.
ENTER 26 ON REPLY CARD
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Inside S -VHS
VHS video recorders were introduced to the UK just over a decade ago.
Now the format has been upgraded to provide pictures which
approach broadcast quality.

PETER H. DOLMAN
The Video Home System (VHS),
developed by JVC. has become the
leading domestic VCR format. It
provides reasonable performance
and meets the consumer's con-

The main factors limiting VHS picture quality
can be summarized as follows;

"I IQ" picture enhancement. Machines have
evolved which are more user friendly, employing wireless remote control, tape index
systems and bar-code timer programming.
In the price -conscious consumer electronics industry, the constraints of affordable
technology and those of tape head manufacture were fundamental in creating the original VI-lS specification. Now progress in

Horizontal resolution is limited to around
240 lines as a consequence of restricting the
Y bandwidth. A 1MHz video signal yields 80
lines horizontal resolution. However, colour
receivers degrade off -air broadcast signals
from a possible 440 lines down to some 350
lines, because of a notch in the receiver's
luminance response centred on 4.433MHz.
This is necessary to prevent the appearance
of dot patterning effects (cross luminance)
on coloured areas of the display. Furthermore, the pitch of the shadowmask CRT
limits resolution.
The small deviation range of the FM
carrier limits signal-to-noise ratio and impairs the reproduction of subtle graduations

these key areas has enabled JVC to develop

of grey -scale values.

'Super -VHS' (S -VI IS), which has the potential to extend picture display quality well
beyond VHS's limitations.

A marked overlap of luminance and
chrominance signals occurs around the

flicting requirements of flexibility, affordability and reliability. During its lifetime it
has been extended and refined, without
compromising compatibility, to include
such features as long play, hi-fi sound and

contact. tape dropouts and head wear primarily cause amplitude disturbances rather
than frequency variations.
To recover luminance successfully, the
significant sidehands (those greater than
1.5% of unmodulated carrier amplitude)
must he recorded by the system. Figure 2
indicates that the FM carrier is, by necessity.
close to the highest modulating frequency.
The 1' signal is. therefore. tailored by a
low-pass filter with a roll -off at 3.5MHz of
20dB; this ensures that components produced in the lower sideband do not, by
'mirroring' at 01-Iz. re -appear as folded side hands in the wanted spectrum. This would
give rise to moiré patterning on replay.
The penalty for this 'narrow band' FM
technique is degradation of noise performance in comparison to that of wider band
systems. The loss of information in the
upper sideband reduces the signal-to-noise
ratio at -IF and must he compensated for by
pre -emphasizing the Y signal prior to driving the modulator (Fig.3). On replay, de emphasis is applied.
The increase in amplitude of the Y signal
HF component following pre -emphasis
must he limited to prevent over -deviation of
the modulator. Dark and white clip circuits
restrict the drive signal excursions to 40%
and 90% respectively (Fig.2).
The chroma component of the composite
video input is extracted by selective filtering
centred on 4.43361875M1-Iz. It is recorded as
a QM signal, down -converted to 626.9k1 Iz
and occupies ±500k1 1z bandwidth. This
represents less than four octaves and it can
therefore he recorded directly. However. a

LIMITATIONS OF VHS

-

I

1MHz region, causing undesirable crosstalk

effects (Fig. 2).

VI IS PRINCIPLES
To make efficient use of the available spectrum, the luminance (Y) and chrominance
(C) components of the video signal to be
recorded are separated by hand -pass filtering. The Y signal cannot he directly recorded
because its frequency range of 20Hz5.5M1Iz, occupying a span of some 19
octaves, exceeds the maximum of 10 octaves

possible from the magnetic medium
(Fig.1).
Octave compression provides the solu-

tion. The Y signal is frequency -modulated on
to an HF carrier, the deviation limits now

0-

determining the octave range. The VHS
specification is 3.8M Hz for sync -tip, 4.8M1 Iz
for peak white. Sidehands of the replayed
luminance signal extend from around
1.4MHz to 5.5M1 1z, indicating compression
to less than two octaves (Fig.21.
The use of FM ensures the best possible
signal-to-noise ratio, since the tape is driven
toward saturation for all luminance signal
values. In addition. no bias is necessary to
offset the non -linearity of the tape transfer
characteristic. System ruggedness is good
because effects such as poor head -to-tape

Down converted

Saturation level

6d8 octave
slope
-30Dynamic range
-60 -

FM

carrier deviated

colour subcarrier
626953 kHz

Y

Noise level

signal

by

1

1MHz

Lower FM sideband

Upper FM

sidebond

extinction
FREQUENCY

-0

3

2

FREQUENCY (MHz)
Sync

Fig.l. Tape replay characteristic. In video
recording, the medium can pass a frequency range of 10 octaves.

tip-e
Peak

Dark clip level

+white

Pre processed
luminance signal

White

clip
level

40%

100%

90%

recording spectrum: note the
"colour under" arrangement.
Fig.2. VHS
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source of AC bias is required to overcome the
tape transfer non -linearity. Bias is conveniently provided by the FM luminance signal, with which the chroma signal is matrixed prior to its application to the recording
heads. Since amplitude modulation is involved, good head -to -tape contact is essential to achieve a reasonable chroma signalto-noise ratio during replay.

FM

\/

S -VHS

Advances in the field of video head and
recording tape manufacture have made
possible significant improvements over the
VHS specification. In domestic television
systems, the emphasis is now very much on
improved picture and sound quality. Anticipating an increase in consumer keenness

o

2

1

4

3

r

Sync
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100

%

110%

8Fig.3. Pre -emphasis characteristic of the
luminance signal (VHS).

6-

o
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1

10-

ing spectrum.

trolled production techniques which result
in an increased area of the tape B -I -I curve
(Fig.6).
The increase in the loop broadness indicates greater coercivity of the order of 30%,

clip

Fig.4. S -VHS recording spectrum. Horizontal resolution extends to 400 lines.

12

2

I-lowever, the effect of self-demagnetization
(caused by the pole proximity of the individual domains) becomes a significant factor. the solution is to employ closely con-

White
level

70%

4-1

wavelength recording characteristics.

Peak

-white

..1

changed to reduce the adverse effect on
noise performance of broadening the record-

To maintain compatibility with standard
VI -IS, linear tape speed, writing speed and
track pitch remain unaltered. Thus for 5 VI -IS an increase in recording density takes
place. Newly developed amorphous metal
video heads are employed to record
wavelengths down to 0.7µm. By the use of
laser technology a head gap of 0.151.tm is
possible. The laminated construction technique (Fig.5) has the advantage of improved
efficiency at high frequencies, through a
reduction in eddy current losses. In addition, noise generated by head -to -tape contact is reduced by 2-3dB over conventional
single -crystal ferrite heads by low -friction
design of both head and lower drum assemblies. Friction noise becomes significant
above SMIIz, and particular care must be
taken to minimize it.
The increased recording density places
stringent demands on the recording tape
specification. Although a move to metal
tapes (like those used in the Sony 8mm
system) may seem logical, JVC decided to
stay with a more familiar cobalt gamma
ferric oxide coating to secure compatibility
between the two systems and their tape
families. Accordingly, for S -VHS tapes.
particle size is reduced to decrease modulation noise and achieve the required short

9

tip-+

Pre processed
luminance signal

overall pre -emphasis characteristic is

HEAD AND TAPE DEVELOPMENT

8

Dark clip level

for better technical quality. JVC has de-

The revised FM frequencies are 5.4MI-Iz
corresponding to sync -tip, 7.OMI lz for peak
white. Extended white and dark clip levels
are 110% and 70% respectively and the

6

5

FREQUENCY (MHz)

veloped Super -VI -IS, the PAL version of

which was announced in January 1988.
S -VI -IS enables a wider luminance signal
bandwith to he recorded through repositioning the FM carrier. As a result, horizontal
resolution is increased to 400 lines (Fig.4).

deviation
1-6MHz

626 953kHz

Fig5. Video head construction. Improved
head design has been an important factor
in creating the S -VHS format

r

0

1

3

2

4

FREQUENCY (MHz)

Head gap

Gloss

inserts

Lamination

structure
Conventional

single crystal ferrite

Amorphous
construction

reducing self -erasure and thus improving indicates an improvement in RF output and
the ability to store short wavelengths in the luminance of 1dB, whilst chroma signal-tomedium. Carrier-to noise (c/n) ratio is im- noise is raised by 1.5dB and output by 2dB.
proved by increasing the remanent point to
Auto -selection of VHS/S-VHS recording
175mT. C/n ratio is of particular concern in
mode is made possible by an ident hole in the
the wider bandwidth S-Vt IS system: signal
base of the cassette body, which aligns with a
disturbances which would be considered sensing switch on the VCR mechanism.
unimportant for VI -IS now become signifi- N anual override of this feature is possible
cant. Spacing loss between the tape and should the user wish to record on S -VHS
rotary heads has to he minimized; higher tape in the VI-IS mode; for example. where
consistency and smoothness of the magnetic this tape is subsequently to be transferred to
layer. together with an ultra -flat base film a VI-lS machine for replay.
and improved tape handling within the
At this point it is worth considering the
cassette are areas where attention to detail
question of making recordings with a stancan yield substantial benefits. This applies dard VHS VCR using S -\'HS tape. S -VHS
not only to luminance hut also to the AM tapes can be used in this situation, although
chroma signal, particularly when highly erasure of previous recordings may not be
saturated colours are to he displayed.
entirely satisfactory on some machines beThe use of anti -static material for the cause of the higher coercivity level. And an
cassette shell is desirable because dust and SE -180 cassette costs around £13.80, comdirt are major causes of drop -outs.
pared to £5.30 for a high grade E180 VHS
Comparison of the two tapes of Fig.6 tape
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Wanted signal

Fig.6. Magnetic properties of VHS and
tapes. For compatibility, S -VHS uses

S -VHS

similar formulation but with smaller
particle size.

a

Noise

Fig.7. On record, sub -emphasis is added to
the luminance signal in the 2-3MHz range
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Filter
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3H

286
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1

1

I

Y

C

out

Fig.8.

Left static chrominance and luminance clusters in the composite video signal. The two can be separated by comb filtering (right).
spectrum of the VHS signal. hut it lays the
foundation for a recording system in which
the two signal components merit separate
processing within the VCR. making the
eliminat ion of cross -colour quite ach ievahle.

SIGNAL PROCESSING
From Fig.4 it can he seen that FM deviation
has been increased to 1.6 times that of VI -IS.
This produces a significant improvement in
noise performance and will enable the home
movie enthusiast to produce edited recordings far superior - at least in technical terms
- to that hitherto possible with any domestic
system. A further important advantage is
that a more gentle graduation of grey -scale
tones is achieved.
The higher frequencies involved in S -VI -IS
make for improved immunity to adjacent track luminance crosstalk. owing to the
frequency -dependent action of the familiar
'offset azimuth' technique employed in
domestic VCRs.
In addition to the standard pre -and de emphasis stages employed in VHS record/
replay. S -VI IS features sub -emphasis. designed to minimize the effect of higher noise
levels inherent in a higher -resolution sys-
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Fig.9. Four -pin

S -socket

for portable S -VHS

units.
tern. The technique provides a lift to the
recorded luminance hand in the lower frequency region of 2-3Ml-Iz (Fig.7). The degree of lift is dependent on signal level, for a
given frequency. 'I he characteristic is applied prior to the standard VI -IS pre emphasis during record. Complementary
de -emphasis is carried out on replay.
Figure 4 also shows an improvement in
V/C separation in the region of 1.2MI Iz. For
S -VHS, the I -IF luminance sidehands contained in this region should he Netter than
20dB below chrominance level. Not only
does this overcome the undesirable crosstalk
effects mentioned in discussing the off -tape
I

COMPONENT CODING
The broadcast television signal contains Y
and C components which are grouped
together by frequency -division multiplex on
to a common carrier. For VI -IS purposes.
separation of the two can be achieved by

simple ceramic filters.
With S -VI -IS and its wider luminance
bandwidth capability, a more comprehensive technique is necessary: comb filtering.
Examination of the composite signal spectrum reveals that energy relating to the 1'
and C components is distributed in clusters
centred on harmonics of the horizontal
scanning frequency. The choice of chroma
subcarrier frequency is such that the two
elements interleave, thus making efficient

ELECTRONICS
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whilst minimizing mutual interference (Fig.8).
\Vith delay -line matrix and summing
arrangement (Fig.8I. the wanted spectral
use of the available bandwidth

components can he separated: unwanted
components are cancelled. For PAL. a
quarter -line offset relationship exists between luminance and chrominance. The
practical comb filter arrangement employs
411 glass delay lines.
Setting up the filter is critical. separation
heing dependent on accurate balancing of
the signal paths. A typical S -VI -IS machine
has six variable resistors and two inductors
in this section.
The wider -bandwidth Y signal places extra
demands on the design of the preceding
tuner and IF/demodulator stages in the
receiver section. In cases where the source of
video is deficient in -IF, the comb filter may'
not provide an enhanced resolution. but
instead will increase the Y noise level.
Manufacturers therefore provide 'comb off
or 'edit' switches on their S -VHS VCRs.
which insert an early roll -off of the Y
response, to provide an improvement in
noise performance at the expense of resolution.
The full recording potential of S -VHS can
be achieved only with a source which offers
the individual Y and C signals in their
original, full-handwidth form. Such a system will offer horizontal resolution in excess
of 400 lines. free from cross -colour and
cross -luminance effects... a specification
which exceeds that of current UK hroadcast
transmissions when displayed on conventional domestic receivers.
S -VHS camcorders with their internally derived Y and C signals represent the ultimate record/replay system at present. For
external connection, the 'S -socket' (Fig.9)
is provided: this is also featured on table
model S -\'HS VCRs to permit high grade
dubbing between machines. and to provide a
means of recording from alternative
component -coded sources. e.g. MAC signals.
An alternative means of connecting separate V/C signals has been made possible by a
modification to the standard Euroconnector
pin assignment. Pin 15, normally red channel input. may now he designated for separate chrominance. Similarly, pins 19 or 20,
currently composite video out/in respectively. may he used for separate luminance

V

Pilot burst position

Input composite

(line/dub input)
90°to.Uaxis

video signal

Pilot

i

23ps

L
I

Unxis

56js
1Z6

oxis

Swinging chromo

burst
Separated chronic
plus pilot burst
signal

Swinging
chroma

burst

Pilot burst position
input)
270°to+U axis

(S-video

-L183Ns

Fig.10. A pilot burst is inserted in the record signal to identify the video source. Its
purpose is to reduce Y -C crosstalk by switching in a notch filter when signals of
composite origin are being replayed.

I

out/in.
Advantages of this method are that existing leads may he used and that the
common connector provides not only Y/C
hut also audio signals. lowever, some confusion can be expected by the effect of no
colour when playing Y/C signals via a receiver Euroconnector that conforms to the
original 1984 SCART standard: a cure would
be to select composite output from the
I

S -\'I -IS VCR.

RECORD/REPLAY OPTIM IZATION
Consider an S -VI IS machine, set to record in
the S -mode from any composite video
source. After separation of the video into Y
and C. some degree of residual 4.43MHz
chroma can he expected in the Y signal
because of filtering limitations. This would
be recorded on tape and would produce

May 1989
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unwanted sidebands in the 1MI-Iz region on
replay. To minimize the crosstalk effects
which would he apparent under these conditions. a trap centred on 1.2MHz is automatically switched into circuit following the head
amplifier to ensure separation of the recovered Y and C components.
Since resolution and HF phase will be
unnecessarily compromised should the trap
operate on signals previously recorded via
the S -socket, or on pre-recorded tapes which
were made from a true Y/C source, a method
of signal source recognition is used to enable
the trap (Fig.10a, left).
The pilot hurst, consisting of 10 cycles at
4.43MHz, is gated into the record chroma
signal prior to down -conversion. Its phase
angle relative to that of the chroma U -axis is
arranged to provide the necessary source
ident during subsequent replay (Fig.10b,
right). The pilot burst is not passed through
the replay chain, hut is gated out of the
replay chroma signal to control the filtering
action. In addition it may he used as a
reference for jitter compensation, as an
alternative to the off-tape swinging chroma
burst signal.

Fresnel antenna
Satellite receiving antennas costing as little
as £5 could become a reality soon through a
development being pioneered by a British
company, Mawzones Ltd. Not only is the
antenna cheap to make, it is flat too: a
version designed for receiving the Astra
direct broadcast satellite is printed on a
window -blind and can even be rolled up
when not in use.
The Mawzones antenna consists of concentric Fresnel rings screen -printed on a
transparent plastics sheet. These can be of
silver for a reflective antenna, or of graphite
for a transmissive antenna; and if the rings
are elliptical rather than circular, they can
focus signals arriving at an angle to the zone
plate and an offset feed may be used.

INTERCHANGEABILITY OF FORMATS
Like VHS. S -VI IS can be operated in the
standard play mode (tape speed 23.4mm/s)
or in long play mode (11.7mm/s). Tapes are
available in C cassettes as well as the normal

MAWZONES

size.
A single European format is proposed for
the S -VHS recording system. This "Euro system" means that S -\'HS machines of the
future will convert SECAM-encoded signals
into the same on -tape signals as those for the
PAL system. On replay, a choice of PAL or
SECAM outputs will be available from the
same cassette.
S -VHS tapes can he used or record and
replay it \'I -IS machines. Standard \'I -IS
recordings can he replayed on a S -VI -IS

machine by automatic detection within,
which makes the necessary changes in demodulation and frequency characteristics.
VHS recordings can be made on an S -VI -IS
machine if required. either by deliberate
selection of this mode by the user, or by
automatic sensing of the presence of a VHS
cassette; Put it is not possible to play back an
S -VI -IS recording on a \'HS machine.

\

Mike Wright of Mawzones demonstrates
two reflective antennas: the one on the left
has a painted finish.
Antennas can be flush -mounted on walls,
roofs or windows, and in the latter case the
feed -horn and head amplifier can be sited
indoors. Typical positioning tolerance for
DBS reception is ±5°. which would mean
that for a given satellite the same zone plate
could be used at locations within 300 miles
of the optimum position. At other sites, or
for other mounting positions, an alternative
pattern could be selected from a range of
masters.
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Plessey and the
Economic League
To many, the Economic League is an unsavoury organization. Founded in 1919 by
the ex -chief of the Naval Intelligence Department. Its job is to supply tit -hits of information to employers about potential employees
during the recruitment stage. From the
employer's viewpoint the object is simple:
the League helps them to spot trouble-

makers.
Since MPs are nature's troublemakers,
the League's activities have drawn continual
fire. A motion before Parliament, supported
by over 90 MPs. "condemns those secret,
hack-stahhing operations of the Economic
League which blacklist innocent people
without their knowledge. deprive them of
the right to reply, and damage their job
prospects; and calls upon the Government to
outlaw all such activities".
Such political activity seems to have paid
off; Max Madden MP has amended the
motion to refer to a letter from Stephen R.
Wallis, Managing Director of Plessey PLC.
dated January 26. 1989, "announcing that all
Plessey Company sites have been advised to
discontinue using the services of the Economic League... One wonders whether other
electronics companies have the courage to
make a similar public statement.

Mum's the word!
Many readers of Electronics & Wireless
World are trusted to work in the sensitive
areas of defence electronics, and are aware
that a breach of trust could be very damaging
to national security. But suppose an instruction is given to you by your employer, with
the approval of Government, that results in
secrets being given away? What would you
do?

This was the problem facing one senior
research scientist who was working for
Plessey in January 1977. He discovered that
Lucas Aerospace was to supply a digital fuel
control system for a Soviet jet engine, and
Plessey a variable -geometry jet nozzle.
Although these were ostensibly for the illfated Russian civil aircraft, the "Concord ski", the scientist realised that the same
technology would double the range and
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radius of action of the Soviet backfire bomber so that it could strike at the heart of the
United States.
Consequently, the scientist leaked classified information to Winston Churchill MP,
whose famous grandfather received many
such leaks in the 1930s. Armed with this
information, Churchill ensured that the .£ 10
million contract was cancelled.
According to Churchill, if that happened
in future. all the thanks the scientist would
receive would he a criminal record. During a
debate on the new Official Secrets Bill, he
complained that the Bill's attempt to restrict
leaks of official papers actually equated
Government interest with the national interest. Thus, any future research scientist

could not claim that the disclosure.
although damaging to the Government of
the day. was vital to the good of the nation.
So now you know, whatever you thought
you would have done, don't!

Reliability of
defence equipment
stinging report from the National Audit
Office (NAO)' complained that the Ministry
of Defence does not pay sufficient attention
to the reliability and maintainability IR&M)
of defence equipment. Such is the scale of
neglect that, according to the NAO. there
could he savings of some £ 1000M a year.

A

The report does not mince words. It
complains that "R&M has consistently been
sacrificed to performance. and initial purchase cost". that for the most part there was "a
lack of commitment in this area, ineffective
management, inadequate resources. a need
for better information and a scope for tighter
contracting" and that "there must be a will
to delay or halt projects where R&M has not
been fully considered". There \vas even a lack
of information as to when or if defects
occurred in equipment, which equipment
had faults, or even how long equipment was
used (important for scheduling routine
maintenance).
This, according to the report, has led to
specific problems. For example, up to 50% of
the RAF's fast jet fleet is not available for
training because of servicing, and reliability
modifications to jets account for an addi
tional 70% to the basic unit costs. One

reason why the Nimrod airborne early warning system was cancelled was that R&M
would he a further large expense.
The NAO hints that a major problem is
Whitehall itself. There was "a lack of sufficient top-level commitment by the Department and industry to the rigorous implementation of agreed R&M principles at
project level" and that the MOD "may plan
minimal R&M programmes in order to
reduce costs". Out of 30 000 staff and an
annual budget of £900M only 30 full time
staff work in areas covered by the report.
The report is very enthusiastic about the
Pentagon's approach, which calls for R&M
incentives and warranties to he an integral
part of procurement policy. Clearly. the
auditors think that the same should improve
the value for money obtained for the taxpayer, the next time the MoD signs a major

contract.
Reference
1.

National Audit Office, Report by the Comp-

troller and Auditor General; Ministry of Defence:
Reliability and Maintainability of Defence Equipment, £4.90, HC 173.

Marconi and fraud
a Labour MP who
formidable reputation for finding the
dirt that surrounds the misuse of public
money. has his teeth into Marconi. It
appears that it was his activity in Parliament
that forced the hand of the Director of Public
Prosecutions (DPP) to prefer charges after
24 months of silent investigation.
Five days before the DPI' announced the
prosecution of four senior Marconi employees, the MP had implied that he would
'name' the men under the cloak of Parliamentary privilege if nothing happened.
Also accusing the DPP of using the Plessey/
General Electric Company takeover battle as
an excuse for delaying large scale prosecutions, (GEC is the parent company of Marconi), he said that the takeover hid conveniently kicked an embarrassing issue into touch.

Dale Campbell -Savours,
has

a

Now the DPP has begun the legal process.
different muzzle applies. Parliamentary
procedure forbids many activities that relate
to matters before the Courts.
a

Notes on the House are by Chris Pounder.
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1.1

Multi -channel data logger
of the address range is reached, the most significant line of the counters goes high to
reset the counters via the bistable IC. Both
the clock and the converter continue to
operate, which means that the last byte in
the ram is unusable; in practice this should
not be much of a problem.
Pushing the start button again disables
the clock and the converter. Both mono stable multivibrators can now only be triggered by the application of an external pulse.
At this stage, data can be retrieved from
the ram. Eight data i/o lines and one control
line from a microcomputer connect to the
logger. The control line, for example cure of a
BBC microcomputer's 6522 interface adapator. is pulled low to trigger the monostable
IC pulse. Data is now held on the output bus
for the duration of the 300µs pulse so that it
can be read by the computer. At the end of
the pulse, the second multivibrator triggers
to increment the address counters.
Since the data is only available for 300µs,
a machine -code program will probably he
required to read it.
A.C. Bírkett
London

This circuit was designed to provide portable
data-logging in medical research. It has
eight analogue channels each sampled at
10011z and can capture about a minute's
worth of data from each channel. \Vhen its
memory is full, the logger is connected to a
microcomputer i/o port so that its data can
he processed and stored.
Input limits are 0V and 5V. At power up,
the counters are reset and the ram is held in
read mode. On pressing of the start button, a
histable device removes reset from the
address counters and enables the 5501-Iz
system clock. At the clock's falling edge, cs
and au of the a -to -d converter are pulled low
and data on channel one is converted.
On completion of the conversion, the
converter's interrupt line goes low causing
one of the monostable ICs to produce a
3001.1s'chip-select pulse at the rani; at this
point, data is written into the ram. At the end
of the chip -select pulse, the second mono stable IC outputs a l0µs pulse to increment
the address counters. Now the system waits
for a new clock pulse.
Converter channel sequencing is done by
the three lowest address lines. When the top

Block

100
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Test probes
Red

PO.

type telephone earpiece

Improved
continuity tester
At supply voltages less than about 3\

,

fre-

quency of a unijunction transistor oscillator
becomes highly supply -voltage dependent.
This property can be used to make a continuity tester whose audible output clearly
indicates the resistance difference between a
short circuit and a cold -filament lamp.
Oscillator frequency and amplitude decrease with increasing resistance: there is no
output for probe resistances higher than
about 10((1.
P.A. Dowie

Kidderminster
Worcestershire
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CIRCUIT IDEAS
1Mbyte address

bus for Z80

AO

MREQ
WR

Traditional methods for extending the

ENABLE

address space of eight -bit processors rely on
latches to switch a memory device into or
out of a particular area of address space.
Illy approach divides the Z80 address space
into blocks of 4Kbyte and any 16 of these
blocks from a selection of 255 can he selected
for the Z80 address space. This allows areas

of memory to

Al2
A13

repositioned so that, for
example, screen images can he switched in
and out of a memory -mapped VDU.
Two ram ICs work as one 16-by-8bit ram
which is used as a page table by the top four
bits of the Z80 address bus. The 8hit page
address is written to this table by simply
loading it into any part of the 4Khyte block
using 1.0 instructions.
To use the paged ram. it must he possible
to disable the circuit. This is done by setting
a flag hit connected to i:N1RI.F. Any hit of an
output port could be used as the flag.
There should be no problems when crossing page boundaries since the rams are 1'Tl.
devices with 25ns access times: if 7489s are
used. their outputs will need pull-up resistors.
S.R. plonk
Silehv, Leicester
he

A14
Extended

address
A15

bus

Power controller with wide input range
Alternating input voltages from 90V to more
than 265V can he used with this current and
voltage adjustable DC regulator. As shown,
the circuit produces an output of 48V. but it
can be modified to produce other voltages by
adjusting components marked with an

Isolation between the output voltage sensing circuit and input control is provided by
an opto -resistive coupler such as the ledcadmium -sulphide MCD521 or the ledbilateral let l 111 FI: I chose the latter on the
grounds of cost.
G.N. Amos. Sheffield
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Don't attempt to build this unless you are
familiar with the practices and regulations
relating to mains -carrying circuits. Note
that the triac needs to be suitable for
inductive loads. Ed.
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CIRCUIT IDEAS
Electronic
switching for

+Volts
PB

,

musical-

instrument
applications
vast range of musical-

There is a
instrument effect pedals available and
most of them feature discrete circuits to
switch the effect in and out. Although
some manufacturers include a DPDT foot
switch, the more popular and reliable
method is to use a push -to -make switch
connected to a trigger circuit.
Such a trigger circuit, the first of those
shown here, consists of debouncing, a histable element, two analogue switches
and a led indicator. Components are
reduced considerably by a circuit based
upon 4016 or 4066 quad analogue
switches as shown in the second diagram.
Remote control of up to four effect pedals
is possible using four of the circuits in the
third diagram. One 4001 or 4011 IC could
he used as an inverter and the
could easily be extended.

o---

-

Switth
debounce

=lip flop

circuit

3D

---

Analogue
switch

v\A,

signal input

Analogue
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e
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Circuit for block diagram using

a 4016

or 40b6
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unit

Signal out

circuit shown)

10n

1_40.5
y

circuit

'

Remote footswitch operation of multi effects rack
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1

+

EvansL

Two minor errors appeared in A.G. Birkett's
digital delay circuit published in the November 1988 issue. Resistor R27 is shown connected to OV: it should go to -5V. The
equivalent of the LS124 is the LS624. not the
LS629.

Direct

output

C.
C. Evans

Digital delay unit

iii

Blocc diagram of electronic switching circuit

While all modern rhythm units incorporate Midi control, many have no
facility for footswitch operation, which is
an essential feature for live performers. A
modification of the second circuit shown
in the fourth circuit has been used to
control the start/stop function of various
rhythm units.
Each time that the foot switch is
pressed, a brief pulse turns on alternative
analogue switches. With the foot switch

Electronics
Liverpool

-'-

/

Effect
signal input

circuit

open, both analogue switches present a
high resistance across the start/stop
switches, enabling manual control.

LED

indicator

1M

1M

Modificat on of 4016 circuit providing footswitch operation of rhythm unit
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BUY THE BEST

-

BUY
SPC-300D

-

1QIá1IL

-_!
()

SPC-3000D

Ilhlit

I

'

,

SOLID BRITISH ENGINEERING

BRITISH WORKMANSHIP AT ITS BEST

(F

NEW PRODUCT FROM
AERIAL SWITCHING UNIT

NEW PRODUCT

BUILD YOUR OWN LOOP WITH
OUR NEW CAPACITOR AND
MOTOR ASSEMBLY COMPLETE
FOR ONLY £47.95 + £2.50 p&p

-

CD)

HIGH POWER LOOP

AMA3/1K £386 and
AMA5/1 £445
1Kw loop antennas

FEATURES OF (CFIRC5LOOP ANTENNAS

See Press Reviews/Releases for

has a very high O

further details

A radiation resistance from 300 milliohms to never
more than 0.8 of an ohm
Has a bandwidth from 3KHz to 50KHz
It has an SWR of 1.4 to 1 at the very least. 1.110

For more information on any of our
products including high power
A. T. U's, Loop Antennas for
commercial use,
send to..

1

on most bands
Will operate at virtually ground level
The loop has a vertically polarised radiation pa.
tern containing both very high and very low angle
radiation (ideal as a OX antenna)
Does not require an Antenna Tuning Unit
Depending on the model used it only occupies
from 80cm to 4m1 of space
It is ultra compact, light and waterproof

ELECTRONICS LTD
UNIT 6
PEEL ROAD INDUSTRIAL CENTRE
PEEL ROAD
WEST PIMBO
SKELMERSOALE, LANCS.
WN8 9PT

Planning permission is not necessary

YOU ONLY NEED TWO AERIALS FOR
CONTINUOUS COVERAGE FROM 3.5 to 30 MHz.

-

-

(CFI.CO) A.T.0

BUILD YOUR OWN A.T.U. FOR £57.40
CAP -25S £15.50
CAP -25T £18.95
R/COAST £22.95 + £4.50 p&p

COST OF THE TWO AERIALS

17".51),

_-

STAY TUNED FOREVER'
With a

CAPACITORS, ROLLER COASTERS
AND BALUNS

It

i

.

TEL 0695 21948
TELEX: 629575 CONGAS
FAX: 0695 29125

ONLY £626.00 + £30.00 p&p

THIS OFFER INCLUDES CONTROL BOX, CLAMPS AND CABLES.

ENTER 29 ON REPLY CARD

`.

KESTREL
ELECTRONIC

4.

BBC PCB SOFTWARE

COMPONENTS LTD.
* All items guaranteed to manufacturers spec.

other items available.
`Exclusive of V.A.T. and post and package'
* Many

1+
74LS00
74LS32
74LS125
74LS241
74LS244
74LS245
74LS373
74HC00
74HCO2
74HC147
74HC153
74HC 194
74HCT04
74HCT32
74HCT74
74HCT123
74 HCT 138
74HCT373
74HCT374
74HCT574
74HCT643

0.15
0.15
0.15
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.14
0.14
0.25
0.24
0.25
0.16

0.16
0.16
0.23
0.23
0.35
0.35
0.40
0.42

100+
0.08
0.08
0.11

0.18
0.18
0.19
0.18
0.09
0.08
0.14
0.12
0.15
0.13
0.08
0.12
0.16
0.16
0.28
0.28
0.32
0.30

1+
2.4576 MHz Crystal
4 Meg Crystal
6 Meg Crystal
8 Meg
1488
1489
2732A
2764A
27C64-20

27C128-25
27128A-25
27256-25
27C256-25
8259AC-2
8255-5
82C55
8085
6522P
Z8OACPU
Z80AP10
Z8OACTC

100+

0.75
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.25
0.25
2.50
2.20
2.80
3.40
2.80
3.30
3.00

0.55
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.16
0.16
2.30

1.60
1.90
1.50
1.60
2.80
1.00
1.00

1.20
1.30

1.00
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ON REPLY CARD

board lay,
Sudahh h

r,

ROLAND PLOTTERS

2.30
3.00
2.50

DXY 880A

1.10
1.00
1.85
0.65

0.65
0.65

Tel: 01-668 7522. Fax: 01-668 4190
4

IBM PCB Software
PC is a powerful PCB design program combined with a schematic drawing package Up to 8
plus upper and !owe, silk screens Board size up to 17x I T Powerful room and pon features
IBM PC XT/AT and compatibles with 512k RAM £270.00 P&P free.
PCB TURBO V2 unbeatable full feature auto -routing IBM PCB designer Boards up to 32 x 37' with 6 layers.
Output o pen plotter photoplotter, dot.matrix printer or loser printer Minimum requirements IBM/XT/AT
compatible (286.1 386 processor) with 640K Ram and 10mb hard disc EGA, EGA or VGA colour graphics
adapter £695.00 P&P free.

EASY PC EASY

New 1000 series plotters at unbeatoble prices' All with A3 c ik er h.r fling 8 pens and 420mm/sec plotting
speed Parallel and serial interfac as and .oft pen landing with vatnn itic origin setting on all models 1200
model has addition i electrostaro paper hold and X Y coordinate display 1300 model also has manual pen
speed adlushr net and a IMb buffer

confirm prices.

ENTER

P(8 is a powerful Rom hosed printed circuit board design programe suitable for all BBC computers A
second eprom is optionally avowable to odd o powerful auto track routing facility to the program This
utilises a 'rots -nest' input routine and allows any component to be 'picked up' and moved around the board
without having to respecify component interconnections The full autoroute facilities are available even on a
standard unexpanded model'EV
PO auto -route is remarkable. No similar software comes near the price.
PCB manual track routing
£85.00
PCB outo-routing
£185.00
PCB Plotter driver
£35.00
P&P free
Acorn User Aug 88

1.80
1.90
3.10

All memory prices are fluctuating daily, please phone to

178 Brighton Road,
Purley, Surrey CR2 4HA

PI N EAPPLE;
SOFTWARE

£540

DXY 1100

£625.00

DXY 1200

£865.00

DXY 1300

L102S.00

P&P £15.00

MARCONI TRACKERBALLS

We now have an adapter available to link the

trackerball to the Archimedes. to enable it to directly replace

the Archimedes mouse
Bare Trackerball (No Software)
BBC Model with software

£45.00
E59.00

P&P on

Adapters to drive BBC Mouse software
£8.00
Archimedes Adaptor
L19.95
IBM model (serial interface)
£199.95
Trockerbolls also available for other computers, please 'phone for detail

MITEYSPICE, SPICE.AGE AND ECA

Iroc he rba lis
E1.75

-2

Three very powerful circuit analysts packages Miteyspice is available for the BBC range of computers, and
Spice, Age and ECA 2 for the IBM anerd compatibles, Spice, Age is a new product for the IBM range which
provides facilities for transient and Fourier analysis as well as DC and freq response performance

Miteyspice (For BBC and Archimedes)
Spice Age (IBM PC'XTrAT 512k Ram)
ECA-2 (IBM PC,XT AT 256k Ram)
LCA-1

(logic Analyser for IBM's)

£119.00
from L70.00
1675.00
£350.00

P&P

free

Pineapple Software. Dept WW. 39 Brownlea Gardens.
Seven Kings. tiford. Essex 103 9NL Telephone: 01-599 1476
Add 15% VAT to all prices
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NON, CODING
S
D SPRE ^ 1 SPECTRUM
To conclude this short series, the author describes the use

of soft decision coding for error correction and some
methods of countering bursts of noise or signal fading.
L. C.

0

important results of
the work on information
theory carried out by Shannon
and others is what I term the
Bureaucrat's Delight Principle.
In simple terms it states that one should
always delay making decisions for as long as
possible. Information theory makes it clear
that every time a decision is made information is destroyed. This is a very reasonable

WALTERS

ne of the

IFrame sync

Integrator
or low pass

fitter

Correlotor
Codeword

generator

idea. since any signal may convey some
amount of information which may he re-

Integrator

levant. however remotely. to other information separated from it in time. or frequency.

or low pass

filter

or space.

Select

An obvious example is the effect of dispersive channels on binary data streams. where
the actual signal received at any instant is a
sum of the corresponding transmitted signal
(possibly distorted) and delayed versions

(probably also distorted) of earlier transmitted signals. This can give rise to what is
known as inter -symbol interference and is
usually considered a nuisance. However, it is
intuitively apparent that, if sufficient were
known about the dispersive mechanism, one
might use the dispersed energy constructively to improve the quality of reception.
Indeed many techniques, some of them
adaptive. are described in the literature for
achieving such equalisation as it is often
called.
That information is destroyed by making
decisions is also apparent if we consider a
simple "deciding" equipment receiving binary signals. At the decision point it typically
interprets positive voltages as and negative
voltages as O. It therefore treats a +11J\'
output and a + IV output as equally indicative of a 1. It is obvious that the former
decision is much more suspect that the
latter, yet once the decision is made this
information has been destroyed.
In the case of error correction/detection
block coding one must in any case wait until
the entire block has been received before
at tempting to decode it. A delayed decision is
inevitable so far as output data is concerned.
Why then should we destroy information by
making hard decisions on each "hit" of the
codeword?
Before attempting to answer this question
we first consider the nature of soft decision
decoding and the extent to which it is
superior to hard decision decoding.

largest
and

output
dato

e_,_,_
1

Fig.9. Outline of a soft decision receiver.
Correlation can be implemented largely in
software if the data rate is low enough.

1
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SOFT DECISION DECODING
The soft decision process consists in attemp-

ting to answer the following question:
"Given the exact waveform that we have
received, what is the most likely waveform to
have been transmitted?" Clearly, this question is unanswerable unless there are constraints on the waveforms which are allowed
to he transmitted. Such a constraint could
be that the transmission must comprise one
of a known set of error -correction code

The bureaucrat's delight
principle: always delay
making decisions for as
long as possible.

blocks. We then wish to deduce from the
received waveforms which of these is most
likely to have been sent.
Many techniques are described in the
literature for attempting this; but in the case
of a waveform which is undistorted apart
from the addition of white gaussian noise, it
may be shown that the optimum detection
or,
technique is "matched filtering"
equivalently. correlation with each of the
possible transmitted waveforms and the
selection of that one which gives the greatest
correlator output. Most soft decision techniques are, in fact, some sort of approximat ion
to this, but in those cases where such
correlation is genuinely achieved the receiver is described as a maximum -likelihood
receiver: it is the best receiver which is
theoretically possible in these circumstances. Note that such a system is identical
in concept to DSSS receiving systems,
though not normally applicable at such low
signal-to-noise ratios because one rarely
uses error correcting codes having very large
redundancy factors.
Thus. an ideal receiver would comprise a

-
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limited.
Coding techniques conceptually similar
to (though more complex than) those discussed in this series of articles have nevertheless permitted such communications to
he maintained at ranges corresponding to
the limits of the solar system, and, it is
expected, beyond.

CODING VERSUS BANDWIDTH
REDUCTION

Error correction encoding can he valuable in
improving performance. But in the absence
of jamming, spread spectrum performance
can do no better in theory than

a correspondingly reduced bandwidth system without

such coding.
low ever, as the data rate gets lower and
lower, it can become increasingly difficult or
expensive to implement the bandwidth reI

duction. Consider, for example,

a

transmis-

sion at 0.05haud (such systems can he of
interest!). That is to say, a transmission for
which each data hit has a duration of 20
seconds. If this is to be conventionally
implemented and to use an efficient modulation scheme such as phase modulation, then
not only will there be severe problems in
implementing the very narrow bandwidth
filters required (often demanding very good
phase response also!) but there will also be
severe demands on the phase stability required of the transmitter and receiver oscillators. Both of these problems can he
avoided by using very low rate coding and/or
spread -spectrum to achieve the same performance (or better), using less demanding
precision.

There is an attraction
about a system which
does not merely say "I'm
not very confident" but
which firmly states
"There are errors".
code design and is still considered as a bible
on this topic. The historical developments
and the latest ideas can, for the most part, be
followed in the numerous volumes of the

478
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IEEE Transactions on Information Theory.
I hope, however, that this series may have
served to fill a gap in the knowledge of some
whose main interests lie elsewhere and to
whet the appetite of others. It may also serve
to reduce the number of attempts to achieve
the impossible!

FROM IDEA TO
MARKET-PLACE
An Introduction to
UK Technobgy Law

Reference

Error Correcting Codes, W. Peterson, M.I.T.
Press, 1961.

BIRD & BIRD

EPILOGUE
In this series of articles I have attempted to
indicate some of the general principles of
communication theory and to outline means
of exploiting them.
The foundations of the subject were laid
many years ago, arguably as early as the 19th
century, with formidable names such as
Lord Rayleigh appearing amongst the credits. Nyquist and Ilartley in the 1920s
certainly made substantial contributions
and Shannon subsequently built on these to
erect a coherent theoretical framework of
great significance.
For many years the concepts of spread spectrum systems were subject to national
security constraints because of their potential performance as anti -jamming and/or low
probability of intercept (LPI) schemes.
I!owever, for about two decades the principles have been increasingly publicized and
are being applied to civil as well as military
and other governmental applications. Error
correction schemes of enormous diversity
have also been employed or proposed, (-lamming playing a pioneering role over thirty
years ago but ably succeeded by an army of
mathematicians and engineers.
Readers who wish to learn more of any of
these topics are referred to the now vast
literature which is expanding (in content as
well as quantity!) at a high rate. For the more
mathematically inclined, the reference below is an early exposition of error correction

An informative 44 -page booklet entitled
From idea to market place an introduction
to UK technology law has been produced by a
London firm of solicitors. Bird & Bird. In
their foreword, the authors point out the
importance of properly -secured technology
rights- the neglect of which can occasionally lead to spectacular consequences, as in
the withdrawal of the Kodak company from
the instant film and camera market as a
result of Polaroid's successful US lawsuit for
patent infringement. This second edition of
the guide follows the passage of the Copy -

After graduating from Cambridge University. Len
Walters was directed under wartime regulations
into the Ministry of Supply. He left in 1947 to take
up a short service commission as an instructor
lieutenant in the Royal Navy after which he
became a research engineer with the Plessey
Company at Ilford in 1951. In 1954 he joined the
research laboratories of Uecca Radar as a microwave engineer. returning to Plessey in 1955 as a
group leader working on radar countermeasures
and counter -countermeasures. At this time he
evolved, together with colleagues. the idea of
direct sequence spread spectrum, only to learn
that others had had the idea earlier and that it was
a highly classified topic.
-le continued to work in this and many other
areas at the Roke Manor research laboratories of
the Plessey Company, where. following the successful crash development of a prototype main
store for the then state-of-the-art Atlas computer
he became chief engineer in 1961. -le also worked
on sonar. radar. ECM. ECCM and many aspects of
communications including spread-spectrum and
error correction systems and was a member of the
communications sub -committee of the Electronics Research Council prior to its dissolution in
1982. Ile was also a major contrihut ing member of
its working party on ECM -resistant communications.
The author of some 20 patents, he retired as a
senior consultant at Roke manor in 1985. I-le has
served on a number of (ERE committees over
many years and is currently a member of the IEE
Professional Croup El8 (electromagnetic compatibility).
I

1

right. Designs and Patents Act, 1988, which
overhauled UK copyright and design law.
Among the topics it touches upon are patent
procedures, know-how, design rights (including semiconductor product topographies). computer software: domestic and
EEC competition law, data protection. product safety: procedures for financing technology. including preparing a company for
investment: commercializing technology:
and intellectual property litigation, with sections on costs and remedies. Copies are
available free of charge from Bird & Bird at 2
Gray's Inn Square. London WCIR IAF; contact Karen Bohlingon01-24_ 6681.
Passport to World Band Radio, edited by
Lawrence Magne and Tony Jones. Catalogue
of HF broadcasts, both domestic and international. Main feature is a 260 -page charts
section. tabulating stations frequency -by frequency and hour-hy-hour. and based on
monitoring observations as well as published schedules. Codes and notes are used
to distinguish languages. power levels and
the presence of jamming etc. Feature section contains 19 articles on international
broadcasting. including a list of best and
worst programmes: how does "The Future of
the Marxist Leninist Movement is Growing
in Scope and Strength", a five-minute slot
on Radio Tirana. Albania, grab you? Extensive receiver buyer's guide covers 90 sets.
Published by International Broadcasting
Services Ltd (P.O. Box 300. Penn's Park.
Pennsylvania 18943. USA), 416 pages. soft
covers. £14.95 in the UK, ISBN 0-91494111-8.
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From simple minimum chip solutions
through to complex turnkey
multiprocessor systems, Cavendish
Automation has the hardware and tools to
allow you or us to design rapid and
professional implementations.

B
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source and/or assembled code may be saved in this
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Cavendish Automation Limited

For further information contact.

Oak Park. Barford Road,
St. Neots, Huntingdon, Cambs PE 19 2SJ.
Telephone. 0480-219457
FAX. 0480-215300 TELEX: 32681 CAVCOMG

Cavendish Automation
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OSCILLOSCOPES

IN VIEW OF THE EXTREMELY

RAPID CHANGE TAKING PLACE
IN THE ELECTRONICS
INDUSTRY, LARGE QUANTITIES
OF COMPONENTS BECOME
REDUNDANT. WE ARE CASH
PURCHASERS OF SUCH
MATERIALS AND WOULD
APPRECIATE A TELEPHONE
CALL OR A LIST IF AVAILABLE.
WE PAY TOP PRICES AND
COLLECT.

R. Henson Ltd.
21 Lodge Lane, N. Finchley,
London, N12 8JG.
5 mins.

from Tally Ho Corner
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Analogue Action
Reports and topics from the linear world by John Lidgey of Oxford Polytechnic.
John Lidgey discusses topics from the analogue world.
Analogue electronics is alive and kicking. It is the purpose of this column to
remind the reader of this fact, to
preview new ideas and techniques and to
review some important aspects of analogue

circuits.
It can he argued that there is no such

thing as a true logic gate: they are really
non-linear analogue circuits with sufficient
gain that the output voltage is high or low,
depending upon the particular function of
the gate and the value of the inputs. But it is
often necessary to consider the true current voltage behaviour of these circuits, rather
than a simple Boolean description, to fully
identify the performance features, including
limitations. So the term analogue should be
taken in its broadest sense.
Single -chip VLSI systems are now a reality
due to the shrinking feature size of state-ofthe-art c-mos processing. With the increasing complexity on a single chip there is
growing demand for lower power supply
working voltages; 3.3V is likely to become a
new industry standard. Digital processing
dominates such chips, leaving only signal
conditioning and A -to -D conversion functions to the analogue domain. Process parameters are optimized for digital performance, and so it is necessary to look for
alternative analogue techniques that can
operate well when built on a standard digital

converter is referred to as algorithmic because of the successive doubling of the
output of the jth cell and comparison of this
current with the reference. The current
comparator, Fig.3, is simply a cascade of two
c-mos inverters.
The particular advantage that this circuit
design has over and above more conventional analogue techniques is that there are no
capacitors, op -amps or control logic. It is
physically small and consequently ideal for

VLSI where silicon area is at a premium: and
because of its simplicity and small size it
promises to be fast. This research has been
reported by Nairn and Salamai of the University of Toronto, Canada.

SAMPLE -DATA SIGNAL PROCESSING
Switched capacitor techniques are essentially a means of providing analogue signal
processing by manipulating sampled voltages. An alternative technique based on

r

1

-2-,V«

Try

Tr4

Trb

Tint
Oigitol

output

Comp
;2

(voltage)

Trq
Tr3

'Analogue

Tr7

output
I3

(Current)

1

process.

Current -mode rather than voltage -mode
circuits seem particularly attractive when
voltage headroom is being reduced and this
is confirmed by recent research reports on
current -mode A -to -D convertersi and
switched current techniques for analogue
sample -data signal processing', both techniques making extensive use of current mir-

Fig.1. Single bit current -mode A -to -D converter developed for VLSI where silicon
area is at premium.

rors.
MSS

Next MSS

LSB

CURRENT MIRROR A -TO -I)
The single hit cell needed to provide a
one -bit algorithmic conversion is shown in
Fig. t Input current, l;n, is first doubled by
the current -mirror Tr; to Tr3, then inverted
with a second current -mirror Tr4 and Try.
This 2I;n current is then compared with a
reference current, 'rd, appropriately mirrored to a current comparator through
another current -mirror Trio and Tr,. Should
21in he less than 'ref, the digital output goes
low and Tr,, is held off and the analogue
output is simply 21in. But, should 2I;n exceed
ref then the digital output is high, Try
conducts and the analogue output becomes
21ín
ref
To implement an N -bit converter. the
basic cell of Fig. l is cascaded as in Fig.2. The

21

tin

Nth

.

2

IN-1)th

3

1st

'vcc
-

lref

1

-
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Fig.2. Cascaded N -bit current -mode
A -to -D converter.

algorithmic (successive -approximation like)
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switched currents has been proposed by
Hughes et air In much the same vein as the
current -mode A -to -D converter, the technique is being developed to enable analogue
signal processing to be achieved simply and
economically on a standard c-mos VLSI

digital process.
The functional blocks that are needed to
provide a similar repertoire to those used in
switched capacitor circuits are summation,
inversion, scaling and memory of analogue
inputs. Based once again on the current mirror, the principles have been demonstrated by the Philips Research team'r.
Figure 4 shows a current -mirror capable
of providing inverting summation and scaling. The bias current source, I,), forward
biases Tr,,, which allows bidirectional input

+

Digital

output
(voltage)

Fig.3. Double inverter cmos current -input
comparator for use in the current -mode
A -to -D converter.

These two related techniques may well
herald a new approach to analogue design
foi VLSI chips, since the current -domain
appears to offer some significant advantages particularly at the reduced voltages
expected for future sub -micron processes.
The research reported here is very current,
in both senses; and the two research teams
wil be reporting their latest results at ISCAS
89'. This column will bring news of developments in these exciting areas just as soon as
it breaks.

-

IEEE International Symposium in Circuits
and Systems (ISCAS 89) Portland, Oregon,
May 9-11,1989.

signals to be handled. Scaling is achieved by

appropriate choice of aspect ratio 1W/L) of
the transistors.
Analogue sampled -current memory is
achieved using the switched current -mirror
of Fig.5. When the switch S is closed the
parasitic gate -source oxide capacitance of
Ti'r charges to V. of Tr,) and whilst that
charge is retained the output current is
equal to the sampled current, with phase
inversion. The circuit behaves like a sample and -hold hut in the current domain. Performance is linear despite non-linearities in
Co because the capacitor is used only to
store Vo of 1 r,,. A current delay circuit is
shown in Fig.6. where the two switches are
fed with non -overlapping clocks rp and (1).
The output current i0 at the Nth clock period
is the analogue sampled input current at the
(N- I )th clock period.
Using these building blocks, with some
added sophistication to improve inaccuracies, practical current -mirror matching of
0.1% has been achieved with current memory distortion of -80dB. Also the feasibility
of the technique has been further explored
by simulation of a switched -mode sixth
order Chebyshev low-pass filter.

+V«

Fig.4. C-mos weighted

current -mirror sum-

ming for current -mode analogue sampled data VLSI.

Fig.5. Switched analogue current -mirror
current -memory cell uses gate -source
capacitance to memorize the value of Vgs

and so retain input current memory.

+v«
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subroutine level, since there are three sets of
return addresses and register data stored on
this stack. Additionally, sitting at the top of
STACK_B are data reflecting the state of
Coroutine_B just prior to when c.p.u. operation switched over to Coroutine_A. This
state data includes the working register
contents together with the address of the
next instruction that was to have been
executed within Coroutine_B. Accordingly.
when operation within Coroutine_A stops
and c.p.u. execution is required to switch
hack to Coroutine_B, continuation can be
simply invoked by popping the state data back
into the respective registers. Note. though,
that the data is in STACK_B and the SP is
addressing STACK_A prior to switching. Therefore, before switching, it is first necessary to
save the current sTACK_A SP value and replace
it with the last STACK_B SP value. To this end.
memory storage locations are required to
hold the inactive coroutine SP values when
execution is within another coroutine.
Listing
is an example, written in Z801
280 mnemonics, of possible software pathways linking Coroutines A and B. In general.
entry to a pathway would be made via an
interrupt request or CALI. instruction; however, when a CALI. is used. as is assumed with
Listing 1, it is necessary to start the pathway
with a Di (Disable Interrupt) instruction.
This avoids any possible system interrupt
complications during coroutine switching.
Listing l is an example, written in Z80/
Z280 mnemonics, of possible software pathways linking Coroutines A and B. In general,
entry to a pathway would be made via an
interrupt request or CALI. instruction: however. when a CALI. is used, as its assumed with
Listing 1, it is necessary to start the pathway
with a DI (Disable Interrupt) instruction.
This avoids any possible system interrupt
complications during coroutine switching.
In each HEsuaiE routine, following the DI
instruction. the current register contents
are first saved on the stack: after which, the
SP value itself is saved for use later. Thus
with the coroutine state saved, the c.p.u.
registers are reloaded with the parameter
and stack -pointer values associated with the
new working coroutine. Then with interrupts enabled and a RETurn instruction.
c.p.u. execution is able to continue within
the new coroutine.
Note that in the pathway example of
Listing lit is assumed that storage locations
are reserved at memory addresses .1spsTu and
BSPSTO for the A and B coroutine SP values

PAUSE

WAIT

o

C/i)
A o-15

0

DO

Z80/280

o

-7

WR

1C2

IOWR
2

R

C

AM 9511

tC4a

1532

a

D

a

IORD

6

Sa

-+5V

IC4b

IORQ

SVACK

bk7

0

IC4c

-IÑT
CS

1

n

Unfortunately
and POP instructions
are a significant switching time overhead;
however, when using a Z80/Z280 microprocessor this time can he reduced if one of
the coroutines has exclusive use to the
alternate register set. Under these circumstances, the very short instructions Exx and
Ex AP, AF' can be invoked to achieve fast
register switching
ing2.

- see

later example List-

EXAMPLE OF COROUTINE
STRUCTURING

IE0
IC3

cS

Z80 CTC

484

Ao
A1

CiI(o Z IO

CI1

ZC1

Z e2

C

CK(1M)
(1MHz clock)

A4

A3

K (50)

(50Hz clock)
SVREQ

IC5 LS 08

1)

A2

0000
SELCTC

(Select

CTC CnI

i/o

Rom

address 20)
0

A5
A6

SEL0

AT

(Select AP

IC1

a i/o

address

4000

2C1

2K

Ram

LS 138

Memory mop

Fig.4. A system to illustrate the use of coroutines.

Listing 2a AP coroutine example

- Preamble

:Define system I/O addresses
CNTO

CNT2
CNT3

EOU
EOU
LOU
LOU

20H
21H
22H
23H

:280-CTC
:Z80-CTC
:Z80-CTC
:280-CTC

APDAT
APCON

EOU
ECU

2CH

:AP

20H

:AP Control

SVREQ
SV
BUSY

ECU
ECU
LOU

7

FADD
PAUL
CDIV
SORT

ECU
ECU
LOU

SV10H
SV12H

:Define

SV+13H

SVO1H

'OP
FIxS

EQU
EOU
EOU

:All commands with a long execution time have the
:service request (St) bit set high (i.e. bit 7 of

FLTS
PTOF
AVENO

EQU
EQU
EQU

CNT1

80H
T

00H

SV1FH
SV10H
17H
OFFH

Counter CO
Counter 1
Counter $2
Counter e3

Data

:Define

AP

constants

:Service request bit in AP command word
:Service request command
.Busy -bit in AP Control word

:

limited samole of BST' Arithmetic Processor

a

commands

.

:the command byte).
This will assert SVREQ discrete
:high at the end of the AP calculation and so allow
:resumption of the AP coroutine via the interrupt
:request generated by 280-C1C channel e2.

:etc.

ROM
RAM
RLTH
SPAIC
SPBIC

To appreciate coroutine structuring, consider the system example illustrated in Fig. 4.

n

INT

respectively.
PU511

n

IEI

EOU
EOU
EOu
LOU
ECU

0
4000H
2048

BAMRLTM
SPAIC-256

:Define ROM/RAM allocation
:Assume start of ROM at 0 Hex
Assume start of RAM at 5000 Hex
.Assume a RAM ength of 2k oytes
:Define Stack A 'nitial SP value
:Define Stack -B initial SP value
:assumed to bé 258 bytes long
'.

i.e.

Stack_A is
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.Define storage for

where a AM9511 arithmetic processor AP
IC at I/O address 001011008. and a Z80

-

,

ASPSTO
BSPSTO

IOU
EOu

RAMO

XVAL

EOU
IOU
EOU

RAM.a
RAM.6
RAM.B

:X

ORG

ROM

:ZOO

Di
JP

CORTNA

:Disable inter-uots and ,umt to start of
Coroutine A i.e. General Computing module

ORG

6

:Start of Inter'uot Table.
:Mote that CTC interrupt addresses must start on
.an even address and be a multiole of 8

OErw
DEFw

0

0

.Counter
:Counter
:Counter
:Counter

VI/AL

x«MAG

RESET

TNTAB

.Coroutine A stack pointer value
:Coroutine_ B stack pointer value

RAM.?

DE%

IC:1. at I/O
address 0010000B. are assumed to be operat-

value in AP calculation examo'e
value in AP calculation example
YVAL"2)
,store for SORT(XVAL"2
:V

RESCOB
APC0R0

DEfw

counter -timer -circuit (c.t.c.)

reset ooint.

not used here
not used here
- Resumes AP colts after SVREO is asserted
- Initiates AP calculations every 20 es.

$0

-

*1

-

e2
*3

:etc.

listing 2b

CORTNA

- Coroutines A and B

AP coroutine example

of Coroutine_A - General Computing Module

ORG

100M

:Start

LO

SP,SPAIC

IM

2

:General initialisation :Load SP with Coroutine A initial stack pointe:Set uo CPU for interrupt mode 2 operation

LD
OUT
LD
OUT

4.110101019

LO
OUT
LD
OUT

A.11010,01B
(CNT3).A
(CNT31.A

:Channel *3 programmed for counter mode. interrupts
:enabled. ve edge triggering with time constant
Counter *3 reouests
:value of "1' following,
:start of AP coroutine every 20 ms. (50 HZ)

LO

NL.INTAB

;Load CTC with ínterruot table base -address

LO

A.L

OUT

(CNT01.A

LD
LD

A.M

IN

A,(APCON)

value

:ZOO-CTC initialisation

(CNT2).A
A.1

(CNT21.A

A.1

:Channel *2 programmed for counter mode. interrupts
:enabled. eve edge triggering with time constant
Counter 02 resumes operation
;value of "1' following,
:of AP Coroutine every time SVREQ is asserted.

:Load

1

register with interrupt -table page -address

I.A

:Perform dummy status read from AM9511 in order
:to Reset

:Enable CPU interrupts

:El
:At

an

SVREQ bit.

any Point within Coroutine-A the 280-CTC channels *2 and $3
interrupt: whereupon, execution will switch to coroutine-8

can request

:Coroutine-A other instructions etc.
vP

RESET

:At end loop back

to sta-t

of

Coroutine-A and repeat

B
(AP Coroutine) entry point - initiated
by Z80-CTC Channel *3 interrupt every 20 ms.

:Coroutine

APCORO

EXx
EX

LO
_D

AF,AF'

Exchange registers.
It is assumed that this coroutine
:has exclusive use to the alternate register set.
.and that IX and IV are not used.

(ASP5T01.SP
SP.SPSIC

:Save CPU's present SP value
'Load SP with AP-coroutine stack initial value

ing within a Z80/Z280 microcomputer system. For the system, two programming
tasks A and B have been written, with A being
a general computing module, and B a module that performs arithmetic processing
calculations, aided by ICS. Module A is
assumed to loop continuously, whilst Module B is initiated by an interrupt request
every 20 ms, using the 50 Hz clock CI.K (50) at
the input to channel_#3 of the Z80 c.t.c.
Software modules A and B could be made
to run sequentially: however, the total execution time lvould then be quite long, since
many of the AM1951I AP function calculations can take over 200() clock cycles to
implement. Therefore, to improve operating
efficiency. the two modules are designed to

run concurrently with each other under
interrupt control. That is, the program is
organized to execute instructions within
Coroutine_A whilst the AP is busy and only
return to Coroutine B when the calculation
is complete. In Fig. 4, this return mechanism is realised by connecting the AP service request line svReu to the Z80-c.t.c. channel_
2 clock input and arranging for the channel
interrupt to be enabled. Thus. as the AM9511
arithmetic processor i.c. asserts the discrete
SVREQ at the end of a calculation, an interrupt
will be requested, allowing a resumption of
Coroutine_B. Note that SVREQ is only asserted
if the sv bit (i.e. hit 7) of the AP op -code
commanding the calculation has been set
high.
Regarding software for the system. listing
2 provides a possible skeletal solution written in Z80 mnemonics. Coroutine_A uses
the standard c.p.u. register set: however to
expedite coroutine switching, it is assumed
in the example that Coroutine_B has exclusive use of the alternative c.p.u. register set.
Within Coroutine_B, AP calculations are
performed by entering routine ,rPcncc with
the c.p.u. register DE pointing to the
appropriate AP command string address.
AI'CALc then fetches the commands in turn
from the string, determines their type and
outputs them. if appropriate, to the arithmetic processor i.c. for subsequent execution.
:WcALc distinguishes between three types of
AP commands as characterized below

-

APf.NII

this is a string terminator
command and invokes an
immediate return from subroutine aPCA1.C.
short
execution time >30 clocks.
Whence. when detected. the
c.p.u. simply idles and tests the
Mt/sv bit of the AP status byte
until the calculation is complete.

Sty -bit reset These commands have a
Enable higher 'eve

El
CALL

RAG

'nterruots and begin AP calculations.

Determine Magnitude.

Other AP routines etc.
At end of AP coroutine disable interrupts in order
.to avoid potential hazards during SP switch -ever.

Di

EXx
EX
LO
E1

RETi

May 1989

.Recover original

parameter and stack pointer values

SV-bit set

AF,AF'
SP (ASPSTO)

Enable interrupts and return to Point in program
Prior to Channel *3 interrupt request

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

a long
execution time, therefore
when detected a call is made to
the pathway entry point at
address ItescoA in order to
allow c.p.u. operation within
Coroutine_A.

These commands have

485

Listing 2c AP coroutine example- Coroutine-B entry and exit

.Arithmetic Processing Tasks :where TOS = AP Top -of -Stack
:and
ROS , AP Next -on -Stack

SOUAR

DEFB

FLTS.PTOF.FMJL APELAD

Add TOS to NOS take SORT of TOS then convert to
fixed point 16 bit number

.Determine Magnitude

MAG

LD
CALL

NL.XVAL

LD

DESOSAR

CALL

APCALC

CALL

LAPSM

LAPSM

OVAL onto AP TOS
.On completion of LAPSM HL Points to VVAL
:Load

16

bit data

at

Point DE to command string

and evaluate

Load 16 bit data at OVAL onto AP

ADDSRT

DEFB

FADO SORT.FIOS.APEND

LMSAP

PUSH

BC

LD

C.APDAT

TOS"2

TO':

.Load memory with 16 bits of data from AP
On entry HL points to memory locaton MS byte

'ransfer two bytes of data

IND

from AP to memory

IND

Point DE to command string and evaluate TOS"2

LD
CALL

DE. SOUAR

CALL

APCALC

After previous Command DE points to ADDSRT whence
.evaluate xyMAG ' SORT(OVAL"2
yVAI "21

LD
CALL

HL.x0MAG1

:Store

APCALC
POP

HLlentry)

BC

On -eturn HI

BC

Load AP with 16 bits of data
On entry HL points to memory

_

-

2

RET

LAPSM

resulting TOS value

in

PUSH
LD

memory at OYMAG

LMSAP

OUTI
OUTI

RET

AP

command strings

POP
RET

-

'rom memory
location LS byte

C.APDAT
:Transfer two bytes of data

BC

On return 41

=

NLlentry)

from memory

to 9511

AP

2

Convert TOS from 16 bit fixed point to floating
oont 'ormat then square 'OS

Listing 2d AP coroutine example -AP computation
:Implement arithmetic calculation.
On entry OE
:points to start of AP operand string in memory

APCALC

LD
INC
CP
RET

A,(DE)

BIT

SVREQ,A
Z.APwAIT

JP

CALL

DE

APEND

RESCOA

:Reed AP operand
:Increment AP operand pointer
;Check whether operand Ili a command string end
:If true exit, otherwise-_
-

;Test service
:If
;is

-

APENO

request bit
loop vie APWAIT until 9511 buey bit

not set

cleared

;When here 5V -bit is set} hence resume operation
:in Coroutine_A

After an AP command of the latter type has
been issued and operation is within
Coroutine_A, the interrupt routine RESCOB,
associated with Z80-c.t.c. channel_2 will
eventually be requested when the calculation is complete. As this is a pathway entry
point, c.p.u. control will transfer hack to
Coroutine_B and so allow further AP calculations to he performed. In Fig. 4, the
Z80-c.t.c. channel_2 acts essentially as a
positive edge -triggered interrupt mode with
a count value of 1'. Thus, whenever the sweet
line of the 9511 goes high the counter
decrements to zero and generates an inter-

rupt.
;when calculation is complete SVREQ bit will be asserted
;and CTC channel 12 will then request en interrupt. Whence
;operation will revert bick here via RESCOB pathway.

APCALP

;Thus loop via APCALC

OUT

(APCON).A

;Perform AP calculation

IN

A,(APCON)

:Reed 9511 status.

BIT
JP

BUSY.A
NZ,APWAIT

;Check activity of AP by testing statue BUSY bit
;If busy, loop via APWAIT until calculation complete

JP

APCALP

:Read next

JP

APWAIT

arc reed next command.

CALL command

a

DI

(APCON).A

:Perform AP calculation

EX
Exx
LD
LD

AF.AF'

:Exchange registers

and stack pointer

(BSPSTO).SP
5P,(ASPSTO)

RET

;Resume operation

in

:Coroutine_B Pathway
EXX
EX
LD

AF.AF'

LO

(ASPSTO).SP
5P,(B5PST0)

IN

A,(APCON)

References

Coroutine_A i.e.

-

General Computation

entered via an interrupt

:Exchange registers and stack

pointers

;Dummy read to reset AP Service Request

(SV)

486

:Resume operation

in

Coroutine

B i.e.

1.

Stone

1-I.S.

Microcomputer Interfacing.

\ddison-Wesley, 1982.
2. MOS Microprocessors and Peripherals Data
Book. Advanced Micro I )evices. (AND)
)) 1984.
3. Components Data Book, Zilog, 1987

bit

El

RETI

control line by asserting control input
low. In Figure 4 SCACK is generated during the IN A. iAPcoNI instruction by
using IC4c and gating tokQ with seL1P.
sVR Q

sl,lcK

'

El

RESCOB

a

interrupt

AP operation code

OUT

repeated 1M1-Iz edge until the
is accepted. In Fig. 4. this is
realised by using IC5, and gating SVREQ with
the HMI Iz clock cl.R(IDl).
Note also. within pathway RESCOB, that the
AP status register is read after exchanging
the coroutine parameters and stack pointer
values. This is simply a dummy I/O read
statement to the AP and made to clear the

enable

:Coroutine_A Pathway - entered with
RESCOA

Note that in a larger system. with additional higher priority interrupts, the rising
edge of svKKEQ might he missed. Therefore. to
guard against this possibility, SVREQ is used to

AP calculations

Mr Devine is a senior lecturer at the School
of Electronic System Design. Cranfield
Instil ut a of Technology
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ALL THE SCOPE YOU MAY EVER NEED
ON PAPER!

7

We are not decrying today s excellent test instruments but we think you ought to know
1. No longer must you wait until a circuit is built before you can test It and
2. No longer must you wait until it is in production before you Can sample its

behaviour statistically.

r

le

-

-oWaveform through switching circuit

a

The new Antex guide to
Temperature Controlled

Soldering
New Temperature -Control

-I

complete the coupon or clip to your
business card and send for your copy
Iof `Precision Soldering"

Products Launched

-

r+

"How to choose the Right Iron"i Name
1Company
section.
Full technical specifications of

the whole
range.

Effect of component tolerances in

a

filter

Those Engineers have always offered the highest performance in analogue circuit
simulation. The latest version of ECA-2 is stacked even higher with useful features (fully
prcgrammable signal generator. Monte Carlo and Worst Case tolerance analysis. Fourier
analysis of transients) and is up to lour times faster than before Circuits of over 500
nodes and 2500 components can be modelled Its non-linear representations allow
switches. diodes (including zeners). JFETs. MOSFETs. BJTs. SCRs. discharge lamps
motors and etc to be modelled complete with any saturation characteristics. Transducers
and signal conditioners can also be modelled using polynomial functions Most
importantly. despite its capabiliies. ECA-2 is easy to use and user-friendly Interfaces are
now available to schematic and PCB design software

Address

Internal generator programmed to produce sine
wave with exponential amplitude decay

I

rrr

lib

1111111i

.

Waveform through

I'II ^1k

modulating
offset

circuit

with

you would like to see how easy it is to debug your designs on paper for less than the
cost of many a scope. phone us for a free IBM PC compatible demonstration disk.
COMING SOON: GESt graphic entry system, LCA1 logic circuit analysis.
If

o0
1

~L

Please send for details.

U L1L1Do,1

ELECTRONICS
2 Westbridge Industrial Estate, Tavistock, Devon PL19 8DE
Tel: (0822) 613565 Fax: (0822) 617598 Telex: 9312110595 AEG

HGL °
Oul0E

Ck~x

te Ora3527r1 EraaI

ENTER 150N REPLY CARD

v1

IGís@Cr3

u,k7fi,a

"hol cílinn~ 0%1~ IiS.

One ro One B',23332001

Ti e9A51rl.rnoa ONE

ONE

7:3 -r.P:C

GiOuon.geo23337001

ENTER 480N REPLY CARD

Field Electric Ltd. Tel: 01.953 6009.

DID YOU KNOW?
AUDIO ELECTRONICS ARE
DISTRIBUTORS FOR
TEST INSTRUMENTS 4
HAMEG: METEX: BLACKSTAR: GW: HITACHI
CROTECH: TEST LAB: THURLBY: ALTAI
THANDAR: Scopes, Generators, PSU's,
Counters, DM M's, MM's, Pattern Gen, etc.

AUDIO PRODUCTS 4
SOUND LAB: SEAS: McKENZIE: PHONIC

Shenley Road, Borehamwood, Herts WD6 1 AA.
Fax: 01.207 6375, 0836 640328
3

TEST EQUIPMENT SALE
IIP5000A Logic State Analyzer £50.00
HP16JOA Logic State Analyser £20000
HP1607A Logic State Analyzer £150.00
HPI6I IA Logic State Analyzer £800.00
HP693D Sweep Oscillator 4/3GHz £475.00
I1P432A Power Meter £175.00
HP486A Thermistor Mount £115.00
HP478A Thermistor Mount £115.00
HP8120 1082 Cable 5' Neu £80.00
HP1900A Pulse Generator System £375.00
HP651 a Test Oscillator 10MHz £200.00
HP3450B Multi function meter £200.00
HP62605M DC PSU 5V DC 100A £6000
HP Vo tage Divider Probe 1O004D Ne.v 185.00
HP C34/431C Power Meter I OM Hz/4 )GHz
11P3330B Auto/Synthesizer 0/13MHz

ALTAI: ADASTRA: Microphones, Mixers,
Speakers etc.

SECURITY 4

- CALLERS WELCOME-

F1VDIO.ELECTROf1ICS

5

TELEPHONE 01-724 3564
301 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2 1BN
SALES 01-2581831 FAX: 01-724 0322
ENTER 17 ON REPLY CARD
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INSTRUMENT
CATALOGUE
Ref TG UK Send

SAE A4 with
£1.50 STAMP

MONTH ONLY
£200.00

Tek 7603 O'scope 100MHz 7AI8N 8B53AN
Dual Time Base CRT Readout £750.00
Tek. Plug In Type 7B53AN £225.00
Tek: Plug In Type 7B92 £225.00
Tek: Plug In Type 7B70 - no guarantee £100.00
Tek: 286 Sampling Head Multiplex Unit £75.00
Tek 178 Linear IC Test Fixture £120.00
Tek 6045 FET probe 75.00
Tek. S3A Sampling Head £100.00
Tek: 7403N R/mount O'scope - no guarantee
Tek:

DII

Storage M/Frame

- no

£60.00
guarantee
£ 120.00

GENERAL TEST AND MEASUREMENT
EQUIPMENT
Marconi Inst/.1% Universal Bridge 1313A

Control Panels, PIR's, Sirens, Doorphones,
Intercoms, CCTV etc.
TV -VIDEO 4
Distribution Amplifiers, Cables, Dubbing Kits,
Enhancers, Aerials etc.
SUPPLIERS TO 4
TRADE RETAIL EXPORT EDUCATION
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK

£40.00
£750.00

-1

HP6824A DC PSU/Ampliber £50.00
HP86A Personal Computer New boxed £195.00
HP 82901S 2x 5.25'D drives New cased

£200.00
Sivers Laboratory Vane Attenuator £150.00
Fluke AC/DC Differential V/meter £100.00

Datron 1051 Multifunction Meter £200.00
Datron 1030 RMS Digital Voltmeter £125.00
Exact 337 Digital Phase Gen'100MHz £175.00
Solartr)n Frequency Res/Analyser 1313

Dawe Type 1209D Transistor Strobe £60.00
Singer Gertsch Phase Angle V meter £200.00
Advance Inst/PG52A Pulse Gen £100.00
Unigor 3P Mull tester £50.00
Philips PM5168 Function Gen £50.00
SE Labs 0 scope EM102 15MHz D/Trace

£160.00

£220.00
Feedback Variable Phase Ow' 100KHz

£100.00
HML 411 Capacitor Charger 20Kv New

11.000.00
Devices Instantaneous Ratemeter 2751 £40.00
Bell 8. Howell Datatest Cal Unit for FM £120.00

Advance 0S2000 30MHz D/Trace 0 scope

£140.00
Watanabe MC6I I S2L Multicorder (50.00
Rikadenki 3/24 Pen Chart Recorder £50.00
Advance SG62B Signal Generator £50.00
Chessall 301 V/E Signal Generator £70.00
HP5327B Timer Counter DVM £175.00

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT SALE
Altos Computer Systems DMA80002W1120.00
DEC Rainbow 100A £120.00
DEC PC350 Model WF32528 £200.00

We

Ferranti F100/1 Digital Micro £150.00
Pluto Graphics Generator (Colour) £200.00
Xerox 820/11 Micro Computer £60.00

would like the oppo-tunity to tender for surplus equipment

Official OdersiOverseas Enquiries Weicgme/Order by phone or post Open 6 days Postal rates apply U.K
mainland only All test equipment carries warranty All prices include 15"6 VAT unless staled Phone your order
for quick delivery Access Amer Diners Visa accepted We ran supply telephone and some audio equipment
electr cal and aerial equipment much more 111.1n is shown in our ad Please ring

ENTER
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In

depth

- ASIC
Reference
Waveform

Phase

Comparator
(Esclush's OR)

Ant, abasing

Low-pass

ADC

Fitter

Module

Dotal
Output

Propp

typical example of the benefits of
analogue/digital integration is in the implementation of a phase -locked loop (above).
An all -analogue first-order loop can easily
be implemented using ES2 analogue elements (above). For more advanced functionality, such as a greatly increased capture range, or the time division of outputs,
an intelligent PLL, incorporating mixed
analogue/digital elements, can be formed
on a single asic (below). This chip replaces
12 discrete MSI components
including a
microprocessor resulting in significant
performance benefits: high gain, no V/I
drift, wide tracking/acquisition bandwidth
and potential reduction to zero phase
error.
This pioneering example (below left) of
A
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Fitter
later

Sample'
Hold

Low-pass

DAC

Filter
Module

nics to ensure fault -tolerant operation
made an asic solution imperative within
the constraints of size and power supply. In
addition, there was a self -test requirement.
The solution uses two crystal cells for the
clock time standard. The die is mounted
directly onto a hybrid substrate to minimise unit size. By integration in a single
analogue/digital asic, a performance improvement factor of around 50 is achieved
over a discrete logic Implementation.

Solo 1200 design with two generated ram
blocks and three columns of random logic.
Layout is optimised to match the height of
the columns with the size of the ram
blocks.
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mixed analogue-/digital functionality is a
chip design for a fighter aircraft oil -level
indicator required to withstand high vibration levels and severe temperature
changes. It is supplied by BAe for use in the
Tornado fighter aircraft. Product represented the first venture of the designer into
asics, and was prototyped in a very short
time. It replaced a design using discrete
components, offering enhanced capabilities beyond the original specification while
fitting the same confined space.
As another example, New German safety
regulations required Dahedi Electronics to
redesign its portable continuous infusion
pump for automatic injection of measured
quantities of a drug at periodic intervals.
The need to duplicate the control electro-
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MULTI -PROJECT WAFER

In wafer manufacture at ES2, the method of
patterning a 5in wafer with designs used
depends on the number of each specific device
needed. When manufacturing prototypes and
small quantities of an asic design the ability to
place several different designs on one wafer is
essential. For higher quantities normal optical
methods are used.
Since ES2 supplies quantities as low as ten,
flexibility provided by electron-heam direct
writing techniques to mix designs on wafers is
essential. The technologies used are 2µm and
1.5µm n -well, double -metal c-mos with a
1.2µm service being introduced in late 1989.
A separate database for each design is
maintained in the e-heam system in our case
an Aeble 150. The e -beam writer exposes areas
of optical resist, both positive and negative,
using a vector scan technique. Lithographic
quality of each written layer is checked automatically by an in -process optical wafer inspection system which digitizes the layer

-

490

image for comparison with the design layout
database.
Design layer information can he put on to
the wafer as strips or hlocks of designs. Thus a
design requiring more than the normal number of prototypes will find itself beside different designs on a number of wafers.
Most designs are supplied by ES2 packaged
and tested. However. if need he, probed or
un -probed dice or parts of wafers an he
provided. Electron -beam techniques also lend
themselves to fabrication of continuous or
repeating structures; several "wafer scale"
devices for customers are currently being
evaluated.
This wafer, with five different designs, represents an average example of the four to six
designs/wafer normally run. Three strips,

along two sides and the middle, are process
control monitors, i.e. standard designs like a
duart used to test conformance to ES2
specifications for that wafer.
-

ELECTRONICS é WIRELESS WORLD
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In

ricat ion and test procedures. and is applicable to all products which follow this
design and manufacturing flow:
electron -beam fabrication process is
geared to low volumes at competitive cost.
The ES2 approach to analogue integration placing standard c-mos analogue cells
around the periphery of the asic is a simple.
low-cost solution which gives ease of access
to analogue cells via pads. and ensures
isolation of analogue and digital elements
and their separate power supplies. The analogue cell library. currently implemented in
double -metal. two -micron geometry, includes ADC. DAC. op -amps, comparators,
oscillators. voltage reference. multiplexer
and analogue I/O pads. Like their digital
counterparts, analogue cells are an all -layer
implementation - they are placed and
aligned precisely where required on the asic.
and are not restricted to a fixed cell position.
All analogue cells operate on a 5V supply.
with an operational range within 0 to 5V.
There are two guard rings on the core side to
minimise digital noise. and input and output
protection as required.
The ES2 integrated switch -level simulator
and waveform display utility cover hoth
digital and analogue elements. Analogue
cells are simulated functionally to an 8 -hit
resolution. giving a 2(tm\ step. Analogue
channels are represented as 8-hit buses for
simulation and schematic entry. This combined approach brings significant benefits.
providing complete system simulation in a
single operation. Benefits include the elimination of the problems when using separate. and often incompatible. digital and
analogue simulators. and a great reduction
in simulation time compared with such
simulators as Spice.
Placement and routeing is simplified by
the inclusion of analogue cells in the pad
ring. Analogue cells are placed in an adjacent
sequence between dedicated power and
ground pads. 'these break the digital power
and ground rings, ensuring isolation of the
analogue elements from the digital elements. The designer has complete control of
the positioning of the pad ring cells:
routeing is automatic and guaranteed - the
ES2 routeing utility iteratively widens routing channels until all connections are established.

depth

- ASIC

-

DESIGNING ANALOGUE DIGITAI.
The sequence of steps when designing an

analogue/digital component is a simple
variation on the all -digital sequence. Taking
advantage of ES2's hierarchical schematics
package:
the digital processing elements are specified as a hierarchy of parts:
the top level of digital functionality, a

at

single hierarchical element is formed.
represented as a symbol:
this digital element. together with the
analogue cells and the digital and analogue
power supply pads. is instanced in the
top-level schematic of the asic hierarchy.
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vddpad
rst

IUI

den

digpwr

ts

vsspad

oen

set

e

ILVA

e

diggnd

1

Oct

avddac

c

071

dct

anapwr

p

rpr

^ck
a7ndcw

osen

ckinp
ckoutj

xin

osctrl

os°.z

xDut

anagnd

in

fl

refosc

dvrn(0:7)

op11

Oa:

dvrp((i:7)

vrefp(0:0(0:7)

ca

opctrl

vrefn(0:vout(0:]),;
cpv
dace

vdfff(0

7)

level of ES2's hierarchical
schematics package, a single digital element is represented as a symbol, together

during simulation. and. if possible. con-

with analogue cells and power supply

he

At the top

pads.

of the schematic entry routine, pad
placement is specified. This gives the designer complete control of the positioning of
analogue cells and digital pads.
When schematic entry is completed and the
design compiled. the circuit is simulated.
The resulting waveforms can he analysed.
with analogue waveforms represented as
8 -hit digital signals. The physical placement
of the design is not different from the
all -digital case. Using the automatic placement and routeing facilities. analogue parts
are placed according to the pad placement
specifications entered with the schematic.
The final stages of package selection.
loaded simulation. validation and design
sign -off are no more complex than with a
digital -only design.
As part

TESTING ANALOGUE PARTS
Because analogue cells are in the pad ring.

they easily satisfy the two prime conditions

for testability: observabiIits'anc controllahil ity. lost connections to the analogue cells
are pads in themselves: those leading into
the chip core can he connected to test pins if
required. The main requirement for testing

is

that all analogue -enable signals are probed

a dedicated test pad. This pad can
common to all analogue cells in a circuit.
reducing the test pin count.
Simulation test vectors should exercise all
ana:ogue cells through their operational
range. The test vectors used to validate
fabricated die need to have a fixed time
period of 10iis between input changes. for all
circuits to have settled completely before
sampling of outputs by the Sentry test
equipment.

nected to

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
The current implementation is ECDM2O

two micron geometry. which is being superseded by the ECPDl5 1.5 micron process.
This will bring significant speed and power
consumption benefits, and a reduction in
area of all digital elements in a circuit. A
longer -term plan is to improve the resolution of analogue signal representation to
10 -hit, allowing finer -grain simulation and
higher operational accuracy.

Further details of ES2's process are contained in 'The 1990 approach to custom
silicon'. by Chris Care FIEE. in Industry
Insight on semiconductors. Electronics &
Wireless World, June 1988. pages 588-91.
European Silicon Structures UK business
centre is at !fount Lane. Bracknell. Berkshire RG 1 Z3D)'. tel. 0344 525252.
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The £8000 asic
If you have a PC you could design your own asic, according
to Colin Doré of Matra -Harris UK.
traditionally been regarded as
an expensive option for the manufacturer who has the time and money to invest in
dedicated CAE workstation. Ilowever. the
humble PC has gained a lot of computing
power over the last few years and a configuration which would not have shamed a
multi-user system in the late 1970s (resident
Asics have

hard disk. 640K ram. high resolution colour
graphics). is now commonplace. This is
more than adequate for the design of small to medium-sized asics. from design capture
to logic simulation. Although it is not
possible to produce a 50 000 -gate array on a
standard PC. the volume market for asics is
currently in the sub -1500 gate region. and
this size of IC is readily accommodated. The
400- to 800 -gate sector has been particularly
busy of late as PAL users convert their n-mos
arrays into low -power c-mos asics.
Naturally. there are a few limitations on
the complexity of a design which can be
developed in its entirety using 640K of user
ram: and the upper limit, depending on
manufacturer and the software package, is
around 2000 equivalent gates. Larger designs can be produced by partitioning. hut

MORE COMPLEX ASIC DESIGNSUS(NG_A.PC_

On a standard PC the user is restricted
to approximately 2000 gates if he

wishes to carry out design capture,
netlíst generation and simulation for
the whole design. The reasons for this
are twofold: 640K is insufficient ram to
run the simulation, and even a 386 based machine is really too slow for the
complex "number crunching" involved.
The obvious option is to transfer to a
more powerful computer, such as a
VAX or Apollo, with the associated high
acquisition cost (around £10 000 per
Mips for a MicroVAX). There is a large
middle ground between this and the
£1500 PC; and so MHS developed, in
association with French software house
Aptor, a boosted version of the PC
which is capable of running designs of
the user will not he able to run a simulation
on his design. lowever. net lists for arrays of
up to 10 000 gates can he produced on a
I

normal

PC.

The author's company has two principal
c-mos channelled gate array asic processes
which are supported by PC design packages.
The MA series is a well -established land
hence high yield) process with a cell size of
31.1.m: cells are interconnected by a single
metallization layer. Four die sizes cover the
range from 228 to 1139 gates. Larger designs
can be produced using the N113 process. a
2µm double metal array with nine dies
ranging from 810 gates to 7260: the maximum size which can he designed on a PC is
1920 gates. \lA asics can he driven at up to
25>ll-Iz and draw from the 5V supply some
54/gate/M1Iz: 1\113 types can he toggled at
up to 400MMHz and 3µ.Vgate/1\I I-Iz.
Both processes have a high utilization
ratio, up to 95".0 for an average design.
because each gate cell incorporates one or
two dedicated feedthrough channels. This
makes interconnection through the cells in
a "vertical" direction almost as simple as
using the metal interconnects which run
between rows of cells in a "horizontal"

Feasibility

Schematic Design
modifications

Netlist
generation

Test

patterns

Simulation

logic

review

Layout

Simulation

manner.
Design
review

M

PC

operations
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ask

preparation

package is a net listing routine. design rule
checker and simulation driver. Boolean expressions may he converted directly to a
netlist. a facility aimed primarily at users
who are converting from pals to asics.

I-IAIZI)\VAKE

Fig.1. Asic design process.

capture

000 gates. Hardware changes
involve fitting a dedicated board designed around three Inmos T414 transputers, which adds up to 20Mbyte of
ram to the machine and accelerates the
processing speed up to 20Mips (as fast
as the VAX 8600 using in-house test). A
simpler version of the accelerator, using a single transputer, will process asic
designs of up to 10 000 gates and costs
about £18 000 (subject to availability)
including the software. The user is tied
to the Aptor software on this system, but
design capture uses the well-known
Silvar-Lisco front end. Because of the
higher hardware costs compared with a
basic PC, smaller users will normally
rent this package rather than acquire it
permanently.
up to 40

Sample
AS(Cs

The design capture stage of an MA or D113
array uses Gateaid Plus. a low-cost package
based on the familiar OrCAD software.
OrC\I) was chosen because it is hierarchical
in nature and user friendly: typically. only
one day is necessary to gain familiarity with
the package. Also included in this £2000

DESIGN PROCESS

Following the initial feasibility study
(Fig.1). the designer carries out design
capture on the I'C. \ netlist is then generated and a basic simulation run to verify the
design. If the design is large, it will have been
partioned and simulation can he carried out
on the individual partitions. There then
follows a logic review with the ASIC supplier.
to verify that the design capture and simulation has been done correctly and the design
is feasible on that manufacturer's particular
process. After any modifications have been
made. the netlist is transferred to a more
powerful machine tin MIIS's case a VAX
8600) and the layout generated for the asic
itself.
A full-scale simulation follows. identifying
any problems which have not so far surfaced:
and. after a final design review with the user.
the tapes are sent to the fabrication plant
where masks are prepared for the metallizalion layers. Some asic suppliers use
electron -beam direct etching rather than a
photographic mask -and -etch process. Finally, samples are supplied for final test and. if
these are satisfactory. production commences. \\'ith masked chips. changes at this
stage will mean a new mask or masks, and so
it is advisable to use a single metal process if
at all feasible, since this involves only one
mask.
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gate device for around £8000 if the user

COSTS

already has a suitable PC.

:\part from the I'C itself and the software
package. there are non -recurring expenses,
i.e. set-up charges, to he considered. For the
,Matra bl:\ process. these amount to around
£511011 for a 250 -gate array. rising to £7500
or so for a 1200-gate design. If no changes
are made to the masks after pre -production
testing. there are no further set-up costs and
the user will pay for each asic at a unit cost
depending on size. quantity. quality approval level (e.g. commercial. military or satellite) and package style. It is certainly possible
to design and place into production a 250 -

I:\ PEIt

I

re -engineering

placed into production.
charges must he paid.

I;N'I'.\ L r\SICS

For further information. contact Rod
Oldfield or Colin Dore at latra Harris
Semiconductor Ltd. Easthampstead Road.
Bracknell. Berks HG 12 LX. Tel: 1)344

Once the design package has been acquired.
one-off experimental designs may he produced at relatively low cost. >lanv fabrication plants run a multi -project wafer line in
which a number of different one -offs are
incorporated on the same wafer. The MI IS
version costs around £1000 per design, and
is currently being used by M1l.Sc. students at
Nottingham University. The only drawback
of this approach to development is that if the
design is found to he successful and is to he

1

485757.

Non-volatile digilin asic
Electrically -erasable proms have uses not only in digital
circuits but in mixed analogue/digital designs too, as
Gordon Lindsay of Sierra Semiconductor shows here.
hat analogue circuitry plays a major part
in circuit design is demonstrated by the
increasing number of vendors offering analogue integration. Many gate array vendors
offer an A -to -D or 741 equivalent op -amps as
integral devices in their gate arrays. However, these offerings cover only a limited

numbre of functions with limited performance. Sierra's analogue cell library has over
70 functions including a variety of op -amps
and comparators, and also complex devices
like a 70MHz PLL or a 12 -bit A -to-D conver-

E2

values in the chain according to the desired
accuracy.
one major difference between c-mos and
bipolar circuitry is that the offset voltage of
an op -amp is higher for a c-mos design than
for the bipolar equivalent. A "potentiometer"
on chip can nullify this offset and store the
compensating value in E2. This allows the
periodic calibration or compensation of the

As well as allowing changes of component,
offers the IC designer the ability to

compensate for some of the problems inherent in IC design. In most ordinary c-mos
processes the material polysilicon is used to
implement resistors. However. processing
tolerances mean that the value of a single
resistor may only be accurate to ± 15 per
cent. This can now he controlled to a greater
degree of accuracy by chaining several individual resistors and switching different

circuit in fluctuating environmental conditions.

ter or switched capacitor filters.
In developing its process technology,
Sierra included a third component, the
eeprom. There are 30 E2 functions currently
available. They range from single -bit D -types
ton -bit registers up to 4K-bit arrays.
The ability to include E2 elements with
analogue and digital functions in one single
c-mos chip will allow the non-volatile storage of digital variable data for all kinds of
applications. But the availability of E2 also
offers many opportunities to control analogue circuits too.
The availability of E2 adds an interesting
dimension. A high percentage of boards
contain potentiometers to make tolerance
trimming adjustments and many boards will
contain jumpers, links, or options on certain
components for different models. With E2 in
the asic it becomes possible to customize the
chip on an individual basis.

hlay 1989
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The standard cell approach
Once, designing an asic meant juggling with individual
components. Alan Cartwright of VLSI Technology outlines
how libraries of standard definitions make life much
easier for the design engineer.

A

silicon compiler is a design tool which
produces function blocks on silicon with
a minimum of definition by the user. For
example, compiling ram. ram, l'LA, multiplier, etc. means to assign parameters for a
ram (i.e. word width and word depth
8x 1024 etc.) and produce automatically the
following: a symhol with electrical connections such as address. data busses. control
signals. which is the connection to other
function blocks by using a schematic editor;
a model, which describes the function and
timing behaviour. referenced during logic
simulation when the circuit is simulated:
and a physical layout block which is produced according to the selected technology

-

(standard cell, gate array or c -nos process).
This physical layout is correct according to
process design rules and corresponds to the
parameters. the symbol and the model as
described above. The compiled layout is put
together with the remaining function blocks
to complete a circuit.
\sic design is closely associated with
silicon compiling. In the past it was necessary to go down to single transistors when
doing IC designing. Today. high-level system definition works with chip complexity of
100 000 gates lone gate corresponds to four
transistors) and more.
A library of elements is necessary for
effective IC design. These can he added to the

compiled blocks. The library, which contains elements of small complexity such as
gates. flip -(lops. latches. etc. can he put
together to form high -complexity circuits.
The megacell library offers building blocks
of high complexity: for example microprocessor and peripheral components. The
megacells are generally industry standard
component equivalents used for designing a
digital system on a single chip. Examples
include CRT controllers. 1)1\11\ controllers.
Z80 microprocessor. etc.
\ LSI Technology's software tools not only
offer high-level silicon compiling but also
make it possible to work at transistor
level.

Channelled gate arrays
-

One of the problems with asic is turnaround time you
often have to wait weeks even before you know whether or
not your design works. But now you can turn out a
working device within hours on a PC, says Andy White
of Gothic Crellon.

This

asic approach has been likened to
Window
Net
;H) B -17"X11" G: 10
"desk top publishing" in gate array form.
view
comp
These field -programmable gate arrays can
OUT
Create
label
he designed. programmed and tested from a
Level
Attr
386 -based PC in a matter of hours. ConvenOUT2
Buffer
Bus
Y
D
tl1--.
tional gate arrays can take up to eight weeks
File
Pin
for prototype manufacture. with costs of up
Change
Line
to £15 000. The increased speed of developExport
Box
ment and lowered cost of implementation is
Select
Circle
5 CLR
thought -provoking. Virtually all electronics
u
Delete
Arc
Y
engineers should he able to design appropriMovee
Text
ate gate arrays on their desk top.
Copy
B
Pkg
NAND2A
B
At the heart of the product is what its
Stretch
XA1A
makers. Adel. call the Plice antifuse. An
Undo
antifuse makes an interconnection when
Info
Selected macro
subjected to a programming voltage. Since
Bye
an antifuse has the same width as the
OK
interconnect ion circuitry of a standard \ctel
DRAW Lobel>
DRAW:X=660 Y=680 DX=10 DY=10
device. they are placed wherever interconExample
of
schematic
entry.
This
particular
nections cross. Up to 168 000 of fuses on a
one-called ALS- integrates
part gives the user freedom in applications into a CAE system.
and permits completely automated place- providing flexibility in layout.
checks devices before it programs them.
ment and routeing.
The software design program incorpoBefore removing a device from the programOn the standard device the basic building rates \'iewlogic Systems' \ iewdraw and
mer. the user can run Debug simulation
block is a configurable logic module, equiva- Viewsim schematic capture and simulation
software. Once a device is incorporated in a
lent in complexity to a conventional gate software. A library of over 200 standard logic
system, Act ionprohe diagnostics can be used
array micro. Logic modules are arranged in functions includes gates. flip-flops and to observe any two nodes on the chip. in real
rows, alternating with routeing channels. latches and'I'R functions. Once a design has
time.
Vertical wiring connects the logic modules been captured. Actel's proprietary place [sing channelled gate arrays with the
with the routeing channels. which contain and -route software automatically imple- antifuse programming elements means that
further horizontal and vertical wiring seg- ments the design at 85' to 95% gate gate array prototypes can he created in a
ments. Antifuses can he activated to join ut ilisat ion.
matter of hours. It also means that an asic
wiring segments wherever they intersect
The Action Logic software system also solution can he considered without fear of
1
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PLICE antifuses in user programmable

asics are 50 times smaller than a static
ram cell.

incurring costly. t ime-consuming mistakes.
This type of logic array is currently available in 1200 and 2000 gate form with larger
arrays for release at the end of the rear. The
c-mos process allows toggle rates of up to
701511Iz. Device pricing has initially been
pitched at 130 in 100 -up quantities.
11K distributor Got h ic-C rd Ion says that
Actel designs can be ported to other higher
volume asic technologies using the design
netlist. The reverse also applies. allowing
protutyping of other technology gate arrays
in the \ctel form.
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For small runs, it can pay to design and make your own asics using a PC compatible and

programming/test fixtures.
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1.THEY'RE EXPENSIVE
"Custom Silicon is certainly too important to be ignored
by any company now contemplating or already involved in the
manufacture of products incorporating electronics"
These aren't the words of some high-tech guru, but
a recent quote from the DTI.
So it's practical advice. Vital for Great Britain.
Vital for you.
MCE are the pioneers of
mar.I
"Falcon; a route into MicroCircuitry which is cheaper than
anything else on the market, simply
because it's better organised. The
design programme incorporates easy
cut-off points so you are never financially
committed beyond the work actually in
hand. It's so efficient, that you can get
delivery of prototype devices for as little as £600.
Yes, £600.

2.THEY'RE NEVER ON TIME
"Falcon'; stands for 'Fast and Low Cost; and it won't have escaped your notice
what the very first word of that title is.
Fast
From design through to delivery of production parts it's a very speedy operation.
Your design is marked "Urgent" right from the moment it is received by MCE.
We supply you with a highly optimised suite of software which, running on a PC,
enables you to debug and validate your logic on your own premises. So there's no
costly time wasted sending designs and amendments to and fro.
Then, once you provide us with design data, we'll put it on our regular 'Silicon
Shuttle, and deliver prototype devices to you within 30 days.
Yes, 30 days.

.h

so e

'tsa.out

icro-circuits.

ti2
I

3.THEY'RE DIFFICULT TO CONTROL
Because we've produced so many gate array
designs, we've been able to perfect the Falcon programme so as to give you a double benefit
We control costs by leaving you, the customer, in control of your own development
It starts at the design stage, when you can use our assistance as much or as little as
you require. Once you pass it over to us for prototyping, each successive stage is fixed in
advance. So you can plan around it with complete confidence.
It's the same with production. We'll give you a predetermined flow of circuits,
whether you want prototypes, pre -production or series production quantities. And with
our production capability for 2/p, 5/p gate array or 3/p standard cell we will make sure
that whatever volume you want is produced in the most cost-effective way.
Yes, you're in complete control.

MicroCircutl Engineering

Micro Circuit Engineering Limited. Alexandra Way. Ashchurch.Tewkesbury, Gloucestershire GL20 8TB
Phone Mike Goodwin on (0684) 297277
EMT lt
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Working in asics
What personal qualities should an asic designer possess? Degree
level engineering certainly, but a basic appreciation of board layout
and board level chip systems are equally important says Dom
Pancucci of our sister publication, Electronics Weekly
ommercial knowledge. presentation
skills and an ahility to deal with all kinds
of customers are qualities needed to he a

with the right specification." Edwards said.
"But people come out of university having
done a gate design and talking about

successful asic engineer in the UK. Technical expertise is taken for granted by companies looking for engineers able to provide
clients with the best possible custom design
every time.
The market for asics involves small volume. crucial orders for chips made to do a
complex job. An asic engineer needs to meet
the customer's timetable for a product
which can bear little similarity to previous
work. And knowing the precise demands of
the technology depends upon getting the
information out of the user in the fi st place.
A taciturn, shy or over -technical engineer
will not find asics easy to work with because
they bring you face-to-face with people as
often as a workstat ion.
Libraries exist in a company's database to
slake asic work a little easier. but an applications engineer must have varied qualities.
according to \listair Greenhill. UK applications manager with NEC Electronics in
Jlilton Keynes. "A definition of an applications engineer ís a design consultant with
specialist product knowledge". he said.
NEC runs a design centre for asics at
Milton Keynes, with all its designs realised in
Japan. The six consultants at NEC spend a lot
of time with the customer. "You have to
structure time on the road and assign yourself specific goals". Greenhill explained...But
the customer appreciates that the same
person will support a design. Much of the

nanoseconds. vet not consider other factors
like PCB tracking.'
Getting the design right first time is the
key goal at Toshiha. The ideal recruit going
into the company will have experience of at
least two or three asic designs to he able to
meet quality and turnover standards. People
from a systems engineering or partitioning
background are also employed by Toshiba.
Strong commercial awareness is also required of the Toshiba asic consultant. who
has to he conscious of the overall cost and
performance of a project. Most of the engineers employed in the company's lK
opera( ion work on asics and Edwards reports
the familiar problem that there are relatively
few good people available. Toshiba makes
c -rims gate arrays and standard cells. with a
one micron process using 70 000 gates at the
top end of its technology. Typical products
fall in the 10 000 to 15 1100 gate range.
Pushing the gate count up for larger
arrays is beginning to reinstate older skills
into the asic engineer's portfolio, according

selling

is in support of technical issues..
Like other chip suppliers, NEC does not
claim that it is simple to find all the right
ingredients in an engineer for this task.
"Many engineers know a great deal of detail.
hut it's difficult to get someone to take a step
hack and explain something clearly", said

Greenhill.
Naturally the asic engineer must have a
strong technical aptitude. Most
applications -specific methodologies are
digital - although analogue devices may he
on the horizon - and so an engineer must he
versed in this type of technology. Understanding how on -hoard chip systems work
together. a good qualification in electronics
engineering (usually to degree level) and
software skills make up the profile of an asic
designer.
Chip giant Toshiba operates a design
centre in Camberley. and the company's
marketing manager for asics. Michael Edwards. believes that the trick is having the
hroads skills to prepare a specification. "You
could get a raw graduate to do an asic design

498

to Brian Knight. c -flirts semi -custom
marketing manager with Plessey Semiconductors in Swindon. "As complexity increases. typically into the 50 (1110 to 60 1100
gate territory. you have to bring hack the
integrated circuit skills-, Knight said.
Computer -based libraries can only offer halÍ
the solution as there is no substitute for a
working knowledge of issues such as clock
line and where to place buffers.
To help keep the libraries up to date.
Plessey has several software specialists based
in the design team. These engineers also
improve the software interfaces between the
design workstations. such as Daisy and
Mentor machines.
Unlike most asic suppliers with UK operations. Plessey makes its devices in this
country. In addition to the design centre at
Swindon. the company employs asic specialists at its Koborough fabrication plant.
"The Roborough asic people tend to he
materials experts, working on die and wafer
manufacturing processes". Knight said. Asic
processors can need replacing every two
years or so and another facet of this work is
developing processes for the next generation
of products. Shrinking the geometries is one
of the main goals.

EXPERIENCE OR hllESl INESS'
\\'here most companies. such as Toshiba and
NEC. seek experienced engineers for their

design business. Plessey will also take on raw
graduates with materials science qualifications. Around ill percent of the engineers
are graduate level. Plessey employs up to 100
people in total on the asic side, including
engineers in the cad group. Some work is
also carried on at the Oldham site. formerly
Ferranti's semiconductor business.
One company to go for a blend of experience among its asic engineers is National
Semiconductor in Scotland." We take people
at all levels from graduates through to
experienced asic engineers said Llew Aviss.
personnel and finance director with National. "You have to take on graduates to get the
right stock of trainees. Every organization
has to take on this responsibility."
Nat ional employs 60 designers at its European centre in Creenock. working on designs for the world market in asics. 'raking
on engineers from industry has the advantage of adding experience to the company's
collective ability, though these older engineers know nothing about how the organization works. \Vith new graduates. what is
lacking on the experience front can he made
up for through easy adaptation to Nationals
way of doing things, according toMiss.
Most of National's engineers come from
the North. usually because they did not want
to go to the high-tech areas in the South.
This factor gives the National workforce a
great degree of stability, Aviss said. 'There is
also the opportunity to move between divisions at the company. so that an engineer is
able to get a vast range of experience.
Because of the acknowledged shortfall of
young people over the next few years and a
shrinking reserve of good technologists anyway. the companies are now addressing the
issue of bringing graduates into asics more

quickly.
"We are not yet taking on raw graduates.
but we recognize we should he doing our hit
to train them up". said NEC's Greenhill. It is
nonetheless difficult to compensate for the
obvious lack of experience in a fresh graduate. Arid asics represent one of the most
demanding sectors in the industry.
Plessey's Knight calls the current labour
scene for applications enginee s a "seller's
market" and admits it is not always easy to
find the people. Plessey's staff tend to come
from the South. and this regional recruitment emphasis compares to National's pool
coaling from the North where that company
is based. One exception to this trend is NEC.
which relocated to Milton Keynes from
Scotland to he near its customers' base.
Many of the engineers employed in Silicon
Glen came down South.
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DIY PW
Brian J. Frost introduces PLDs that replace blocks of
conventional TTL-type devices. To enable objective
comparisons, it deals with their evolution, their differing
technologies and their relative capabilities.

of the first problems facing an
engineer new to the subject of programmable logic is to identify what the term
means. .\ "bingo card" ticked in the trade
press advertising a PLI) will bring a data
sheet from one of 30 different manufacturers
each supplying up to 511 different parts. In
addition, the term is often used in connection with the vast subject of full -custom and
semi -custom devices for which manufacturers offer complete design and layout services
to your specificat ion.
"Programmable logic device" is a generic
term covering any device that can be programmed by the end user. There are a
number of implementations of such devices
in various technologies: for example, the
abbreviation pal tends to apply to devices of a
certain layout which use a metal fuse technology.
The attraction of PLDs is that your logic
design can he written on silicon rather than
shaped only by the numbering and pin
a capability
connections of 'T'I'I. devices
that has always been within the reach of
those who were prepared to pay for a
semiconductor manufacturer to lay out a
custom chip for a specific application.
I lowever, more recent is the concept of the
end user programming a general-purpose
device to achieve a specific logic function in
a similar manner to the well -established
technique of installing software in an eprom.
Users have been sluggish in taking to
programmable logic. and for several
reasons. Available devices have been slower
than conventional logic, have required significant supply current, and have called for
an investment not only in programming
tools but in a changed way of thinking. But
all aspects save the last have now been
improved to the extent that they no longer
constitute serious object ions.
I lowever. the changed thinking process is
still required. This problem is akin to the
revolution that swept electronics during the
1970s when microprocessors showed how
sequential software instructions could replace dedicated hardware at the expense of
speed. Logic designers had to realise that
there was no absolute conversion from, say,
a '1"11 U -type to a piece of software code.
Following this sometimes painful learning
process through. most engineers went on to
discover vastly increased creative and equipment capabilities whilst appreciating those
areas where hardware still remains indisOne

-

required for PLUS is not quite so radical, and
is softened by the availability now of mature
tools and examples. During my own on-thejob learning about PLUS I found that the
only real hurdle was that of getting a feel for
these new devices in terms of just how much
TTL circuitry they can contain and how they
actually do it. Once these mental tent -pegs
have been hammered in, the rest. as they
say, is easy.
First, it is necessary to realise that, at
present. the popular pals rarely replace an
entire 'I'TI. design. let alone with just one

- like my logic
probe (Electronics & Wireless World.
September 1988. page 8671. As shall show
later, the creative part of the design process
is to replace only those parts of your design
which lend themselves to it. and often to
partition your design to suit it to the limirat ions of the PLUS that you wish to use.
device unless it is very simple

and thus offer repeated erasure. programming and evaluation. As with eproms. this is
ideal for the development cycle where a
finalized design can be implemented with a
nun -erasable device after all changes have
been made.
Erasable PLDs have been slow to emerge.
however. since eprom technology has not
been fast enough to produce logic devices
tl at could compete with the established TTL
families. \Vith present IC technology this
propagation delay limit has now been overcome. and present UV -erasable PLDs offer
delays below 3Ons.

I

Once these mental
tent -pegs have
been hammered
in, the rest, as
they say, is easy.

I'LU TECI INDLOGIES

Through sharing their development with
memory technology. I'LI Is show many similarities. 'I'he first PLUS were based on early
The most recent I'LD technology lo
bipolar proms and used the same fuse technology. where the internal connections were emerge is the eeprom technology where the
defined by rupturing a very small fuse during device is electrically erasable as well as
programming. Devices based on this tech- programmable. This has the advantage that
nology - such as the bipolar 161.8 pal reprogramming can be carried out within
considered in detail later - are still the most seconds and no labels need to he changed.
Packaging the device costs less since there is
common in general use.
Reliability problems marred some of the no need for a quartz window.
Much data is now available on the electrivery early products. Blown fuses were liable
to grow back by metal migration under the cally erasable -floating-gate- process that
influence of the intense electric field set up generates eeprom memories: it appears to
across the blown -fuse gap. but this has been hold the greatest promise for the wide
cured by improved manufacturing methods a.ceptance of programmable logic in the
future.
and quality assurance techn'ques.
Many devices are also appearing in low More recently. with the development of
eprom technology. PLDs have emerged power c-mos form, with very low quiescent
which can be erased by exposure to LA' light current and a power consumption pro -

pensable.

Getting to grips with PLDs
Programmable logic assumes a greater importance in digital logic design as every day
passes and is now being taught in colleges as
a matter of routine. Often it is accompanied
by the formal logic design that some of us
may remember as textbook exercises but
have had little cause to use since: rather, we
have built up a practical experience of logic
design using the elements of the TTL or
c-mos families and we naturally think in
these shapes.
This article aims to take such a reader on

walk through the subject of programmable
logic with the intention of conveying a good
engineering feel for its capabilities and
limitations and building a bridge between
existing TTL experience and new concepts
without going deeply into logic design princi
a

oles.
I shall also try to give some ideas of the
trade-offs of the various applications, technologies and manufacturers involved, and
'ow -cost means.of getting started with your
own designs.

Fortunately the new thinking process
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portional to toggle frequency. By comparison, the bipolar devices are often quite
power-hungry. with a 50mA requirement at
5V not unusual: but fortunately they are
often used where a large enough supply
current is available.
Asa founder of the architecture of many of
these newer devices the pal is a good starting
place for a more detailed look at tho\v I'LDs

work.
PAL DEVICES

I'LI)s have been around for many years in the
guise of the simple bipolar prom represented
in I'ig.1. Input address lines (top left) are
available as both true and complement
forms. Using fixed links, they activate one
unique And gate for each of the 16 possible
input address codes. The activated gate
places the contents of the user's programmed data fuse links on the output data lines
via the Or gates and so to the outputs (top

right).

Fig.1. Prom

architecture: one type of programmable logic device.

prom is generally regarded as only a
memory device: but if its address lines are
used as general logic inputs and its data lines
as general logic outputs. obviously any dependence of the output states on an individual input code word can he programmed
as a data entry into that prom location.
This coding is already partly done in the
prom by the fixed addressed decoding that
activates a unique \nd gate to produce a
unique Jata word for each input address.
leaving the user to program the data content
of that word by "blowing" its fusible links.
However. this fixed -address organization
limits its use as a general-purpose logic
element to only those applications with few
inputs, since increasing the input quantity
causes the device to grow physically large
A

and slow.
In the mid 1970s. Monolithic Memories
Inc. developed this architecture into that of
the present-day pal (Fig.2). here there are
more inputs (top left). each made available
in true and complement forms to a programmable And fuse array, hut with a fixed
output Or array. Jere there is no intention
to relate the inputs to the output in any
"binary" manner and so this organization
permits a large number of input lines on a
physically small and fast device.
It may not yet he clear how the repeated
array layout of Fig.2 leads to a flexible logic
device. and so it is worth working backwards
to this organization from a typical application. \ very common requirement for TTL
"glue'. logic is that of address decoding for
processor memory mapping.
I

Fig.2. Pal architecture. Inputs (top left) are available in true and complement forms to
a programmable And fuse array. There is a fixed output Or array.

I

A SINIPLE EXAMPLE

Figure 3 shows the memory map of three
chips that are required to be mapped within
a processor's memory space and to appear at
the addresses shown. The example chips are
an 8253 timer which has four registers. all to
he "read" or "write", and two other octal
parts. one output latch and one input buffer.
To keep the M. solution simple. we shall
assume that only eight low address lines
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1.\-A7 inclusive) need decoding. One such
TTI, solution is shown in Fig.4 and uses one
74LSI38 three -to -eight line decoder, and a
74 LS 139 dual two -to -four line decoder.
This design would function correctly'. but
has the peculiarity that the octal chips can he
read and written at higher addresses as well
as those intended. although this redundancy
from ICr,; to IF 1,, usually does not matter.
Possibly more of a problem is that the
741.5138 can only select one of eight possible
input combinations and so there are many
addresses for which this 'I'l'l, design cannot
be used: it is clearly not a general solution.
Of course a truly general solution could he
bought at the expense of octal comparators
and/or greater circuit complexity.
Let us examine how this same requirement would be met with a pal.
At this point clear your mind of the TTL
implementation. since the problem can now
he examined in a fresh way without the

constraints of available TTL functions and
pinouts. To start with, some simple rules are
created that define the control signals of our
three chips in terms of their dependence on
the address lines.
Firstly the 8253 timer. \\'e know that
address lines and Ai go directly to it and are
not decoded for its address selection. Inspecting the memory map, we can see that it
is required only at addresses 18 to 1B, and
writing these addresses out in hit form
shows a fixed pattern of

\

.\7 .\,;

.\; At .F; A, .\,

00

l)

1

1

0X

.\u

X

where A and Ai are shown as "don't care
because they control the chip directly. To
select the 8253 over these four addresses
then, it is only necessary to provide a line
that goes low when the pattern above
appears on the six lines
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Fig.3. This address decoder memory map
can be implemented in a pal without the
pecularities such as address redundancy
shown by the TTL implementation of Fig.4.

9253

Fig.4. TTL implementation of the address
decoder has about twice the propagation

delay of the pal version.

Figure 5 shows the organization of a pal
taken from Fig.? hut with our address and
read/write lines connected to the inputs and
the device chip selects connected to three
outputs. For the 8253. the top And line is
programmed to he joined to the inputs in
such a manner that all the junctions are true
- and the And-gate activated \vhen the
address inputs are the required select pattern (100110 (.';-.',1. This output then becomes the 8253 chip select.
For the input buffer and output latch the
situation is very similar. except that in these
cases the full eight hits of the address. plus
the read or the write line. are used to define
the device chip select. The output latch clock
is required when the input pattern:

-

10\' N;
(1

(1

\;.Nf.u..

N.

j10

1

l

,.i(1

Fig.5. Address decoder using a pal.

11

exists. This is shown coded as array links in
the cent re of Fig.5.
The input buffer is very nearly identical to
this, with its enable signal active for the

pattern

, .;
bli0I 1-100
N;

0

N,

No

and occurring on a read operation, instead of
a write. This pattern is shown at the bottom

of Fig.5.
With these patterns programmed into the
one pal device. usually by selective blowing
of tiny fuse links, the device will function as
an address decoder with exactly the characteristics required by the map in Fig.3 and
with no peculiarities such as the address
redundancy I mentioned for the "I'TL design.
In fact the pal provides other advantages too.
Not only can it easily he altered to generate a
completely new address for any of the three
chip selects. hut it has a propagation delay
for the input and output ports that is about
half that of the TTL solution shown.

DESIGNING \\ ITI-I PALS
This address decoder example is straightforward because address decoding fits quite
nicely into the architecture of pal devices.
Since the correspondence is so close. it has
been possible here to generate the required
fuse descriptions simply by inspection. This
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simply -to -generate fuse map would at one
time have been followed by an equally simple
programming method where the device was
programmed by manual toggle switches and
a "zap" button, hut now there are new
software tools to provide both design and
programming support.
l'he designing and the programming ofa
logic device remain quite separate tasks in
much the same way that an eprom is
programmed after software has been written
and compiled. with tools available for each
task. The logic design tool. or logic compiler, is used like a software assembler and
allows the designer to specify equations n
the manner outlined above and using real
names for signals. For example the 825:3
chip select line might he entered for compliat ion as:
8253_select = !A7&!A6ó;! \5&Af&A3&!A2:

This notation is taken from the CUPI. PI.I)
logic compiler where! means active -low and
& means And. The line can he read aloud by
the interpretation
8253_select is true when Al is low.
and A,, is low.
and A; is low.
and A, is high.
and A., is high,
andA,is low.

Again as with software assemblers, a feature
of logic compilers is that they permit device
pin numbers to he given names such as

pin

19

= !8253_select:

which means that pin 19, an output pin, is
defined as "8253_select" and will go low
when true. This is a very convenient feature
when pin numbers are re -assigned later to
suit a PCB layout.
Device logic equations typed in this manner. together with information about the
device type. provide the logic compiler with
enough information for it to check that your
deign fits within the device. and that your
pin number requirements are legitimate. If
not. some compilers can suggest alternative
PLI) devices - hut more about the compilers
and their features later.
Assuming a successful compilation of
your design. the compiler provides you with
a specially formatted "JEDEC" file, which is
simply a defined method of specifying to PLD
programming equipment exactly which
fuses must he blown in the device. This file
looks very similar to the crosses on the pal
fuse map in Fig.2. This JEDEC file is loaded
into the programming equipment and the
device is blown. checked and is ready for use.

continued over
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SIMULATION
Many of us have been involved with eprombased software and few have not had that

sinking feeling when the new software
eproms are plugged into the PCB and nothing works-and yes. they are in the correct
way round. The same problem can affect
PLDs. For example, you program the device.
the programming equipment verifies that
the device has programmed correctly and it
agrees with the JI:DEC fuse map file. Yet
when you use it. the PLD does not operate
correctly. Worse. design faults can he rather
more difficult to diagnose within a I'LD
when it is in circuit than with software in an

eprom.
To avoid this problem. tools have evolved
which enable the I'LD design to be simulated
before the device is actually programmed.
This allows even very complex designs to he
exercised at an early stage, it avoids the need
to diagnose design faults at the hardware
level and it provides an even higher level of
confidence during device programming.
It is not essential to perform a simulation
on a I'I.I) device. Nobody will stop you from
simply typing the previous address decode
equations into a logic compiler and programming a device- it will quite likely work!
lowever. experience teaches us that fast and
I

depth -

ASIC

accurate "worked first time designs are
more often those designs that have been
simulated as a matter of course- the method
used by the processor and gate -array designers - and let's face it, if the design is a
doddle. the simulation is going to he pretty
easy too.

SII,I.\' IIST:\KES
a design, you construct another
"simulation file" alongside the file that
contains your actual device design equations. It contains Is and Os to represent your
inputs. and blanks to represent your outputs. You run this file though the logic
compiler together with your design file and
it produces a "simulation output file" of the
output pin states for you to inspect. In this
way it acts as though you had actually
connected up your programmed device using toggle switches and leds and had monitored each output whilst running through
the required input patterns. lowever. from
these simulation results. silly mistakes
(such asgettinga pin definition inverted) are

To simulate

I

easily spotted.
More complex mistakes such as incorrect
device logic operation (possibly because an
equation has been typed incorrectly) are also
evident by inspection. Most logic compilers

also allow you to specify what you expect the
output states to he. Should this not agree
with the simulation result. an error message
highlights the error.
Not only does simulation greatly raise the
confidence level surrounding a new design.
hut it adds confidence to the programming
process too. If such a simulation has been
performed. the JEDEC fuse file that will he
sent to the programming equipment contains additional data termed "test vectors-.
'I hese are one -for -one copies of the Is and Os
that you specified during your simulation
togther with the expected PLD output states,
and they are loaded into the programming
equipment together with the fuse information. After the device has been programmed,
the programming equipment compares the
device fuses with the JEDEC fuse informa-

tion to verify correct programming
(although of course this does not check for
correct functioning of the logic).
Successful completion of the test vector
check gives a very high degree of confidence
that the programmed device will perform in
the final circuit as intended. These tests are
so comprehensive that any subsequent PLI)
fault must either he related to speed or he
evident simply by re -inspection of the design
or simulation listings.
Part 2 next month

Designing on screen
Without the right software, even the best asic process is useless
Tile key

to providing support for engineers
who need to develop a complex asic is a cad
environment with training and good application backup. This enables the engineer
with little previous experience to undertake
simulation. layout. testing and even package
choice of a highly specialized device.

In LSI Logic's case. most of the design
tools are part of a software system called
LDS. This software runs on most work
stations including Sun 4. \'ax and Apollo,
and is available at design centres t hroughout
Europe. Some large asic users run the
software at their own location.

-----------------,,
--=_}
-__-- - - ---

These photographs take you through the
stages of designing an asic using LDS.

Normally. devices like the successive approximation register shown here would
normally he called up as a module hut it is
here broken down to gate level to give you an
idea of what is possible.

-
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Flexible entry-level for mixed
analogue/digital functions
The best asic processes should be able to accept many
types of input data but the appropriate customer training
should be given says John Umney of Mietec.

--Fin

In assessing the capability of
an asic manufacturer.

it

'SIC

-SP

MIxEU

Éo

MI

ing alongside experienced circuit designers. allows the design
engineer to complete the first

is

part of

Committed to mixed -mode
analogue /digital design and
production. N1ietec's tech-

SYSTEM

rrryourt

;tierce Analogue and nigital design Engineering soft-

ware.
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The cost of producing silicon
normally depends on the complexity and functionality of the
final device. but balanced fav-

vil

>"l

0

ourably against the potential
benefits of savings on usable
board space. system security,

functional integration, product
reliability and so on. 4t the same
time. however, Mietec offers a
low-cost prototyping service to

eliminate commercial risk
ENTRY LEVELS

lietec

offers a flexible entry-level structure
into mixed -mode asic. If you already have
integrated circuit design capability. Mietec
can supply libraries and simulation systems
free of charge for use on Daisy, \'ax and Unix
machines. \lternatively. simulation can he
accessed by an X25 link to the Brussels based design centre. If. on the other hand.
you have a requirement for integrated
analogue/digital functions in on asic. but
require 'lietec's design expertise. the company works from your initial design speci-

fication.

highly -structured design

approach which eliminates errors in translating a design into silicon. Once the
schematic has been captured or the network
listing entered. the system will ensure that
the circuit that is simulated is the circuit
that will he fabricated, through on-line
checking and by passing data from one
module to another using a central database.
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design as part of the

COST CONSIDERATIONS
FRONT DESIGN TO
PROTOTYPES

nology capabilities are concentrated on c-mos for low -power
and high -density applications in
2 and 1.5 micron himos. which
combines the best features of
c-mos and bipolar technologies
on the same die. optimised for high voltage
applications. and standard -cell himos. a
multi -purpose technology. Each is supported by an extensive cell lihrary of analogue and digital cells. macroblocks and
software -generated cells such as ram. rom
and switched -capacitor filters. Each pre developed cell is optimised for area, speed
and electrical characteristics resulting in a
reduction in unit costs over gate arrays
whilst maintaining comparatively low development costs and a relatively shortt development schedule.
The 'lade' cad system which includes a
proprietary, true mixed -mode simulator.

'

a

training.

FUNCTIONS

TECI INOLOGI

a

BIIAOS

TT' T

important to judge companies
against a number of criteria available technologies. cell libraries. simulation tools. production facilities. and turnaround times. Training is also
an important element. In each
of these areas 'lietec say they
can demonstrate leadership.

provides

C9S

TRAINING
Training courses. ranging in duration from
three days to four weeks. are available at the
Brussels Design Centre. The three-day introductory course presents the 'lade system
and covers topics from semi -custom libraries. mixed -mode simulation. layout tools
and compilers. with work on practical examples. The complete four -week course. work-

considerations. Through an
agreement with Invomec. a division of
IMEC. recognised as one of the leading
research centres in microelectronics, customers will receive 20 packaged prototypes
for a total cost of about £2.000. From
customers' tapes and using Nlietec's fabrication facilities. IMEC schedules a multi project chip every two months. ensuring
delivery of prototypes within about 12
weeks.

Mietec's own prototyping facility will reduce timescales to about eight weeks. Prototypes are normally supplied in ceramic
dual in -line packages whilst production devices are available in JEDEC-standard packages. surface mount. plastics and ceramic
chip carrier packages in a wide range of pin

counts.

APPLICATION -SPECIFIC
STANDARD PRODUCTS
In addition to custom-built integrated circuit services. the company can also offer a
number of devices for off -the -shelf delivery.
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ABCDE

Mietec offers its highly flexible entry-level
for application in the world of mixed
analogue/digital asics, as depicted in the
diagram. If you are a company with internal IC design capability (entry Levels B to
E), or a company with a requirement for
integrated analogue/digital functions in
one asic, but require Mietec's design experience (entry Level A), Mietec can
accommodate your needs.

Customer

Specification

Schematic entry

Test vectors

Simulation

These standard products are devices which
address specialised applications in a variety
of fields such as telecommunications and
light industrial control. Such devices considerably reduce design cycle times and are
available in any quantity with short delivery
times. Examples of standard products include interface circuits for ISDN. a thermal
print head driver. and stepper motor driver/

Layout

MIETEC

controllers.
ielec's focus is on those application
areas which most strongly benefit from the
technologies and design tools available the
automotive. general industrial and telecommunications sectors. This activity is supported in the field with sales offices in Paris.
London. Ylunich and Brussels where expert
commercial and technical advice is available

Test program

-

to customers.
Mietec was set up in 1983 he Bell Telephone.
Alcatel and Flanders Investment Company. Its UK
sales office is at Easthampstead Road. Bracknell.
Berkshire RG12 INF. tel. 0344 53974.

Customer

i

TEN STEPS TO ASIC

Tips and

ten -step guide for potential asic users from Mike Inglis
of Texas Instruments.

a

Expense, particularly the initial cost. is a major
concern for newcomers to asics. So is the efficacy
and user -friendliness of design tools: the amount
of extra knowledge needed to gain maximum
benefit; and the degree of control over design-to production flow. But the first questions designers
can ask may be even more fundamental: "I low do I
decide which asic route is best?": and "What do
need to get started?"
The answer to the 'best asic route' question
hinges on volume and complexity. Even small volume devices can take cost-effective advantage
of asics if they are complex. Similarly, asics may
still he the best technology at very high volumes if
the gate -count is low. and especially if fast
I

turn -around is required.
Gate arrays are generally appropriate for circuits with hundreds to thousands of gates. in
volumes up to 50000. Above this, a standard cell
may be the solution. or at very high volumes
1200000-plus) the full custom route may he
attractive.

FIRST STEPS
Naturally. the definition of these edges is somewhat blurred. Asic vendors will give advice, hut to
do so they need the hest information about the
circuit under consideration. The first question
they will ask is: "Why are you doing the design in
the first place?" This is an important. if obvious.
question. because it affects how the circuit should
be optimized. and which technology should he
used. \ cost -saving design needs to minimize
silicon, a performance improvement to reduce

504

gate delays, whilst a space reduction may he
needed to keep packaging options open.
The second question is: how suitable is the
design for asics? Whilst any primarily digital
circuit with more than 100 gates is suitable to be
implemented in asic. elements such as advanced
logic devices on -chip will require early attention.
Similarly, it is important to identify critical
paths. so that conformance with the intended
specification can he ensured.
All these can he discussed most sensibly if a
clear circuit diagram is available. This will. help
also in the initial estimate of circuit size. There are

TEN POINT ASIC CHECKLIST
Why do the design?
How suitable is it for asics?

What are the critical paths?

flow clear is the circuit schematic?
How complex is the circuit?
How many 1/0 does it have?

N'hat is the system speed required?

What kind of packaging is best?
%'hat are

the commercial constraints?

What production volumes do you expect?

two aspects to this: gate count and I/O requirements.
It is fairly simple to do a rough gate count,
either direct from data sheets of the various
components, or from figures of transistor equivalents. A two -input Nand gate corresponds to
around four transistors. Don't forget to add 101/6
to the final figure extra gates are often needed
during the course of a design.
In estimating the number of inputs and outputs, it is important to remember physical considand ground.
erat ions such as
It is also helpful to have some feel for whether
the design is likely to he core -hound. with logic
area dominating. or I/O bound with many inputs
and outputs. Another important factor is what
parts of the core the I/O need to communicate

-

V

with.
System speed is of course a consideration, for
upon it hinges the choice of technology. geometry
and so on. Current asics are unlikely to he helpful
for very fast circuits. above 200.1 Hz.
Packaging is a key issue because not all asic dice
will fit every leadframe or package. Early identification of the package can avoid later problems.
It is equally important to provide information
on commercial requirements target price and
projected volumes. \sic vendors are well -used to
receiving guarded answers to this question, hut
they will always respect commercial confidences
and write them into joint development contracts.
For this reason, it can he helpful for designers to
enlist the support of senior management. and
involve them in discussions with the asic vendor.

-
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Asic without fear

The semiconductor industry now has an asic process for almost
every conceivable tradeoff between development cost and
delivery volume. The advent of friendly software tools has made
nearly all of them easier to use says Adrian Hudd of Austria
Mikro Systeme.
Ever since the first commercially available
transistors, engineers have wanted to

include greater and greater functionality
into their products. 1 he availability of more
complex standard parts and techniques has
gone a long way to advance this.
\Vitt recent developments in technology
it is possible to include not just simple logic
hut microprocessor. memory. complex
functions and even analogue functions onto
a single silicon chip. The techniques required to extract and reproduce the function
of a custom integrated circuit are out of
reach of all hut the most tenacious competitor. to the extent that such an exercise is
rarely economic. Nothing is perfect: even
asics have a few disadvantages. Initially.
their use requires a high level of commitment both financially and technically. Also.
the customer often gets the impression that
when the design reaches the manufacturer,
he loses contact over costs and time scales.

Panic not! Savings are usually evident when
the project reaches the production stage.
Just as important, engineers, particularly
those who have only limited electronic
systems design experience. often feel that to
use an asic
require a level of design
expertise they do not possess.
Hardware and software tools are so well
designed that the vast majority of the design
tasks are hardly different from designing a
system for implementation on a PCB.
\\1S feels that it has contributed particularly to this area. Super SCEPTRE is a
complete low-cost system that can take a
design from schematic capture through to
logic simulation and place and route for
standard cells. It can also go to the validated
net list stage for gate arrays.
Spice SCEPTRE is essentially the same
package hut with the inclusion of P -SPICE
from Microsim. This means that analogue as
well as digital circuitry can he designed at
the transistor level and simulated prior to
the start of any layout work.
\not her area of concern among potential

range of device technologies ranging from development cost and production prices.
simple programmable devices like the prom
Gate arrays have a fixed architecture
or PLA to highly sophisticated and special- which typically consists of pre -designed
ised chips designed for use in calculators. rows of uncommitted logic gates separated
digital watches or electronic ignition sys- by interconnection routeing channels. For a
most common asic architectures given array size. these base layers are identems.
are explained in the following paragraphs.
tical for all applications. The only difference
Gate arrays, standard cell and custom ICs from one application to the next is the metal
comprise the three major types of asic. All interconnections between gates.
can deliver real benefits hut each has tradeBiggest advantage of gate arrays is the
offs in design flexibility. development span. short development time compared to stan-

lie

the old days,
logic design
software required
data entries in the
form of Boolean
equations so
design engineers
used to dealing
with logic symbols
were frightened
off. Now.
schematic capture
is almost
universal.
In
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ASIC simulation results are displayed as waveforms.
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users of asics is the risk involved should the
chips not work or he seriously delayed. This
stems to a large extent from the early days of
asic technology when the quality of both the
design software and the manufacturing process was often found to be wanting. The fact
that thousands of designs are completed
even, year with no problems at all stands as
testament to the maturity of this technology. This puts the probability and delays at
the level of those experienced when using
standard products. with the added advantage
of the design carried out by the end -user
The term asic can he applied to
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dard cell circuits and cell -based custom

circuits. Through using common

base

layers, gate array wafers can he partially
fabricated prior to customization for a given
use. Once the logic is defined, metallization
is all that need he carried out.
Standard cells are really circuit building
blocks which have been previously designed.
characterised and subsequently stored in a
computer data -base. Cells can range from
simple digital circuit elements such as logic
gates to more complex digital sub -systems
such as AI.U. uart. CPU. PIA. ram and rom
memory cells. The cells can also include
basic analogue circuit elements such as
operational amplifiers and comparators. as
well as the even more complicated analogue
sub -systems, such as ADCs and switched

E

-

"N

011113:1

\isItdLflJ-J
,'. ,Z- t

capacitor filters.
Because each standard -cell integrated cira unique fabrication mask set,
the development cost and time spans are
higher than gate arrays. However. standard
cell circuits offer significant advantages in
unit pricing, design flexibility. circuit performance and analogue and digital function-

cuit requires

:

capabilities.
Compared with optimized full custom
circuits. standard -cell circuits offer lower
development costs. reduced development
time and a greater probability of first-time IC

The availability of high powered software
tools such as the SuperSceptre package
shown here has brought down the cost of

success.
In exchange for these benefits. the production unit prices of a standard -cell circuit
are slightly higher than those of a comparable optimized custom circuit.
Within custom design. cell -based custom
design has largely replaced full -custom design. which requires that each transistor he
individually designed and manually connected to the rest of the circuit. In a
cell -based approach, only critical parts of the
circuit are designed in a full custom mode

advanced architectures. These are similar in
many ways to the gate array hut with the
interconnections made by electrically fusible links.
Such devices are now capable of replacing
sizeable amounts of standard logic in a form
that can he programmable via a personal
computer in a matter of seconds. This means
that the design can he evaluated and
changed many times very quickly.

al

for particular applications, while a major
part of the design consists of previously
available standard cells.
Advantage of cell -based custom is that
optimum performance and minimal die
sizes can he achieved while minimizing
design risks. development costs and development time compared to a full custom circuit.
By deciding on a cell -based asic. a system
design engineer needs to pay for high performance only where it is required. In other
portions of the circuit. pre -designed standard cells are used to obtain the desired
reductions in cost and development times.
The technologies described so far involve
the function of the asic being defined in the
factory by the supplier: by contrast. programmable devices are all manufactured to
the same specification and have their function defined on a designer's bench.
Recent developments in the architecture
of electrically programmable devices have
broadened the range of the applications for
which this technology can he used. The
earliest form of EPLD was the prom (progammahle read-only memory) hut a much
higher degree of logical functionality can
now he obtained by the adoption of more
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entry into asic design.

BEGINNING PROJECT
number of design consultancies around
the country have links to one or more asic
suppliers and are experienced and equipped
to evaluate your design. They will he able to
carry out all the necessary work for you,
starting from either a basic functional description of the required part or a more
complete specification. including schematics and a test program. Beware! Make sure
the design house fully understands the
application area in which you are working.
An alternative approach is to do the design
work yourself. This will require both training and access to a design system. Both of
these can he provided by the asic supplier
you have chosen (possibly with the help of a
consultant in the early stages) and this has
the advantage of giving total control over the
A

design cycle.
Many suppliers of asics or their distributors provide on their premises design facilities which can he hired by the week. Most
will he more than willing to talk about ways
of spreading the cost of your project to suit
your budget.
Wending a t raining course is a great idea.
As some training schedules give you the

: ,

gir

chance to make a start on a design during
the course, it may well he worthwhile having
your design evaluated before the training
starts. In this way you can ensure that the
general concept. partitioning and imple-

mentation are suitable. This allows time for
you to make changes before you start in
earnest.
Using asics in project prototypes requires
a slightly different approach to project management from conventional techniques and
allowance should he made in the project plan
for the time required to complete the design,
plus a possible over -shoot and then the
manufacturing time of between tour and
twelve weeks before the prototype chips are
delivered. This may he followed by a further,
similar time period for the manufacture of
the first production units. Some suppliers
offer fast delivery times for a higher price
and it is worth knowing whether such an
alternative is available. particularly if you
have t ight deadlines to meet.
Multi -project wafers provide one method
of reducing time scales and costs. AMS calls
its version "shared silicon technology". The
company's multi -product wafers (iMMP\V)
allows the parallel processing of several
devices on one wafer.
MP\V development charges are reduced by
about 50 percent through reduced mask and
fabrication costs. Furthermore. N P\ Vs
allow, for very little extra cost, the parallel
study of design options which lowers the risk
of redesign.
Until recently asic technology has been
out of reach of many smaller companies
because of cost and the required levels of
expertise. This has now changed, and with
the latest generation of CAE tools and
modern low-cost workstations, the use of
asics can he justified for even relatively
simple projects. Never before has such
powerful technology been so accessible to
the small business.
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Gateway to semi -custom
Before jumping into asic with both feet John McNally of
Philips suggests a few questions that all prospective users
should ask themselves
There are three major reasons why
designers are discouraged from semi custom. One is the perceived cost. the
second is a fear that the devices, when
delivered. will not work in the circuit and the
third is that a company may not consider
that it will want enough devices to make the
choice of semi -custom cost -effect ive.
The first two reasons are closely linked.
Devices which don't work in the circuit may
incur more cost to the user as a second
attempt is tried. lowever. the chances of
devices not matching the simulation is very
small. As for the third. as silicon geometries
become smaller and silicon wafers become
bigger then the number of good dice in a
production batch become. larger and miniI

mum order quantities will. therefore, increase.

counted as N inputs divided by two equivalent gates. hut if one multiple -input gate is
used as an inverter then all the other inputs
are lost to the user. Similarly. a D-type
flip-flop in a gate array can he counted as
between six and twelve gates and could be
used as individual gates if a 1)-type is not
wanted. hut in a programmable logic device
it must he used as a I) -type. Since there is no
other easy sway of telling relative sizes of
programmable devices the safest \way is to
ask the programmable gate array manufacturer what size and types of circuits can fit
into his devices.
A company considering a programmable
gate array as a prototyping device should
ensure than an easy migration path exists
from programmable gate array to masked
gate or cell array. 'Chis may he difficult
because most programmable gate array

reason seems uppermost in
smaller companies: device problems dissuade the larger companies. Programmable High volume gate arrays rely on on a one or
logic allows a move into semi -custom fairly two layer metalisation to effect the customisation. These photos, taken at LSI
easily and without a great deal of cost.
Programmable devices can he split into Logic's Sidcup facility, show some of the
two main categories. The term 'programm- manufacturing steps
able logic device' is used mainly to cover
smaller devices with complexities of up to Nqq1%`1p0
about 1000 gates: the term 'programmable
gate array' includes devices with gate equivalents from about 1000 gates to currently over 10 000. One gate -equivalent
corresponds to one two -input nand gate.
Two input gate -equivalents are used with
accuracy in gate and cell arrays but should
'Che

cost

with caul ion when associated with
programmable devices.
Programmable devices normally have
multiple -input gates. which could he
he treated

'
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manufacturers do not make masked gate
arrays. Therefore. after designing and prototyping with the programmable gate array the
designer will then have to transfer his design
to the design tools of the masked gate array
vendor. These tools may involve different
hardware and most certainly different software to that of the programmable gate array
manufacturer. Also the circuit being transferred may have to he redefined to suit the
architectural differences of both types of
device with the added possibility of errors
creeping in.
If migration from programmable to
masked gate array is considered it makes
sense to choose a vendor who makes both
sorts of device.
Production testing of TTL does not usually enter the designer's mind. lowever. gate
arrays and higher complexity PLI)s such as
sequencers. which have buried registers and
multiple feedback paths. do require specialI

ised testing.

Fault grading provides an effective test
basis. Each node is stuck at zero and then
one in turn. and the simulation run to
ensure that the effect of the stuck node can
he seen on an output. After all nodes have
been stuck at both levels the fault grader will
then show the degree of testability as a
percentage of the total number of indicated
faults. It will also show which nodes are
testable and which are not. The designer can
then modify the design, test logic or stimulus inputs to increase the test coverage of the
circuit. A gate array vendor who has a fault
grader in his software should he considered
for complex circuits.
Potential users of programmable gate
arrays should know the limits on toggle
rates. 'Che rate specified is a measure of how
fast a 1) -type flip flop will toggle when its q
output is fed hack to its 1) -input. However.
since most circuits comprise more than just
toggle flip-flops and have logic gates between the flip-flops. the maximum system
speed is usually very much slower than the
specified toggle rate. It becomes more complicated when the routeing between gates is
not fixed and has to he generated by the
software. The lengths of the interconnections can greatly affect the propagation delay
through a circuit.
As with masked gate arrays, programmable gate arrays, where the interconnection
is not fixed. have a finite number of routeing
channels. This leads to the problem where
not all the gates in a device can he used
because insufficient routeing channels are
available. Other types of programmable gate
arrays have fixed interconnections where
every gate is connected to every other gate in
the virgin device. In this type of device every
gate can be used.
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uses just 90mA-even when it's
running at 25ns.
If you liked us in bipolar, you should
see us in CMOS.
We have five CMOS ZPALTM devices
based on familiar bipolar architectures. You
can use them in battery powered and low
duty -cycle applications. And they use
virtually no power when in stand-by. Two
versions are electrically erasable. You can
get the functions you're used to and you
can change your design as fast as you
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Application Engineer force is as close as your
phone all during your design -in process.
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Most important, you can get your
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What did you expect from the people
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Multi-standard MAC decoder
Philips, Plessey and Nordic VLSI are now well advanced with
their multi -standard MAC decoder. The first silicon from this
co-operation has been producing pictures and sound in Philips
Components' applications laboratories at Mitcham.
MIKE 1311ET'I'
Current work on the design centres on
checking the second round of silicon.

which is generally operating fully
satisfactorily and will form the basis of
large-scale production of integrated circuits
in the second half of this 'ear.
This decoder is aimed at maximum flexibility. It is compatible with the two adopted
European MAC systems (I) and D2) as well as
with C -MAC, and also with both Eurocrypt
and Eurocypher encryption techniques.
Processing of the vision. sound. and
teletext/data parts of the transmitted signal
is assigned to physically separate ICs; this
architecture means that capability can he
extended as necessary. For instance. one
1'1l\'1730 sound chip permits two sound
services to he obtained (where each could he
either a mono or stereo transmission). r\
second device may he clipped on to the end of
the packet bus to obtain a further two sound
services if transmitted.
The decoder uses the output from the
receiver's F.M. demodulator as its input. The
time -multiplexed MAC signal is applied to
the video and data inputs of the 'I'Ú:\8734
"'IACAN" IC via low-pass filters (8.4'11 lx.
except for D2 -MAC data, which is 5M1IzI.

From this point on. the signals follow separate paths.
The video signal is grey -level clamped and
AGC adjusted in MACAN. The AGC action is
based on measurements of the data signal
amplitude. and a further fixed gain trim is
possible to match the absolute value of the
video signals to the a -to -d conversion which
fol lows.
Clock timing information as well as clean
sliced data are extracted from the data part of
the multiplex within the same MACAN IC.
This process is rather more complicated
than it might at first seem. because both
binary and duo -binary modulation may be
encountered depending on the standard
being received. A 40.5b11 1z master oscillator
on the IC is eventually locked to the incoming sliced data, and its output is divided and
buffered to provide outputs at 10.125 and
20.25M Hz which are used as clocks throughout the rest of the decoder.

main by sampling at 20.25M11z in the
TDA8703 a -to -d convertor. The eight -hit
data is received into the >1.\C video IC
M\'1710 as 349 and 697 samples for chroma
and luma respectively. They are stored in
ram in different sequences. depending on
whether the transmission is scrambled or
unscrambled.
The cut -and -rotate method of scrambling
defined by the Em' .IAC specification makes
descramhling straightforward matter. You
merely write to this ram from a different
starting point in each line: straightforward.
provided you know these different points!
The re-recorded luma and chroma data can
now he time -expanded by the simple ploy of
clocking the data out towards the display
device at a slower rate than it was clocked in.
Video expansion can he arranged in the
device to suit either the existing 1:3 aspect
ratio display devices or the 16:9 options for
the future. To enable feature films to he
broadcast from the start of services in the
wide-screen format. it is possible for this
decoder to respond to panning vectors sent
within the data signal which determine
which part of the 16:9 picture you see on
your 4:3 present-day tv. The process can be

VIDEO PROCESSING
Video information (a chrominance signal
followed by a luminance signal. occupying
together nearly 54 µms of each television
line) is next converted into the digital do-

Half-Eurocard laboratory evaluation layout of a multi -standard MAC decoder.
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compared to that done when optical prints of
wide-screen films are created for tv today.
Some interpolation of the chrominance
information is required before it may be
used. because each line of chroma contains
only one half of the necessary information
(i.e. U on odd -numbered lines, \ on even).
This interpolation is done within the
'l\'1710 before the three streams of VITA'
data are fed out to the 1r/r\ convertors. After
some simple filtering and buffering. analogue 1'.1'.\' signals may he taken away to a
conventional video control combination as
already used in colour receivers.Alternatively. depending on the nature of the complete
equipment. it may make more sense to
convert to RCIt before feeding the signal away.
perhaps via a SC \ la connector.

A

DAT \ CONDITIONING
Next in the decoder comes the MAC Control
IC, MV1720. This device performs the majority of the data-conditioning functions within
the hardware of the decoder. Data arriving
from MACAN is not yet in intelligible form.
and several processes are necessary before it
is possible to make use of the packet data.
Firstly the data has been spectrum scrambled by modifying it with a pseudorandom bit stream before transmission, and
this process must he undone.
In the case of a U -MAC transmission. the
packet data will have been structured into
two suhframes by the broadcaster: in practical terms this results in each tv line
carrying data from two different packets.
These suhframes must be "de -interleaved -so
that the individual packets may he reconstituted as separate entities. This being done.
the next task is to remove the error protection data from the packet header.
which constitutes the first 23 bits of each
751 hit data packet.
In the header is vital information on the
identity of the data within the packet. This is
used by the decoder to determine which IC
needs to use it, and thus needs a high
measure of security. A system called Golay
protection has been adopted which adds 11
protection bits toa 10 -hit packet address and

two bits for

a

This is a complete multistandard MAC decoder evaluation board providing an optional
receiver FM
second channel of stereo sound. The board accepts the output from the

demodulator.
automatically collected for use by the decoder.

ENCIZI'I'TION
Access to encrypted services is arranged by

'continuity index'. This techni-

que permits up to three errors to he corrected. This decoder design is also capable of
handling certain packets where Golay protect ion is used on the whole of the packet.
Before the now clean and tidy data is
routed out of the device, a few packets which
are of special significance are copied into
buffers which have been programmed to
watch out for their particular addresses. The
arrival of these packets is signalled to the
system control microprocessor, and the data
is copied into the controller for further use.
These special packets contain either housekeeping data needed to ensure the correct

operation of the decoder (they tell the
decoder about the nature of the services
being broadcast at that instant and in the
immediate future). or may contain information involved in conditional access operations. Another essential source of knowledge
for the decoder is tv line 625. which is totally
devoted to data in a specific non -packet
format. Amongst the data carried in this
form is the TV frame number. This too is
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providing the appropriate vision. sound or
teletext IC with periodic updates of digital
data. This data

is

used to seed pseudo-

random number generators having exceedingly long cycles whose outputs are
used in various ways to 'unscramble' the
wanted service provided the user is authorised. The necessary seed wor ds are provided
by a conditional access control module (or
modules if more than one encryption system
is used). These conditional access control
modules sit outside the Philips/Plessey/
Nordic decoder, and appropriate data is
passed out and accepted back as necessary.

SOUND \Nl) DATA
two-wire serial bus known as the conis the way that the MAC
Video. MAC Sound and teletext devices are
advised by the control system of what service(s) they may look out for the packets
with a particular address.] he device sees the
whole packet stream going by and ignores all
those packets which it has not been told
about.
The MVI730 sound IC ís capable of interpreting the nature of the sound data for
which it has been programmed. It examines
certain special packets carrying its programmed address which are called El packets.
This means that the sound is autoamtically
configured for any of the possible alternative
transmission modes (e.g. 15KHz or 7Kl-Iz
bandwidth, linearly coded or Nicam coded.
first or second level error protection). The
output from this IC is in the form of 12 S
A

figuration chain

digital data which is fed into an oversamp:ing digital filter and finally through the
TDA 15+3 stereod d -to-a converter. The 12 S
feed can of course be routed away to other
d -to -a options if required.
Two alternative devices are planned for
teletext: these will both give access either via
vertical blanking interval broadcasts (much
as in existing terrestrial services). or via the
preferred packet teletext method. The \'BI is
intended to he kept clear for future use as a
carrier of enhancement data to improve the
MAC picture even further to high definition
te.

More than one teletext service may he
included in a M.\C transmission (data space
permitting): each service would he assigned
a different packet address. thus allowing the
teletext IC to distinguish between them. Two
levels of protection for teletext data are
specified: one in which the equivalent of one
terrestrial text line or packet is sent per MAC
packet. the second having two terrestrial
equivalents per MAC packet.
It is expected that while MAC services find
their feet, text services will be limited to
World System Test Level 1. Further expansion is possible in the future. both to teletext
services and non -teletext data services. for
which MAC with its wide flexibility in packet
allocation is admirably suited.

Mike Brett is with Philips Components.

511

PHONE
0474 560521
FAX
0474 333762
AU106
AY102

695
295

0.20

B(212

0.09

80133

0.20

BC 107A

0.11

BC 2121

0.09

0.28

0.11

8(213
8(2131
BC214

0.09

BD135
BD136

0.09

80137

0.09

0.34

BC1018
B(108
BC1088
BC109
BC 10913

0.12

0.09

0.22

0.09

BC 214C
BC 2141
BC 2378

0.09

0.45

BD138
BD139
BD140

0.15

130144

1.10

0.15

0.15

B0150C
BD159
BD160
80166

0.25

NI

0.39

1301132

0.30

BD201

0.29
0.65
1.50
0.50
0.72
0.70
0.50
0.50
0.50

0.12

BC238
BC 239
8C25IA
BC252A
BC258
BC258A
B(284
BC 300
BC301
BC303

0.09

BC 30711

0.09

0.09
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.09
0.13
0.35
0.20

AC141
AC 141K

0.28

AC142K
A(176
AC 176K

0.31

0.32

0.10
0.12
0.10

8C184LB
8(204
B(2078
B(2088

0.09

A(181
AC187K
AC188

0.25

0.25

BC114A
BC115
BC116A
BC117
BC119

AC 188K

0.37

BC 125

0.25

A(917
AD142
A0149
AD161
AD162

1.15

BC140

0.31

2.50

B(141

0.25

1.50

BC142
BC143
B(1478
BC14BA
BC149
BC153
BC157
B(159

0.21

0.09

BC161

035

B(327
BC328
B(337
BC338
BC347A

0.15

BC 461

0.09

BC478
B(527

0.28

0.50
0.50
0.50
2.50
1.95

2.50
2.50
3.50
0.60
0.65
0.65
0.45
0.65
0.40

AF 121
AF 124

AF 125
AF126
AF 127
AF 139
AF150
AF178
AF239

0.85

BC1708
8(171
B(1728
B(1738
B(174
BC111
BC178
BCI82
8(182LB
B(I83

1.50

BC 1831

0.60
1.95

0.42

ASY27
A5V77

0.55

0.0
0.19
0.24

0.24

0.30
0.12

0.10

0.25
0.25

0.15
0.15

130202

0.30

80203
80204

0.26

BC548
BC549A

0.15
0.15

0.10
0.10
0.10

0.09

MB3756

2.50

MC 1307P

1.00
1.95
1.70
0.95

AN7145M
AN7150
AN71SI
B6521

2.50
2.50
2.50

062140
86736
66239

2.0

AN240P
AN247

66260

2.80
2.50
2.95

AN262
AN264

1.95
2.50

CA31401
ETT6016

00271

3.0

HA1137W

3.95
2.95
2.50
1.50
1.75
0.46
1.95
2.50
2.50
1.15
2.50
1.95

AN301
AN303
AN313
AN315
AN316
00331
AN342
AN3621

2.95

HA 1156W

1.0

LM323K

4.95

3.50
2.95
2.95
3.95
3.95
2.95
2.50

HA1306
HA1322
HA1339A
HA1366W
0441406
HA1551

1.50
1.95
2.95

1063240

0.45
1.50
2.95

2.75

1A1383T

100390N

1

101230
LA3201
184101

1.95
2.95
0.95
1.95
0.95
0.95

610214

1.95
2.50

00612

2.15

AN6362
AN7140

3.95
3.50

007145

3.50

VIDEO SPAR

CA1352E

C63086
CA3123E
CA313EM

(631405

LA1701

S

t

HEADS

Please phon with your
recorder model no for our

quotation
INDIVIDUAL BELTS

AM] 51489 Capstn PK
AM 151502 Tape PK5
(ERG 3023 Capstn PK
(ERG 3V79 king PK 5
(ERG PU44912 PK 5
FERG PU44912 2 PK 5
FERO PU44012 5 PK 5
FERG 3V35 ldna PK 5
Hitachi 6354971 PK 5

Hitachi 6355762 PK 5
Hitachi 6355591 PK 5
Hitachi 6355291 PK 5
Hitachi 6355601 PK 5
Sanyo 5000 Ldny PK 5
Sanyo 5000 Reel PK S
Sanyo 5300 Ulna PK 5
Sony(6 Thrdng PK 5

5
5

3.75
2.95
4.50
2.25
3.50
4.50
1.95
2.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
5.00
4.50
2.95
2.50
2.25
1.95

8ELT KITS
Akan VS1 7 4 5

Amstrad 7000
Amstrad 4600 5200
Ferg 3V22 HR3360
Ferg 3023 HR7700
Ferg 3V29 HR 7700
Ferg 3031 HR7650
Ferg 3V35 36 HRD120
Fero 42 43 44 45
Fisher 710 716 722

Hitachi VIII33
Hitachi VT5000
Hitachi 08000
Hitachi 019300

1.75
1.50

2.95
2.75
0.95
1.50
1.50
1.25
1.25
1.50
1.25
2.25

0.95
0.95
Panasonic NV300 333 366 2.25
Panasonic NV370 430
2.50
Panosonic 80777
1.75
Panasonic 002000
2.15
Panasonic NV7000
1.85
Panasonic NV8600
2.95
Sanyo 11.13 1500
1.50
Sanyo VT( 5000
0.75
1.50
Sanyo V 1(5300 5350
INDUSTRIAL AND
SPECIAL QUALITY
CATHODE RAY TUBES
A small

selectionfrorn

our stock of 10.000

LC7130
1(7131
1.(7137

3.95
3.25
3.50
5.50
5.50

164140
1A4031P
164400
144420
LA4422
L04430
LA4461

MC13270

1.50
2.95
1.95
3.50
3.50
1.50

LA4102

M(135IP
M(I352P
6AC1357

M(1358
MC1496
MC1723
MC3357
MC34011
MC14106P

2.50
'

1(7120

1M3806
1M38068

M101
M51551
06515131

M515211
MB3705
M83712

MSM5807
SAA500A

2.95
3.50

5661025

3.15
2.95
2.30
1.50
1.50
2.00

SAAO10

SAA1251

5AÁ020
SAB3210
SA55605
5AS5705
SA5580

Sa yo VTC5500

2.95
3.50
1.75
2.95
2.95
2.75
2.25
3.25
3.21
Toshiba 9600
1.25
20% Discount on 10 or more

3HSSSP

3HSSUIN
3HSSUIN

25.99
37.50

3HSSU3N
3HSSN
3HSSVA
PS3BS
P53851
15381

35.00
18.95
29.50
24.50
35.00
30.00

P54825

29.95

3HSSSF

Discount on

Frve

WWI
BFWI6A
BFW6I
BFW92
BFX19
BFX84
BF085
BFX86
BF Y18

STK437

51046

S11310
511327

1.80
1.10
1.10
1.50

510463
S100015
5100029

ST0439

51000139

16706100
167072
107073
07108P
1071701

2.75
2.50
2.95

1.75
2.50
2.95
8.75
3.50
7.25
4.95
5.35
5.75
3.50
1.75
1.75
2.85

TA7129P
TA7130P

1A7137P
TA71461
TA7176AP
147703
TA7204P

5076660N 0.90
7.95
510011
7.95
STK014
510015
5.95
7.95
510018
510025
11.95
7.95
510032
500078
11.95
8.95
STK085

16720560
TA7208

107222AP
TA7227P

1072280
TA7310P
1473141

7.95
7.95

STK415

510435

T

07321

STICK
STICK

25Amp

1

Please add C3

1074H

additional carriage

30780

per tube
ICPI
12CSP4

CME822W
CME 1523W

6.0

1304266

00500
BU508A
BÚ526
BÚ807
BUY 20

1676091
707611AP
167629
IAA310A
TAA3206
1AA3506
TAA55013

166570
1AA621
TAA630S
18A66113
TAA700

11164406

1864800
T8A510
1865100
TBA520
11365200

18A530
TBA5300
184540
HA 5400

TELEX
966371
TOS -PM

7.00
9.50
29.50

D9 11064

DIO 210GH
DIO 230GM
1013 611 GH

013 630GH

45.00
45.00
45.00
59.00
59.00

TBA820M
11368200

TIP29

TIP3I(
11P32(

TIP33(
11P34B
11P41A

11141(

TIP42(
01147
11P48
11050

TIPI20
TDA1001
TDA1003A
105100611
TDA1005

2.95
3.95
2.50
2.25
2.50
1061035
1001037
1.95
TDAI044 2.15
1061170
1.95
10A1180
2.15
106127100 3.95
1001327
1.70
TDA2002 0.95
1DA2003
1.95

188890
184920
1.65
TBA950/2X 1.50
TBA990

1.50
0.75
2.55
1.95

7869900
1(0270
1(A77050
1(8650

2.50

IC

2.50
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10

1CA8305
1CA900

1(A940
108440

SOCKETS

ACORN
A 12
64 CHASSIS
B5 CHASSIS
B5 (LOA TING
137 CHASSIS
B/A CHASSIS

4.95
1.75
2.50
2.50
2.50
1.75

876

0.66
0.95
0.65

8.50

PCB

87G PCB CERAMIC
BIG CHASSIS
87G CHASSIS
SHOCKPROOF
B7G SKIRTED
CHASSIS
B7G SKIRTED PCB

0.65
0.65
0.95

BIG SKIRTED PTFf
0.95
0.85
0.85
0.45
0.45
0.95
0.95

896

PCB

B9A OCB THIN
B9A CHASSIS
09A CHASSIS
SHOCKPROOF
B9A SKIRLED CHASSIS
896 SKIRTED CHASSIS
CERAMIC PINCH

0.5o
1.25
0.65

PLUGS
0.85
0.35
0.65

BIG
B9A

B7G
B9A

200G
014

016100GH97
DH3 91
FCR35

F16101GM

0.35
0.65

75.00
65.00
55.00
39.50
75.00

F21 130GR
131 1211)

1E708

M7120W
M 14 100GM

203055
263702
263703

2193706

203708
203733
203773
2103792

2614444

265294
205296
205298
265485
295496
205643
250329
1042581
7082587
1062593
1002600
TDA2610
10626116
1062640
1002655
TDA2680A

1062690
TDA3310

TDA3510

1063560

1002541

2.15
1.15
4.50

TDA2560

0.42
0.48
0.60
0.45
0.95
16.50
16.50
0.95

295641

195

1082576

1.35
3.50
1.95
1.15

764280
264427

1002540

1062524

0.12
0.20
0.12
0.12
9.50
2.75

203705

1DA2530
TDA2532

TDA2151
TDA2160

0.12

2N370A

7084600
1089503

TDA21O

1.35
0.30
0.28
0.55
0.40
0.40
0.59
0.52
0.12

2N3053
2N3054

TEA1009
UP(41C
UP(S66H
UP(575C2

UPC100IH
UPC1020H

2.95
2.95
2.95
6.50
2.50
1.95
3.50
4.50
2.75
2,45
2.95
3.50
3.95
2.95
2.50
3.15
1.35
3.50
2.95
1.50
1.95

UPC 1181H

1.25
1.50
3.95
1.50
UPC 1350C
2.95
UPC1353(
2.45
UPC 1360
2.95
11P(1365( 3.95
51C200214 1.95
UP021141C 2.50
555
0.35
0.60
Í23
0.50
741
0.35
747
0.50
748
0.35

UP(1182H

1185H
UPC1191V
13P(

7808

0.50

7805

0.50

7812
7815

0.50
0.50

2.95
1.50
1.95

UP(1024H

UPC1025H
UPC 1028H 1.95

UP(I032H 0.95
UPC 1158H

0.75

non tA7r9 toe
facility

B9A SKIRTED PCB
B9D CERAMIC PCB
89D CERAMIC CHASSIS
BIG CERAMIC CHASSIS
B10B CHASSIS
B13B CHASSIS

1.25
0.95
0.95

1314A CRT (38111

1.95

2.50
0.50
0.50

0(A1Al

VINTAGE
CHASSIS

0.35
0,65

OCTAL CHASSIS
OCTAL PCB

0.95

GIANT 7 PIN (8131
SOCKET
4 PIN

8.50JÚ660

18.50
25.00
4.50
9.50
35.00
25.00
35.00

GIANT 4 PIN (47124)
NUVISTOR
SK406
SK410
SK410S
SK610A
CHIMNEY (S041019
SK610A1
U04 CHASSIS
UX5 CHASSIS
UX7 CHASSIS
X90 CHASSIS
I PGF CHASSIS

3.50
1.95
1.95
2.95
0.50

0.50

1

NOVAL

0.75

DIODES

00119
BA115
BA145
86148
BA154
BA156

06157
06744
BÁ301
BÁ302
BA313

86318
86378
BA521
BAV21

BAW62
BÁ013
BAX16
801058
81151
BY126
BY 127
BY133
BY164
BY176
BY179

0.10
0.13
0.16
0.17
0.06
0.15

0.30
0.75
0.75
0.85
0.75
2.95
2.95
1.75
0.30
0.19
0.04

0.12
0.30
0.79
0.10

0.11
0.15
0.45
1.20
0.63
0.55
81182
09184
0.35
0.45
BY187
0.40
BY199
0.14
BY206
BY708-800 0.33

8Y036

0.20
0.60

89055 600 0.30
BYX71 600 1.75

81X61
81088

BIY95(30
CS48

(SIOB
MR510
MR512

0647
0490
0691

0095
06202
N21DR
N23B

023(
23ER

N23WE

64001
N4003
N4004

64007
64148
84448
65401
N5402

89210 800 0.33

65403
65406

BY223

N5407

0.90
89298.400 0.22
BY299 800 0.22
09010
0.50
BYX25-600 1,25

15012

BV038 600R

n

65408
1044
TT923

i12002

OTHERS ON APPLICATION

0.15
0.10
0.35
8.00
18.50
0.65
0.65
0.15

0.10
0.15
0.10
0.40
5.00
2.95
4.95
4.95
2.95
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.02
0.10
0.12
0.14
0.12
0.13
0.16
0.16
0.10
0.15
0.10

EX-EOUIPMENT

SOCKET

4CX300A (LAMPS

75.00
75.00
75.00
19.50
35.00

M17 151601
M21

I I

W

M23 11760
n474121 GH

674 122WA

ZENER DIODES

15.00
10.00
5.00

175.00
55.00
45.00
55.00
55,00

61061 Series
0.15

M28 131G
M31 182GV
M31 184W
M31 190GR
M31 191W

45.00
45.00
55.00
45.00
55.00

BZY88 Series
0.20
M31 325GH
M38 100W
M40 120W
5E5E131

í975D

0.55
0.80
0.80
0.75
0.75
0.55
0.95

1.95
4.50
0.80
2.50
250124 0.95
25(1162
0.95
25(1172Y 2.20
25(1173
1.15
25(1306
1.75
25(136.1
0.50
25C1413Á 2.50
25(1449
0.50
2S(1628
0.75
1.50
25(1678
25(1945
3.75
75(1953
0.95
2SC1957
0.80
2S(1969
2.95
25(1985
1.50
25(2028
1.15
20(2029
1.95
25(2078
1.45
25(2091
0.85
25(2098
2.95
70(2166
1.95
25(2314
0.80
2S(2371
0.36
2SC931D
0.95
25019
0.55
25K33
0.55
35088
0.95

6.50

2111711

TDA4050

1.35

40(2508 AEI BASE
4(02500 MILITARY

CANS

TV106/2

2.95
2.80
3.95
2.50
1.95
2.50
1.95
1.95
1.95

TOP CAPS

DUAL

0.55
0.20
1.50
1.50
16.50

TVI06

195

TDA2030
TDA2140

2.50
2.50
6.95
1.95
2.50
1.65
2.20

4760

1(6800

115

1002010
1082020

1.49
1.49
2.50
2.50

0.80

1113055
11591

282219
282626
702905

TIP29(
TIP30(

0.75
1.45
2.50

1112955

75(495
25(496
25(784
25(785
25(789
25(9310
25(937
25(1034
25(1096
25(1106

1.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.55
0.55
0.75
2.15
2.15
3.95
2.25
2.25
0.40
0.42
0.43
0.55
0.42
0.95
0.95
0.45
0.45
0.47
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.60

T6021V
T6027V
16029V
16036V
T9002V
19011V
19015V
T9034V
190389
THY15/80
THY] 5/85

1.65
1.65

11148109

2.48
0.85
0.85
0.85

2S0715

1.75
2.75
2.95

ZR10I12
2N1100
261308

£1.00 per valve

08H (R I

45.00
95.00

iBA810A5

0.58
0.66

0.65

TIP146
TIP161

TIP125
T10142

0.90
RCA16335 0.85
RC 016572
0.85
520600
0.95
SKESF

2.65
0.89

TBA800

1.45

RC 616334

Valve Hardware List

B8G CHASSIS

£10.00
SOMA 60MA 100MA (SOMA
250MA 500MA 7OMA 15Amp
3Amp 4Amp 5Amp

RCA16039
RC A16181

1.95
1.45
1.05
1.00
2.50
1.95
1.95

0865600)
100570
TBA65IR
TBA673
T8Á750
TBA7500

valves

2Amp 2 5Amp 315Amp 4Amp

125 inch A/S(a 015 each

11365500
1BA560C

3.95
2.95
2.50
3.50
3.50
1.95
0.95
1.95
3.95
2.95
1.95
1.70
3.95

RCA 16079

C1.00 per ring

880 CHASSIS

125 inch 0/B (410 06 each
(4.00
250MA 500MÁ 7OMA IAmp
15Amp 2Amp 3Amp IAmp
10Amp

2.50

Special selection and matching of power

16Amp

1

1.95
1.90
2.25
2.15

1.00

CHASSIS

20MM A/S «0 0 15 each £11.50
IOOMA SOMA 160MA 2OMA
500MA 800MA 25Amp
2Amp 3.15Amp $Amp

1.24
1.50
0.75
2.25

166930
18812065/B/C
SA 50/1/U
186395
188396

1.45

02009
020108
R2312
R323
R2540

11

GE0542
M13000
M1E340
M1E350
0611520
MJE 2955

rings

$Amp

1

5.45
6.35
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.35
5.45
6.95
6.35
6.35
6.95
6.95
6.00

1311408

R2008B

GUI

Supply and fitting of pre amp damping

SPECIAL OEEEER
100 PER TYPE

1

BF990

130407

BUV41

2.50
2.50
9.50
1.98
0.40
0.75
0.48
0.95
MPSAI3
0.29
MPSA92
0.30
MRF237
4.95
MRF450A 15.95
MRF453 17.50
MRF454
26.50
MRF455
17.50
MRF475
2.95
MRF477
14.95
MRF479
5.50
OC16W
2.50
0(23
9.50
0(25
1.50
0(26
1.50
0(28
5.50
0(29
4.50
0(32
5.50
0(42
1.50
0(44
1.25
0(45
1.00
0(70
1.00
O(11
0.75
0(72
2.50
0(75
1.50
0(81
1.00
0(84
1.50
0(139
12.50
0(171
4.50
0(200
4.50
0(201
5.50
0(205
10.00

131951

Special Selection of pie amp -elves for low mrcrophony
etc
01.00 per valve

2MM 0/OB a' 006 each C4.O
IOOMA 200MA 2OMA 500MA
I Amp

7.95
7.95
11.50
11.50
7.95
7.95
7.95
1.50
2.65
3.50
1.50
1.65
2.50
1.50
1.00
1.50
2.95
2.95
2.15
1.15
1.95
1.80
4.25
1.95
1.80
2.95
2.25

0.32
0.32
0.77
B(Y48
1.75
BRI00
0.45
BRIO]
0.49
BR103
0.55
BR303
0.95
BRC4443
1.15
BRY39
0.45
BSW64
0.95
B5060
1.25
1311000/02 0.85
BT106
1.49
81116
1.20
Bí119
3.15
1.65
81120
1.95
1311105
NU108
1.69
BÚ124
1.25
BÚ125
1.25
1.60
80126
1.55
13132134
1.30
BU205
0.95
80208
1.15
BU208A
1.35
BU2080
1.20
BÚ326
1.50
BU326S
BFY50

We have recently introduce° a special in house selection
and can offer the following service for audio hi fi etc

8.50
8.50
8.50
6.35
6.95
6.95
6.95
7.50
5.45
5.45
7.95
6.95
7.15
8.50
8.50
0.90
1.25
1.10
1.40

713 5 LEAD

Mugid

E N T MULTIPLIERS
UNIVERSAL TRIPIER
DECCA 30
DECCA 80
DECCA 100
DECCA 120
DECCA 1730
GEC 2040
GEC 2110
ITT CVC1-9
ITT CVC20/25/30
ITT CVC45
PHILIPS G8 (550)
PH1(115 G9
190 697

(RE1400

8FR88
BFR90
BFR91
81142
BF143

6.65

FUSES

Heads

29.50
35.00

BFRBI

2.75
7.95

RANK 120A
SIEMENS TVK76/1
SIEMENS EUROPA
THORN 1500
THORN 1600
THORN 3500
THORN 8000
THORN 8500
THORN 9000
THORN 9600
íV11 STICK
íV13 STICK

PSB35
10° o

BfR40

0.85
SN7421
51076110N 0.89
917611514 1.25
SN76131N 1.30
51,11622600 2.95
519762278 1.05
S6762280 2.95
50765330 1.65
5676650N 1.15

0.50

íV18
íV20

1314995

Bf4997
BFR39

505590
5(9018
519178

S(13270
507414

0.28
0.28
0.26
0.18
0.35
0.34
0.29
0.32
0.37
0.38
0.65
0.25
0.19
0.32
0.25
0.32
0.36
0.68
0.35
0.23
0.25
0.23
0.23
0.25
0.30
1.50
1.75
0.35
0.35
0.55
0.75
1.15
0.60
0.85
0.30
0.26
0.32
0.25
1.35

81467
81493

0.15
0.30
0.35
0.28

731/25
RANK 0774
RANK 0823

25.50
25.50
25.50
18.95
35.00
27.50

BOWIO

PYE

VIDEO HEADS

3HSSN

0.11
0.11
0.16
0.14
0.40
0.20

B1I81

1.75
1.00
2.35
1.58
1.75

PVC

mired belt kits

3HSSHA
3HSSHB

6E458

PIE 7134 LEAD

Sanyo 01(9300
Sharp 9300 9500
Sharp 8300
Share 1300
Sony S1C5 7
Sony 6C
Sony SLC9
Sony 518000

31-155H

0.20
0.22
0.27
0.22
0.38
0.26
0.34
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.35
0.28

80182
BF183
81184
BF185
B1195
81197
BF198
81199
BF200
81240
81241
BF245
812561(
BF251

MC14518(P7.50
M1231B
M1232B
ML239

BF394
BF422
BF423
BF457

BF158
BO160
BF173
BF177
81178
BF179
81180

0.75
0.95

M(1327

ANI03

11371

1.65
0.35
0.65
0.39

13E154

060

MC1310P

1.50

80053B
8E115
8E119
BF121

032
0.45
0.65
0.65
0.60

130032

1.25

130702

0.75

BD379
BD410
BD434
BD436
BD437
BD438
BD510

BD107

1.25
0.90

BF259
BF271
BF271
BF273
BF335
BF336
81337
81338
BF355
BF362
10363

BD587
BD588
BD698
BD701

0.59
0.48
0.35
0.35
0.49
0.40
0.65

80242
80246
80376

0.20

BC 547

0.09

M. COMPONENTS LTD
0.75
0.65
0.45
0.45
0.95
0.95
0.95
1.50

80534
BD535
BD575

0.70
0.46

BD222
BD223
BD225
BD232
BD233
00236
BD237

0.10
0.10
0.10
BC 550
0.14
BC 551
0.08
BC558
0.10
BC639/10 0.30
19.50
BCY33A

0.10

79

0.30

Integrated Circuits
AN124

BD520

0.45

0.30

AF118

80518

0.59
0.42
0.42
0.50
0.30
0.30
0.32
0.30
0.32
0.30

AC125
AC126
AC127
AC128
A(128K

Af 116
AF117

010

BD115
BD124P
BD131
BD132

Semiconductors

AF 106
AF114
AF115

P.

SELECTRON HOUSE, SPRINGHEAD ENTERPRISE PARK
SPRINGHEAD RD, GRAVESEND, KENT DA11 8HD

35.00
59.00
59.00
45.00
75.00

MAY/JUNE '89
PRICE LIST

P.

SELECTRON HOUSE, SPRINGHEAD ENTERPRISE PARK
SPRINGHEAD RD, GRAVESEND, KENT DA11 8HD

selection from our
stock of branded valves
A

A1714
A1834
A2087
A2134
62793

02426
62599
A2792
62900
A3283
A3343

24.50
7.50

EA79

11.50
14.95

EA(91
10E42

6.50
33.50
37.50
27.50

(834

11.50
24.00

E8C41

35.95

E0C90
EB(91
EBF80

A(SP3A

4.95
AC/S2PEN 8.50
59.75
6(122
39.00
AH221

E48(80

EB41

1891
EBC33

18(81

EE1183

E8189
18193

AH738
A160

39.00
6.00

AN
ARP 12
ARP34
ARP3S

14.00
2.50
1.25
2.00
4.50
250.00

E8E21

55.00
25.00
35.00
27.50
17.95
32.00
195.00
135.00
32.00

E(90
1(91

A1II
65894
8058

BTI1
BT113
C1K

C3M

(1134
(1149/1
(1150/ I
C1534

1.95
1.50
2.50
1.20
1.50
3.95
0.85
2.50
1.95
1.50
1.95
1.95
0.95
0.95
0.95

0.95
4.50
4.50
0.75

E811

FM

1.75
7.95
1.95
1.95
1.95

E(70
EC81

EC86
EC88

ECC33

fCC3S

ECC81 SPECIAL

225

CV Nos PRICES

ON REQUEST

PHILIPS

1.95

E((83

0.95

D441
DA42
DA90
DAF91

04196
DC70

0.85

2250

NEW

17.50
4.50
0.95
0.95

ECC83 SPECIAL

low cross
coupling

low noise

1.75

D(90

3.50
5000
25.00
28.50
DE116
DET18
28.50
01920
2.50
35.00
DE 122
35.00
0E123
DE 124
27.50
22.00
DE 125
DET29
32.00
1.50
DF91
1.50
0192
1.25
DF96
1,25
DF97
8.50
DG10A
1,50
DH63
0.90
DH77
DCX 4

DK91

1.20

DK92

D163

1.50
2.50
1.00

0170
0173
0191
D192
D193

0(35

low microphony
03.50
EC( 83

BRIMAR

2.15

ECC83

PHILIPS

1.95

ECC83

SIEMENS

2.50

1(C85

1.S0

ECC86

2.75
1.35
1.50
2.00
2.50
6.95
6.95
0.60
7.95

ECC88
ECC89
ECC91

E(C189
E(C8015
ECC803S
ECC804

E((2000
1(180

1.15

2,50

ECF82

1(186

DOD -006
DY51

2.50
3.95
1.50
1.50
13.50
10.00
5.25
6.50
79.50
1.50

0786/87

0.85

E(1142
10181
E0183

1.50
1.70
1.85
1.85
0.85
6.50
2.50
10.25
4.50
4.50
3.50
1.50
1.75
1.50
1.00
1.50
0.60

01510
01S16
DM70
DM160

09807
1551
E80tiC

180(1
1801
1801
181CC
1811
E81CC

183CC

1831

186(
E88C

188C(

188((-01
(88CC
MULLARD

(90(C
E90F

E91H
E92C(
1991

11301
E180CC

(I80F
1182(C
E186F
E188CC
12351
E2801
E283CC

1288((
1810F
11148

1650
E452

1676

0.85
49.50
19.50
12.50
18.50

29.50
5.50
12.00
4.50
4.50
5.50
9.50
7.95
3.50
6.95
4.95
7.95
7.95
4.50
3.95
6.95
18.50
10.50
6.50
9.00
8.50
1.50
12.50
19.50
12.00
17.50
25.00
1.00
1.00

55.00
1.95

E(F200
(CI 707

WW1
E(F804

1(1805
ECF806
ECH3
EC114

E(H35

E(H84
101200
ECL80
EC182

1(183
E(184
E(1.85
E(186
1C1805

1137A
EF22
EF39

1.00

2.50
1.00
0.95
1.50
0.95
2.S0
3.50
1.50

EF40
1142
1150
1154
11 55

4.50
3.50

Ef'1

1f86

1.20
3.50
3.50
0.55
3.95
0.85
2.50

1186
MULLARD

4.50

E

I

'

IF 3
EF6I
1181
8185

2.50

4.50
1.95

E186/(04085

1191

5.00
1.50
195

EF92

2.15

EF93

1.50
1.50
1.95

1189

1194
1195
EF97

EL41

1142

1183
E184

0.90

KT77GEC 11.95
KT81
7.00
KT88 USA 12.95
KT88
Selection 15.00
2.50
KTW6
2.50
KTW61

KTw63
KT 163
187 20
1598
M508
M5143

M5199
M8079
M8087
M8083

4.50

ME1400
ME1401
ME1402
MHLD6
MP25
MS48
MU14
N37
N78

4.00
195.00
5.50
3.50
12.50

003
002
0B7WA

0(3
OD3

0M4
0M58
00/6
ORP43
ORPSO
P61
P41

PABC80
PC86
PC88
PC97

PC900
PCC84

PCC85

P(C88
P(C89
PC(189

P((805
PCC806
PCE82

P(180
PC 182
PCF84
PCF86

P(187
PCF200

P(F201
P(F801

9.85
1.50
2.50
2.50
1.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
3.00
1.75
2.50
3.95
2.50
2.50
0.95

0.75
0.75
1.10

1.25
0.40
0.55
0.70
0.70
0.70
0.10
0.80
0.80
0.65
0.60
0.65
1.20
1.25
1.80

P(1805
P(1806
PC1808

1.25

PCH200

1.50
0.85
2.50
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
5.95
69.00
2.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
2.00
0.95
1.75
1.50
1.25
0.60
0.52
0.78
1.25
1.25
1.50
4.85
4.95
6.00
3.50
2.95
0.60
0.50
0.70
0.70
0.70

P(l82
PCL83
PC184

PC185

P(L86
PC1805
PD500
PEI 100
PEN25
1E1940D
PEN45

PEN45D0
PEN46
P11200
PL36

P138
PL81

P182
P183
11.84

PL500
P1504
P1508
P1509
P1519
P1802
PL8077
P18?0
P932
P933
PY81

P982
P983

083 1750 139.00
085 3500 595.00
00E02 5 19.50
00E03 12 7.95
00E03 20 35.00
00106 40 45.00
00902 6 19.50
0090310 5.50
10

MULLARD 39.50

00007 50 55.00
00103 20 42.50
00106 40 45.00
1.50

0S75/20
0595/10
0S108/45
OS150/15

05150,30
05150/40
051205
051213

0037
0703-12
OVOS 25

V241UIK 195.00
12.00
6453
10.95
015631
VP4B

930

VP41
VR101
VR 105/30

4.95
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
4.50

90150/30
VU39
w21
W61
1077

W739
024
041

0.50
1.50
1.50
XFw50
XGI 2500 75.00
XC25
X1W47

XRI/32006
79.50

Y65

6.50

701100

2.50

911060

911020
711060
911070
911071
911290

1812 300 395.00
1812 500 495.00

2003-10/5/1/1
35.00
45.00
45.00
39.50
69.00

I70011

1759
180311

161000
LAI001
ZM1001
1241005
1761020

1911041

ZM1082
I911084
/NA 1115

LM1177

IM1202
IM1263
A3
014

402
822
827

0A13C80
UAF42
UBC41
UBC81
UBF80
UBF89
UB121

0.60
1.00
2.50

U(H41
U(H42

2.50

2E22
2126
2155
2K25

3.95

2K26

UCH81

1.00

21129

U(182

1.75

UCL83
0141
UF42

250

2K48
2K56

UL41

20271

34/1078
3A/1084
3A/109B
36/1108
3A/141K

0144
1.50
0184
0.85
U185
3.50
UUS
6.00
UU6
8.00
UU7
9.00
UU8
3.50
UY41
0.70
UY85
V235A IK
250.00

3A 1461
3A/1411

V238A,1K

3C45

3A/167M
3434
3A4

365
3612
3822
3826
3828
3816

295.00

250.00

3CYS

112466 7K 315.00

ENTER

30210

14

5AI52M
SA163K

5AI70K
SA

180M

SA 206K
5B -I IOM
5B -254M
5B 255M
5B -256M

55.00

ST4

25.00
24.00
15.00
1.50
39.50

1.50

29.50

9.50
9.00
10.00
6.25
9.00
10.00
10.00

5118

504GY

4.95

5R4WGY

5.95
5.95
1.95
4.50
4.50

504
5Y3GT

513
6/3012
6A/203K

6687
6AC7WA
6ÁG5
6ÁG7
6AH6

64)4
6417
641(5
6AK6
ÁA15
6AM4
60675

6ÁM6
6ÁN5

66984
6A05
6A08
6005
6055
6056
66576
6ÁT6
6AT8

660461
6AUSGT

6086
6AV6

64W84
6AX4GT
6ÁY38

6678
6880
6810

6806
6847
66480

60(8
6803
6016

68060
68116

68H8
6816

ON I(E1'LY CARD

6(16

6(16
6C

M7

6(S7
6(W4
6( X8

60(6
6018
6018

2.50
4.95
4.95
2.50
4.50
2.50
0.70
9.00
4.95

4.95
5.50
5.35
1.50
2.S0
2.95
1.95

2.50
3.50
2.50
4.95
4.95
3.50
3.95
2.35

6SS7

618

60601
6U7G
6U8A
6V6G
651661

6W461
6Y6G

6X2N
604

60561
6084
766
7AU7
786
187
708
717

4.50
1.95

7K7

4.50
6.95
3.25
2.95
2.95
0.75
0.95
8.00
3.95
2.35
1.35

707

71

794
8B8

8810
8805
8CW5
8E B88

8107
0132

0D17

Um
0E8

4.50
3.95

2CAS

601184

2.50
0.85
3.95
2.65
21.5
0.95
2.50
4.95
2.50
9.50
2.50

200613
2DW4A

6DW4B
615
6EA7
6E48
6108
6117
6EM5
61247
6E88
6EV7

61W6

6165
61118

6017
6GK6

66M6
6057
66V8
66W8
6695

61105
6HS6

6111

6H6GT
61187

6H18
6HM5

6658
61116
614

61561
616
617
6176

4.50
1.75
1.50
8.95
1.50

61664

250

6K7G
6K8G

1.95
1.75
2.95
4.50
0.95
1.95
3.50
1.95
1.95
4.50
2.50
1.95
1.50
4.50
3.50
1.50
2.95
1.50
3.00
1.95
1.50
1.50

1.65
3.95
1.35
1.50

6107
6015

60166

3.50
2.00
1.95
2.50
0.85

4.50

115.00

6507
651761
659767
6S0761

6112

6005
60068

6696

450

1.15

OEW7

6DK6

2.50
1.50
2.00
2.50
2.50
3.50

3.25
6.00
1.95

6.50
85.00

3.50
1.50
8.50
2.50
1.56
3.50
3.95
2.50
2.50
3.50
0.85
2.50
2.50
1.75
2.95
1.50
2.00
5.50
5.50
3.00
1.00
2.75
0.60
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
10.50
8.50
15.00
4.50

SPECIAL

615
617
6F13
6114
6117
6F23
6F24
6129
6128
6132
6F33

5R4GB

5WÁ

D6GA

14.50
15.00
15.00

5.50

50408
5940

6C

611

1950.00
2.95

5184
5U46

6806

1430

58-257M
58258M 14.50
125.00
5(22
2.50
5(184
53180E

3(X3C00A7
650.00

V2464/IX

56/10213

69.50
70.00
32.50
39.50
37.00
29.50
60.00
2.50
1.50
2.25
3.15
49.00
7.95
295.00
49.50
95.00
250.00
140.00
250.00
5.00
12.00
9.00
11.00
12.00
11.50
7.50
7.50
10.00
3.95
1.50
4.50
3.35

2021

110

4016
4T85P
481504
401500
4X500A 350.00

2822
2C36
3( 39A

2021

2.00
10.00
3.50

4GV7
416A

6A7
6A8

2(95

85.00
125.00
125.00
2.25
2.25
2.95
1.50
150.00
35.00
55.00

4657

2.50
16.50
11.50

2(51

2.25
2.25
1.75

D00.00

4021/4 1254
4032
41274

6C B5

6(56
475.00

025
2A3
2ASISA
787

0.70

UF85
UF89

6CL8A

5Z4G

UCC84
UCC85
UC180
UCH21

11180

.4(X10004

1.50
1.75
1.50

2(43

U(92

6(146

T4
U4
US

0.95
1.00
1.75
1.20

6(5
6(6
6(8G

6(67

SS

2C40
2C42

1S0

6C4

125.00
4013504 100.00

45.00
75.00
2.50
2.50
25.00
1.50
1.50

2(39BA

6017

AM PI RE O

4.00
4.50
3.50
3.50
10.00

4.50

68/6

6(04
6(67

B35A
B63A

R5

61307A
6BR7
6057
68W6
6BW7

6C9

B3GT

P28

1.00
1.00
2.50
3.50
1.00
1.95
3.95

9.50
19.85
18.95
12.50
1.50
12.00
8.00
6.00
8.00
7.95
14.00
9.00
10.00
6.50
9.00
55.00

6898
6805

150.00
45.00
4C 0250816
65.00
4C 0750K
115.00
SIMA(
400750R

1.95

K3
N5GT

0.70

4.00

6816
6818
6BM6
68N6

40(2508

425.00

1.20
6.00
12.00
9.00

6804

SIMA(

4(05000A

1520M

2.00
3.00

U192
U193
U251
U801

4)((125(

75.00
265.00
42.50
195.00
195.00
195.00
65.00

1359

TT100
1Y2 -125A 85.00
T94 400
85.00
197-6000A
600.00
TY8-6(0W
365.00
9.50
U19
0.90
U26
3.50
U35
9.00
U37
1141
6.95
U82
U191

0.40
31170E 1450.00
0.40
31
2.50
304
4-65A
75.00
d 250A
85.50
4 400(
87.50
4-10004 425.00
4832
35.00
48070
1.75
4816
1.95
4(78
25.00
4035
145.00
4CS250R 285.00

4(01500B

1302(

/M1023

450.00

1.95

149.50
6.95

177
1300T

T82 300 195.00
T83 750 115.00

183-2000

49.50
39.50

3E22
3E19
3E17
3H

XRI-6400A

ZM1021

USO

7.50

0162011

TB2-5/3E0 95.00

T122

4.50
4.95
1.95
1.50

0660(65
076M
0(24

1.15
7.00
3.95
5.00
9.50

145.00
85.00
85.00
95.00
R 10
4.00
018
2.50
RGI 240A 14.50
RG3 250A 6.50
RG3 12500 35.00
RR3 250
15.00
RR3 1250 35.00
SI 1E12
38.00
10.00
5104-2K
6.00
SC1/1300
3.S0
SP61
S10280/40 11.95

T121

4.50
1.50
4.50

W8IM

XNPI2
2.50
OR 1/16004
49.50

093 125
094 250
094-400

TT15

4.50
5.00

4.85
4.00
6.95

0906 20 29.50
0008 1008

2.50

1.80
1.35
0.85
1.25
1.00
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Mosfet audio

you thoroughly grateful that
bipolar power devices exist. The
worst snags with the convention' al type of output stage, as shown
at Fig. 1, are certainly the poor
gm, giving a gain of significantly
less than
(about 0.8 in Fig. 1)
and the high gate capacitances.

t can also confirm that mosfet
20kHz at 0.7 percent for 12VRMS
quiescent current stability is de- out.
finitely an issue. Figure
is a
At this point people may be
conventional output stage, wondering why anybody would
driven by emitter -follower Tr,. wish to use these truculent deIvor Brown's thought -provoking
With generous heat -sinks hut no vices at all. There is, despite the
piece on mosfet power amplifiers
thermal compensation, this in- above, a powerful attraction in
in the February 1989 issue jarred
creased its quiescent current the great electrical and thermal
slightly. It may he "generally The usual mosfet comple- from 70mÁ to 90mA after 15 robustness, and the
absence of
accepted.' in the introverted
mentary pairs-and these are few minutes at full drive. Part of the the high -frequency switching
world of the hi-fi magazines that
and far between
yield poor problem here is that optimistic artefacts that plague power hipoa lot of feedback is inherently
output swing capability for a engineers (surely a contradiction' lars.
bad, hut nowhere else. The only
given rail voltage.
in terms) have been beguiled;
Like Ivor Brown, I considered
"undesirable effect" that comes.
Figure 1, with ± 32V rails, into using a simple variable re- that wrapping negative feedback
to mind is poor slew -rate capabilyields 401ti' RMS into 81, as sistance to set the bias voltage.! around the output devices
ity stemming from heavy against the 64W theoretically, This is unwise, if only because' looked promising, and in 1979
dominant -pole compensation,
possible. The high quiescent cur- current source Tr] runs warm evolved the hybrid circuit in Fig.
made necessary by overrent required (around 100mA and drifts in value.
2, in an attempt to combine the
generous provision of open -loop
here, but as high as 500mA in
Another problem which is' good qualities of bipolars and
gain. However, since no one ever I some designs) makes the overall' even worse than it looks is thel mosfets. Stage gain increases to
seems to be able to point the
efficiency worse. Bipolar output driving of the mosfet input' 0.94, half of this loss being Jue to
finger at any commercial design
stages typically require much
capacitances; these are not only) the 0.2211 source resistors, and
that suffers from slew -limiting in
less, say 20mA, and their setting large but also vary wildly with! quiescent stability is
excellent
use, it would seem that this is
is a more precise business, as the
Vas, often over a 2:1 range.; since Tr3 and Tr4 remain almost
rather a non -problem, though
point between where crossover Although point A in Fig. is at al cold; note that Vhe-multiplier Tr7
no doubt constant repetition will
spikes disappear into the TI ID low impedance (a condition un- is not thermally coupled to anykeep the concept alive.
residual, and gm doubling starts. likely to exist in a real closed-; thing. Also, the optimal quiesTo he more positive, I agree
is better defined (though loop amplifier) the distortion' cent current is reduced to about
with him completely on the
whether you can keep it there is a measured there rises rapidly 45mA.,Open-loop THD falls to
many drawbacks of power mosmatter between you and your above 5kI Iz, though not enough! 0.04 percent at I2VRMS, and
lets initial exposure to mosfet
thermal compensation arrange- to affect the output TI ID, which, remains flat with frequency as
power -amp design tends to make
ments).
remains absolutely tlat 201íz-1 the bipolar drivers are fast TO -5
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[FEEDBACK
devices. This seems an excellent
basis for a complete closed -loop
amplifier, and the stage combines very happily with the usual
differential -pair and common -

emitter -gain -stage topology.
THD drops to 0.004 percent at
12VRN S and kHz, though it
rather disappointingly fails to
disappear altogether. At present I
am not sure whether this is
because negative feedback has
trouble coping \kith the transfer of -control in Class AB, or if it is
due to loading the vulnerable
high -impedance collector of the
voltage -gain transistor that replaces Trr.
One of the most intriguing
points in Mr Brown's article was
the possibility of improving output swing by operating the output stage at a gain of more than
one, allowing elbow -room for
large Vg, swings. The bipolar/
mosfet configuration works well
at a gain of 1.8, which should be
ample for a large Vag to be developed on the driver collectors,
though TI -ID worsens to 0.1 percent open -loop. Unfortunately
no output increase at all was
visihle since, as with the devices
shown, Vg, never exceeded 3V
peak and all the output limitation appeared to be due the high
on -resistance. It may be significant that R,,,, does not appear on
the device data sheet...
Douglas Self.
London E 15

Bouncing gyro
check
It is amazing what colourful
ideas a little gravity in the region

of a precessing gyro can engender. 1)r Aspden's anti -gravity
(January 1989) or Mr Jones'
vanishing mass (January 1987)
which fortunately failed to vaporise Professor Laithwaite and
quite a hit of the local countryside. may be rather more prosaically described as acceleration.
The clue lies in Dr Aspden's

May 1989

diagram (b), combined with a
little imagination. Turn it onto
its side, and the forces F' disappear. For the same rate of
precession the forces F are much
greater since there is no gravity
to help them, for which reason
fixed links are needed to transmit
them, and so P is larger. Reverse
the direction of precession and
you reverse the direction of P.
Demonstrations such as Professor Laithwaite's never show this
second aspect for severely practical reasons! But if we do not
oppose P. the assembly would
accelerate away along the axis of
precession, and this could he
easily demonstrated by mounting the whole thing on a light
trolley. Of course a suitable
source of torque would have to
accompany it, and in this case
the torque would be transferred
to the ground and reacted out by
altering the load on the wheels
on either side, giving us another
problem to get confused about.
We could eliminate this if we
wished by mounting a second
pair of gyros on the same shalt,
rotating in the opposite sense to
the first pair and balance out the
torques against each other, thus
producing an independent system which will "disobey" the
Third Law of Motion. Something
of this sort will produce a "lilt
force" if stood on its end, and
even levitate.
From what has been said here.
and adding the appropriate conclusion from the absence of centrifugal force that Mr Jones refers to, we can see that the action
of a precessing gyro can be quite
simply described as generating
two accelerations, one along the
axis of precession and one at
right -angles to and towards it.
The great problem seems to be
how to "explain" all this in terms
of Newtonian theory. I suggest
that we are wrong to try. Newton
himself would be the first to
point out that he limited his
theory strictly to Galilean inertial reference systems. These
neither rotate nor accelerate.
The reference system of the
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pressing gyro does both. What
would give Newton a lot more
sleepless nights, I think, was the
19th century discovery that mass
varied with motion. The complete invariance of mass is
axiomatic to Newton's theory.
Whatever any of those "classical"
theories that satisfactorily explained that variability are, the
one thing they cannot he is

Newtonian.
Alan Watson
Mallorca
Spain

Bradley, not

Einstein
Long before Relativity was invented
even before it was
generally accepted that light had
James Bradley
a finite velocity
(preceding Albert Einstein by
200 years) invented Stellar
Aberration.
The fact that the idea came to
him through sailing his dinghy
(up -wind) on the River Thames is
a measure of his tenacity as a
scientific observer. The fact that
he was able to confirm his idea by
measuring the displacement of
stars as the Earth moved round
its orbit (and to deduce a new
value for the velocity of light) is a
measure of his stature as a scient ist.
Yet how could he have since
been so completely forgotten? In
spite of the (now) commonplace
observation of the displacement
of the 'acoustical' position of a
high-speed aircraft, few presentday 'experts' on relativity experiments appreciate the corollary
that dawned on Bradley 250
years ago.
Were it not for the high velocity of light, coupled with the low
acuity of the human eye and
brain, the average new -horn
babe could not help but notice
that, as it lunged towards its
mother's breast, its destination
appeared to jump momentarily
away from it. causing the brighter infant to exclaim not "Mum-

-

-

my" nor "Einstein" hut
"Bradley"!
Robert V. Harvey
Grasmere

Computers are
too slow
I must rise to the support of the
wind tunnel as a solver of the
fluid flow equations (The Kernel
Logic Machine, EWW. March
1989). As pointed out elsewhere
(Letters, New Scientist, I December 1988), calculating the
flow even at a million points
around a car provides extremely
poor resolution; something like
64 billion would be needed to
model the flow in correct detail.
A real wind tunnel will model the
flow at the equivalent of perhaps
two billion points. and all in
parallel, a considerable improvement on even the most optimistic forecasts of computer de-.
velopment.
Most wind -tunnel testing is
not hampered by the lack of a
moving -ground floor; aircraft
performance, wind loads on
structures, pollutant dispersion,
for instance, do not require it.
Those that do, such as highperformance cars, and especially
racing cars, often use one of the
five tunnels in the UK.
Longer -term weather forecasting is not amenable to modelling. Many meteorologists and
mathematicians believe that

supercomputers are

approaching the limit of 'look ahead', in the sense that after
about seven days, further prediction becomes so sensitive to the
starting conditions that the
problem requires an impossibly
high -resolution grid of measured atmosperic parameters to
work on. In the classic phrase,
'the flap of a butterfly's wing' is
enough to trigger a hurricane.
Computers will continue to do
well on average quantities such
as predicting climatic changes
due to man's alterations of his
environment. hut don't hope for
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too much in predicting whether
it will rain in Brighton next
August Bank Holiday!
John Willis
British Maritime Technology,
Teddington.

leagues on the course and myself
have found is in finding a suitable industrial placement. Far

from welcoming undergraduates
with open arms, as you might
expect of an industry so short of
manpower, many companies
have been far from helpful. Let-

Circuit symbols
Symbols used in electronic circuits are intelligently chosen.
For example, a switch is shown
by drawing its essential parts.
But less obvious examples also
carry a meaning. Thus the first
transistors were made by taking
a good, thick base and infusing
two small electrodes.
But what about the BSI imposition of the rectangle symbol
for the resistor, to replace the
traditional 'wiggly line'? The
rectangle has achieved recognition in the rather conformist
educational world, but design
engineers (and their journals)
appear to have rejected it.
BSI should be a little more
cautious. Circuit symbols are a
truly international language,
whose domain greatly exceeds
that of the English language
itself. Further, this language of
symbols is the basis for international exchange of information.
BSI is not competent to decide
on these symbols. Its authority is
too local.
Michael McLoughlin
I laherdashers' Aske's School

Switch -off
Following recent articles in the
press regarding the shortage of
engineering graduates and the

'oily rag' image that engineers
command. I feel I should write to
bring to your attention a further
reason why engineering isn't a
more popular career for graduates.
I am currently in the penultimate year of a four-year sand-

wich electronic engineering degree and am about to embark on
the second of two six-month
periods in industry.
The major problem my col-
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ters written to companies enquiring about a possible placement regularly meet with no
reply or an abrupt letter saying
that they do not operate undergraduate placements of any kind.
Those more fortunate to receive
an encouraging reply normally
attend an interview only to find
that the company has little idea

of what work the undergraduate
be required to do.
A further problem which is
common to almost all such
placements are the wages
offered. They can rarely be described as little more than
appalling For example, one
undergraduate last year was employed by a very large international company in Watford. This
company paid him the equivalent of, 125 a week before deductions. After paying £50 a week for
accommodation, the food, transport and clothing coming out of
the remainder, he could rarely
afford to visit his home in Birmingham, let alone save any
money.
Many of the jobs themselves
have been equally poor, with

will

undergraduates finding themselves doing odd jobs and being
left to tie up loose ends of projects rather than being set a
project of their own or being
included as part of a team working on such a project.
With employers showing so
little interest in their future
work force, is it really such a
surprise that nearly 50% of engineering and science undergraduates opt for a different
career on completion of their
degrees? Until industry provides
more encouragement to undergraduates and those about to
select their degree courses, the
future for British industry must
surely look a little shaky.
Malcolm I lolmes
Barton le Clay
Bedford.

Anti -gravity
By 1970, I had predicted and
observed the vertical behaviour

of the gyroscopic top described
by Harold Aspden. During 1971,
I built machines of two types,
both well documented as having
worked.
So there are two types of inertial drive and we are faced with a
dilemma: which path to follow?
My scant knowledge of the work
of other workers indicates that
the tendency of researchers is to
follow, yet again, the wrong
path; the one deemed acceptable
by the establishment. That this is
so is evidenced by the description
of the machine in Aspden's
article.
Class
machines are entirely
non -Newtonian and the spin axes
of the gyros maintain a constant
attitude with respect to the main
drive axis. There are no gyro couple loads on the rotor bearings. If these machines are tested
1

Flywheel

There are also machines
which appear to he Class 1, but
which are. in fact, Class 2: these
devices would seem to involve
nutation, together with a slight
flexibility in construction.
A top may he set into precession without nutation and ex-

periment confirms certain
things: it accelerates into precession without an impressed force
in the horizontal plane: it pursues an orbital path without
horizontal centripetal restraint;
and there is no angular momentum about the tower. These are
clear violations of the three axioms of motion and present the
"experts" with the problem of
explaining how classical mechanics can claim to account for a
phenomenon which violates its
own axioms. If the contradiction
appears, we may he sure that
there has been faulty logic or
false assumption inserted into
the system at some stage.
Alex Jones
Alderney
Channel Islands
Disturbing
force

F

Counter

balance

Spring balance

(7)

in a Newtonian fashion, that is to
say, by trying to measure a drive

force F against the local frame,
then they conform to Newton
and appear not to work: also,
gyro couple forces appear in the
hearings. This behaviour is a
direct consequence of the nature
of precession.
Class 2 machines are partly

Newtonian with a constantly
varying spin -drive axis relationship. The gyro -couple forces
on the rotor bearings can he
considerable, as is the vihrat ion.

High -resolution
frequency counter
The author points out some cor-

rections to the January article:
Pins 4 and 6 of gate F should he
transposed; Capacitor CI is 15pF;
Resistor Rs is I00it not 100kí1;
and +5Va appears on the wrong
side of Li. And in Fig.4, for pin I7
of IC6 and IC7 read pin 7.
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Dual buses for
industrial 110
Anthony Winter of Arcom Control Systems outlines some of the
cost -saving options provided by the use of VN1E/STE mixed -bus
architectures
seems that the vast majority of complementary bus developments over the
past few years have been aimed at increasing or optimizing overall system
throughput. Typical examples are buses to
provide fast local memory accessing or
message passing between semi-independent
intelligent subsystems. This is good news for
the designer of. say. CAE workstations
whose foremost concern is handling as many

standard hus*. The bus in question is
IEEE -1000 STEhus: a single-Eurocard
scheme which is closely matched to the
needs of the industrial control designer. Its
limitation' of an 8 -hit data path is. in fact. a
benefit for industrial I/O applications, because it makes interfacing both simple and
cheap and there is little or no performance
penalty for the majority of tasks. because
most I/O chips are designed for 8 -bit buses
With more than 50 suppliers now in the
STEhus market. there are hundreds of modules to choose from and. moreover. the
members of the S'I Ebus industry have cooperated to adopt a further informal 'signal conditioning' standard which has resulted in
a very wide range of complementary. singleEurocard. real -world interface functions
with screw terminals for easy connection to
plant.
The concept of integrating the VME and
STE buses was designed into STE from the
start. It can be achieved by either adding an
interface to a \'ME processor hoard and
porting the processor's memory to both the
VDIE and STE buses, or by building \'ME I/O
hoards with dual -bus interfaces and some

It

a

microinstructions per second as possible.
hut what about the more down-to-earth
engineer developing a medium -complexity
industrial control system? This type of project needs a reasonable amount of computing power and. perhaps because of this. the
engineer initially opts for a bus like \'ME.
But when it comes to implementing the I/O
scheme, which might run into hundreds of
channels, cost reduction becomes the major
driving force. Unfortunately. this need is
generally incompatible with the interfacing
requirements of the \'MEbus scheme and
also, it has to be said, with the apparent
high -profit business objectives of the majority of VIM Ebus hoard manufacturers.
This makes industrial I/O an area ripe for
exploitation by multiple -bus architectures.
which allow significant reductions in costs.
It is now possible to achieve this result using
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'See. for esanrhk. 'STE hus as an i/o bus in 1:VE :r:arms'
he Tim Ellsmore. Elrit r-uniis& I1'ircles World. February.
1987. pages 13 -fi.
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latching circuity to allow very low-cost
(STEhus) processors to he used for adding
intelli¢ence to an I/O subsystem. Both these
approaches are embodied in Arcom's VMEbus hoard line. The easiest way to understand the concept is to consider
which has dual -bus interfaces.

ONE

a

CPU hoard

waft T\\'O BUSES

The VSCO20 CPU board illustrated is a
conventional double -height VMEhus 68020
processor module with an expansion connector to accept a single Eurocard containing the STEhus interface: the 68020's memory is linked to the \ MEhus. STEhus and
68020. The interface to STEhus memory and
I/O space appear as windows in the CPU's
memory map. All the system designer needs
to do to access the STEhus is write into this
portion of the memory map - in the same
manner as if defining the width of \'MEhus
memory access, for instance - and the
command is transferred. The memory map

opposte illustrates this.
With two bus interfaces available. the
designer is free to partition the system for
optimum cost-effectiveness. choosing \'CIE
modules for computation and memory. but
selecting STEhus modules for the industrial

517

The VSCO20 board with dual VME and
STEbus interfaces. The STEbus interface is
a daughter board, connected to the outer
rows of the P2 connector. The board
contains a 68020, a socket for a 68881
floating-point unit. 1Mbyte of ram, four
32 -pin eprom sockets and two serial I/O
channels. It costs £1250 in its 12MHz form

I/O. This approach to system design changes
the economics drastically. For example, a
typical VMEhus I/O hoard, say a digital I/O
function, costs around £500. Implementing
the equivalent function via STEbus which
requires a simpler bus interface works out
at around £250. The larger the system. the
greater the savings. VSCO20 also provides a
powerful upgrade path for STEhus users:
some simple software changes allow an
existing STEbus system's processing power

-

-

to he multiplied around tenfold (this figure
is taken from benchmarks of an 8N11 -1z 68008
STEhus CPU against the l6?ll Iz version of
this 6801_0 hoard), whilst retaining all the
basic programs and OS -9 operating system

environment.
This facility to migrate the design either
up or down in processing power is an
additional and powerful capability. When a

STEBUS BASICS

standard, IEEE 1000, brings major benefits
to the systems-building community, offering
designers a powerful, fast and above all
cost-effective means of implementing systems for applications such as control and
instrumentation systems.
The bus was designed by a group of
engineers independently of commercial interest, and now has a major following, with
dozens of suppliers and hundreds of users.
STEbus' main features are

-

Information on STEbus ís available freely
via an independent manufacturers' and usSTEMUG. This organisation
ers' group

-

provides a number of helpful services including a document which describes the bus
in considerable detail for prospective users.
Free copies may be obtained from Arcom on
request (Units 8-10. Clifton Road. Cambridge

an 8 -bit bus embracing the Eurocard stan-

dard and designed for low cost
independence of processor manufacturers, giving the widest choice of processor
on any 8 -bit bus
provision for future requirements through
asynchronous, non -multiplexed data
transfers at over 5Mbyte/s
a full 1Mbyte addressing range
up to 4Kbyte I/O space
a positionindependent, non -daisy chained bus
multiprocessor capability
high-speed burst transfer mode
eight attention -request lines
vectored or non -vectored interrupts
interrupt -acknowledge cycle
read -modify -write cycle
fully buffered signals and terminated
backplane for data integrity

design cycle starts, unless you possess some
similar detailed experience or have undertaken extensive feasibility studies, it is usually not clear how much processing power you
need. The result can be a 32 -hit VMEbus
system performing a control task that is well
within reach of a Z80 running on STEbus (at
say one -quarter of the cost), or an STEhus
system designer resorting to techniques
such as rewriting sections of code in assemb-

4

Gigabytes

CB1 4WH).
-

In the UK. the bus has over the last 3-4
years, literally changed the face of the UK's

board -level computer market sweeping
aside STD and dozens of proprietary singleEurocard bus standards to become the
dominant 8 -bit board -level standard. Its
main application area is in small -to -medium
size data acquisition and control systems,
and its standardisation as IEEE -1000 has
resulted in widespread user acceptance and
a fast-growing following of manufacturers.
The result is a UK STEbus market currently
running at some f7M pa and growing at
around 50% pa.

Expansion showing
the STE bus

FFFF FFFF

interface
A16 /1:116

Repeat
of lower
2G byte

ler or adding another CPU. offloading a
computing task to get the system functional.
An STEhus system configured in this manner has nothing left in reserve to cope with
any future system expansions. The VMEbus
designer has to pay a very high price for the
system, whilst the STEbus designer's costs
and development time have mounted out of
proportion
and with the possibility of a
redesign.
The dual VME/STEbus concept changes
this situation. Provided that you choose a
68K -family processor running under the
OS -9 operating system. you can start with an
STEbus CPU and upgrade the computer
power at a later date. or start on VME with
STEbus I/O and downgrade to. say. a 68008
for the target -system versions. This flexibility also extends to the field. and consequently offers a considerable benefit to people who
have started to outgrow their original STEbus systems as the I/O workload increases.
This is a particular issue with STEbus
systems running OS -9. the industry standard operating system for real-time
multi -tasking systems based on tilotorola
processors. OS -9 has a complicated and
rigidly -defined I/O structure and imposes a
considerable computing penalty on I/O operations. If the processor is only 8- or
8/16-hits wide. as is almost invariably the
case with STEbus. then an expansion of I/O

For many designers, one of the key design
choices influencing bus selection is processor type. STEbus gives virtually unlimited
freedom in this respect Arcom alone offers
no less than 12 choices of CPU embracing
nine different processor families: Z80A,
64180, Z280, 80188, 8052, 6809, 68008,
8088 and 68020.

STEbus is now approved as a full world
standard by the American IEEE. The 1987

4

16

/032

7F00

Control
Memory

7E40

1/o

7E80
7E40

7EFF FFFF

Not used

7E80 0000

Serial i/o
Reserved

7E 2800
7E

A32/016

XX

20XXXX

Eprom

space

7E 00

-
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Arcom VME
slave address

424/016
7D00

A32/032
space

000F FFFF

A24 /032
7C

Mbyte
onboard dram

00

1

Hex address

High character hex address

VSCO20 memory map, showing how the module's memory is ported to VMEbus, STEbus

and the 68020 microprocessor.
Example application demonstrates costs savings by using STEbus boards
Board function

conversion (x 3)
High-speed A -to -D
Graphics controller
Parallel I/O
A -to -D

SCSI/FDDC

Backplane (J1/STE)

Total

Typical vMEbus
implementation costs (£)
1000 [2 x 1/2 -height]
535 [1/2 -height]
525 [1/2 -height]
295 [1/2-height]
595
165

£3095

Typical VMEbus/STEbus
implementation costs (£)
567 (3 boards)
372
485
125
341 (2 boards)
98

£1988
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VME P

Transition back plane

VME

Physical connection of dual -bus systems. A full 32 -bit double -height VMEbus system
needs a simple transition backplane to connect STEbus to the two outer rows of P2. A
16 -bit system can use an STEbus backplane directly as VME J2
I/o requirements

Implementation

Accelerometer

conditioner

Thermocouple

<:]

conditioner

c>

Graphics display

<1>

Status indicators

E>

Moss memory

Printer and
keyboard control

An example application, illustrating the system's input/output requirements

can outgrow the system's processing capabilities. The dual -bus concept allows an upgrade to he implemented while retaining all
he installed I/O and wiring. The final computer. as well as costing less. can look

identical to a pure VMEhus system. since
both buses are based on Eurocards and can
easily he integrated in standard 19 -inch
racks.
Physically, the S'I Ebus interface appears
on the two outer rows of the lower P2/J2
connector - the two rows unused in standard
\ Maus pin assignment. This allows STEhus I/O hoards-with CPUs if required-to he
connected very easily: a small transition
backplane takes the signals from \'ME to
STEhus. allowing the use of two hackplane
systems in one cabinet. If only one 32 -bit
\'\lEhus CPU is required in the system, as it
might he if the system designer started out
on Sl'Ebus and is now purely upgrading the
CPU power, then the position is even easier:
you simply use a standard STEbus backplane
on the bottom and a standard, half -height
16 -hit VMEhus hackplane on the top row if
the VMEhus needs expanding. It is worth
pointing out that not all single-Eurocard
buses can work with VMEhus in this way.
The G64 scheme, for example, is implemented on the a/h rows of the DIN
connector. and therefore cannot work with a
full 32 -hit specificat ion \'M Ehus system.

May 1989
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Adopting this approach to industrial control design does not restrict the use of either
bus in any way. The \'\1E 'side. of the \'SCO20
has an arbiter and mailbox circuitry. allowing it to function with other VMEhus CPUs.
so that the full multiple -processor capability
of \' NE can he exploited. Similarly, the
STEhus side can also incorporate intelligence and this bus allows you to run systems
with up to three processors communicating
over the bus (see the box for background on

STEbus).

EXAM PI,IE SYSTEM
The most obvious way to understand the
benefits of this approach to systems design is
to look at an example application. The
hypothetical system shown in the diagram

performs high-speed data acquisition. monitoring real-time vibration and temperature
data from an engine test-bed. Even in this
relatively simple system. multiple sensor
in -puts demand a reasonable amount of I/O.
Accelerometers acquire the vibration
data, their outputs being taken to a highspeed A -to -I) converter. Less than 16 channels are needed, hut rapid conversion and
analysis are needed to provide a real-time
graphic display of the resultant data. with
signal processing using fast tiwrier Transforms to analyse the harmonic levels of the

signal. This requires a substantial amount of
computing power, so a 68021) processor
hoard, with the built-in option of adding a
floating-point processor device. is chosen.
Forty thermocouples measure temperature, the signals being digitised via three
16 -channel 12 -hit A -to -D converter hoards.
Low-cost hoards are suitable for this part of
the system because high-speed conversion is
unnecessary.
A colour monitor presents the temperature information. some led hargraphs show
the vibration levels and lamps indicate the
test bed status. The hardware requirement is
a high -resolution graphics hoard. plus 32
lines of parallel digital I/O. SCSI and floppy disk drive.
In this example. we have not ignored the
use of low-cost 'half -height' VME hoards,
where they are relevant. However, in general. this approach suffers from two key problems. Firstly. although the half -height VMEbus interface circuitry is simpler than for a
32 -nit system. it still imposes a significant
relative cost and size penalty: in systems for
process control, which require low cost per
channel there is still an appreciable difference compared to STEbus.
Secondly. and more fundamentally. a
totally half-height VME system only allows
you to upgrade to 16 -bit processors - a
relatively small advance in processing power, particularly when you consider some of
the combined 8/16 -bit chips that are readily
available on STEhus. The feeling is that most
designers would like to make a large jump in
processing power all the way to 32 bits.
Half-height VMEhus seems to he coming to
an end: it fulfilled a temporary market niche
whilst VMEhus was on its early curve. lowering the cost of target systems for 16 -bit
users, and will now begin to fade away.
The example system - despite its relat ively
modest I/O needs. clearly demonstrates the
costs savings that can he achieved by using
lower -cost STEbus hoards for I/O. In this
case. as can he seen from the cost breakdown
shown in the table, there is around £1001)
saving in I/O cost on a £3000 system. The
CPU boards were not included in the figures
Arcom's \'SCO20 complete with dual bus
interfaces. 12.5\11-Iz 68020 and 1Mbyte ram
costs £ 1250.

-

OTHER ARCHITECTURES
The dual -bus concept in this article has been
introduced by looking at it on a processor
hoard. but the system is just as easily applied
to a VMEhus I/O hoard. Taking a 'dumb'
hoard called \'SP80 an 80 -channel parallel
I/O module - as an example. the STEhus
interface again appears on the two outer
rows of the P2 connector. and is linked to the
\ MEbus via two 16 -hit wide data latches.
which can cause interrupts when written to.
This somewhat simpler kind of inter -bus
allows \ 1Ebus users to implement their I/O
systems with the benefit of low-cost STEbus
CPUs as intelligent controllers. The latches
provide a mechanism for controlling the use
of the board between the host VMEbus CPU
and the slave STEhus I/O controller.

-

In a further article. Jeremy Bentham will outline
the software considerat ions of dual-hus systems.
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Data storage by silicon file
Traditional data -storage media have their limitations. The
silicon "disk" provides a solution to most of them.
ANDREW MURPI
possihly the

most versatile - certainly

the most ubiquitous

-

storage

medium is the floppy disc. Faster than
audio compact cassettes. the floppy disc
provides the added advantage of random data
retrieval. During operation, the read/write
head is brought into intimate contact with
the surface of the disc. To minimize wear on
both the head and the disc. the drive motor is
switched off between accesses. causing delays while the drive achieves the correct
operating speed for the next access.
In the hard -disc drive, the disc rotates
continuously, reducing delays to the time
necessary for the head to he indexed to the
appropriate track or cylinder. Delays are
further reduced by the use of multiple head
designs: the head 'flies' just a few microns
above the surtace of the disc. minimizing
disc and head wear. A hard -disc drive can
store tens or hundreds of megabytes. which
can be changed at will or retained indefinitely. In large systems, multiple -disc drives can
provide almost limitless storage capacity.
Both floppy -disc and hard -disc drives are
susceptible to vibration and shock. and a
'head crash' in which the read/write head is
brought into contact with the surface of a
hard disc can render megabytes of data
unreadable. Current technology makes such
occurrences extremely rare.
Optical discs, similar to the now -familiar
'compact disc', are scanned by a laser beam

Internal block diagram of silicon file disk,
which provides an access time of O.lms.

20 MBVM.
Silicon Noon.,

;o w'

Sootily

controller

li]KBI

Hdetector<.."n

Drn« r.pner

J
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storage densities than the hard -disc drive
hut, once the data has been written to the
disc, it cannot he changed. This 'write once.
read many' (WORM) technique is particularly suitable for archival storage: a typical
WORM disc can store in excess of two
gigabytes of data on a single removable disc.
New optical -disc systems with multiple

read/write capability are just becoming
available. As yet, their operational reliability
is unproven, hut this technology seems
promising. \ccess times and data -transfer
rates indicate that improvements can he
expected hut, at present, speeds are currently well below those of hard-disc standards.
Mechanical equipment. however sophisticated, is prone to wear and head misalignment during normal everyday use and therefore requires regular servicing if it is to
maintain peak performance and reliability.

l'ower failures. 'brown -outs'. micro disconnection and over -voltage transients
on the mains supply can wreak havoc during
disc operation unless special precautions
such as uninterruptihle power supplies and

mains filters are installed.
A new solution to most of these limitations is provided by the solid-state "disc" -a
revolutionary concept with no moving parts
and hundreds of times faster to access than
conventional hard discs.
A solid-state unit, no larger than a 51/4 -in
disc drive, can provide a 40 Mhyte capacity
with an access time of only 0.1 ms and a
data -transfer rate of up to 20 Mbytes per
second with a 32 -hit data word.

In addition to the faster access times. higher
data -transfer rates and improved reliability,
silicon discs must also offer reasonably high
data capacity and the ability to retain data in
the event of the power being interrupted.
Until recently, dynamic ram (dram) was

YBOM

C100

which also eliminates any mechanical contact with the disc. These provide even higher

new device employs the latest trench capacitor. 1.0 µm c-mos technology and some
advanced design techniques to achieve a
Mbit capacity with a standby current of only
30 µA over the temperature range 0°-50°C.
The 1.1P1)42061 differs from standard
dram in the amount of power necessary to
maintain data in power -down mode. This is
achieved by holding the refresh input pin
low and clocking the lips input at a frequency
determined by the ambient temperature.
1

COMPARISON OF I IARI)ANI)
SILICON-I)ISC DRIVES
The most important factor in the performance of a disc drive is the access or 'seek'
time. In conventional mechanical disc drives
this is made up of two components: the time
it takes to access the current track and the
time to find the correct sector. This second
component is dependent upon the rotational
delay of the disc drive the time it takes to
rotate to the correct sector once the correct
track has been found. For the fastest hard
discs, these access and delay times are 15ms
and 8ms respectively, where 8ms is an
average time based on these drives taking
I 6ms for one full rotation. (Tablet).
For a silicon file the seek time is greatly
reduced and the rotational delay is completely eliminated, since there is no mechanical movement.

-

Table 1. Silicon "disk operation compared with that of
hard discs.

access
time

average
rotational
delay

total

15ms

8ms

23ms

O.lms

0

O.lms

SILICON DISCS

Silicon file

L

IY

the only high-capacity semiconductor memory available for use in auxiliary storage
sytems. These devices, however, would require inordinately large batteries to maintain the high refresh currents necessary to
retain data.
To overcome this problem NEC has developed the µPD42061 silicon -file chip,
which combines high storage capacity and
exceptionally low power consumption. The

ESDI

H/disc drive

silicon
disc
drive

The solid-state disc concept has opened
the way to more efficient long-term updatable storage. Short term usage can also
achieve substantial benefits by exploiting the
much faster access times available. Ilighvolume 'virtual disc' use, in which hard -disc
based data is dumped to solid-state disc for
instant access and returned to hard disc at
the end of the session, is no longer limited by
available memory size.
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29. Gauss and Weber: an unlikely partnership.
W. A. ATH ERTON
Gauss has been described as "a queer
sort of fellow", ambitious and "glacially cold". Weher is said to have been
friendly, modest and unsophisticated. One
twice the age of the other. they seem to he an
unlikely pair to have established a scientific
partnership
one which, even today,a
century-and -a -half later. is still recalled as
epoch making: Carl Friedrich Gauss. the
father figure, one of the great mathematical
geniuses of all time; and Wilhelm Eduard
\Veber, a young and brilliant experimental
physicist. Together they iniroduced absolute
units to magnetic science, discovered Kirchoffs laws fifteen years before Kirchhoff.

-

organized measurements of the Earth's
magnetism which set a precedent for international scientific collaboration, and produced the first operational electromagnetic
telegraph. Their exceptional scientific partnership of six years was broken only by
politics.
GAUSS
C. F. Gauss has been hailed as one of the
greatest scientific virtuosos of all time. At
mathematics he was supreme and is compared with Archimedes and Newton. It was

originated the statistical technique
known as "least squares", which he then
used to established his reputation as an
astronomer by calculating the orbit of Ceres
he who

as

if by magic.

Gauss was a giant amongst mathematicians and had been established in his university post at Gottingen since 1807. In 1828
he was persuaded to attend a scientific
convention in Berlin. It was the only one he
ever went to and he hated it. However. it was
to he a turning point in his life for it was
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there that he was introduced to \Veber.
Gauss was already interested in geomagnetism and saw Weber as a suitable collabor-

ator.
Though financial speculations were eventually to make him wealthy. Gauss was born
into a poor family on April 30. 1777 at
Brunswick in Germany. lis father, whom he
described as "domineering, uncouth, and
unrefined", held various lahouring jobs. His
mother is said to have been intelligent hut
semi -literate.
It is claimed that Gauss learned to calculate before he could talk! Certainly he was a
arithmetical prodigy who astonished his
school -teacher. His father was persuaded to
allow him to study instead of working to
support the family, and at the age of 15 he
became financially independent thanks to a
stipend from the Duke Ferdinand. He entered the Brunswick Collegium. In 1795 he
entered the University of Gottingen. having
already made some independent mathematical discoveries previously made by others.
Three years later he was hack in Brunswick.
living alone, and working intensely on
mathematical ideas which came thick and
I

fast.
Cold and uncommunicative, hating controversy. he was ambitious yet deeply conservative and staunchly nationalistic. When
the duke raised his grant in 1801 Gauss
have not earned it.
remarked, "But
haven't yet done anything for the nation."
Perhaps in order to do something for the
nation he set his mind to astronomy and
I

I

became the director of the Gottingen
observatory in 1807.
Ten years later he turned to geodesy and
in 1820 began a triangulation survey of the

state of Hanover which he completed 27
years later. For the first few years he did
most of the field work himself, tolerating
poor transport and inadequate facilities.
Early in the work he invented a new surveying instrument, the heliotrope, a device
which coupled mirrors to reflect the Sun's
rays with a telescope. At 15 miles, the image
in the telescope was as bright as a first
magnitude star'. There was now, he said, a
method which could communicate with the
Moon.
Gauss married twice and fathered six
children. I lis first wife died in 1809 shortly
after giving birth to their third child. Gauss
"closed the angel eyes in which for five years
I have found a heaven". The baby died soon
afterwards. Gauss married again in less than
a year, choosing his wife's best friend for his
second wife. He quarrelled with his sons and
his second wife later suffered from tuberculosis. She died on September 13, 1831. Two
days later. Weber arrived in Gottingen to
joir him. Gauss was 54, Weber almost 27.

WEBER
Wilhelm Eduard Weber was horn in Wittenberg on October 24. 1804, one of twelve
children of the professor of theology at the
local university. His childhood home was
therefore quite different from that of Gauss.
Of his three brothers and a sister who
survived to adulthood, one brother became a
minister and the other two became professor:, at Leipzig. For six years from 1837
\Veber was also a professor at Leipzig. Three
brothers being professors at the same university must be close to being unique.
Weher entered the University of Halle in
1822 and completed his doctoral thesis on
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the theory of reed organ pipes in 1826 under
J. S. C. Schweigger. Schweigger was the
inventor of the "multiplier", the coil used in
magnetic needle current detectors and the
forerunner of the ammeter. Up to that time
Weber's work had concentrated on wave
oscillations in water and air. Two years later
he gave a talk at the Berlin convention about
his work on oscillations in organ pipes, and
met Gauss. In April 1831 he was offered the
professorship of physics at Gott ingen.
In the six years of the partnership at
Gottingen, from September 1831 to November 1837, the two worked on absolute
magnetic units (i.e units based on mass,
length and time and not involving any
specific instrument or standard) and were
interested in terrestrial magnetism and in
establishing international co-operation in
geomagnetic measurements.
Weber's partnership with Gauss, however,
was severed by politics. In 1837 a new king
came to the throne of Hanover and at once

revoked the previous liberal constitution.
Weber was one of seven Gottingen professors
who bravely signed a protest and, like the
other six, was sacked on order of the king.
Attempts to have him reinstated failed. lle
continued to work on the magnetic
measurements and the international collaboration and visited London and Paris, but
in 1843 he left Gottingen to join his brothers
in Leipzig. When the political scene in
Gottingen changed in 1848 Weber was able
to return and resume his career hut it was
then 1848, Gauss was 71 years old, and their
collaboration was never renewed.
In 1840 Weber defined the absolute electromagnetic unit of current and determined
the amount of water dissociated by the flow
of a unit of charge. For a time a commonly used unit of electric current was named after
him until displaced by an international
congress held in Paris in 1881 which adopted
the ampere. (The weber became the name of
a unit of magnetic flux in 1935.) In 1852 he
defined an absolute unit for electrical resistance. Three years later, with his close friend
Rudolph Kohlrausch he established the ratio
between the electrodynamic and electrostatic units of charge as part of their test of
Weber's ten -year-old law of electrical force.
The result, published two years later and the
only one available, was used by Maxwell in
support of his electromagnetic theory of
light. If converted to a ratio of electromagnetic to electrostatic units their result gave the
figure of 3.1074x 108 metres per second,
very close to the measured velocity of light.

TI IE GOTTINGEN TELEGRAM

I

By the early 1830s there had been many

suggestions for electric telegraphy though
no fully operational system had yet been
built. In Russia. Baron P. L. Schilling had
developed instruments from about 1825 and
received government approval to build a line
in 1836. The Cooke and Wheatstone partnership in Britain began in 1837: and not
until 1844, after frustrating delays, did
Morse open his first line. But it was in 1833
that Weber construc ed an electric telegraph. It remained in use until 1838.
Originally Weber's line was for scientific
use, but Gauss soon realised the military and

522

a 3500 -turn insulated copper -wire coil
on a bobbin. Later the number of turns was
doubled. For signalling the bobbin could he
moved up and down the magnet by a lever.
This movement produced a short pulse of
current in the coil, the direction of which
depended on whether the bobbin was going
up or down. The coil was connected to the
line by a commutator which could reverse
the connections to the line. By moving the
bobbin up or down, and controlling the
position of the commutator, positive or
negative pulses could he sent at will.
The receiver was equally ingenious.
though few instrument makers would want
to copy the size and weight of its moving
parts. On a large copper frame was wound a
coil of :1000 feet of insulated copper wire.
Inside this a heavy permanent magnet. 18
inches long, was suspended by silk threads
so that it was free to move2. The small
currents effected only a tiny movement of
this hefty magnet. A small mirror was fixed
to the supporting threads. A telescope with a
scale placed above it was positioned a few feet
away. Viewed in the telescope, the reflection
of the scale in the mirror provided detection
of the movement of the magnet.
Messages were coded as to whether the
pulses caused the reflected scale to move to
the right or to the left, and a coded alphabet
was designed (Fig. 2). An alarm was added to
summon the operator at the receiver when a
message was about to he sent. A larger
movement of the magnet set off the alarm
either by striking a hell or by tripping a
leaver which operated a clockwork alarm.
Though their telegraph system was used for
several years it was never adopted commercially. Steinheil had some success with a
redesigned version which printed dots on to
a moving roll of paper.
Both Gauss and \Veber received appropriate honours. not least the naming after them
of magnetic units. Gauss had always treated
himself for any illnesses, with success; hut in
the end, with increasing heart disease, he
came under a doctor's care. By autumn of
1854 he was very ill and became increasingly
bedridden. Ile died in his sleep, in Gottingen. on February 23, 1855, aged 77. after 24
years as a widower.
Weber never married. Ile also died in
Gottingen. peacefully in his garden on October 24. 1891, at the age of 86. Though
perhaps an unlikely partnership, between
the glacially cold and ambitious Gauss and
the friendly and modest Weber. the fruits of
that partnership live on today, 150 years
later.

was

Fig.1. Gauss and Weber's telegraph
transmitter2 showing the two -bar magnet
(A), the coil on a bobbin (B) and the lever
for moving the bobbin up and down.

commercial value. Not having time to develop it commercially themselves they invited Steinheil of Munich to do so. In the
long run the Gauss and Weher telegraph did
not contribute significantly to the rise of
electrical telegraphy in the nineteenth century. Its importance lies in its rightful claim
to being the first to he operated on a regular
basis.

Early in 1833 Weher strung two uninsulated copper wires on posts over houses and
two towers from the university physics
department to the astronomical observatory. The wires broke "uncountable" times.
The next year they were extended to the

geomagnetic observatory, a total distance of
about two kilometres. The line was improved
over the years but was eventually destroyed
by lightning in 1845. by which time it was no
longer in use.
At first the telegraph was operated from a
battery hut in the second or third year this
was replaced hy an "inductor"-an ingenious
electromagnetic generator (Fig. 1) designed
by Gauss'. This was simply a heavy (34kg)
compound two -bar magnet around which

Gauss and Weber telegraph
code. Messages were coded as pulses
which moved a reflected scale to the left or
to the right.
Fig.2. The
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of pioneers of electrical
communication will he the British mathematician Alan Turing.
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THE 'ALADDINS' CAVE OF ELECTRONIC &: COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
I

COLOUR MONITORS

PRINTERS

I

POWER

I

I

P,u h.., i, nay. i
nit grabble sn'ini<t,n n rang r,r prime., to suit nn nerlira
16' Decca, 80 series budget range. colour monitors, features In- Ilia
emit,. MamoIhei 'on',Jn hatgmn. ran he seen at our Soon, l,mdon Shop
clude PIL tube. attractive teak style case, guaranteed 80 column
HAZELTINE
ESPRINT Small desktop 100 cps print speed with both
resolution, only seen on monitors costing 3 times our price, ready
to connect to a host of computer or video outputs Manufacturers RS232 and CENTRONICS interfaces Full pin addressable graphics
fully tested surplus, sold In little or hardly used condition with 90 day and 6 user selecable type fonts. Up to 9.5 single sheet and tractor

SUPPLIES

All power supplies operate from 220-240 v AC Many other types from
3v to 10Kv in stock Contad sales office for more details.
PLESSEY PL 12/2 Fully enclosed 12v DC 2 amp PSU. Regulated and

protected Dim cm 13 5 x 11 x 11
New £16.95 (B)
AC -DC Linear PSU outputs d + 5v 5.5a, -5v 0.6a, + 24v 5a Fully regulated and short Prod Dim cm 28 x 12.5 x 7
New £49.50 (C)
POWER ONE PI-IC 24v DC 2 amps Linear PSU fully regulated
New £19.95 (B)
BOSHERT 13088 switch mode supply ideal disk drives or complete
system +5v 6a. e 12 2.5a.-12 0 5a. -5v O.Sa. DM cm 5.6 x 21 x 10.8
New £29.95 (B)
BOSHERT 13090 same as above spec but outputs of +5v 6a. 24v
1.5a +12v 0 5a, -12v 0.5a
New £39.95 (B)
GREENDALE 19ABOE 60 Watt switch mode outputs + 5v 6 a. + 12v
la -12v la. - 15v 1a D. 11x20x5.5
RFE Tested £24.95 (B)
CONVER AC130-3001 High grade VDE spec compact 130 watt
Ultra Fast 240 cps NEWBURY DATA
switch mode PSU Outputs give + 5v 15a, -5v la, + &-12v 6a Dim 6.5
8840 High Speed Printers
x 27 x 12.5 Current list price £190.
Our price New £59.95.00 (C)
FARNELL G6/40A Compact 5v 40 amp switch mode fully enclosed
Only £449
New £140.00 (C)
A
from a now
nables us FARNELL G24 5S Compact 24v 5 amp switch mule fully enclosed
to offerfbylou this amazinng British M ade qualityt inter
clearance
New £95.00 (C)
prices SAVING YOU OVER £1500 II the NDR8840 features high
ONLY
Special Offer
speed 240 cps print speed with integral, fully adjustable paper tractor, giving exceptional fast paper handling for multi part forms etc.The
EXPERIMENTORS PSU
(c)
unit 'features 10 selectable type fonts giving up to 226 printable
characters on a single line. Many other features Include Internal
Made to the highest spec for BT this unit gives several fully
electronic vertical and horizontal tabs, Self test, 9 needle head, Up to
protected DC outputs most suited to the Electronics Hobbyist.
15.5" paper, 15 milion character ribbon cartridge lie and standard
+5v 2a.+& -12v la, -+24v la and +5v fully floating at Soma.
RS232 serial Interface. Sold in SUPERB tested condition with 90de
Ideal for school labs etc. Quantity discount amiable.
guarantee
Only £449.00 (F)
Fully tested with data RFE = Removed From Equipment
EPSON model 512 40 column 3.5" wide paper roll feed,high speed
matrix (3 lines per second) printer mechanism for Incorporation in
point of sale terminals. ticket printers data loggers etc. Unit features bi
The AMAZING TELEBOX
directional prirthead and integral roll paper feed mech with tear bar.
pp
Requires DC volts and simple parallel external drive Ioglc.Compiete
TELEVItSION
QUALITY
with data. RFE and tested
Only £49.95 (C)
EPSON model 542 Same spec as above model, but designed to be Brand new high quality, fully cased ,_7 channel UHF PAL TV tuner sysused as a slip or flatbed printer. Ideal as label, card or ticket printer. tem. Unit simply connects to your TV aerial socket and video monflor
Supplied fully cased in attractive, small, desk top metal housing,Com- turning same into a fabulous colour TV. Dont worry it your monitor
delewith data. RFE and tested
Only £55.00 ID)
have sound, the TELEBOX even has an integral audio amp for
PHIUPS P2000 Heavy duty 25 cps bi direction daisy wheel primer. doesn't
drhnna a speaker plus an auxiliary output for Headphones or HI Fl sysFully DIABLO, OUME, WORDSTAR compatible. Many features In tem
Many other features' LED Status Indicator. Smart moulded
dude frill width platen - up to 15" paper, host of available daisy wheels, caseelc.
Mains powered, Bull to BS safety specs. Many other uses for TV
single sheet paper handling, superb quality pdrlt Supplied complete sound or video
etc. Suppled BRAND NEW with Mr year guarantee.
with user manual & 90 day guarantee plus FREE dust cover & dais Carnage code (B)
wheel.
BRAND NEW Only £225.00 (E)

Brand New Only £199.00 (E)
paper harxlling
full RTB guarantee 1000's Sold to date.
DECCA 80 RGB - TTL ) SYNC input for BBC type interface etc. CENTRONICS 150 series. A real workhorse for continuous use with
DECCA 80 COMP 75 ii composite video Input with Integral audio tractor feed paper, either In the office, home or factory, desk standing
amp & speaker deal for use with video recorder or TELEBOX ST or 150 cps 4 type fonts and choice of Interfaces. Supplied BRAND NEW
Order as:
any other audio visual use.
£99.00 (E)
150-SN up to 9 s
£ 185.00 1)
per handling
150 -SW up to 14.5" paper handling
£225.00 E
150-GR up to 14 5" paper plus full graphics
£245.00 E
When ordering please specify RS232 or CENTRONICS interface.
BRAND NEW CENTRONIC 14 monitors in attractive style moulded
case featuring hi res Mitsubushi 0.42 dot pitch tube with 669 x 507
pixels. 28Mhz bandwidth. Frill 90 dayuarantee.
NDR
£159.00 (E)
Order as1004-N2 for TTL ) sync RGB for BBC etc
1003-N1 for IBM PC etc fully CGA equiv
£189.00 (E)
11
1005-N2 RGB interface for OL 85 columns.
£169.00 (E)

Only

HIGH DEFINITION COLOUR

20

II

&

2211

AV

Secials

Superbly made UK manufactúre, PIL tube,all solid state colour
monitors, complete with composite video an sound inputs. attractive teak style case. Ideal for a host of applications including Schools.
Shops, Disco's, Clubs etc. Supplied in EXCELLENT little used condition with 90 day guarantee.
20' Montt or £165.00 (F)
22' Monitor £185.00 (F)

MONOCHROME
MOTOROLA M1000-100 5' CRT black & white compact chassis
monitor measuring oriy cm 11.6h ,12w 22d. ideal for CCTV or computer applications Accepts standard Composite video or individual
H & V syncs. Operates from 12v DC at apprx 0.8a. Some units may
have minor screen marks, but still in very usable condition Full
Only £29.00 (C)
tested with 30 day guarantee & kill data
Fully cased as above, with attractive moulded, desk standing swivel
and tilt case Dim. cm 12h,14.5w,26d.
£39.00 (C)
JVC type 751-7 5" ultra compact black & white chassis monitor for
12v 0 7a DC operation Dim cm 11 h.I4w,18d. Simple DIY circuit data
included to convert data and separate sync input to composite video
Input. Ideal portable equipment etc, Supplied with full data.
Brand New £65.00 (B)
KGM 324 9' Green Screen. Little used fully cased, maids pfxcv+ered
high res monitors with standard composite video input. Fully tested
£49.00 (E
and In excellent condition
20' Bieck & White monitors by AZTEK COTRON & NATIONAL
All solid state, fully cased monitors, ideal for all types of AV or CCTV
applications. Units have standard composite video inputs with integral audio amp and speaker. Scld In good, used condition- hilly
Only £85.00 (F)
tested with 90 day guarantee.

FLOPPY DRIVE SCOOP
Drives from Only £39.95

op

at

£16.95

R
COLOmonitor

1

Most of the items In this Advert, plus a whole range of other
electronic components and goodies can be seen or purchased
at our

**

South London Shop

**

TV SOUND

I

& VIDEO

TUNER

---

ONLY

£29.95

Located at 215 Whitehorse Lane, London SE25. The shop Is
TELEBOX ST for monitors with composite video Input £29.95
on the main 68 bus route and only a few miles from the main
TELEBOX STL as ST- but fitted with integral speaker
£34.95
A23 and South Circular roads. Open Monday to Saturday from
purchase of standard 5.25" disk drives enables us to
TELEBOX RGB for use with analogue RGB monitors
£59.95
9 to 5.30. parking Is unlimited and browsers are most weloffe you prime product at all time super lay prices. All units un ess
the
of
from
NEW
ulty
come.
Shop
callers
also
save
cost
carriage.
removed
often
BRAND
equipment.
stated are
Colour ,.hen used nth ndurClt I. R( inversion SO <unable for IBV.(i.ONl,
tested and shipped to you with a full 120 day guarantee. All units
npc colour monitors DA I A sheet i m request. PA 0r c rscas ,'c rslons ('A I
offered operate from e 5 and + 12 volts DC. are of standard size and
accept the common standard 34 way interface connector.
TANDON TM100-2A IBM compatible 40 track FH double sided
Keep por h,v eons ('I)Ot rind RI:I (Alit I inn uu,
Only £39.95 (B)
rdngc uf IIR \NI) 5I'w roofing fan,,
TANDON TM101-4 FH 80 track double sided
Only £49.95 B) Modems to surf 211 applications and budgets.
Reese contact our technical sales staff you
AC FANS
Specify 240 or 110 v
JAPANESE Halfght double sided drives by Canon, Tec,
more
information
or
assistance.
Ma ntenance free, sealed longrfe LEAD ACID 3' Fan dim 80x 80x38
Toshiba etc. S Pec 40 or 80 track
£8.50 B
Only £75.00 (B) requre
A300 12v 3 Ah
£13.95
3.5" ETRI sirmline 92 x 92 x 25
£9.95 B
TEAC FD55-F
track double skied Half Height
SPECIAL
A300 6v 3 Ah
£9.95 A 4 Fan Dim 120 x 120 x38
£9.95 B
Brand New £115.00 (B)
A300 6-06 v 1.8 Ah
RFE £5.99 A
As above - TESTED RFE
baudRMODEMS
Only £4.95 C
DISK DRIVE ACCESSORIES
10' round x 3.5" Rotron 10v
£10.95 B
NICKEL CADMIUM
ONLY £149 l!
34 Way interface cable and connector single £5.50, Dual £8.50 (A)
Quality 12 v 4 Ah cellpeck. Originally made DC FANS
PSU for 2 x 5.25" Drives MASTER SYSTEMS type2/12 mlcroproces for the TECHNICOLOUR video company, Papal Miniature DC fans 62x62x25 mm
5.25" DC power cable £1.75. Fully ca
£19.50 (A) Chassis PSU for 2 x 8' drives
£ 15.95 (A)
£39.95 (B) sor controlled V22 full duplex 1200 baud. This this unit contains 10 high quality GE nicad, D Order 812 6-12v or 814 24v
£12.50
fully BT approved modem employs all the latest type cells, configured In a smart robust 4" 12v DC 12w 120 x 120 x 38
8" DISK DRIVES
£14.50 ((B
features for error free data comms at the stag- moulded case with DC output connector. Dim 4" 24v DC 8w 120 x 120 x 25
SUGART 800/801 single sided refurbished
£12.95 A
£175.00 E) gating speed of 120 characters per second cm 19.5 x 4.5 x 12.5. Ideal portable equipment BUHLER 12v DC 62 mm
SUGARY 851 double sided refurbished
£260.00 E) saving you 75% of your BT phone bills and etc
IOW's of whcr fins and blu,.en in mock ('AI.I
BRAND NEW £24.95 (B)
MITSUBISHI M2894-63 Double sided switchable Hard or Soft
or SAIi fur more Mails
- data connect time II Add these facts to our
12v 17 Ah Ultra rugged, all weather, virtually
tor
BRAND NEW £275.00 (E) give away price and you have a superb buy !1 indestructable retiRabte NICAD stack by
SPECIAL OFFER Dual 8" drives with 2mb capacity in smart case Ultra slim unit measures only 45 rim high with ALCAD. Una features 10 x individual type
with Integra! PSU
ONLY £499.00 (F) marry integral features such as Auto answer, XL1.5 cells In wooden crate. Supplied to the
Frill LED status indication, RS232 interface MOD and made to deliver exceptionally high
Please call for availability or further info.
Remote error diagnostics. SYNC or ASYNC output currents & withstand long periods of
use. SPEECH or DATA switching, Integral storage in discharged state. Dm cm 61 x 14 x RACAL-REDAC real time, colour drafting
PCB layout system
£3950
TATUNG PC2000. Big brother of the famous EINSTEIN the mains PSU, 2 wire connection to BT litre etc. 22 Cost over £250 Supplied unused & tested DEC VAX11/750
inc 2 Mb Ram DZ. and full
TPC2000 professional 3 piece system comprises: Quality high res Supplied fully tested, EXCELLENT slightly used complete with Instructions
£95.00 (E doc etc.
New £8500
GREEN 12 monitor, Sculptured 92 key keyboard and plinth unit con- condition with data and full 120 day guarantee. EX EQUIPMENT NICAD cells by GE HP7580A 8 pen digital AlBrand
drum plotter with
Removed from
taining the Z80A CPU and all control electronics PLUS 2 integral
and believed in
Interface
As New £4750
LIMITED
goal but used condition. 'F' size 7Ah 6 for IEEE
TEAC 5.25' 80 track double sided disk drives. Many other features
(D)
CHEETAH Telex machine
£995
QUANTITY
Also 'D' size 4Ah 4 for £5 (B)
£8 (B)
Include Dual 8" IBM format disk drtve support, Serial and parallel
1.5
kw
115v
Hz
60
source
power
£950
outputs, full expansion port 64k ram and ready to run software. Sup500 watt INVERTER 24v DC to 240v AC sine
complete with CPM, WORDSTAR, BASIC and accounts packwave
Hz
Mb
50
output
NEW
BRAND
85
V22
1200.2400
(E)
£275
BIS
£399.00
CONCORD
BRAND NEW
age.
SOLDER SYSTEMS tin lead niter timing
RIXON Ex BT Modem 27 V22 1200 £225.00 (E)
Disk Drives ONLY £399
Full 90 day guarantee.
machine for PCB manufacture
£350
4800
MPS
4800
BT
DATEL
/
RACAL
EX
price
OVER
1400
Original
£
modemEQUINOX for
£295.00 (E) End of line purchase enables this brand r ew CALLAN DATA SYSTEMS multi user INTEL
20300 37d sync use.
S100 system capable of running either TURBO or
(IMS)
unit lobe offered at an all time super low puce based UNIX system complete with software
P
2412 278p/3760 4 wire n ufem unit
and 40 Mb winchester disk drive.
M Unit features heavy dutybox
£2750
standard
poweeul EX BT h Ny tested.
199.00 (E) The NEC D2246 8' 80 Mb disk drive featu es WAYNE KERR RA200 Audio, real time
I
fre& dua192kl
B double sided disk
drives
PSU,
slot S100 bpu
full CPU control and industry standard SMD
of RAM allow the use of MODEM 20-1 75.1200 BAUD for use with
Two individual
e
boards with
£3000
interface,
high speed data transfer and quency response analyzer
Ultra
£49.00 ( E )
multi user software with upto 4 RS232 serial Interfaces. Many other PRESTEL etc EX BT fullytested.
access times leave the good old ST506 inter- TEKTRONIX 1411/R PAL TV test signal
TRANSDATA
307A 300 baud acoustic coupler face standing Supplied BRAND NEW with tandard.
features indude battery backed real time clock, al IC's socketed etc.
Brand New £49. (E) fuDualman
TEKTRONIX R140 NTSC TV test sigggnal
Units In good condition and tested prior despatch, no documentation with RS232 I/O
RS232 DATA CABLES 16 ft long 25w D plug to
rd.
at present hence price of only £245.00 (F)
M
l d rivie, plug n 135 Mb s
system for0 IBM
Only £9 95
S100 PCB's IMS A465 64K dynamic RAM £55.00B IMS A930 FDC 25 way D socket. Brand New
£350
AT unit In case with PSU etc. £1499.00 (F) HP 332711A Correlator system
As above but 2 metres long
£4.99 A Interface cards for upto 4 dives on IBM AT PLESSEYportable Microwave speech / data
controller £85.00 (B). IMS A862 CPU & I/o £65.00 (B)
12v DC, 70 nine range.The pair £275.00
link
new
A
Brand
new
plug
for
£2.95
etc
available
at
£395.00
&
cable
type
socket
BT
SAE for full list of other S100 boards and accessories.
19' Rack cabinets 100's in stock from £15.00
A MASSIVE

l
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All prices for UK Mainland. UK Customers must ADD 15% VAT to total order value. Minimum order, cash £5, Credit Card £10. Official account orders train
Government Depts, Universities, Schools & Local Authorities welcome -minimum account order value £25. Carnage charges IA) £1.50. (B) £3.50, (C)
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Twin -rail, dual -output,
stabilised power supply
A 0V to 35V variable

supply giving 5OmA and 4A outputs

J.L. LINSLEY 1100I)
ALTHOUG11 this power supply design is
intended specifically for use \vith the
Class A/AB most-et power amplifier

+ve

DC

Tr 3

output

Raw DC input

circuit described in Electronics and Iireless
World, March 1989, it could equally well be
a general-purpose, variable -output
bench power supply unit, covering the range

C2

C1

used as

C4

In this case, those features such as the
speaker -output direct -voltage -sensing trip
circuit, included to protect the speakers in
the event of an amplifier component failure,
could he deleted. The design itself, with a few
modifications, is based on an earlier circuit
which I decribed in Wireless World in January 1975, and which has been in daily use in
my own laboratory since 1974.
A particular feature of this 1975 design
which I have retained in the current circuit
is the ability to wind up the voltage on both
positive and negative rails slowly and symmetrically. This is a most welcome facility
when one is initially testing a newly built
unit, since it allows one to check that all is
well before applying full power. For this
reason, I have retained a dual -gang potentiometer as R34/R134, whereas a couple of preset
pots would otherwise have been used.
I have shown the basic circuit of this I'SU
in simplified form in Fig. 1. For the sake of
clarity, only one half of the design is illustrated. The other half is a mirror image of

this.

METHOD OF OPERATION
This is a fairly conventional layout. with the
`pass' transistor, (Tr3), used in the common emitter mode, with the output taken from its
collector circuit. This gives a higher output
impedance than if it had been used in the

rather more conventional common collector mode, shown in Fig.2, when the
output would he taken from the emitter
circuit, but it offers several compensating
advantages.
These are that the base current of Tr3 is
drawn from the O\' rail rather than from its
own collector circuit as in Fig. 2, which
allows the minimum voltage drop across Tr3
to be a good bit less, which is helpful in
minimising mains transformer cost. It also
lessens the dissipation in Tr2, since this is
now only required to turn on as much
current as Tr3 demands, rather than having
to pass more, in the quiescent state. than the
maximum base current likely to he required
by Tr3 at full power output.
The method of operation of the circuit of

524
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Fig. 1. Basic

33k

8

3k3
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circuit of one stabiliser. Four circuits of this general type are used

Fig.1 is straightforward. The negative end of
taken to a reference voltage supply of
some convenient value, such as -12V, and
the positive end of R34 is taken to the power
supply positive output rail. The operational
amplifier IC1 then acts to sense the potential
at the junction of Rt1 and R4. and adjust the
voltage fed to the base of Tr2 in such a way as
to cause Tr3 to increase or reduce its output
current to bring the inverting input of IC1
hack towards the required OV level.
In the circuit layout of Fig.]. over -current
protection is given by Tr] since, if the voltage
drop across R1 exceeds the base -emitter
turn -on voltage of Tr1. this will conduct and
effectively short-circuit R34, causing the
R4 is

-10V min --

transistor stabiliser connection, which gives less output
current than the arrangement of Fig. 1
Fig. 2. Conventional "pass"

output voltage to collapse to a level at which
the current demand falls to the level set by
R1.

Because of the very high gain of ICI, the
output impedance of the power supply sys-

tem is very low at DC and very low audio
frequencies. The output impedance rises at
higher frequencies due to the action of the
stabilising capacitor (C3) across IC). but at
these frequencies the impedance of the
supply line decoupling capacitors C1/C2 is
adequately low anyway.

SPEAKER DC -OFFSET TRIP
CIRCUIT
major problem with 'direct coupled' audio
amplifiers is that, in the event of a component failure, it is possible for the DC potential at the speaker output terminals to swing
to the full value of the positive or negative
supply lines, which can be destructive of
expensive speaker units.
The conventional answers to this problem
are either to include a suitable 'slow -blow'
fuse in each of the speaker output channels,
or to include a pair of relay contacts in the
speaker circuit which will he opened by the
relay mechanism if a l)C offset is detected by
the relay control circuitry.
The second of these alternatives is preferA

able, provided that the relay contacts are
plated with some noble metal, or otherwise
protected against tarnishing. Fuse holders
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are seldom of an adequate quality to ensure a

reliably low contact resistance. and oxidised
contacts may introduce asymmetrical resistance paths in the speaker leads which could
have a much worse effect on TI -ID than
errors in component values or quiescent
current settings.
A much better alternative is to monitor
the speaker 1)C -offset potential electronically, and switch off both power supply lines if
any excess offset voltage is detected. The
circuit used for this purpose is shown in
Fig.3, and is based on the simple two transistor 'thyristor' layout of Fig.4.
In this. a pair of p-n-p/n-p-n small -signal
transistors is interconnected so that the
collector current of each feeds the base of the
other. In the normal (quiescent) state,
neither of these is conducting, but if some
DC input signal is applied, say to the base of
'I'rh, then both Tr, and Trl, will he forced into
conduction, and the DC potential at point 'x'
to around 0.7V.
will fall from
If a pair of these 'thyristors' is set up.
operating from positive and negative rails, as
shown in Fig.3, then capacitatively cross
coupling the outputs to inputs, by C2 and C3,
will cause the collapse of the potential across
either one to trip the other half of the circuit
as well. Additional capacitors C1 and C5 are
essential in this case to reduce the sensitivity
of this trip action, or it would he nearly
impossible to have both pairs of transistors
non -conduct ing simultaneously.
The speaker DC -offset sensing is provided
by the two input emitter followers Tr' and
Tr2, which allow a sensible value of input AC
bypass capacitor (C1) to he employed. Since
the likely DC offset could be either positive
or negative, a non -polar capacitor is indicated; the time constant of R2C1 must be
large enough to bypass the audio signal
present at the amplifier output terminals.
and prevent spurious triggering of the trip
circuitry by large, though legitimate, audio
signals.
In practice. Tr, and Tr, are duplicated to
allow simultaneous sensing of both speaker
output channels. and, obviously, this replication of Tr1/Tr2 with 1)1/1)2 could he
extended. if perhaps the same I'SU were to be
used for a tour -channel system.
The high -current power -supply shutdown action of the trip circuit is achieved by
coupling the points 'A' and 'B', of Fig.3, to
the reference voltage supply to the op -amp
ICI, so that if the 'thyristors' are tripped, the
effective reference voltage is reduced from
+/-12\' to +/-12V, which lowers the power
supply voltage output by a factor of 10. A
supply line voltage of some +/-3.5 to 4\' is
too low to cause damage to either speaker
units or other components.
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Fig. 3. Loudspeaker DC -offset protection
circuit An offset sensed at the speaker
terminal collapses the voltages at A and B
Fig. 4. P -n -p and n -p -n transistor pairs used
in the circuit of Fig. 3 simulate thyristors to

switch off the power supply lines

+v«
Warning

Ix

Tr] is ta<cen to a less positive potential to
compensate for this. This leads to the final
PSU layout shown in Fig.6.
If the direct output voltage collapses. as
would happen on an output short-circuit or
low -impedance load, then the limit current
setting is also reduced. With the component

Modification of Fig. 1 circuit to
provide re-entrant current overload protection
Fig. 5.

+V in

COMPLETE PSU CIRCUIT
Because the maximum output current of 4A
and the total supply voltage would, if they
appeared simultaneously across the devices.
exceed the safe operating area specification

for the chosen output transistors, a reentrant overload current characteristic is
provide by modifying the circuit layout of
Fig.I in the manner shown in Fig.5. In this
arrangement a larger value of current limit
resistor (R1) is employed and the emitter of
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Fig. 6. Complete

circuit of twin -rail power

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION

supply

Output voltages
0- 38V for toth main and low-current si polies.
Output curents
50mA and LA respectively.

Load regulation
Better than 2mV, zero to full load.

values specified, this short-circuit current
level is set at approximately 1.5A, which
keeps the 'pass' transistor within its rating.
However. the heat sinking for (Tr3/Tr103).
must he adequate to allow for a static
worst -case device dissipation of 63W,
though the more normal dissipation under

maximum amplifier output conditions
would only he 32 watts.
The pass transistors (Tr3/Tr1031, can he
replaced with UN OS or THOS devices such
as the Hitachi 2Sl( and 2SJ series mostits,
which are much more resistant to secondary
breakdown than bipolar devices, provided
that Ity is increased in value to 10kilohms,
and bypassed by a 4V7 gate -protection zener
diode. The resistor R,,, is there simply as a
safety precaution to limit the maximum
current which could flow in this line under
fault conditions.

TRIP WARNING AND RESET
With the circuit shown, the only way to reset
the power supplies if they are tripped by an
excessive DC offset at the speaker terminals
(and it is probably prudent, after construction of the PSU, to test this action by
deliberately applying a direct voltage to the

Output hurl, noise and ripple
Approximately 150µV, not significantly affected by load.
(These fgt-es were obtained with a bipolar 'pass'
transistor. Those for the circuit modified to use mosfets
are similar

speaker ends of R,/R101 to make sure that i
does trip) is by switching off the input AC
mains supply to the power transformer.
It is possible to reset the trip circuit by the
simultaneous connection of the bases of
Tr1/Trs (of Fig. 3, or Tr7/Trtt,; of Fig. 6), to
the OV line, but if a genuine fault condition
existed, damage could occur during the
resetting operat ion. Also, if the action of the
switch released one of these bases from the
OV line sooner than the other, it is possible
that only one supply line would return to the

required operating potential, which would
again produce a fault condition.
I have only provided simple current limiting action on the 'low -current' part of this
supply since. at the current levels required
for the class-A driver stages of the audio
amplifier, for which this part of the PSU is
intended. no great harm is likely to follow a
fault condit ion.

The low current part of the supply should
to a slightly lower output voltage than
the main (output) supply since, if the amplifier is driven into clipping, it is preferable
that this should occur in the low -current
class -A driver stages, where the clipping
action is cleaner than in the output devices.
As I said at the beginning, although this
PSU is intended for use with the mosfet
amplifier described earlier. it could also he
used to upgrade the performance of other
be set

audio amplifiers, in which a simple
transformer/rectifier/reservoir-capacitor
system is used, or in which the output stages
and the earlier class -A stages are operated
from common supply lines.
Because of the very low output impedance
of the two systems, there will be no significant inter -channel breakthrough if the two
low power class -A parts and the two output
stages (L and R channels) are parallel connected to their respective supplies, so the
extra cost of the components needed for a
fully stabilised PSU system can he offset
against the provision of two completely

independent transformer/rectifier/
reservoir -capacitor layouts of the kind now
advocated by the purists.

COMPONENTS
While most of the components required
should he readily available from normal
stockists, I fart Electronic Kits Ltd, of Oswestry. often seem able to supply unusual or
hard to come by items.
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Countering mobile
Local

fading

scatter

A basic problem affecting VI -IF and UIIF
mobile communications-and FM broadcast
reception on car radios
is fast and deep

-

fading due to the constantly changing
summation of multiple multipath signals
brought about by local scattering. Since in
an urban environment the mobile antenna
will usually be lower than the surrounding
structures, the direct signal from a base
station will he bounced off nearby buildings
and many reelected signals generated (Fig.
1). The sum of these signals will constantly
change as the vehicle moves along the
streets.

This can result in frequent signal dropouts (during which speech and particularly
data can he lost), distortion and noise bursts
when the signal drops below the threshold
level. As Steven E. Turner (Universal Data
Systems) writes in Mutt ipath interference in
FM data transmission (RE Design, December
1988): "The effects of mult ipath interference
can he crippling to FM data radio transmission, especially if the desire is to establish a
network of mobile radios in a sprawling
urban environment... Numerous solutions
have been proposed. The most promising
techniques that have appeared to date include diversity transmission and several
forms of received signal equalization."
Steven Turner suggests that an answer for
mobile FM-FSK systems may be found in
adaptive channel equalization, preferably in
the form of decision feedback adaptive
equalization which gives good protection
against the serious inter -symbol interference found in slow multipath interference.
Diversity reception can materially reduce
the depth of fading. A technique that has
been field-tested in Copenhagen is based on
the use of a compact circular array of
outward -sloping mohopoles mounted on the
vehicle roof which forms an "infinite"
ground plane. Such a system is described by
R.G. Vaughan (USIR, New Zealand), J.B.
Anderson (Institute of Electronic Systems.
Denmark) and M.H. Langhorn (ESTEC. Holland) in IEEE Trans. on Ant. & Prop..
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°05

Base

station

antenna
1. Fast fading to below the FM
threshold level in mobile VHF/UHF operation results from the constantly changing
summation of many signals reflected from
buildings, ground etc. The changing path
loss due to hills and other major obstructions results in pronounced, but slower
long-term fading. Ideally the receiver
needs to cope with fast fading superimposed on a slower fading signal.

Fig.

October 1988, pages 1365-1374. It is shown
that an advantage of such an array over
conventional space diversity is that the
feedpoint spacing can he made almost arbitrarily small even for a large number of
elements. The trials included the use of a
three -element array with element lengths of
0.6 x and feedpoint spacing 0.1X used at 463
MI lz (Fig. 2). Whereas received signal-tonoise ratio (dB) on the individual elements.
compared to minimum value s:n (dB). was
39.88/15.18; 40.45/14.48; and 34.88/20.00.
the combined maximal ratio signal power
was 43.78/32.40.
There is the possibility of using arrays
comprising many elements: "Some configurations which gave low correlations between adjacent elements are four-. six- and
eight -element circular arrays with feedpoint
spacing 0.05X. element length 0.6X and
element elevation angle 3e° to 40°; 12- and
24 -element arrays require elements larger
than 0.6Á or feedpoint spacing greater than
Fig. 2. Outward -sloping monopoles provide

the advantages of space diversity even
though the feedpoint spacing can be made
almost arbitrarily small.

0.15X to achieve low signal correlations
between adjacent elements... The IEEE paper indicates that the trial results are in good
agreement with the theoretical analysis.
The combination of fast and slow fading
inherent in mobile operation also has serious effects on SSB systems and has led to
investigation of improved AGC. Dr Joseph
McGeehan has been prominent in the UK in
advocating feed -forward signal regeneration
(FFSR) in conjunction with an optimized
form of SSB called phase -locked transparent
tone in -hand. In a paper published in 1985

(IEEE Trans. on Vehicular Technology,
February 1985) these systems were compared to 25kI-Iz FM and it was suggested that
the improved speech quality and lower error
rates for data "clearly demonstrate that pilot
tone companded SSB should he considered
as a suitable modulation form for mobile
radio over all operational frequency hands
up to 1G1 -1z".

Mobile stereo with
FMX
European broadcasters have devoted much
time and resources to the introduction of the
Radio Data System (RUS) even though its
appeal is likely, for a considerable time, to he
largely restricted to the top -end of the car
radio market. Much less interest seems to
have been shown in investigating the potentially much more significant FMN system.
first announced in 1985 as a joint project by
CBS Technology Center and the National
Association of Broadcasters. FMX was described in detail by Emil Torrick (CBS) and
Thomas Keller (NAB) in the Journal of the
Audio Engineering Society, Iecember 1985.
By then. early field tests had suggested
that FMX could largely overcome the problem with conventional pilot -tone FM that
noise -free reception of stereo requires a very
much stronger signal than is needed for
satisfactory monophonic reproduction. This
means that any pilot -tone FM transmitter
has a much larger coverage area in mono
than in stereo.
It is usual to specify the limit of stereo as a
signal strength of 60dB (relative to IµV)
whereas for mono this is 48d1í. Even this is
rather misleading since listeners are advised
to use an outside antenna array for stereo
and the real difference is roughly 20dB.
Torrick and Keller claim that FMX can
suppress stereo hiss by some 20dB and
would result in a stereo service area roughly
equal to that for mono. and thus represents
the first major improvement to stereo radio
reception since the standardization of the
pilot -tone system in 1961.
CBS made attempts to interest European
as well as American broadcasters and BBC
Research offered to evaluate the system if
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Fig. 3. Compression characteristic of the
FMX system for extended stereo coverage.
The compressed signal s' is transmitted in

L.R
L

quadrature with the normal stereo difference signal son the 38kHz subcarrier.
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provided with an FMX encoder, but there
\vas something of an hiatus when CBS closed
down the CBS Technology Center a few years
ago.

Emil Torrick has continued work on FMX,
which is now a registered trademark of
Broadcast Technology Partners of Greenwich, Connecticut. There already exist FMX
IC decoders (Sanyo LA3440 and Sprague

ULN3800).
FMX reduces noise in stereo reception by
compressing the stereo-difference signal before transmission in quadrat tire to the regular stereo -difference signal on the 38k1-Iz
suppressed carrier. Compression provides
linear operation with 14dB gain over much
of the dynamic range of the broadcast material: at high modulation levels the companded s' signal is attenuated to avoid
reducing the modulation power of the regular compatible broadcast service (Fig. 3). To
receive FMS. the compressed s' signal is
expanded using the regular stereo-difference
signal envelope as a control model (Fig. 4).
FMX was demonstrated at the 1988 NAB,
at which time CBS announced that the
system would he used on the CBS radio
network. The BBC is still interested in
evaluating the system hut has so far not
received the promised encoder and remains
concerned at the possible effect of the extra
companded signal on normal stereo reception under multipath conditions. There is
also a belief that the system has been
modified to some extent since it was originally announced in 1985.
A recent paper by Thomas E. Rucktenwald
and Emil Torrick of Broadcast Technology
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receiver/expander. Decoder ICs are already available.

multipath conditions encountered in moving vehicles. They point out that while
normal FM broadcast reception provides
good quality audio free from the degradations of static, sky -wave fading and overlapping coverage by other stations, it suffers
degradation where there are multipath conditions. At fixed sites this can he alleviated by
the use of directional antennas, a palliative
not available in moving vehicles. VHF/FM
stereo car radios often incorporate a "blend"
function that reduces multipath noise bursts
at t he expense of reducing stereo separation.
In contrast, it is now claimed that, with
FMX. receivers can reduce background and
multipath noise without a loss of stereo
separation. It is admitted that during multi path disturbances the regular stereo difference signal cannot provide normal
adaptive control of the FMX expander. It is
necessary to arrange when multipath is
detected to hold the last known correct
control voltage and preferably to apply a
small supplemental control factor derived
from the multipath detector, proportional to
the severity of the multipath (Fig. 5). This
increases the attentuation of the s' signal,
resulting in further reduction of multipath
noise.
The authors reveal that two new techniques for the detection of multipath have
been investigated and successfully incorporated into experimental FMX car radios. The
first detects low frequency (under 500Hz)
amplitude modulation on the 19k1lz pilot.
The second compares the audio polarity of s
with s'. since during multipath events the
usual phase relationships are disrupted.
Both techniques can he applied with a
minimum of additional circuitry to the
existing FMX IC decoders.
The paper does not discuss the question

Partners (in which CBS and NAB retain an
interest), FMX mobile reception (IEEE
Trans. on Consumer Electronics, November
1988. pages 921 to 928). discusses the
performance of FN X under the fast fade

d WIRELESS WORLD

that worries European broadcasters; the
degree. if any, to which the presence of the
extra s' quadruture signal would, in some
circumstances, affect quality on existing
stereo sets not incorporating an FMX decoder.

Rectifier

Decode

Norm al

Multipath
detected?

operation

Hold lost gain

Add

last gain and

severity signal

Control
expander

chart for FMX multipath noise
attenuation for car radios.
Fig. 5. Flow

Video standards

challenged
The difficulties that continue to face the
introduction and interconnection of new
digital
video techniques and waveforms
have led to some
and component -video
dissatisfaction with the way in which broadcast technical standards and codes of practice are established. In Europe this is primarily done by national broadcasters or
internationally through the slow -moving
EBU committees with their drafts later
submitted to the CCIR. For many years EBU

-

-
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committees have been drawn from engineers of the member organizations.
although more recently there has been some
participation by the broadcast equipment
industry. making the process a little more
like the North American SMPTE standardization procedures. But with independent
production and facilities houses now aiming
to play an increasingly important role in
Europe, voices are being raised against the
present system, which excludes them.
advancing the view, apparently shared by the
British Government. that technical standards and codes of pract ice are hamstringing
the industry and that technical quality
should be left primarily to the market place.
An outspoken critic of the present state of
affairs is Andrew Vere of SVC Television. In a
keynote address to a joint IEE/RTS collogium ("Video standards and their interconnection - the studio standards challenge")
he expressed the view that the broadcast
engineers have got it all wrong: "Too much
attention has been given in television to the
technical side at the expense of the financial
and creative side. ..for far too long, technical standards have been dictated by engineers
worst - by broadcasting engineers. For
years programme makers have been frustrated by such people whose only function
seems to he to tell producers and directors
what they cannot do."
Ile sees the present era of change as "an
opportunity to break with estahlished standards; opportunity to provide a better service: opportunity to provide a better. cheaper product... technology only exists to
make the impossible possible, not to satisfy
engineering purism, or any other dogma."
Andrew Vere strongly attacked the existing broadcasting duopoly of BBC/ITV: "It
is as a direct result of standards and manufacturers supplying that duopoly, whose
only interest was their own (technical) standards, which is in part responsible for the
pathetic position we have today... it's an
absolute tragedy that we now produce not a
single British camera or a single British VTR
-a direct result of standards and of manufacturers supplying that duopoly, whose only
interest was their own standards and requiring equipment which in the main had no
international market."
He believes that multi -channel television
will bring new opportunities, ending an era
of high audiences for bad programmes. "No
longer will programme makers need to own
their own studies
independent facilities
companies could do it all cheaper and faster,
with their talent in specialized areas and
providing equipment to cope with every
conceivable recording format and technical
goody
disc and tape recorders. D l 1)2,
components, composite. MII: there are no
problems. no challenges. there are only
opportunities."

-

-

-
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The largely engineering audience seemed
uncertain how to respond to this forthright,
highly political denouncement of their cherished belief in the vital importance of international technical standards. Ken Barratt
(Sony Broadcast), as chairman, commented
that Andrew Vere's remarks "were fighting
talk", although he readily admitted that, "A
standard designed to meet all future eventualities will he over -designed and will not
meet all eventualities". Ilis colleague John
lye spoke convincingly in favour of standards, insisting that manufacturers as well
as broadcasters needed the commitment and
protection they provided. But he questioned
whether, in an era of fast moving technology. committees meeting only once or twice a
year could respond quickly enough to
changes. Digital television made it far more
difficult to modify the basic parameters of a
standard and greatly increased the "need to
get it right first time.'
Even the much -acclaimed "universal"
4:2:2 digital standard (CCIR Rec 601/656) is
not without its problems. It is now recognized that, for front-end processing, 10 -hit
rather than 8 -hit encoding is desirable; only
a degree of imprecision in the wording of the
standards permits 10 -hit operation Without
breaching them. N ike Cox (Cox Associates)
commented that the International Association of Broadcast Manufacturers has recently set up a technical sub -committee looking
at standardization procedures: "EBU takes
forever we want to speed things up for the
benefit of the market".
Most of the colloquium speakers avoided
the controversy, concentrating on the technical aspects of interconnecting television
studio equipment in a mixed composite and
component, analogue and digital environment. Mike Croll (BBC Research) concluded
that "The technical challenge is to maintain
control of the way facilities and their integration develops. The price for getting it
wrong could he expensive both in cash terms
and in being stuck with limited technical
quality at a time when viewers' perceptions
of picture quality may he increasing.' Without safeguards, he suggested, as many artefacts could be introduced into analogue component systems as are found in PAL.
David Bradshaw (BBC) described various
options in routeing digital signals. For short
distances a bit -parallel mode is common hut
for longer inter -studio connections a serial
format can reduce costs. As the costs of
parallel/serial conversion fall, serial formats
may hecome attractive even within studios
or technical areas.
Paul Duhery and Lionel Durant (Tektronix) described the new techniques developed
for measuring analogue -component and
digital -composite (D2) formats including
the use of "howtie" test signals and "lightning" displays.

-

Here and there
Keith Roberts, acting manager of BBC
Essex, points out that it is his station and not
Essex Radio (ILR) that is taking part in the
BBC's experimental RDS traffic information
service (E&IIW. March 1989. page 316). Ny
mistake, hut after all Essex Radio (born
September 1981) was using the county name
long before latecomer BBC Essex. not even
to he found in my 1986 BBC Handbook!
Radio Communications (E&141V, March
1989, page 314) quoted accurately from a
DTI/RIS open letter on the EC EMC Directive that could he read as implying that
amateur self -built transmitters might have
to he submitted for the expensive process of

type acceptance. Inquiries show that this
was due to an unfortunate ambiguity in the
drafting of the RIS letter and that fortunately
there is no intention to impose type acceptance on amateur home-built equipment.
'I he component parts of commercially marketed kits and commercially marketed
equipment will need to comply with the
Directive. It is also possible that a technical

specification for amateur transmitters/
transceivers may he drawn up.

According

to the New Scientist Japan is
now the world's leading scientific nation in
effort if not always in achievement. More
than a quarter of all scientists in the developed world are now Japanese. They outnumber the combined scientific establishments of the UK. France. \Vest Germany and
Italy.

The

IBA has begun test transmissions in
Nicam digital stereo in the London area.
They are being transmitted from Crystal
Palace and its dependent television relays on
both ITV and Channel 4. Full Nicam test
transmissions have just started also from
Emley Moor and the dependent relays in the
Yorkshire region. A preliminary service is
due to start in September. Until then.
transmissions may include material that is
not related to the normal television sound.
Many Nicam television sets and \ CRs automatically select the Nicam output: and until
September. if test tones are received, it will
he necessary for viewers to de -select the
Nicam signal.

Nicam's originator, the BBC. is now to
start its long -delayed stereo tv sound service
in the autumn of 1991. The initial service on
both the BBC -1 and BBC -2 networks. will be
from seven principal transmitters on the UK
mainland, plus many of their dependent
relays, and will he available to 60-70'!( of the
population. In the meantime. test transmissions in the London area will continue with
programme sound, mono or stereo, in the
digital channel.
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R KCOMMENTARY
Direction -finding
update

,- Full wave

rectifier

HPF

Some of us still tend to associate direct ion -

finding with the pioneering days of "wireless": simple rotating loops. Bellini-Tosi
loops. -IF Adcock systems with the receivers

Sensitivity

I

underground in large tanks etc. The progress made with enormous circular Wullenweber arrays. Doppler interferometers
and the like has tended to come under
military or sigint security umbrellas. It is
noticeable that since the "ABC" trial at
which Duncan Campbell was able to point
out that much of his information came from
published conference papers, few papers (on
any subjects) have been launched into the
public domain from such establishments as
GCI-IQ.

Output
FC

lime constant

Fig. 6. Scratch detector. The high-pass

filter has cutoff frequency of 500Hz and a slope of

12dB/octave.

Looking in at an IEE colloquium on
"Passive direction -finding" recently. the interest appeared to he almost exclusively in
the military field. soon discovered that I)/F
has become a technology dependent on

Detector

LPF

1

sophisticated computer algorithms used
with adaptive multi -element arrays: even
familiar terms such as Adcock systems seem
now to be dominated by mathematical
analysis.
STL in association with RSRE have shown
by means of a systolic array demonstrator
that it is possible to use an adaptive array
designed to null out several jamming
sources to provide also hearing information
on the jammers.
Graham Stott (Racal-Decca) noted that
electronic support measures (ESM) face an
increasing requirement to achieve greater
elevation coverage with the capability of
measuring a signal direction vector (i.e.
azimuth and elevation simultaneously).

High performance military aircraft require
complete spherical coverage and vector DIE'
information for countermeasures.
l)r Richard I-laemmerie (Rohde &
Schwartz) gave a mathematical analysis of
the factors limiting the accuracy of Doppler
and Adcock systems, concluding that both
introduce system -inherent and statistical
errors so that the choice of which system to
use depends on the particular application.
A comparison of algorithms for multi element 1)/F techniques, given by D.S. -till
(Plessey). was based on five representative
algorithms: Adcock (digital implementation): scanned fixed beam (SFB): scanned
adaptive beam (SAB1; MUSIC (eigenanalysis
of the covariance matrix estimate); and noise
space project ion (NSF).
A paper on a "precision multitarget tracking system" due to be presented by S.
Rehnmark (Anaren Microwave) had to be
withdrawn as it had not received US clearance -a further demonstration of the sensitivity that now surrounds the art of 1)/F.
I
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temperature
compensated device providing up to 90dB attenuation with very low distortion.
Fig. 7. Outline of the Polish "sound cleaner". VCA is a Polish WRN03

Analogue "sound

cleaner"
Miroslaw Królewski of the Polish Radio
Laboratory for Recordings Reconstruction,
Warsaw, is convinced that despite the growing acceptance of new digital audio techniques, there will remain for many years a
need both for broadcasters and listeners to
play out analogue recordings. This is not
only because of the large libraries of recordings built up over many years but also
because the great majority of recorded material is. and is likely to remain, available only
in analogue form.
I-Ie believes that the major disadvantage of
analogue recordings is that the quality deteriorates with age and is susceptible to
mechanical damage. For professional play out there exist systems which can considerably reduce the noise level of old recordings
(e.g. the EMT 258 noise filter). Dynamic
range expanders and several techniques 'or
reducing clicks and pops have also been
devised.
In OIRT's Radio & Television (1988/6.
pages 40-45) Krolewski describes an electronic system he calls a "sound cleaner" which.

-

he claims. reduces clicks and pops to a useful
degree although capable of being further
developed in a form where it could be

attached to any record-player as a standard
facility. His prototype unit achieves a time
delay by the use of two recorders; but these
could be replaced by. for example, a
SAD1024 chip.
His sound cleaner is, in effect, a form of
noise -blanker that operates only on the
higher audio frequencies, leaving frequencies below about 500Hz unaffected. It comprises an electronic scratch detector (Fig. 6)
and a "deleter" (Fig. 7). When a scratch is
detected, the device blocks only the highpass branch and the continuity of the low frequency components is maintained. Since
lower frequencies tend to predominate in
music, this approach eliminates fluctuations
in the output signal even in the presence of a
large number of scratches. The envelope
detector -follower has its time -constants adjusted so that it follows the envelope of the
musical programme with reasonable accuracy without reacting to short impulses, permitting the comparator and associated circuitry to work properly over a large range of
input voltages.

RFCommentary is written by Pat Hawker.
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Excellent Salaries
Benefits

We

0Believe These Are Some tu
Or Of
O the Very Best Opportunities

For You to Achieve Early Success -ny

Imagine

writing your own specification
for your next job. Would it have:Proper recognition for individual
contribution/talents
Good prospects for career development
Real improvement in earnings standards
A chance to get involved with the latest signal
processing, RF/Microwave and micro
processor techniques.
A friendly and comfortable high-tech
working environment

You

could find all of these and more. Our
client can offer you the chance of participating in
some of the most exciting developments of
electronic warfare systems putting Britain in the
forefront well into the next century.
To find out more telephone our engineer
consultants on 0727 41101 or use our evening/

weekend number 0727 30602. Alternatively
send your CV in complete confidence to: -

'

Specialists in Electronics, Computing & Defence
95 Victoria Street St. Albans Ail 3TJ

It,,

MOBILE RADIO

I

r

ENGINEERS/INSTALLERS
£12K + car +++
01-573 7337

FONE

Mn
COMMUNICATIONS

Unes 8/9 to Adler Industnal Estate
Beta,n Rood Hayes naddieso. UB3 ISS
Telephone 01 57311'; Fa, 01.561 8334

7,

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
PROFESSIONAL VIDEO
South Wales -

When replying to classified
advertisements readers are
recommended to take steps to protect
their interest before sending money.

-

required with experience of Umatic, VHS,
and preferably component video. Training
available. Excellent salary and conditions.
JOIN THE FUTURE!

Please contact:
Richard Morgan, Protovision,

J

L

127 Minehead Avenue, Sully,
S.

Glamorgan.

ALWAYS AHEAD

Gsse
vlpFF

IN DESIGN, TEST & SERVICE

£10,000 - £30,000

.40:10~-

With the most successful companies and consultancies - both large and small - throughout the UK: Offerinc first class salary/benefit
company car - plus excellent career advancement opportunities.
Interest and experience in any of these fields:
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING; ADVANCED PROCESSOR ARCFa'TECTURES; IMAGE ANALYSIS; GRAPHICS / SPEECH
F PROCESSORS; REAL-TIME CONTROL / C 1 SYSTEMS; RADAR; SONAR; COMMUNICATIONS;
FIBRE OPTICS; PARALLEL
Al & IKB SYSTEMS; ANALOGUE & DIGITAL VLSI / ASIC DESIGN; SIMULATION; MIIJIMEIRIC SYSTEMS; SOFTWARE - C,
68000 ASM, MOD(LLA, UNIX / VMS; CAD TOOLS.
ECM offers confidential and professional guidance: we will listen to your requirements and identify opportunities to suit your plans.
Phone now for your FREE CASSETTE "Jobsearch Technology" and hear how ECM can help you to develop your career.
Call ECM on 0638 742244 - until 8.00 p.m. most evenings - or send your cv by FAX (0638 743066) or mail to:
-

'

packages

THE MALTINGS, BURWELL. CAMBRIDGE,CB5 OHB.
if

_

-

several include

PROCESSING; LASER /

OSI / X400 NETWORKS;
PASCAL, ADA, OCCAM,

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER AND MANAGEMENT APPOINTMENTS LIMITED
.

t2 (0222) 531437

protouision
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CLIVEDEN

Systems Engineer

Technical
Recruitment
Network Installation/Service
Engineers
Surrey/Berks

Digital Mobile Communications are a major network operator. The Systems
Engineer will he involved in the design, development and implementation of data
communications systems between various different types of computers.

To install and provide custom support for
PC's and mini's. Experience in IBM
compatibles or mini -computers and one or
more of the following: Novell. Ethernet.
X25. Modems. Multiplexing or
Megastreams.
cC12,000
TV Engineer

Using a high level language preferably, but not necessarily, Pascal, in a multi tasking
micro environment, the work will involve the processing of information received via
asynchronous communications channels and converting this into a format suitable
for transmission using different protocols. A familiarity with simple disk storage
techniques and file handling will be necessary.

Berkshire

Servicing a wide range of TV, video and
audio equipment. City and Guilds TV
servicing plus 2-3 years' experience
(including colour TVs) required.
to C1OK car
Test Engineer
Middx
Testing, fault finding and repair to
component level on broadcast systems.
Leading company with good prospects.
to £10,000

,

.

RF Design Engineers

Experience with modems and multiplexors, and a basic knowledge of RS 232 type
interfaces will be necessary, in order for the candidate to couple the systems which
they have developed to other devices, often located in different buildings. An
appreciation of wide area networks would also be desirable.
,

Various locations

A basic knowledge of electronic circuits, perhaps gained through

Detailed design and development of
telephony, telecomms and radar
systems.
£13,000-C18 000

Calibration Technician
Calibrating and repairing

a

hobby will be

necessary to implement any simple circuitry.

Hants

Although

a range of
products including AF and RF test
engineers, Spectrum analysers, CRO.
frequency counters and other instruments.
Previous calibration experience and City
and Guilds qualification.
£10 to £12K

a

own. There

member of a small, professional team, you will often be working on your
is scope for individual creativity and a need to work with minimal

direction.
The right candidate will lie an easy communicator: they will brief service engineers
and be in constant liaison with technical staff of other organisations.

Hundreds of other Electronic vacancies

This opportunity will suit

a practically minded graduate or HNC qualified college
person seeking further development in overall systems design and
implementation, having gained a couple of years of experience probably as a
software engineer.

Roger Howard, C.Eng. M.I.E.E.. M.I.E.R.E.
CLIVEDEN TECHNICAL RECRUITMENT
92 The Broadway, Bracknell, Berks RG12 lAR
Tel: 0344 489489 (24 hour)

leaver, or

a

CV's to Michael Jackson, Senior Systems Engineer: Digital Mobile Communications
Station House, Harrow Road, Wembley, Middlesex, HA9 6DE
Telephone No. 01-784 9610

Please mention

Electronics
& Wireless World

when replying to
adverts

A

DIGITRIL
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COMMUNICATIONS

WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY FOR

RADIO OFFICERS

Interested in Testing
Consumer Products
for Which?

We offer a secure and rewarding shore -based career in the forefont of modern
telecommunications technology. Thirty weeks special training (plus 6 weeks for
non -typists) will prepare you to undertake a wide range of specialist duties as
a RADIO OFFICER covering the complete communication spectrum from
DC to light.

you need to hold or

hope to attain:
an MRGC or BTEC HNC in a Telecommunications
subject with the ability to read morse at 20 wpm.
City and Guilds 7777 at advanced level,

To qualify

incorporating morse transcription skills, would
be advantageous.
Anyone without the above qualificarons
who has 2 years radio operating experience
will also be considered.
Age preferably under 45 years.
We offer you:
Comprehensive Training; Good Career
Prospects; Opportunities for transfers
within UK and Overseas; Generous
leave Allowances and a Noncontributory Pension Scheme; Job
1
Security; Attractive Salaries and

The Consumers' Association are looking for an experienced
Technologist to join their testing staff in the AudioNideo
Laboratory which carries out comparative testing on a
variety of TV and audio products for Which? magazines and
overseas clients.

,G
,

The successful candidate will be bright and enthusiastic,
qualified to HNC standard with a minimum of five years
related experience in some or all of the following areas,
video, RF, audio or acoustics. Good communication skills and
the ability to work within time constraints and produce
concise, accurate repots is essential.

-

?

,.>

-

much more.
Salary (Reviewed Annually) -As a
Radio Officer after training:
£11,568 rising to £17,057 pa in 5

s\M

.ii.::w
....
............

«*),

..

>

annual increments. (includes shift
and weekend working allowance)
CIVIL SERVICE IS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
For more information and applcation
form write or telephone:

THE RECRUITMENT OFFICE, GCHQ, ROOM A/1108
PRIORS ROAD, CHELTENHAM, GLOS GL52 5AJ
OR TELEPHONE (0242) 232912/3
1

.1

'

Starting salary will be around
experience. (Pay review pending).

£14,500 depending

on

Apart from a stimulating environment and job satisfaction
we can offer 28 days holiday, 35 hour week, free life
assurance and contributory pension scheme.
14r Please apply to the Assistant Personnel Officer,
r._Consumer Research Laboratory, Harpenden Rise,
Harpenden, Herts AL5 3BJ.
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ARTICLES FOR SALE
*

SOLAR PANELS

Solarex USA 28 Volts at 37.5
Watts. Size 22 x 24.5 3 inches, ex Navy
£230 each

*

*

MICROWAVE HEAD UNITS

2/11Gz with 3xTWT's followed by
3 crystal video receivers, part of
ARAX- t 0 equipment (95.00 each

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
AND SCIENTISTS

X-RAY SOURCE TESTING PORTABLE

200/250 volts variable. 140kv.
5ma

POA

ELECTRONIC, OPTICAL & CHEMICAL
TECHNIQUES GROUP,

A. H. SUPPLIES
Unit 12, Bankslde Works, Darnall Road,
Sheffield 9. Tel: 444278

Ministry of Defence, Fort Halstead, Sevenoaks, Kent

TEST EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
contact:
COOKE INTERNATIONAL
Unit 4, Fordingbridge Site,
Main Road, Barnham,
Bognor Regis,
West Sussex P022 OEB.
Tel: 0243 54 5111
Fax: 0243 54 2457
Wide range of items available
Send for lists
sou,

GOLLEDGE1
(EL EC TRONICSr=
QUARTZ CRYSTALS OSCILLATORS AND FILTERS of all types.
Large stocks of standard items. Specials supplied to order. Personal and
export orders welcomed - SAE for lists
please. OEM support thru: design
advice, prototype quantities, production schedules. Golledge Electronics,
Merriott, Somerset TA16 5NS. Tel:

0460 73718.

(24721

G.W.M. RADIO LTD
40/42 Portland Road

Worthing, Essex
Tel: 0903 34897

-

When replying to

1

considerable
technical resources at your disposal. Responsibility levels will be high, the work is
challenging and demands an innovative scientific approach to achieve results for a
varied range of research projects in short timescales. You must be energetic,
enjoy
problem solving and will be expected to see the rewards of your research through to
completion and successful application.
We have many opportunities for engineers and scientists with an
appropriate
degree, eg. Electronics or physics, plus relevant training/experience. Incorporated
Engineers or those with HND/HNC qualifications and several years' experience
will also be considered. For senior posts you should have Chartered status
with

substantial relevant experience.

According to your qualifications and experience your starting salary (including
Outer London Weighting) will be in the range £12,200 to £19,880 with further
increments, depending on performance, up to £22,300. Relocation expenses up
to £5000 may be available.
For further details and an application form (to be returned by 30 June 1989) write
to Civil Service Commission, Alencon Link, Basingstoke, Hants RG21 1JB,
or
telephone Basingstoke (0256) 468551 (answering service operates outside office
hours). Please quote ref: T(N)85.

Later applications will be considered as further posts become available
during 1989.

Receivers, Test Equipment,
Components available also
purchased.
Many bargains for callers. 733
I-

Fort Halstead is seeking experienced electronic engineers and physicists to work
at the forefront of technology on research programmes of high national
importance.
You will work in high calibre teams of mixed disciplines and will have

The Civil Service is an equal opportunity employer

1
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classified advertisement
l
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readers are recommended
to take steps to protect
their interest before
sending mone y
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SCOTTISH OFFICE

Following continued growth, HHB- Europe's leading pro-audio centre

-requires an additional

DIRECTORATE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN
UP TO £11,557
Applications are invited for one post of Telecommunications Engineering
Technician in the Central Services Department of the Scottish Office. The post is
based at Montreathmont, near Forfar.
Candidates must hove a sound theoretical and practical knowledge of Radio
Communications Systems both fixed and mobile, in the frequency range HF and
2GHz. They must also be able to use test equipment and simple machine tools. A
sound basic knowledge of digital techniques would be an advantage. They should
have a minimum of 3 years' appropriate experience and should hold an Ordinary
National Certificate in Electronic or Electrical Engineering or a City and Guilds of
London Institute Certificate in an appropriate subject or a qualification or higher
or equivalent standard.
A valid UK driving licence is essential.
For full details and an application form (to be returned by 7 April 1989) write
to Scottish Office Personnel Division, Room 110, 16 Waterloo Place, Edinburgh
EHI 3DN (or telephone 031-244 3854/3857). Please quote ref PM(PTS)1/2/89.

Civil Service is an equal opportunities employer. It is government policy to
provide equal opportunity for employment, career development and promotion in
the Civil Service to all who are eligible, on the basis of ability, qualifications and
fitness for the work. Applications are welcome from all qualified individuals of
roce, sex or marital status.
The

735

Service Engineer

to join it's busy service department. This position would suit someone
with some experience in digital audio principles and a sound working

knowledge of rotary head video technology.
An attractive package ofbenefits will be offered to the right individual.
Applications are invited, in writing, to Mike Bradley,
Technical Manager, at the address below:
HHB Communications Ltd, 73-75 Scrubs Lane,
London N W 10 60U
Phone: 01-960 2144. Telex: 923393.
Fax: 01-960 1160

Hilb

LEYTON NOUSE

march

748

RACING TEAM

Have a vacancy for a

GRADUATE
ENGINEER
with software and microprocessor design experience.
Excellent salary and conditions.
dynamic team dedicated to winning the World Formula
World Championship.
Please send CV to:
Mr Simon Moss, March Racing, Unit C5, Telford Road,
Bicester, Oxon.

Join

a
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ARTICLES FOR SALE

ARTICLES WANTED
STEWART OF READING
110 WYKEHAM ROAD,
READING RG6 1 PL.

TEL: 0734 68041.
FAX: 0734 351696

TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL
TYPES OF SURPLUS TEST
EQUIPMENT, COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS
etc. ANY QUANTITY. 103

COMPUTER,
TELEPHONE,
RADIO COMPONENTS WANTED.
Realistic prices offered for redundant
surplus electronic components. Send
lists or contact: J.B. Patrick, 14 Bill
Road, Brentwood, Essex CM 14 4QY.
Tel: 0277 21

14 10.

WANTED: VALVES TRANSISTORS I.Cs (especially types KT66,

/.I.

I.

/

TEKTRONIX 475
* Dual beam 'scope.
* 200MHz + delay

KT88 PX4, PX25,. Also plugs. sockets
and complete factory clearance. If
possible, send written list for offer by
return. Billington Valves, phone: 0403
210729. Fax: 0403 40214. See adjoining

advert.

WANTED

Test equipment, receivers, valves,
transmitters, components, cable
and electronic scrap and quantity.
Prompt service and cash.
M & B RADIO
86 Bishopgate Street,
Leeds LS1 4BB.
Tel: 0532 435649
Fax: 0532 426881
99561

.,

*

Fully reconditioned

EACH

- £599

+ VAT

Many other items of Test and Radio
Equipment available phone or fax for a list.

-

ANCHOR SURPLUS LTD

SERVICES
UNIQUE HIGH SPEED COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEM

Are You Efficient? Do You Progress Jobs?
Do You Carry Stock? Do You Have Answers
for your Customers at your Fingertips?
We can offer you a totally tailored computer package
which will revolutionise your business.
For information and prices, contact Martin at:

Dardsoft

Cattle Market Depot, off London Road,
Nottingham, England NG2 3GY.
Telephone: 0602 864041. Fax: 0602 864667
CARRIAGE:
Add £12 per item (UK mainland).
VAT:
Add 15% VAT to cost of items ordered.
GUARANTEE: All items guaranteed 30 days.
MANUALS:
Thousands of test equipment manuals
for sale.

25 The Auto Centre, Erica Road, Milton Keynes.

OPTIONS:

items (any specification level).

Tel: (0908) 310226

742

/\

C
PCB ASSEMBLY & OPTO

TURN YOUR SURPLUS

TERMINATION
Small batch production,
fast turnround.

ICs transistors etc into cash.
Immediate settlement. We also
welcome the opportunity to quote

Orwell Electronics,
Lynton House, Flowton,
Ipswich, Suffolk IP8 4LG.
0473 33595
745

8

Full calibration service available on all

for complete factory clearance.

Contact:
103 South Brink, Wisbech, Cambs.
Tel: 0945 584188 Fax: 0945 588844
15 YEARS

S

'

/

'S
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HAVING DIFFICULTY OBTAINING AN
OBSOLETE VALVE/TRANSISTOR/IC?
(or magnetron, .Klystron, CRT, tray wave tube etc)

COLES, HARDING & Co

ESTABLISHED OVER

17

692

+

SPECIAL OFFER EECE3 93p

*

VAT

(discount for 50pcs or more)

RARE & OBSOLETE TYPES & SPECIALITY!

ALL POPULAR TYPES STOCNEC AT COMPETITIVE PRICES
SPECIAL PRICES FOR WHOLESALE QUANTITIES

COURSES

OFFICIAL ORDERS FROM CVT OEPTS, MILITARY, PLCs, OVERSEAS ETC. WELCOME

PHONE/FAX/TELEX FOR UP TO DATE PRICES ON YOUR REQUIREMENTS

FOR

MORE

DETAILS
CALL:
CHRIS
TERO
ON

661-3033

X25 PROTOCOL

Visa

-

Barclaycard phone orders accepted

Digital communications.
A 2 -day course.
May, June, September

VIDEO
'DISTORTION
MEASUREMENTS
1 or 11/2 day course
June, July, October,
November.
Courses in either
LONDON or DEVON.
Also other courses in
TV ENGINEERING
Harman Engineering
Training College,
(WW1), Fore Street,
Seaton, Devon.
Phone Stuart Webber
on 0297 22051 for
details

A

I

BA

TRAINING

BIGoodLLINGTrON
quality - Low

ice

aVALVEIS

-

39 Highlands Road, Horsham, Sussex RH13 SLS, UK
Phone: 0403 210729 Fax: 0403 40214 Telex: 87271
Orrice hours Mon -Fri gam-5.30prn Callers.welcome but by appointment only

TO MANUFACTURERS, WHOLESALERS,
BULK BUYERS, ETC.

LARGE QUANTITIES OF RADIO, TV AND
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS FOR DISPOSAL
SEMICONDUCTORS. all types, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, TRANSISTORS, DIODES,
RECTIFIERS, THYRISTORS, es. RESISTORS. C/F, M/F, W/W, etc. CAPACITORS,
SILVER MICA, POLYSTYRENE, C280, C296, DISC CERAMICS, PLATE CERAMICS, etc.
ELECTROLYTICCONDENSERS, SPEAKERS. CONNECTING WIRE, CABLES. SCREENED
WIRE, SCREWS, NUTS, CHOKES. TRANSFORMERS, etc. ALL AT KNOCKOUT PRICES
Come and pay us a visit ALADDIN'S CAVE.

TELEPHONE: 445 0749/445 2713
R. HENSON LTD.
21 Lodge Lane, North Finchley, London N12.

It

B -Sweep

minutes from Tally fi

converter
Full listing details for your
own easy modifications
£115 includes: 40/80 5y "disc
VAT &P&P

1613

Micro -controlled frequency sweep generator with
response plotting, all from one compact unit
plugged into your BBC B, B+ or Master

50 Hz to 20KHz
' Up to lv rms output
AC to DC

Corner)

MELFORD DESIGNS' LTD
5

Bucknalls Drive,Bricket Wood,
St. Albans, Herts. AL2 3XJ
Telephone:
Garston (0923) 672008
Fax: 0923679184

721

Hitachi Colour Monitors

TRIUMPH ADLER ROYAL
Daisy Wheel Printer

20" 64KHz Ultra High Res CAD £795 (carriage £30), 12" EGA £240
(carriage £6.50), 20" 48-51 KHz Ultra High Res CAD £649 (carriage £30),
12" CGA £119.50 (carriage £6.50), 14" 30.4KHz PGA £195 (carriage £10
12" Hercules Amber TTL £59 (carriage £6.50).

Winchester Drives (ex -equipment)
40MB 1/2 height £ 149, 40MB full height £110, 10MB full height £39.50,
26MB 8 inch 225 (carriage £5 all models).

Our purchase of nearly 2000
T/A Royal Office Master
Printers direct from West
Germany enables us to offer
them at enormous savings!

Modems (all BT approved)
Plessey T24 V22N22 Bis, 2400, 1200 baud, auto dial, auto answer.
£99.50 (carriage £5)
Racal Milgo V22 1200, 600, 300 baud, auto answer.
£55 each, (45 for 5 or more (carriage £5)
Transdata 307 Acoustic Coupler 300 baud fits all phones
£9.95 (carriage £3)

Features include:

* 20 cps operation
* Full DIABLO 630 and IBM
compatibility
* CENTRONICS compatible
*6 month full guarantee
parallel interface
* 132 column with variable pitch capability * Ribbon typewheel included

Power Supplies

Farnell N300 R1 13U cased, 300 watt PSU, +5V at 40A, + 12V at 5A,
-12V at 5A, +24V at 5A, -5V at A, current model (list price £244).
£59 (carriage £4)
1

Floppy Disc Drives

Double sided 8 inch £29.95 (carriage £4j, Single sided 3 inch £24.95
a £4).
(carria 9 a £3 ). Sin 9le sided 8 inch £14.9 (carriage

&

including micro proportional spacing
*Subscripts, superscripts, bold type,
underline etc.
Manufactured to highest standards
(rigid steel chassis etc) in West
Germany by Europe's largest
typewriter manufacturer

*

Keyboards

NEW LOW PRICES!
FROM

STC Wordprocessor keyboard top quality German manufacture.

£5.95 (carriage £3)

£89.50 £99.50

Scribe Workstations (sold for parts only)

FOR ONE

FOR 10

£6.50 carriage

Quality terminal including: 2 CPU's (280H + 9995), corns adaptor. 128K
ram board, SW mode, PSU, Hitachi green high res monitor and above
keyboard.
£24.95 (carriage £5)

ALL PRICES

+ VAT

Computers

Hitachi CD Rom Drive 550 MB

Small quantity famous name 286+386 compatibles.
Above items all new unless stated.

Very high spec drives that read software/data from standard
and pre-programmed compact discs. Many discs are available
including the whole IBM PC user group library on one disc!
Also many medical and technical applications. Price includes
IBM PC controller card, cable, MS Dos extension and 51/4"
£ 199 +VAT (carriage £6.50)
drive.

Lighting and Sound Equipment
Strand M24 Lighting Control Desk Channels £1450 (carriage £10)
Studio Loudspeakers (ex -BBC), LS5/1, 15"+2 x HF. £110 pair
(carriage POA), LS3/1, 15"+2xHF. £85 pair (carriage POA)
Altec Lansing Studio Loudspeakers, 15" dual concentric, 400 watt,

Epson MX80 Dot Matrix Printers
Genuine Epson printer at very low cost. Full feature 80 column. £59.50 (carriage £6.50)
VAT must be added to all prices.
Visa & Access
accepted 24 hour
phone service

1'OA

m olmos

secondhand.
C:too pair (carriage POA)
Quad 500 Power Amp, 50 Watt, multi output, 5.811, 12.51!, 231!. 501?,
851!, 2001!.
£55 (carriage £5)
Dunlop-Clarke Stereo Power Amplifier 500W, r.m.s. per ch.
(275 (carriage £6.50)

Matmos Ltd, Unit 11, Lindfield Enterprise Park, Lewes Road,
Lindfield RH16 2LX. Tel: 0444 454377, 04447 2091/3830.
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PERFORMANCE
& QUALITY

19" RACK MOUNT CRYSTAL CONTROLLED
VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND TELEVISION MODULATOR
(excluding

PRICES FROM £214.13

Prices

VAT &

carriage)

CCIR/3

£214.13
CCIR/3-1 £273.67
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19" RACK MOUNT VHFIUHF
TELEVISION DEMODULATOR
ONLY £198.45 (excluding VAT & carriage)

PRICE AT

0

CCIR/3 SPECIFICATION
enz

100 ,

Power requirement

tjj1!%

75

Modulation

IF Vision
IF Sound
Sound Pre -Emphasis
Ripple on IF Saw Filter
Output (any channel 47 860MHz)
Vision to Sound Power Ratio

Intermodulation
Spurious Harmonic Output

PRICES FROM ONLY £109.76

(excluding

VAT &

carriage)

8

.8V

FM Sound Sub -Carrier

WALLMOUNT DOUBLE SIDEBAND
TELEVISION MODULATOR

-- IV Pk Watt (available
other voltages)
Ohm
-- 6MHz600-Pk(available
Ohm
5.5MHz)
Negative
--- 38.9MHz
32.9MHz (available 33.4MHz)
240V

Video Input
Audio Input

-- 50us
-- .6dB
+6dBmV (2mV)
Ohm
to
-- Equal
or less than 60dB
-40dB
if fitted
75

10

I

(80dB
with TCFLI filter or
combined via TCFL4 Combiner/Leveller

CCIR/3-1

- Specification
60dBmV

Other Options Available

-

Alternative Applications

- CCTV
Surveillance up to
TV channels
down one coax, telemetry camera

as above but output level
1000mV Intermodulation 54dB

I.F.

Loop/Stereo Sound/Higher Power Output
100

control

signals, transmitted in the same coax in the
reverse direction.

ud
802

Frequency Range
A.F.C. Control
Video Output
Audio Output
Audio Monitor Output

DEMODULATOR SPECIFICATION
470-860MHz
--- 45-290MHz,
+/- MHz
IV
Ohm
-- Ohms
600 Ohm unbalanced
Tunable by internal preset
1.8

75

.75V
4

Available for PAL System

I

or BC

- Channel
selection via remote switching.
Crystal

Options

Controlled Tuner.

Stereo Sound.

CCIR/5 MODULATOR SPECIFICATION
Power Requirement
UHF

ouT NT

O
cH

CH fU
1T

('C

PK
IN 1V

s

.K,

!E OtMA

Video Input

Combiner/Leveller)

TCFL2
TCFL4
TSKO
1

Modulator
Modulators
Modulators
Modulators
Modulators

240V

CHANNEL COMBINER/FILTER/LEVELLER
to combine outputs of modulators

Prices
CCIR/5-1
CCIR/5-2 2
CCIR/5-3 3
CCIR/5-4 4
CCIR/5-5 5

------

IV Pk -Pk 75 Ohms
Audio Input
IV rms 30K Ohms Adjustable .4 to 1.2
Vision to Sound Power Ratio
10 to I
Output
6dBmV (2mV) 470-860MHz
Modulation
Negative
Audio Sub -Carrier
6MHz or 5.5MHz
Frequency Stability
25 Deg temperature change 1S0KHz
Intermodulation
less than 60dB
Sound Pre -Emphasis
50us
Double Sideband Modu:ator(unwanted sideband can be suppressed using TCFL4

Channel Filter/Combiner/Leveller. Insertion loss 3.5dB
Channel Filter/Combiner/Leveller. Insertion loss 3.5dB
Enables up to 4xTCFL4 or TCFL2 to be combined.
2
4

£109.76
£167.99

TAYLOR BROS (OLDHAM) LTA

£237.59

BISLEY STREET WORKS, LEE STREET,

£307.19

£376.79

OLDHAM, ENGLAND.
ENTER2 ON REPLY CARD

TEL: 061-652 3221

TELEX: 669911

FAX: 061-626 1736

TOGETHER WE STAND THE TEST
N

GROUP

IR GROUP AND MARCONI
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2442 26.5GHz Microwave Counter
Buy £4481 Rent £ 108 p. w.

IIs

a

2019A AM/FM Signal Generator
Buy £5025 Rent £ 136 p. w.
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2382 400MHz Spectrum Analyser
Buy £ 15950 Rent £485 p. w.

IR Group and Marconi Instruments have joined
forces to provide you with an outstanding supply of
communications test equipment.

v

óáá

I
óóóá
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II O Ó

Digital RF Power Meter, 26.5GHz
Buy £ 1490 Rent £ 136 p. w.

The following Marconi products are now available:Radio communications test sets such as 2955 and
the new total system capability 2960 for testing
Band Ill, TACS, AMPS, R52000 radio systems.
RF Signal Generators including the 2022A 1 GHz
programmable unit and the higher output

IR Group are a leading sales distributor of
Marconi radio test sets, RF signal generators,

spectrum analysers, microwave counters and power
meters. They're all available from stock, and
for next day delivery, if required.
Rental:
COAtrf°ME hiel
We also stock an in-depth range of Irf~MULE
MSM(Sam
Marconi products for short,
medium or long-term rental - all at
KWmK-.
competitive prices and guaranteed
delivery times.
10

6960A

O

Marconi Products from IR Group

Sales:

l

o

(13dBm) 2022C.
400MHz and 4.2GHz spectrum analysers,
with built-in tracking generator.
Microwave counters - 20GHz
(2440) and 26.5GHz (2442).
"M,,yn,9
Microwave power meters, up to
%,.,
26.5GHz, with a full range of power
;;
.

41.1

Leasing:
We offer our own lease purchase
scheme which provides a highly
cost-effective and long-term method
of acquiring equipment.

,

:

=

Rent £231 p. w.
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Total Capability Radio Test System
Buy £9751

2022A 1GHz Signal Generator
Buy £3100 Rent £81 p. w.
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When you need the best Marconi
test equipment put IR Group to the
test. Ring us today for a very

positive response.

ENTER 3 ON REPLY CART)

LONDON OFFICE 0753 580000 MANCHESTER 061 973 6251 ABERDEEN 0224 899 522
Rental rates are based on terms of 4 weeks. Prices exclude VAT and delivery. Prices are correct at time of going to press.

